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Abstract
In my thesis I examine certain aspects of the political history of Athens in the 

early Hellenistic period, that is after the battle of Chaironeia in 338 B.C. and until the 

late 260s.
For Athens this was a transitional period; she had to face a completely new 

political reality: she was no longer the great power of the fifth or even the fourth 
century B.C., Macedonia rose to power, then Alexander created a huge empire and his 
death triggered endless struggles for power among his Successors, in which Athens found 

herself involved.
Independent foreign policy then on the part of Athens was impossible; on the 

other hand, diplomacy became more delicate and demanding than ever. I focus on the 

ways in which the Athenian leadership (the generals and the orators) adjusted to the 

circumstances.
Firstly, I have examined the role of the generals in diplomacy in order to 

establish that they did assume increased responsibilities. Secondly, I have examined the 
role of the orators in the formation of relations with the various monarchs, in an attempt 
to trace the changes that Athenian diplomacy underwent. Finally, I have dealt with an 
important aspect of the orators’ career and an important instrument in diplomacy: the 
passing of honours for kings and their officials as well as for Athenian citizens. My 
purpose was to establish the ways in which euergesia (benefaction) was affected by the 
circumstances as well as the influence it exercised on foreign relations.

The aim of my thesis is to demonstrate that the Athenian political system did 
survive in this period; Athens proved to be quite flexible, capable of responding to the 
new situation; whatever changes were made, they were due to practical considerations, 

without affecting the substance of the system.
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PREFACE

Transliteration of Greek names has always been a laborious task for anyone 
dealing with ancient literature or history. With regard to the names of ancient 

authors and the titles of their works I have resolved to use their customary latinised 

forms, i.e Diodorus or Hyperides. On the other hand, with regard to the names of the 

various individuals and the toponyms that recur in the text I have opted for simple 

transliteration of their names, with the notable exceptions of ‘Philip’, ‘Alexander’, 
‘Corinth’ and ‘Aegean’. Finally, I have used the form ‘Macedonia’, as an intermediary 

form between ‘Macedon’ and ‘Makedonia’. This latter form would have been 

problematic since it would have involved the use of the ethnic ‘Makedones’, not 
customary among historians.

As to the Greek texts quoted in my thesis I have used the Oxford series of
Greek texts and the Teubner edition of Greek authors. I have translated Greek
quotations myself (wherever I deemed it necessary) with the help of the Loeb 
Classical Library of Greek Authors.

All dates are B.C. unless otherwise stated.
In the bibliography I have tried to include all relevant recent articles and 

books with the notable exception of two books that came out too late to take account 
of them: C. Habicht, Athen. Die Geschichte der Stadt in hellenistischer Zeit, Munich 
1995; S. V. Tracy, Athenian Democracy in Transition. Athenian Letter Cutters o f 340 
to 290 B.C., University of California Press 1995.

Finally, I wish to express my gratitude to my supervisor Professor M. H.
Crawford and to Professor J. A. North, who was my second supervisor, for their most

valuable guidance. I am indebted to Mr. G. J. Oliver, also a PhD student of early 
Hellenistic Athenian History, the discussions with whom proved to be most beneficial.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

It is widely acknowledged that the battle of Chaironeia in 338 B.C. 

marked the beginning of a new era in the history of the Greek world. 

The failure of Athens to defeat Macedonia in the open field embodies the 

failure of the small polis organisation when confronted with a monarchy 

equipped with a potent army. Inability to overcome their particularism, 

inability to surrender sovereign powers, especially in the field of foreign 

relations, are some of the explanations put forward to account for the 

limited life of the polis organisation.

The greatest misfortune that a modern Greek historian inevitably 

confronts is the absence of a contemporary literary source such as 

Herodotus, Thucydides or Xenophon; the surviving fragments of the 

Atthidographers can by no means make up for it. Moreover, speeches 

which are such a valuable source of information for the fifth and even 

more the fourth century almost disappear from the record after the 320s. 

Apart from the decline in the role of civic oratory, the blame must also 

lie with the later grammarians who considered hardly anything produced 

after 322 as worth citing. The same attitude is responsible for the 

extremely few fragments of contemporary historical works such as the 

A tth is of Philochorus and the Histories oi Demochares. At any rate, one 

has to depend on much later sources, e.g. Diodorus Siculus, Plutarch or 

Pausanias, whose attention was attracted by the glory of individual kings 

and of course of Rome. This perception of events perhaps partly 

accounts for the attitude of modern historians who focus their interest on 

the exploits of Alexander’s Diadochoi, on the kingdoms created after the 

collapse of Alexander’s empire or on the federal states of Aitolia and 

Achaia. The Greek poleis are either neglected or they are examined in a 

perspective of decadence. Suffice it to point to titles such as A thens in 

Decline (by C. Mossé). The admirers of the miracle of classical Athens in
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particular, deeply exasperated by the “sad fate” of the polis par 

excellence, largely neglect Athenian history from 338 onwards, or to be 

more precise, after 322, when Athens was defeated in the Lamian War 

and Antipatros installed a garrison in the city.

Given the lack of contemporary literary sources, the unavoidable 

difficulty is that the period extending roughly from 338 onwards - the so 

called Hellenistic period - is extremely complicated compared with the 

classical period, which is the result of the emergence of new kingdoms 

and of the continuous change in the balance of power among them. The 

aforementioned interest of ancient sources and modern historians in the 

struggles of the Diadochoi and their corresponding neglect of Athens was 

one of the major incentives that led me to concentrate precisely on the 

history of this particular city. Athens found herself entangled in these 

struggles and I believe that her reaction and adjustment to the 

circumstances presents great interest.

It is precisely the fact that Athens is no longer the great power of 

the past that I find particularly stimulating: Athens of the early 

Hellenistic period deserves no less attention than the great power of the 

fifth  or even the fourth century; the history of early Hellenistic Athens is 

a transitional period, particularly interesting from the viewpoint of the 

survival of democratic institutions and of possible political changes or 

transformations.

The notion of decadence, so commonly attached to the history of 

Athens after 338, is an additional incentive; my own view is that this label 

has been too easily attached and, in fact, prevents any clear appreciation 

of Athens’ political role after 338.

Complicated as is this period, I believe it is essential to lay down 

very briefly the basic events of early Hellenistic Athenian history (that is 

the period extending from roughly 338 to the 260s), as well as the events 

leading to the confrontation with Macedonia in 338.
* * *
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The extent to which the Greek poleis, Athens in particular, could 

have prevented Philip II of Macedonia from rising to power, has always 

been a tantalising problem. The speeches of Demosthenes easily lead us 

to think that Athens should have been alarmed and was guilty of not 

reacting decisively when there was still time. In fact, Demosthenes’ 

perception of Philip’s role prevents us from estimating how the Athenians 

of the time would have perceived his role and power. Rapid rise to 

power and aspirations to imperialism were not a novel phenomenon in the 

Greek world. The past had witnessed, in turn, Athenian imperialism, the 

short-lived imperialism of Sparta and, finally, that of Thebes or Jason of 

Pherai. Philip’s power then would have seemed as nothing so exceptional 

and, for this reason, no more and no less alarming than the recent, sudden 

rise of Thebes or Jason had been. Furthermore, the Greek world and 

Athens in particular might have expected that Philip’s power would be 

limited; it would reach a peak and then it would collapse. All this, on the 

other hand, does not amount to denying that the Greek world had 

miscalculated or rather underestimated Philip’s diplomatic and military 

skills.

Philip was able to build up his power very rapidly in the 350s while 

Athens found herself entangled in a war against members of the second 

Confederacy, the so-called Social War. After the end of the war Athens 

was almost bankrupt and leadership passed into the hands of a group that 

tried to put Athenian finances in order and also to abstain from military 

risks which were thought to be unnecessary.

It would seem that only when there was imminent danger would 

the Athenians act rapidly and vigorously as when they prevented Philip 

from crossing Thermopylai in 352. Demosthenes’ speeches reproach the 

Athenians for their inactivity and for their failure to perceive Philip’s 

real intentions. In 351 he insisted that they should dispatch a force 

consisting of 2000 infantry and 500 cavalry to ravage Philip’s territory 

{1st Phil 22). Yet, he himself admitted that this would not be a 

significant force and that Athens could not afford the maintenance.
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which was quite true; Athens’ resources alone could not possibly match 

Macedonia’s.

Apart from these factors, Philip’s strong point was that he excelled 

in diplomacy and was thus able to take advantage of the dissension among 

the Greek states. The ‘Sacred War’ between Thebes and Phokis gave 

Philip the opportunity to form an alliance with Thebes and to be 

established as the head of the Amphictyonie Council. As a result he 

confronted Athens, which had taken sides with Phokis. In 346 Athens 

acceded to the precarious peace of Philokrates. Thereafter the Athenians 

appear to have been alarmed at Philip’s political and military 

manoeuvres; the period until 338 witnessed intense Athenian military 

activity in the Hellespontine and the Northern Aegean area. A new 

‘Sacred War’ led to direct confrontation at Chaironeia in 338, where 

Philip gained an overwhelming victory. Admittedly, Athens did not have 

to endure any visible signs of Macedonian supremacy such as a garrison. 

However, she did join the League of Corinth which was established by 

Philip in order to pursue the war against Persia.
* * *

Generally speaking, Athens did demonstrate caution in the fifteen 

years after Chaironeia. There were occasions on which Athens could 

have participated in suicidal uprisings, such as after Philip’s death in 336 

when Thebes revolted against Alexander or in 330 when Agis III, king of 

Sparta, led a war against Antipatros, the regent of Macedonia. The 

overall impression is that Athens generally clung to a wait-and-see policy, 

expecting Persia to defeat Alexander.

A dominant figure of the period and one who occupied an 

extraordinary position in Athenian public life is Lykourgos, who set out 

to reorganise Athenian finances and to improve the military profile of 

Athens. It is probable that he aimed at an Athenian uprising at the right, 

perhaps distant, moment.

However, Athens revolted almost immediately after Alexander’s 

death in the summer of 323 and led the so called Lamian War against
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Antipatros in which she was defeated. As a result Antipatros installed a 

garrison on the Mounychia Hill and limited citizenship rights.

Antipatros died in 319 after having appointed to the regency 

Polyperchon. Things, however, became complicated because Antipatros’ 

son, Kassandros, thought he had the right to succeed his father. The 

inescapable conflict between him and Polyperchon was bound to involve 

Athens. Polyperchon’s edict proclaiming the return to the state of affairs 

before 323 and the restoration of the exiles made the Athenians believe 

that they would be granted the withdrawal of the garrison, since the 

latter was taking orders from Kassandros. It was a period of internal 

turmoil for Athens which ended in 317 when Kassandros succeeded in 

driving Polyperchon out of Athens and went on to appoint Demetrios 

Phalereus as the epimeletes of Athens. The garrison was retained but 

citizenship rights were more widespread among the Athenian population.

Despite the financial prosperity that Athens enjoyed during his 

regime the Athenians were eager to shake off his rule, or rather 

Kassandros’. The famous edict of Antigonos Monophthalmos in 315 

proclaiming freedom and autonomy for the Greek poleis gave rise to 

hopes that were only materialised in 307 by Antigonos’ son Demetrios 

Poliorketes. Athens threw her gates open and hailed him as a saviour.

In the following year (and for three more) Athens fought by the 

side of Demetrios against Kassandros in the so called Four Years War. 

The struggle between the two belonged to the much wider context of 

Antigonos’ war for the maintenance of a unified empire. But Antigonos’ 

dreams of the restoration of Alexander’ s empire came to an end at the 

battle of Ipsos in 301. Demetrios was left without a kingdom, and this 

was precisely the time that Athens denied him access to the city.

It was a tremendous internal conflict that brought Demetrios back 

to Athens. Lachares, general of the mercenaries, usurped ultimate power 

after his conflict with Charias (as well as with others), general of the 

infantry. Pausanias informs us that Lachares became tyrant at the 

instigation of Kassandros. It is possible that Lachares had his moral
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support but there is no way of knowing whether this was translated into 

actual financial or military help.

A number of Athenians who had been followers of Charias sought 

refuge in the Peiraieus, thus causing a separation of the astu from the 

harbour. At this point Demetrios intervened to support them and forced 

the astu to capitulate by means of a siege. This time he installed a 

garrison on the Mouseion Hill, in the astu itself, and even established a 

government with oligarchic features. Then, all of a sudden, Demetrios 

acceded to the throne of Macedonia in autumn of 294, an event which 

alarmed the other Diadochoi, and new coalitions were formed.

In the early summer of 287 Athens revolted and expelled the 

garrison from the Mouseion Hill. The honorific decree for Kallias reveals 

that Egyptian aid had been substantial. The astu was freed but Athens 

continued her efforts to re-acquire the forts in Attika and the Peiraieus. 

In this context belong the embassies to various rulers asking for and 

succeeding in obtaining supplies in corn and money.

Demetrios’ surrender to Seleukos in Asia brought about a new state 

of affairs: Lysimachos, ruler of Thrace, became king of Macedonia in 

spring 284 and Demetrios died a year later while his son and heir, 

Antigonos Gonatas, was left to struggle for his position. The growing 

power of Lysimachos posed a threat for the other Diadochoi and the 

situation led to the battle of Kouropedion in which Lysimachos died. His 

death and the invasion of the Celts created chaos in Northern Greece 

which was put to an end by Antigonos Gonatas. With his decisive defeat 

of the Celts in 277 he established his authority in Macedonia.

Very few facts are known with any precision about Athens’ 

relations with Antigonos. There must have been hostilities in the 280s or 

in 272 when Pyrrhos, king of Epeiros, attempted to drive Antigonos out 

of Macedonia, and the Athenians sent him a delegation.

Athens rose again in the 260s; the war is called Chremonidean, 

named after the Athenian who proposed the decree of alliance with
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Sparta against Antigonos; Ptolemy II was also an ally of Athens. Athens

capitulated with only a brief spell of freedom in 229 to come.
*  *  *

No-one can maintain that Athens of the late fourth and of the 

third century B.C. played the same role in Greek affairs she had played in 

the fifth or even in the early fourth century B.C. It is equally obvious 

that Athens was declining in terms of military power, especially after 322. 

She was no longer the leader of an empire as she had been in the fifth 

century; she did not even enjoy the position she had enjoyed in the fourth 

century when she became the head of a second Confederacy and led the 

war against Sparta, or when she later led the war against Macedonia. 

However, until the Chremonidean War decline was a slow process, and 

Athens was to face many ups and downs before she finally capitulated. 

And military decline does not necessarily entail political or moral 

decadence as a consequence.

A common distorting factor in our understanding of the period is 

that the entire Hellenistic period is perceived as a perfectly homogeneous 

period. The situation described by P. Rhodes should not be taken to refer 

to the early Hellenistic period: "In the Hellenistic period Athens ceased to 

be important, and increasingly the democracy became a sham: almost 

certainly most annual boards disappeared...”.̂  The key-word in this 

passage is the “increasingly”: certainly, Athens did not cease to be 

important from one day to the other, and the early Hellenistic period has 

to be distinguished and treated separately since it is a transitional 

period.^

One has to take into consideration that there are divers ways of 

exercising control and authority and that Athens on different occasions 

was treated with extreme leniency by the Macedonians. After the battle 

of Chaironeia Philip could have installed a Macedonian garrison in

1 “Athenian Democracy after 403”, C/75,1979/80, 305-323, p.323.
2 For the distinction between the early and the late Hellenistic period see P. Gauthier, “Les 
cités hellénistiques. Epigraphie et histoire des institutions et dey regimes politiques”, in the 
Proceedings o f the Ei^iklnternational Congress o f Epigraphy, Athens 3-9 October 1982, vol. I, 
Athens 1984, pp. 82-107.
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Athens itself or in the chora of Attika; he could even have sold the 

Athenian captives as slaves. Instead, he released them without ransom 

and he even returned to Athens the islands of Lemnos, Imbros and 

Skyros. In 335 Alexander razed Thebes to the ground as a punishment for 

her rebellion. Athens’ role in the rebellion was quite suspect: evidently, 

Alexander believed that certain Athenian leaders had urged Thebes to 

revolt and demanded their surrender. Athens could have suffered a fate 

similar to that of Thebes, but in fact she did not even surrender the 

leaders.

The sentimental factor should not be ignored with regard to the 

treatment of Athens by the kings: admiration, respect for her past glory, 

played their part. According to Plutarch, Antigonos Monophthalmos had 

remarked that “Athens was the beacon-tower of the world which would 

speedily flash the flame of their deeds to all mankind and concluded 

what he desired was its good will” {Demetr. 8). Despite the anecdotal 

character of the passage Antigonos did intend to have Athens on his side, 

since this would make his plans for a world-kingdom easier: her 

geographical position, her cultural excellence and even her resources 

would be significant. Her geographical position of course made her a 

bone of contention, first between Kassandros and the Antigonids and then 

between Antigonos Gonatas, king of Macedonia, and Ptolemy 

Philadelphos of Egypt. But generally speaking, the Diadochoi - the 

Antigonids in particular - were very careful to avoid imposing direct 

control over the Greek poleis. Freedom and autonomy was the le itm o tif 

of their policy. Polyperchon was the first to make a propagandistic 

attempt, followed by Antigonos Monophthalmos and later by Ptolemy. 

With particular reference to the proclamation of Antigonos in 315, it 

might be stated that it was an instrument of propaganda, but on the other

hand it was actually very successful.
* * *

The tantalising questions concern the extent of independence and 

initiative left to the poleis - Athens in particular - as well as the ways in
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which external interference affected internal civil life. More specifically: 

in a period during which Athens was faced with quite a few changes of 

regime and also found herself involved in struggles of which she was not 

the initiator, did she manage to achieve something in her own interest? 

Under what circumstances did she try to overthrow foreign rule?

Another essential distinction to be made is between reality and the 

extent to which this is accepted: did Athens accept Macedonian rule as a 

definite fact? The Lamian War, the revolt against Demetrios Poliorketes, 

the Chremonidean War testify to the contrary. Modern historians use the 

benefit of hindsight to generalise about the failure of such attempts, but 

the Athenians of the time could not possibly know the outcome of their 

efforts. Tradition persists and shapes the mentality and the behaviour of 

people. All the more so in the case of a polis which had been the ‘school 

of Hellas’ for about one hundred and fifty years. Military inferiority 

does not inevitably entail a decline of ambition; therefore it is not 

sensible to surmise that Athens immediately abandoned any thoughts of 

revival, or even of re-assumption of her previous leading role. Rather 

than being progressively cowed, the Athenians passed from periods of 

peaceful or even intimate relations with Macedonia to sudden outbursts.

The Athenian status in the international scene had changed; the 

aims of Athenian foreign policy had similarly changed direction. 

Circumstances required different skills, both in the military and in the 

diplomatic sphere. Instead of leading expeditions abroad, the Athenians 

had to endure the almost continuous presence of Macedonian garrisons 

and, even worse, they had to sustain a siege more than once. As a result 

they could be expected to develop defensive techniques and tactics.

The major change in the political position of Athens was, however, 

that now she had to conduct her interests by diplomacy, whereas in the 

past diplomacy had been of secondary importance compared to force. P. 

Veyne, trying to summarise Athenian foreign policy in the Hellenistic 

period, has drawn a negative picture. In my opinion, he does not escape 

the schematization according to which the entire Hellenistic period was a
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period of debasement and humiliation for Athens, in which any 

expression of ambition was useless and out of tune. The basic fault of his 

account lies again in that he has taken the entire Hellenistic period to be 

a homogeneous era. He has concluded the following:

“La fierté patriotique d’ Athènes hellénistique produisait tous ses 

effets sur la scène internationale; la vieille cité essayait de jouer les 

grandes monarchies les unes contre les autres et recherchait de préférence 

des alliances puissantes, mais lontaines; par nostalgie de sa grandeur, (de 

sa polypragmosyne, dirait Thucydide), elle refusait d’ adhérer à des ligues 

de cités, ses semblables et ses voisines, parmi lesquelles elle aurait 

conservé son indépendence, mais non la possibilité de mettre sa marque 

personnelle sur les événements; elle s’était inventé un rôle à la taille de 

ses possibilités; elle était un centre de culture et .... distribuait à travers le 

monde des d^rets pompeaux qui agaçait Polybe et qui étaient des 

certificats de bonne conduite ou de philhellénisme. Voilà une certaine 

idée de patriotisme.”

Failure to form a coalition is no more characteristic of Athens than 

it is of other states, especially after the rise of the Achaian League and 

even more so by the time of Philip V of Macedonia. We cannot hastily 

conclude that Athens chose from the beginning of Macedonian 

predominance to keep her distance from neighbouring states and peers, 

which of course would be quite an unreasonable policy on her part. In 

fact quite the contrary was the case, at least during the last decades of 

the fourth century. Athens, through the agency first of Leosthenes and 

later of Olympiodoros, concluded fruitful agreements with the federal 

state of Aitolia whose star was then on the rise. Furthermore, through 

the agency of Demochares she established a treaty with the neighbouring 

state of Boiotia. Veyne actually implies that Athens sought the 

benevolence of distant allies solely because they were too far away to 

pose any threat on her. But with regard to early Hellenistic times this is 

an oversimplified, if not false, explanation of Athens’ motives. Equally

3 Le pain, p.240.
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oversimplified is to see nothing more than vanity and nostalgia as the 

motives for the bestowal of honours. He appears to ignore the fact that 

Athens had pursued a perfectly plausible policy and had benefited from 

‘friends’ like Lysimachos of Thrace or Spartokos of Bosporos or 

Audoleon of Paionia; in other words that she had pursued a fruitful 

policy. Finally, it was not only Athens that had invented for herself a 

central role in international developments; the Diadochoi regarded it as 

such as well.

It is true that on certain occasions Athens tried to play off one king 

against the other. Taking a close look at her situation, one wonders 

whether this was not the only course of action open. Since her 

geographical position made her a bone of contention between the various 

Diadochoi, it was not unreasonable that Athens would try to take 

advantage of this. The problem was the extent to which the Athenian 

people had realised the dynamics of the new world they lived in; 

correspondingly, whether they could rise to the occasion and whether 

they had the means and the leadership to pursue such a policy. In fact we 

should take into account the major risk involved for Athens in her effort 

to calculate how a monarch could be helpful. The Athenians had to find 

ways in which they could extract benefits without being reduced to an 

inferior or even humiliating position, which of course was not always 

feasible. Athens had never in the past - with the exception of Jason of

Pherai - come into close contact with an absolute ruler.
* * *

Diplomacy was a matter much more delicate than it had been in 

the past. P. Veyne has remarked that “Or les dignités publiques ne sont 

guère, pour la plupart où le plus souvent, que d’ échelle municipale; ce 

sont des dignités pour lesquelles n’ importe quel dilettante fait T affaire. 

La profession politique ne suppose plus de talents, une vocation 

personelle”.'̂  This statement could apply to the late Hellenistic period 

and even more so to the period of the Roman conquest, but it is certainly

Le pain, p.257.
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not applicable to early Hellenistic times, particularly with reference to 

Athens. Now that Athens lacked imperial power, politics presupposed 

talent more than ever. Athenian politicians needed to develop skills in 

negotiating, persuading and extracting benefits. Above all it was a 

question of making the right choices at the right moment. For fifth 

century Athens there had hardly ever been a problem of choices: Athens 

had an all powerful fleet and could impose her own will. In the fourth 

century there had appeared a problem of choice as to the attitude Athens 

should adopt towards Thebes and Sparta and the conflict between them. 

But the rise of these powers had been time-limited; in the case of 

Alexander’s Diadochoi, however, when one lost power another would 

appear to take his place.

A recent article by J. Gabbert puts Athenian politics of early 

Hellenistic times in the right perspective. The very title of the article, 

“Pragmatic Democracy...”, is in my view quite appropriate as part of an 

overall characterisation of Athenian politics at the time. The pragmatism 

of Athenian politics concerns basically the ease with which the Athenian 

took sides with one king or another. J. Gabbert examines briefly the 

careers of the most prominent men to conclude that all of them did what 

they thought best for their polis. But Gabbert plays down the issue of 

Athenian ideology which, in her view, is of secondary importance 

compared to the issue of autonomy.^ It is impossibly clear-cut to argue 

that the ideology was set aside without any second thoughts. At least 

Gabbert should have allowed for the possibility that the issues of 

autonomy and democratic ideology would at some point clash. In fact, I 

would rather oppose salvation to ideology instead of autonomy.

However, my own starting point has been that the relations formed 

by the Athenian leaders with powerful monarchs cannot be interpreted in 

the narrow perspective of democratic or oligarchic convictions, pro- or 

anti-Macedonian leanings, betrayal or patriotism as has been the trend

 ̂ “Pragmatic Democracy”, 29-33.
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among scholars in the past^ Especially the term pro-Macedonian has 

been applied invariably to leaders who are thought to have ardently 

supported the Macedonians for personal benefits as well as to those who 

thought that Macedonia would be beneficial to Athens.

C. Habicht has crucially pointed out that the politicians of the 

period were much too flexible to fit into the careless division of 

politicians into pro-Macedonians and anti-Macedonians; their course of 

action was always dependent on the circumstances and they could at one 

point come to an understanding with a Macedonian ruler and at another 

create a front against him; it could not be any different in a period when 

Athens’ position wavered between freedom and salvation.^

Habicht, however, is more interested in problems of chronology and 

focuses on certain periods only: the regime of Lachares, the revolt of 287 

and the Chremonidean War. On the other hand, he is not interested in 

analysing political activity as a whole. My own aim in this thesis is to 

analyse the forms of flexibility, the ways in which Athenian leadership 

was adjusted to the circumstances, the fields of activity of the rhetores, 

the responsibilities undertaken by the military leaders and finally the 

ways in which Athens employed euergesia in her foreign policy, its

adjustment and even its development.
* * *

6 Mitchel, “Lykourgan Athens”, 178-80; C. Mossé, Athens in Decline, trans. by J. Stewart, 
London and Boston 1973, p.84.
 ̂ Untersuchungen, p.62.
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CHAPTER I: THE ROLE OF THE GENERALS

i. The renewed importance of the generals after the battle of

In the period under examination there occurs a major shift in the 

position of Athens: from a period during which an independent foreign 

policy was possible she passes to one during which a wholly independent 

foreign policy is simply impossible. As the leadership of the polis tries to 

adjust to the new circumstances, it is imperative to examine who are the 

persons who assume a leading place in Athenian life and the ways in 

which they try to secure Athens’ place in this entirely different world.

Among the interesting features of this era is that alongside the 

rhetores Lykourgos, Hyperides, Demosthenes, Demades, Demetrios of 

Phaleron, Stratokles of Diomeia, Demochares of Leukonoe - we find a 

number of generals being instrumental in the formulation and 

implementation of Athenian foreign policy. Moreover, they undertake a 

role beyond the purely military realm. It would seem that not only had 

their prestige not suffered from the defeat at Chaironeia, but that instead 

their position was strengthened. In his speech against Leokrates (51) 

Lykourgos assigns to the generals a place next to the tymymicides, thus 

attributing them a primary part in the preservation of the democratic 

constitution:

“ebpfiaexe Ttapoc pev xoîç aXXotg èv xaîç ôcyopaîç ôc9A,rixôcç

ocvaKeipevouq, Trap’ bpiv Ôè axpaxpyobq àyaBobç Kal xobg xov 

xbpavvov ocTiOKxelvavxaq”.̂

At first sight it is somehow curious that, after a major defeat 

(Chaironeia) and in a period during which Athens suffers from military 

inferiority, the generals would acquire anew a prominent position. But 

this may testify to an awareness of the Athenians that they would have to 

strengthen their military apparatus and take up arms again.

 ̂ “You will find in the market-places of other communities statues of athletes; but here you 
will find statues of brave generals and of those who killed the tyrant”. Translation of the 
Greek texts belongs to the author unless otherwise stated.
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There appears to have taken place a modification of the practices 

pursued in the fourth century until 338. In this period the division 

between the political and the military field was relatively clear-cut, in 

contrast with the fifth century when the same men led the army and 

dominated the ekklesia. The rhetores and the strategoi in the fourth 

century developed into two distinct groups. Konon, Timotheos, Chabrias, 

Chares all played a major part in the formation of the foreign policy of 

their polis, they waged war, they brought over to Athens various cities of 

the Hellespontine and the Aegean area, they even formed agreements, but 

rarely did they appear before the ekklesia and, contrary to what we can 

observe after the battle of Chaironeia, they very rarely served as 

ambassadors. Yet, we should be careful not to attach the label of 

professionalism to either the strategoi or the rhetores? One should not 

imagine a political situation in which the orators laid down the guidelines 

of foreign policy and the generals simply carried out orders. In fact, in 

the fourth century there is an interaction between the expeditions led by 

the generals and the policies pursued by Athens. Orators might put to the 

vote and dictate the course of action or the kind of military expedition to 

be undertaken but, conversely, sometimes the generals would take the 

initiative ad hoc dinà the course of action followed would then dictate the 

policy to be pursued in the future. M. H. Hansen has demonstrated that 

the rhetores and the strategoi together are the nearest equivalent of what

 ̂ L. Tritle (“Virtue and progress in Classical Athens”, AncW\5, 1992, 71-88) has maintained 
that the distinction between rhetores dind strategoi \s a modern conception, stemming from a 
modern historiographical myth. He assembles and presents the historical works of the 
nineteenth century which to a lesser or greater extent conceived Athenian leadership in terms 
of a division of labour and professionalism: military men are confined to the battlefield 
whereas the conduct of diplomacy remains in the hands of orators. The roots of such a model 
according to Tritle is to be found in the influence “of the Scottish conjecturalists, especially 
Adam Smith, who were interested in such ideas as the progress of society and the 
specialisation of occupations”. In the nineteenth century works in question professionalism is 
regarded as the cause of Athens’ decline. In another article (“A Missing Athenian General: 
Meidias Kephisodorou Anagyrasios”, Athenaeum, N. S. 70, 1992, 487-494) Tritle has gone so 
far as to maintain that there was no distinction between these two groups. Unfortunately, he 
uses the extremely dubious case of Meidias to back up his argument. Even if Meidias (largely 
known from his trierarchies and from his rivalry with Demosthenes) had been elected to the 
generalship, this would not prove that the groups of generals and orators overlapped. The 
fact remains that there is very little evidence of rhetorical activity on the part o f the most 
prominent generals of the century who are for the most part busy conducting expeditions 
abroad. Therefore I can only accept that the term ‘professional’ should be avoided, but I am 
not prepared to believe that there was no distinction between the rhetores and the strategoi.
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we call today ‘politicians’ and that we should avoid calling politicians 

only the rhetores, both groups were regarded by their contemporaries as 

being to an equal degree the political leaders of Athens. By means of a 

series of citations from literary texts Hansen has shown that rhetores 

were almost invariably mentioned in conjunction when it came to 

referring to Athens’ fortunes. It is true that ancient literary texts 

distinguish between rhetores and strategoi, and quite frequently one 

group is praised at the expense of the other, but on the other hand there 

is unity in the juxtaposition. Hansen has advanced four reasons as to why 

the Athenians of the fourth century would regard military commanders 

as political leaders as well; firstly, in a period when war was the rule it 

was natural that political leaders would include generals as well; secondly, 

certain members of the two groups often collaborated; thirdly, the fact 

that in the fifth century leadership consisted of generals who were 

identified with rhetores and vice versa would lead the Athenians of the 

fourth century to think that the leadership consisted of two categories; 

finally, that both served occasionally as envoys was a unifying factor.lO

For my purposes, however, I have to underline that rhetores and 

strategoi were equally prominent in events until the end of the ‘Social 

War’ between Athens and the members of the second Confederacy in 355. 

Thereafter, the generals disappear from the scene to reappear only a few 

years before 338; but they only play a limited role. After 338 the 

strategoi rose again to prominence assuming both military and political 

powers. In a period of military conflicts of which Athens is rarely the 

initiator the generals are given the opportunity to exercise influence 

through other channels. Most notably, they undertake missions as envoys 

to various rulers.

In a period of continuing hostilities among the Diadochoi in which 

Athens finds herself entangled, it is not unreasonable that the generals 

with their knowledge of military matters, their appreciation of certain 

situations and their general expertise would acquire - anew - a prominent

“The Athenian ‘Politicians’”, 403-322” in The Athenian Assembly II. A Collection of  
Articles, 1983-1989, Copenhagen 1989, pp.7-21, especially p.20.
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position. Furthermore, Athens has to deal with Macedonian military men 

whose ability in the battlefield had been amply demonstrated, and it is 

only sensible to use in the various negotiations men who would be 

esteemed highly. Detailed research into the careers of the generals of the 

late fourth and early third centuries B.C. is essential in order to 

understand the extent to which they shaped Athenian foreign policy and 

the way in which they influenced the course of events.

A passage of Aeschines referring to Demosthenes (III.159) 

substantiates my point about the renewed importance of the generals in 

the political scene:

“KaiayttYobariç 5’ abxov eiç xf|v 7t6X.iv xfjç oc7tpoGÔOKf\xo'ü 

acôxripiaç, to ù ç  pèv Ttpmxoug %p6voog UTtoxpopog fjv àvGpcojtoç, Kal 
Ttapicûv fipiGvfiç £7ci TÔ pfj)aa, £lpT|vo(p\)XaKa bpâç ab iov  eXeye 
X£ipoTov£iv. 'Yp.£Îç Ô£ ot)Ô’ £7ti Tot i)/T|(piopaxa £iax£ TÔ AripoaGévooç 

£7tiypa(p£tv ôvopa, àXXà Na\)aiKX.£Î x o u to  7tpoo£xccxx£X£”.ii

Aeschines relates that immediately after the battle of Chaironeia 

Demosthenes repeatedly asked the Athenians to vote him £lpT|vo(pbX,a^, 

but they were so outraged against him that they would not even allow his 

name to be included in the decrees. Plutarch on the other hand illustrates 

a completely different attitude of the Athenians towards Demosthenes in 

the aftermath of Chaironeia: his rival orators organised a co-ordinated 

attack against him but the people retained their favourable disposition so 

far as to assign him the task of delivering the funeral speech for the dead 

of Chaironeia (Dem. 21.1-2). How are we to reconcile this latter fact with 

the passage of Aeschines? The orator may very well exaggerate, but it is 

possible that the very immediate reactions of the Athenians were quite 

hostile towards the orator Demosthenes who had so strongly advocated 

war against Philip while they could be mollified as time went by; in any 

case we are not aware of the specific circumstances of Demosthenes’

“At first he was timid and coming on to the platform, half-dead with terror, he asked you 
to appoint him guardian of the peace; but you did not even allow for his name to be inscribed 
on the decrees, and instead you assigned this to Nausikles”.
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appointment to deliver the funeral speech. However, Aeschines cannot be 

lying with regard to the appointment of an elpr|V0(p\)A,aÇ. It is the last 

clause in Aeschines’ passage that is particularly stimulating: ' 'àkXà 

Na\)aiKX,ei louxo Tipoaexdixeie”. The clause has commonly been 

understood to mean that the Athenian demos allowed Nausikles to carry 

decrees of Demosthenes under his own name but E. Harris has argued 

persuasively that the clause should be connected with the request of 

Demosthenes to be appointed £lpr|V0 (p\)A,a  ̂ and not with the refusal of 

the demos to have Demosthenes propose decrees.!^ Thus the correct 

translation would be: “you assigned the office of £tpT|vo(pt)Xa^ to 

Nausikles What was this office? T. T. B. Ryder thinks it most likely to 

be the office of the Athenian representative at the League of Corinth, a 

quite plausible conclusion which, coupled with the new translation of 

Aeschines; bears great significance for the change in the respective roles 

of the orators and the generals and in the attitude of the Athenians 

towards them.^3 Although it has to be borne in mind that in the long run 

Demosthenes’ position in Athenian politics proved to be very stable, the 

fact remains that a military man was elected instead of him to represent

12 Previous translations by A. Schaefer, Demosthenes und seine Zeit, vol.3, Leipzig, 1887 (2nd 
ed.), p.79; V. Martin, Eschine: Discours, vol.2, Paris 1928, p.82; C. D. Adams, The Speeches of 
Aeschines, Cambridge 1919, pp.431-3, leave the passage obscure.

“Nausicles”, 378-385. Harris’s new translation is based both on internal, structural 
reasons as well as on external factors like the animosity between Nausikles and Demosthenes. 
This latter does not seem to be quite convincing: the political_standing of Nausikles after 
Chaironeia is not quite clear. For instance J. K. Davies {APF, pp.396-7^ maintains that after 
338 he became a follower of Demosthenes. At any rate, Harris is right in pointing out that if 
the “xobxo” in the last clause refers to the proposal of decrees, then the main sentence 
concerning Demosthenes^ request to be appointed ''eipT|vo(ptXa^” remains pending. Apart 
from that it would be quite an absurd practice to arrange so that the decrees of A would be 
carried under the name of B; all the more so in our case if the Athenians were ill-disposed 
towards Demosthenes.
13 “Demosthenes and Philip’s Peace of 338/7 B.C.”, CQ, N.S. 26,1976, 85-87. Ryder’s article is 
essentially directed against G. L. Cawkwell’s view, who on the basis of Xenophon {Poroi 5.1) 
thought that Aeschines was referring to the election of Demosthenes as Commissioner of the 
Théorie Fund in 337/6 (“Eubulus”, 1963, p.56). Ryder’s argument, on the other hand,
amounts to the hypothesis that such an office (whether or not this was its actual title) should 
consist of wider duties than those referring to trade; he added in support a passage from 
Isokrates’ Panegyrikos (175) referring to the king of Persia as (j)'üA,â  Tfjç eipnvTig and also a 
passage from [Dem.], XVII, referring to the in i xfi KOivfi (()UÀaK:p T8xay|j.évoi (15).

Since the passage refers to cheirotonia it seems that the states which were members 
of the League of Korinth elected them. Ryder (p.87, n.ll) conjectures that there should have 
been more than one Athenian representative at the synedrion, since the Phokians and the 
Lokrians had three.
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Athenian interests. That Demosthenes was overlooked does not have to be 

due only to the wrath of the Athenians, as Aeschines would like us to 

believe, and to disapproval of Demosthenes’ past policy: it indicates that 

at least at this point they thought that military expertise was essential 

and they felt that they should entrust more responsibilities to a military 

man. Had we known whether there were any other Athenian 

representatives and if so who they were, we would be able to establish 

whether this appointment of Nausikles was an exception or if it complied 

with a more general pattern.
*  *  *
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ii. General observations on the generals* political activity

a) Activity in the ekklesia
Political activity basically comprises the following elements: 

participation in the boule, speaking in the ekklesia, proposal of decrees 

and participation in embassies. Thus, in order to appreciate correctly the 

role of the generals it is essential to examine the extent to which their 

careers comprised these activities, especially the last three which depend 

in whole or in fact on personal initiative.

The extent to which the generals appeared before the ekklesia is a 

matter of speculation, since in most of the cases evidence is only implicit. 

It has to be observed that there have not^preserved decrees proposed by 

strategoi, which is an indication at least that they did not loom large in 

this field.

Phokion is a special case. According to Plutarch he was the only 

leading figure of the fourth century to resemble the men of the fifth 

century in possessing both military and political abilities.^^ Certainly, 

this is a far-fetched and misleading statement. Phokion never played the 

significant role the other generals of the fourth had. In fact, he became a 

central figure in Athenian politics only after the battle of Chaironeia, and 

then he is not so much known for military as he is for political activity 

(although he does hold the generalship), who addresses the people most 

frequently to prevent them from rushing into action against Macedonia.

Leosthenes, the commander in chief in the Lamian War, also 

possessed rhetorical skills. There is Plutarch’s testimony {Phoa 23. 2-4) 

about a verbal conflict between him and Phokion before the ekklesia. 

The issue at stake was whether or not Athens should get involved in the 

revolt against Macedonia, after Alexander’s death. Leosthenes was 

clearly victorious in this conflict with Phokion. It appears that apart

14 Bearzot {Fodone, pp.81-2) has argued that the number of generalships provided by 
Plutarch is exaggerated and that only eleven generalships are attested with reasonable 
certainty; in the period after Chaironeia he was probably a general in 335/4, 322/1, 321/0 and 
in 319/8. J. M. Williams {Athens without Democracy, p.26, n.75) thinks that, though difficult to 
believe, it is not beyond the bounds of possibility if we remember that a mediocrity like 
Philokles had been elected general ten times.
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from the long-standing preparations, his exhortation of the people played 

a part in leading Athens to war.15 Athens was ready in terms of military 

preparations and only needed the man or the men to urge her on. Almost 

immediately after the battle of Chaironeia, Athens, under the leadership 

of Lykourgos, engaged in a gigantic effort to become competent in terms 

of military training and equipment. The funds of Harpalos (the treasurer 

of Alexander who had escaped to Athens) provided an additional 

incentive. Yet Athens had remained inactive until Alexander’ s death was 

confirmed. According to Hyperides, Leosthenes was the one to urge her. 

Additionally, there is the evidence provided by the Papyrus Hibeh I, no. 

15, where Leosthenes appears to exhort his soldiers and presents himself 

as an outstanding patriot. Now, this may be a later rhetorical exercise, 

but even so the fact that Leosthenes was chosen as a speaker might 

reflect a real situation. As a matter of fact, Mathieu has underlined the 

fact that Leosthenes appears to speak before young men and he goes on 

to associate this speech with his generalship epi ten choran in 3 2 4 /3 ;̂  ̂ it 

was actually as such that he was praised by the ephebes of the tribe 

Leontis (Reinmuth 15, left side).

Lachares, “o xcov ^évcov fiyobjievoq” (the leader of the 

mercenaries; Pap. Oxyr. XVII 2082, frg.l, 11.5-6) is referred to by Pausanias 

as “ TTpoeaTTjKÔTa è ç  £K 8Îvo t o o  ôf|poo” (having been leader of the 

people for that purpose; 1.25.7). He must have commanded certain 

rkeiorical skills in order to have acquired any kind of popularity among 

the demos, although we lack information about any sort of military 

a c t iv ity  which could have conferred a certain fame on him.

Olympiodoros is attributed by Pausanias'^^&e honour of having 

inspired the Athenians to revolt and of having restored their ancestral 

glory (1.26.3). The circumstances of his election were also special. He 

seems to have been elected specifically for the assault on the Mouseion

Lykourgos had carried up plentiful weapons and thousands of missiles to the Akropolis: 
IG II 457; [Plut.], X  Oral Vit 849a.

“Guerre”, p.66.
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during the Athenian revolt against Demetrios Poliorketes in 287.1  ̂ One 

thing that could have prompted the Athenians would be the fact that 

Olympiodoros had exhorted them and inspired in them the bravery 

required.

In the decree in his honour {IG 11̂  682) Phaidros of Sphettos is said 

to have appeared regularly before the ekklesia “à 7co(paivôp.£voç à e l  xct 

KpocTiaxa” (always giving the best advice) (1. 34), “ÔiexéXecye Xéycov Kai 

Ttpàxxcûv ô,xi ocyaSôv fiôbvaxo Ttepl xob ÔTipot)” (he continuously said 

and did whatever good he could for the people) (11.41-2) and even to have 

advised the people on a very important occasion, during the revolt of 287: 

“aup.po'üA.euoaç xcoi ôfipcûi at)vx8>-éaai” (11.36-7: most probably to come

to an agreement with Demetrios Poliorketes).
* * *

b) Political convictions
It has to be stressed that we can only speculate on the political 

convictions of the generals (and of the orators). Most of the time their 

activities bear multiple or even diametrically opposite interpretations. It 

is certainly sensible to avoid explaining their actions under the 

perspective of pro- or anti - Macedonianism which is too simplistic and 

quite misleading. It is impossible to define sharply their political views 

and motives, or try to explain the various courses of action they followed 

on different occasions. It will emerge that almost all the leading figures 

in Athens - and not only the generals - were highly controversial and 

ambivalent. It cannot be established with certainty where diplomacy and 

manoeuvring stops and pro-Macedonianism begins. Problems of 

interpretation are confronted by acute problems of chronology; for 

example, as will be argued later, the activities of the general Phaidros can 

be interpreted in two entirely contradictory ways, depending on when the 

regime of Lachares is to be dated.

It was, of course, a period during which everything changed rapidly 

and the leading men of the Greek states tried to catch up, without really

M. J. Osborne (“Phaidros”, 182-194) advances convincing arguments to date the revolt in 
287 B.C., and not in 286 B.C. as T. L. Shear had proposed (“Kallias”).
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knowing what was best. There were not many ways open to the elite of 

the /7o/e/5 other than to become p h ilo i(‘friends’) of a king. The philoi of 

the kings were either those officials in their service or those who in one 

way or another were associated with them and benefited from this. The 

leader of the various poleis necessarily came into direct contact with the 

kings and they had to become their philoi in order to retain their position 

and also to benefit their poleis. But being philos of a monarch carried an 

unfavourable aspect: they could be regarded as traitors.

Being a “(piXoç K al ^évoç” (guest-friend) of Alexander was bound 

to place Phokion in a very ambiguous and precarious position (Plut., Phoc. 

17.9). These honours would at the same time provoke the suspicions of his 

compatriots but on the other hand they would render him useful in the 

dealings of Athens with Macedonia. The saying of Phokion transmitted 

to us by Plutarch concerning the relations of Athens with those in power 

"’'H XOÎÇ Ô7tA,oiç K paxeiv f\ xoîç K paxobai (ptXooq e iv a t” (either be 

superior in arms or be friends with those who are superior: Phoc. 21.1) 

actually applies to the overall policy of Athens at the time.^8 Early 

scholarship treated Phokion quite unfavourably, essentially regarding him 

as a fervent pro-Macedonian. To take the most detailed accounts of his 

conduct among the most recent scholars, C. Bearzot is the most severe 

critic of Phokion’ s activities - she in fact accuses him of high treason but 

she does avoid resorting to the term ‘ pro-Macedonian’ .̂ 9 H-J. Gehrke, 

on the other hand, takes at face value almost everything that Plutarch 

says in praise.20 Both of them hold extreme views. L. Tritle stands 

somewhere in the middle, rather favourably disposed, close enough to 

Gehrke but with a more balanced attitude. He rejects any notion of 

Phokion being pro-Macedonian, and thinks - I believe justifiably so - that 

it is “erroneous to fix Phokion’s political position to any concept of a 

party or factional ideology.”.21

The origin of this saying seems to be traced back to Philip II ([Plut.], Mor. 178c) and 
thereafter it became a topos, for example it appears in Plutarch’s Manus (31.5) as well as in 
the history of Memnon of Herakleia (FGH434, FIS).

Focione.
Phokion.
Phocion the Good, pp.ll5,132.
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There is no way of proving that Phokion did not honestly believe 

that Athens was not in the military and financial position to face 

Macedonia and thus chose the way of compromise trying to make the 

most out of his connections with the Macedonians. Besides, he was 

proved right at least as far as the Lamian War was concerned.

Thymochares of Sphettos is labelled by Tarn as “a devoted 

adherent of Kassandros” because it so happens that he was the 

commander of the Athenian contingents in Kassandros’ campaigns 

(during the period of Demetrios P h a le r e u s) .2 2  True, we do not hear of 

any other Athenian general assuming command in these campaigns. On 

the other hand, could Thymochares have had any choice? There is also 

the curious information in the honorific decree for his son Phaidros {IG 

i f  682), passed in the period of Antigonos Gonatas (250s) that he 

managed so that the Athenian contingents would not have to participate 

in the siege of Oreos by Kassandros (11.14-18). This can be interpreted 

either as indicating a lack of commitment to Kassandros’ affairs together 

with an interest in preserving Athenian lives or it can be seen solely as a 

means of flattering Antigonos Gonatas, whose father Demetrios 

Poliorketes was at war with Kassandros at the time of the siege.

Lachares, the so-called tyrant of our sources, is perhaps the darkest 

figure. At some point in the first decade of the third century he came to 

supreme power. We know nothing about his early career that would help 

us explain his political conduct. What is more, we know nothing about 

his origins, and his name is rather uncommon. He surely enjoyed a degree 

of popularity with a certain part of the people in order to have been 

elected strategos epi ton xenon. W. W. Tarn has placed him among “the 

more oligarchic section of the moderates” who came to power after 

301.23 Various problems are connected with his regime: chronology, the 

extent of involvement of Kassandros, the extent to which Lachares was 

regarded as a tyrant by his contemporary Athenians.24

22 Gonatas, p.45.
23 Gonatas, p.43.
24 The case of Lachares will be discussed in a separate section.
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The cases of Phaidros and Olympiodoros equally exemplify the 

impossibility of expressing rigid views on an Athenian leader’s conduct.

Olympiodoros was the hero of the Four Years War against 

Kassandros. Most scholars assume that at first he was on Lachares’ side, 

but that later on he fought by the side of Demetrios Poliorketes against 

him; subsequently he became an archon for two successive years, which 

has come to be considered as a sign of oligarchy. Yet, he was the one to 

lead Athens to revolt against Demetrios Poliorketes in 287.

We also lack any coherent picture of Olympiodoros’ activities and 

role after the revolt; the only reference to him is to be found in PHerc. 

1418, col.33, dated to c.280-277, which apparently has something to do with 

Mithres (official of Lysimachos) being kept in captivity in the Peiraieus. 

Olympiodoros is referred to as a general, but the only thing we can make 

out is that he had sent certain letters to someone.25 At any rate, it is 

significant that Olympiodoros was still active, six years after the revolt, 

which gives substance to the possibility that his presence was continuous 

in Athenian public life.

The problem of Phaidros’ convictions will be discussed further in 

connection with the revolt of Athens from Demetrios in 287, but at this 

point we should try and establish his relationship with Lachares’ regime 

and with Demetrios Poliorketes in the 290s. He was general in i xf|v 

7iapaaK£\)fiv twice in 296/5.26 if the latter part of the archon year 296/5 

marks the fall of Lachares, then he had held the generalship under 

Lachares, but retained his position under the new regime. Most probably 

he had co-operated with Demetrios and thus ingratiated himself with 
him.27

In the years to come Phaidros was elected several times to the 

generalship, though we do not know exactly when. However, the 

chronological arrangement of the decree in his honour renders it most

25 See Cronache Ercolanesi 1, 1977, p.43. The problem of Mithres’ captivity is connected 
with the extremely vexed problem of the re-acquisition or not of the Peiraieus.
26 p. Gauthier (“La réunification”, pp.379-92) separates this double tenure of office from the 
archonship of Nikias, but the 5iç in 11. 21-3 clearly qualifies the participle xeipoTovTjBeiç.
27 Osborne, Naturalization I, p.150.
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probable that he was a general in 294/3 and/or 293/2. Plutarch reports 

that Demetrios Poliorketes, after having overthrown Lachares, 

KaiéaiTiaev àp%àq a l floav 7tpoa(piA,8Îç xœ ôfipco {Demetr. 34.4). It is 

quite probable that these archai included the generalship and therefore 

Phaidros must have in some way ingratiated himself with Demetrios.

It is perfectly reasonable in the cases of both Olympiodoros and 

Phaidros that they could ‘betray’ Lachares and provide help to

Demetrios, or at least remain neutral with regard to both Lachares and 

Demetrios. Thus, they would gain a prominent position under the new 

regime and regain the favour of the demos, that is to the extent it had 

been lost. Tarn finds it astonishing that Phaidros “could steer so 

successfully between Scylla and Charybdis” but it is not that astonishing 

if we consider that Lachares was not exactly ‘Scylla’, as Demetrios was 

not exactly ‘C h a r y b d is ’.^S It is difficult to believe with J. Gabbert that 

both Phaidros’ and Olympiodoros’ activities should be seen under the 

perspective of personal loyalty to Demetrios Poliorketes. In the case of 

Olympiodoros she concedes genuine patriotism as w e ll.2 9  I find personal 

devotion to a monarch quite weak as a motivation: patriotism and loyalty 

when the latter is directed to a foreign ruler can be incompatible.

Phaidros’ career in the 280s is even more perplexing. It emerges 

that he appeared regularly before the ekklesia (11.34, 36-7, 41). The nature 

of his convictions is a matter of dispute and therefore so is the evaluation 

of his behaviour during the revolt of 287. T. L. Shear classifies him 

among the pro-Macedonians and argues that he operated against the 

success of the revolt. M. J. Osborne on the other hand maintains plausibly 

that he was moderate and co-operated with his brother Kallias. His most 

important argument is that had he intended to prevent the Athenian 

uprising, he would certainly not have helped with the gathering of the 

harvest; this would surely have helped the Athenians to endure a siege.^O

28 Gonatas, p. 45.
29 Antigonus Gonatas, pp.l44, 147. 
20 “Phaidros ”, p.l88.
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However, Phaidros had advised the Athenians to a certain effect, 

most probably with regard to Demetrios Poliorketes. We can only 

speculate as to the nature of his advice. The hypothesis advanced by 

Shear, Habicht and Osborne seems to me to be quite plausible: he urged 

the Athenians to seek peace with Demetrios.^l If so, then this does not 

render him pro-Macedonian or pro-Demetrian but only cautious.

Osborne rightly remarks that with every probability he participated 

in the peace negotiations with Demetrios.^2 His observation is only 

strengthened by the fact that it was the college of the strategoi that 

assumed responsibility at that time (Kallias decree, 11.33-40).

There remains to solve the problem of Phaidros’ disappearance 

from active political life after the revolt of 287. How can we explain 

that after 286 Phaidros was only elected to minor offices, or rather not 

politically significant. Was it the revenge of the restored democracy, as 

the consensus of scholars has it (whether they regard Phaidros as pro- 

Macedonian or as a moderate patriot)? Was he old enough to withdraw 

from public life? We know hardly anything about the period after 286;

in particular we cannot put our finger on the leading men of this period.
* * *

31 Shear, “Kallias”, p.70; Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.56.
32 ’’Phaidros”, p.l87 and n.l8, p.l88. The problem of the nature of the peace treaty will be 
discussed below in connection with the informal contacts of the generals.
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iii. Embassies

a) The fourth century

Participation in embassies is an element of political activity about 

which there is explicit evidence in the sources, for the most part literary 

ones. Unfortunately, testimonies are much more detailed with regard to 

the embassies belonging to the period from 338 to 318. For the rest we 

have to content ourselves with only passing references. Even detailed 

references prove to be quite problematic with regard to either the central 

figure of a mission or the degree of responsibility to be ascribed to the 

envoys on various occasions, or the motives behind their activities.

It has been mentioned above that the generals were frequently 

employed as envoys to various rulers, something that marks a shift from 

the practices employed in the fourth century until 338. Instead, the 

parallel is to be observed in the fifth century. The leading men of the 

period, Themistokles, Aristeides, Kimon etc., had undertaken embassies. 

On the contrary, in the fourth century we only read about Autokles who 

was dispatched to Sparta in 371, Derkylos and Nausikles. The latter two 

were involved in the negotiations with Philip in 346, but it is significant 

that they did not influence the course of events.^^ That military men 

now undertake embassies points to an effort on behalf of the Athenian 

demos to unify the political and the military fields; it indicates, however 

indirectly, that the Athenians had lost faith in the practice pursued in the 

fourth century, e.g. diplomacy lying completely in the hands of rhetores, 

and decided to resort to older practices.

From 338 to the 260s there are recorded c. 30 missions and about 

the same number of envoys. In the years between 338 and 322 there were

C.12 embassies consisting in all of c.l7 ambassadors among whom Phokion 

and Leosthenes were generals; Demetrios of Phaleron also held the 

strategia when he was an ambassador in 307. Between 319 and 318 we 

read about two embassies in which two generals participate (Phokion,

Mosley, Envoys, p.43.
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Konon). In the period of Demetrios Phalereus (317-307) there is explicit 

reference to an embassy to Polemaios (general of Antigonos 

Monophthalmos) and a vague reference to secret embassies dispatched by 

the Athenians to Antigonos. From 306 to 300 there are recorded c. 3 

embassies, one of them conducted single - handed by Olympiodoros, but it 

is questionable whether he was a general at the time. In the third century 

and until the 260s there are recorded c. 8 embassies. Four out of eight 

ambassadors in this latter period were men with distinguished military 

careers and they conducted their missions single-handed. It becomes 

immediately obvious that the strategoi appear much more in the 

forefront of events.

Absolute numbers and statistics do not give us a clear picture. The 

generals are outnumbered by those men who served as ambassadors but 

had no distinguished military career to display. Fewer though they were, 

it remains significant that Athens chose to elect generals. The inevitable 

question arises: what were the circumstances, what could have prompted 

them? What was the extent of influence the generals exercised upon 

Athenian foreign policy? Did they manage to facilitate Athens’ relations 

with the various kings? Each of the generals demands separate 

examination in order to reveal the different circumstances accompanying 

the various missions and answer the above - mentioned questions. As will 

be demonstrated, all the embassies conducted by generals were of the 

utmost importance.
* * *

Phokion in 338 and in 335
The first embassy in which we find a man with a military career, 

Phokion, participating occurs in 338, in the aftermath of the battle of 

Chaironeia. The other two envoys were Demades and A e s c h in e s .3 4  This 

embassy was brought about after Philip had sent Demades (a captive after 

the battle of Chaironeia) to Athens with an offer. As a result Philip 

treated Athens with extreme clemency, in sharp contrast with the cruel

34 Demades: Dem., XVIII.285; D.S., XVI.87.; [Demades], On the twelve years, 9. Aeschines: 
Aes., III.227; Dem., XVIII.282. Phokion : Plut., Phoc. 17.6; Nepos, Phoc. 1.3.
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treatment of Thebes. He allowed Athens to retain possession of Samos, 

Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros and the administration of Delos; he restored 

Oropos and returned the captives without ransom.35 Various 

explanations could be advanced: admiration for the cultural glory of 

Athens to start with. Another attractive hypothesis is that, had he tried 

to attack Athens he would have been considerably delayed since 

immediately after the battle the Athenians had come up with measures to 

face a siege and their navy was still efficient.36 On similar grounds rests 

the suggestion that Philip needed Athenian manpower and her navy for 

his forthcoming expedition to Asia and therefore would have been unwise 

to impose harsh terms on Athens.^7 All these explanations minimise the 

role of the ambassadors and explain Athens’ fate in terms of Philip’ s 

preconceived plans.

The second embassy occurs in 335, after the destruction of Thebes 

by Alexander. Actually, there had been two successive embassies: 

according to Arrian {Anab. 1.10.3-6), just after the revolt of Thebes and 

immediately before her destruction, Demades had proposed that ten 

envoys should be dispatched to congratulate Alexander on his safe return 

from his ca m p a ig n .3 8  Of course, the real intention was to placate 

Alexander’s anger since Athens’ role in the revolt of Thebes was quite 

suspect. However, Alexander treated the envoys with clemency but 

demanded the surrender of certain prominent Athenians whom he 

regarded as w a r m o n g e rs .^ 9  It emerges from Plutarch’s narrative that the 

Athenians were quite perplexed as to whom they should dispatch the 

second time {Dem. 23.6). He even states that Demades was offered five 

talents in order to participate, but he insists that it was Phokion who

35 [Arist], Ath. Pol. 62.2; D.S., XVIII.56.7 ; Plut, Alex. 28.2. For Delos : IG 11̂  1652; for 
Oropos, [Demades], On the Twelve Years, 9; D.S., XVIII. 56.6.
36 Sealey, Demosthenes, p.l99.
37 Cawkwell, Philip, p.lll.
38 According to Plutarch {Dem. 23.3) Demosthenes was included among the envoys but the 
prospect of meeting Alexander was intimidating enough to make him abandon the mission 
halfway. On the other hand, according to Diodorus (XVII.4.7-8) there were also rumours that 
he had been bribed by the Persians in order to pursue a policy hostile to Macedonia; see 
Chapter II, p.l09.
39 piut, Dem. 23; id., Phoc. 17; Arr., Anab. 1.10; D.S., XVII.15.1.
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contributed the most to the mission.^^ The purpose of this second 

mission, which consisted of only Demades and Phokion, was to persuade 

Alexander not to insist on his demand to surrender the Athenian leaders. 

Additionally, Athens requested to be allowed to provide refuge for the 

Theban fugitives. Their request was granted with the exception of 

Charidemos who sought refuge in Dareios’ court.^1 It is interesting that 

after having previously dispatched ten envoys, the Athenians now opted 

for only two. It points, however indirectly, to a realisation that ten 

envoys were useless.

In both 338 and 335 the Athenians must have counted on the great 

esteem Alexander would have for the aged Phokion because of Philip’s 

esteem for the man: “to  Ôè ôe\)T8pov \j/f|(piap.a èôé^axo Kop.ia0èv Ttapoc 

OcoKiœvoç, TCûv TtpEaPoTocTcov ocKOUcûv ÔTt Kal Oi^iTtTtoç èBa'üjiaÇe tôv  

àvôpa T0t)T0v” (Plut, Phoc. 17. 6).^2 Now, this statement would be 

naturally made in a work aiming at glorifying Phokion’s personality. 

However, the subsequent treatment of Phokion by Alexander indicates 

that there is at least an element of the truth in Plutarch’s testimony. He 

was considerably older than his fellow ambassadors, which must have 

carried a certain respect; and his efforts to prevent the Athenians from 

rushing into action must have been known to Alexander. This mission has 

been problematic with regard to its protagonist. Plutarch underlines the 

importance of Phokion by mentioning that the people insisted on his 

participation. On the other hand certain scholars express doubts as to the 

validity of Plutarch’s testimony. For example, Bearzot rejects it on the 

grounds that Phokion hardly enjoyed any popularity among the demos.^'^ 

But where can we base the view that he was not popular among the 

people? Perhaps, only his absence from the board of generals in 338

It is a problem by whom Demades was offered this exceptionally high amount of money; 
although there is the possibility that this is an exaggeration. My suggestion is that whatever 
the amount of money was, it is implausible that it would have been provided by private 
contributions; rather, it must have been provided by individuals who had access to public 
funds.
41 D.S., XVII.15.1-5; Plut., Dem. 23.4-6; Arr., Anab. 1.10.1-6.
42 “He accepted the second decree because he was told by the oldest people present that 
Philip also admired this man.”
43 Focione, pp.145-146.
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could substantiate such a view. Even if Phokion was not the people’s 

favourite, what mattered to the Athenians was that in the past he had 

been on good terms with Philip and they could take advantage of it. 

They did not hesitate to restore Demades his civic rights in 322 in order 

to help them out of their difficulties with Antipatros (D.S., XVIII.18.1-2). 

Popularity was not a sine qua non for the election of these men as 

ambassadors. Expediency and the needs of the moment prevailed in the 

mind of the Athenian demos. R. Sealey as well attributes credit solely to 

Demades for the success of the embassy, but this view discounts the 

testimony of Plutarch completely. He refers briefly to Phokion but in 

sharp opposition to Bearzot he argues for the full support of Phokion for 

the Athenian cause.^^
* * *

The peace negotiations o f 322
In 322, after the defeat at Krannon, Demades proposed that they 

should appoint Ttpéapeiç abxoKpdiopaç (ambassadors invested with full 

powers). Phokion was sent as an ambassador to Antipatros together with 

Demades and certain others to conclude a peace treaty (Plut., Phoc. 26-7;

D.S., XVIII.18.2-3). This mission is problematic with regard to the actual 

number of the envoys dispatched, as well as to the central figure of the 

mission. Neither Plutarch nor Diodorus specify the number of envoys 

who accompanied Demades and Phokion. Diodorus’ summary account of 

the mission has Demades as the central figure and makes a vague 

reference to some others (xivœv èxépcùv). In sharp contrast Plutarch 

mentions by name only Phokion and the philosopher Xenokrates and, of 

course, the former is the leading figure. In fact, Plutarch’s narrative 

discerns two phases in the mission: in the first it was established that the 

negotiations would take place in Thebes (where Antipatros was at the 

time). In a fragment of a speech attributed to Demetrios of Phaleron we

Demosthenes, pp.208-9.
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are informed that he too was an envoy, most probably in the first mission; 

whether he participated in the second mission is u n c lea r .4 5

There were then at least three envoys in both stages of the mission; 

how many were the other presbeis referred to vaguely by both Diodorus 

and P lu t a r c h ? 4 6  j n  the past, whenever peace-terms were the aim of the 

mission ten envoys were dispatched. Moreover it is in connection with 

such missions that we find envoys endowed with full powers, and this in 

three cases out of ten.^^

Appointing ten men on an embassy meant (most of the time) 

including the widest possible variety of opinions among the citizen-body. 

Thus the risk was eliminated that there would be debates as to the 

outcome after the return of the envoys. Additionally, the dispatching of 

people of different political convictions ensured that one would keep an 

eye on the other. But on the other hand such a variety of opinions could 

protract the negotiations or, worse, the lack of co-ordinated action could 

render the mission fruitless, as had been the case on certain occasions in 

the past.^8 It seems, however, that the Athenian attitude was different in 

3 2 2 .

Whatever the number of envoys, it seems that the Athenians had 

chosen them rather carefully. Phokion, Demades and Demetrios 

Phalereus were all regarded as being - to a lesser or greater extent - 

friendly towards Macedonia. The rest (apart from Xenokrates) did not 

object to Antipatros’ terms, or rather they even found them to be 

moderate, which indicates, at least, that there was no visible difference in 

the views of the envoys. Xenokrates was the only one to object, but

De Elocutione 289 =  Wehrli, frg. 183; see Chapter II, p.l33.
The presence of the Athenian Kallimedon, reported by Plutarch and, according to him, by 

other sources as well, is quite problematic. Plutarch records {Dem. 27) that just before the 
outbreak of the Lamian War he (along with Pytheas) joined the embassies of Antipatros to 
the Arkadians to deter them from joining the revolt. We do not know when he returned to 
Athens, but in 320/19 we find him as a mine-lessee {IG 11̂  1587, 1.12). He could have returned 
to Athens just after the end of the war, in which case he could have been dispatched to 
Antipatros by the Athenian demos who would have counted on his connections with the 
Macedonian regent; in fact this is the view of Tritle who calls him an associate of Phokion 
{Phocion the Good, p.l30). On the other hand, it remains possible that he had remained 
constantly with Antipatros, until after the terms of the peace had been agreed upon.

Mosley, Envoys, p.56.
48 Mosley, Envoys, pp.54-61, for the different opinions that might be combined.
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being a philosopher, he was probably elected as a symbol of Athens’ 

cultural glory

Evidently then, one of the aims of the Athenians was to eliminate 

the possibility of conflict among the envoys in the course of the 

negotiations. Difference in the political profile of the envoys was not a 

hindrance as long as the aim of the mission was pre-established. On the 

other hand, it could certainly prove to be a major obstacle if the aim of 

the embassy was not clearly defined or rather when Athens was in the 

dark as to the actual terms that would be offered.

The importance of the assignment of full powers should not be 

exaggerated. Essentially, the attitude of the demos vis-à-vis the envoys 

and vice-versa remains the same: full powers or not these envoys are or 

feel obliged to report back to the demos as had always been the case.^O 

In this respect, therefore, Athenian policy is along traditional lines. As D. 

J. Mosley has asserted: “in no instance did a party to negotiations make an 

opening move by sending ambassadors with full powers. In no instance of 

genuine negotiations was a delegation given free authority to accept 

terms of which there had been no previous consideration. It is interesting 

to note that in one of the very rare instances that the envoys were given 

‘carte blanche’ to accept any terms which they thought acceptable, they 

are not described as having full powers and that they failed to achieve 

their purposes’’.̂ !

Demades had proposed in this case that the ambassadors should be 

granted absolute power in order to negotiate with Antipatros (Plut., Phoc. 

26.3). It appears that though this was granted, Phokion and the others 

were not inclined to bear the responsibility for the outcome; for after 

their meeting with Antipatros in Thebes they returned to Athens in order 

to report to the demos the intention of Antipatros. It is not so much that 

they were unwilling to undertake the responsibility for the outcome of

49 See Appendices, Chapter II, 3. Philosophers as envoys: Xenokrates and Krates.
50 Rhodes {Athenaion Politeia, p.402) comments that for individuals or boards to be elected 
autokratores was equated to being ^̂ given a free hand to do a particular job with less 
interference or need to secure approval .... but precisely how far and in what respects they 
were to be free tends not to be specified”.
51 Envoys, p.35.
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the negotiations, as that they were obliged to refer to the demos. Being 

autokrator meant employing any means as long as the ultimate goal was 

achieved, a goal set by the Athenian people. In the case of the embassy 

of 322, what could be the goal of Athens? Or, in other words, could 

Athens have set a priori a specific target? It is possible that the Athenians 

expected a treatment analogous to the one reserved for them by Philip in 

338. It appears that the prime aim of Athens was to negotiate on the spot, 

i.e. not in Attika; only then would she proceed with the terms of the 

treaty. Ultimately, it was the Athenian demos who decided that they 

should yield to Antipatros’ demands; the ambassadors simply transmitted 

their will.

The fundamental distorting factor in our understanding of the 

peace of 322 and of the role of the envoys is the belief that Athens was 

in a position to negotiate and that, consequently, the envoys could have 

achieved better terms. On the contrary, I think that the matter was 

entirely at the discretion of Antipatros; very little was left for the envoys 

to achieve.

According to Bearzot, both Diodorus and Plutarch tend to obscure 

the responsibility of the ambassadors for the terms imposed by 

Antipatros. She adds in support the statement of Pausanias (VII.10.4-5) 

that Antipatros’ priority was to return to Asia and therefore he was 

indifferent as to whether he should leave Athens free or in servitude.^2 

But Pausanias is quite unreliable at this point (for chronological if for not 

any other reasons) and consequently Bearzot’s remark is far-fetched and 

it does not seem to derive from a correct appreciation of the situation.^3 

Antipatros might have negotiated rapidly, but he would surely not leave 

his rear unguarded. He would not risk allowing Athens the opportunity 

for another revolt; all the more so since the allied army had enjoyed a 

few victories in the Lamian War and the battle of Krannon had not really 

crushed the Athenian army. A small garrison on the Mounychia Hill

Focione, p. 170.
53 Williams {Athens without Democracy, p.l29, n.344) has pointed out that the alleged 
preoccupation of Antipatros with warfare in Asia is misplaced since hostilities with Perdikkas 
started later.
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would be instrumental in imposing fear on the Athenians. Besides, both 

Plutarch, who wants to present Phokion in a favourable light, and 

Diodorus, who is not very well disposed towards Athens, state that the 

people were forced to accept Antipatros’ terms (UTt’ àvàyKTjç).

We have to deal with the discrepancies between Plutarch and 

Diodorus as to the dominant person in the mission. The first presents 

Phokion as the principal envoy and as the one who was able to work out 

the best deal for Athens. Diodorus, on the other hand, minimises his 

contribution and puts forward Demades. One has to bear in mind that, in 

his effort to present an ideal statesman and general, Plutarch often 

exaggerates but on the other hand he provides us with a much more 

detailed account of the events while Diodorus is writing a world history 

and it is inevitable that he squeezes events and does not pay attention to 

details. Additionally, Cornelius Nepos attributes Phokion a significant 

role, though he appreciates it negatively (II. 1-3). The latter’ s testimony, 

therefore prevents us from dismissing Plutarch’s account.

As I will argue in the next chapter, Demades was a central figure 

before and after the embassy. As to the actual mission I believe that 

there was not much room for negotiations. One notable achievement, 

however, involves Phokion; had the latter not insisted on negotiating 

outside Attika (Plut, Phoc. 26.5), Antipatros would have probably ravaged 

it, just to demonstrate power and to inspire fear.

We should not doubt that Phokion did request Antipatros to leave 

Athens ungarrisoned, which was naturally not granted. The answer of 

Antipatros “Ttdvxa cot xaplÇea0ai PoDXojieGa xcov ae

oc7toA.o\)vxcov K a l T|pdq” (I wish to grant you any favour apart from those 

that will destroy both you and us; Plut., Phoc. 21.1) is thought by Bearzot 

to reveal the pro-Macedonian and anti-democratic disposition of Phokion. 

Actually, she does not cast any doubt on the request itself; she rather 

chooses to focus on the answer of Antipatros. In this manner it is implied 

that she takes the request to be meaningless, made simply for the sake of 

appearances. Even if the story is true, it is not imperative that it bears
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testimony to Phokion’s political convictions; instead, it could be taken 

simply ̂ mean that if there was no garrison, the Athenians would revolt 

again, the Macedonians would intervene, which would probably lead to 

Phokion’s death. Actually, the story bears a strong anecdotal character 

and even Plutarch questions this incident: he refers to other writers who 

report that Antipatros asked Phokion whether he could guarantee that 

the Athenians would not take up arms against him, a question the latter 

failed to answer. These other sources appear to be more credible all the 

more because they report the presence of another Athenian, Kallimedon, 

who answered in an insulting m anner;^^  in any case, for our purposes, it 

remains significant that there was more than one source which reported 

the request of Phokion.

The other harsh clause of the treaty, namely the limitation of the 

franchise to those who possessed a fortune above 2000 drachmai, is more 

difficult to explain. Gehrke thinks that it was the Athenian envoys, or 

rather Phokion, who being inspired by the constitution of the five 

thousand in 411, proposed a similar model of constitution which was 

gladly accepted by Antipatros.^^ Bearzot also regards Phokion as 

responsible but attributes the limitation of the franchise to his much 

more selfish interest in securing his position in Athens. It is again her 

hostile attitude towards Phokion that is responsible for this interpretation. 

Whatever Phokion’s motives were, I believe that Antipatros would surely 

be interested in limiting the number of citizens. The installation of a 

garrison and the limitation of citizenship rights are normally set within 

the wider policy of Antipatros of installing oligarchies backed up by a 

Macedonian garrison in ‘troublesome’ cities. In the case of Athens, 

however, limitation of the franchise could very well have an additional 

purpose. It was not so much because Antipatros thought that the poorer 

citizens were the warmongers but because he wanted to diminish

54 Kallimedon shouted: “If he speaks so foolishly, will you trust him and not do the things 
you have resolved to?” The nature of Kallimedon’s remark is intriguing: it is commonly 
understood to be directed against Phokion and to be actually urging Antipatros to install the 
garrison..
55 Phokion, p.87.
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significantly the numerical power of the Athenian navy which was 

basically manned by the poorer Athenian citizens.56 Hence, it is 

implausible to hold that the ambassadors could have come up with better 

results. On the other hand, could things have been worse? Referring to 

Antipatros’ initial demand for unconditional surrender, L. Tritle has 

observed that at some point the ambassadors must have persuaded him to 

abandon this thought.^? Instead, I would rather believe that had 

Antipatros really wished unconditional surrender he would have 

demanded it immediately after the battle of Krannon; his initial demand 

should be seen as an attempt to humiliate the envoys. Besides, he would 

not have yielded to the demand of Phokion to negotiate outside Attika. 

Moreover, Antipatros did not proceed to establish an epimeletes as 

Kassandros did a few years later, which indicates that at least for the 

moment he was not interested in putting Athens under a more firm grip. 

Additionally, there is the curious remark in Plutarch {Phoc. 28.1). that the 

Athenians were not so much horrified by the garrison as insulted, which 

is an indication of mild behaviour on the part of the garrison.

In the ensuing period from 322 to 318 Phokion was a central figure 

in Athenian politics. The primary purpose of the Athenian demos was 

liberation from the Macedonian garrison, towards which end they tried to 

make use of Phokion’s relationship with Antipatros. A passage of 

Plutarch {Phoc. 30.8) referring to Athenian efforts is rather intriguing. At 

first sight it appears as if the demos had lost the upper hand and could no 

longer impose its will; more specifically, although the people repeatedly 

called for an embassy of Phokion to Antipatros he always managed to 

swing the matter. That the people were not convinced about the futility 

of the effort is revealed by the fact that they next resorted to 

D e m a d e s .^ 8  The above mentioned passage is revealing in more than one

Williams {Athens without Democracy, p.l20) wonders why would Antipatros have based 
the new regime on that part of the population which constituted the hoplite class and the one 
that had led the rebellion against him. In my view, Antipatros’ aim was not so much to find 
supporters among those retaining the franchise, as to ensure that Athens would be deprived of 
the means and manpower to lead another revolt; rather than relying on Athenian supporters, 
he would rely on the garrison he had established.

Phocion the Good, p.l30.
See Chapter II, pp.129-132.
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way. Firstly, it reveals what could precede the election of an ambassador: 

a possible reconstruction of the procedure could be the following: certain 

Athenians would appear before the ekklesia proposing an embassy and 

calling for Phokion to undertake it. He would then come to the front and 

argue against the proposal. Secondly, the passage demonstrates that the 

personal relationship of Phokion with Antipatros, on this particular 

occasion, counted more in the Athenian mind than Demades’ generally 

much more energetic activity in the ekklesia.

Phokion might very well have known that the Athenian claim 

could hardly meet with acceptance. However, he did engage himself in 

an effort to make life a lot easier for the A t h e n i a n s . ^ 9

Things became much more complicated when Antipatros appointed 

as regent Polyperchon instead of his own son Kassandros, and the former 

marched to Attika to force Nikanor (appointed phrourarch by 

Kassandros) out.

An embassy to Nikanor consisting of Phokion, Konon and 

Klearchos, asking him to withdraw from Mounychia was unsuccessful. 

This embassy is mentioned only by Diodorus (XVIII.64.4-5); its 

significance is twofold: firstly, it underlines the belief of the Athenians 

that Phokion was in a position to influence the commander at Mounychia. 

Secondly, it is the second time that an embassy includes two military men: 

Phokion and Konon.^^ Undoubtedly, Phokion was the leading member of 

the mission, yet it is dubious whether he sincerely believed in its chances 

of success. It took place after it had become quite obvious that Nikanor 

not only had no intention of withdrawing, but instead had strengthened 

his position by seizing the Peiraieus as well. On the other hand, it is 

interesting that this mission was preceded by embassies to Polyperchon 

asking him to effectuate his proclamation of the return of Greek affairs 

to the status quo established by Philip II (D.S., XVIII.64.3). It is possible 

that the Athenians had received some sort of reassurance from Nikanor

59 See pp.60-5.
60 General in 334/3: IGIV 2970, 1.5; also in 333/2: /G II 2976, 1.9; Hesp. 9 1940, pp. 62-3, no.8.
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and made a final attempt to avoid warfare in Attika, as they probably 

thought would be the case if Polyperchon marched to Attika.
* * *

Changes in practice
Looking at these embassies as a whole we are presented with 

certain interesting characteristics. First of all, apart from Demosthenes in 

335 and Xenokrates in 322, the other envoys were supposed to be well 

disposed towards Macedonia. Athens, therefore seems to abandon the 

practice of dispatching people of varying or even conflicting political 

convictions.61 Not only that, but the Athenians appear to have elected 

people among whom there existed previous ties. Phokion had been called 

upon as a witness for the defence of Aeschines at his trial in 343/2; 

Klearchos was the son of Nausikles, the general who participated in the 

negotiations for the Peace of Philokrates together with Aeschines and 

Demosthenes, and who together with Phokion had taken the side of 

Aeschines at his trial.62

The presence of both Phokion and Demades in three embassies of 

major importance indicates a change in the Athenian practice of selection 

of envoys which in the past had not been notable for its interest in 

continuity, with the notable exception of the peace of Philokrates in 346. 

Yet, the three missions involved on that occasion had the same objective 

and were conducted within a very short period of time whereas the 

embassies under examination were much more widely spread and had 

relatively different aims. Phokion and Demades (together with 

Leosthenes) are the most important emissaries of the period. Their 

participation in the embassy of 338 was a direct result of their being on 

good terms with Philip. Once proved a fruitful practice, the Athenians 

established a more clear view of how and through what kind of envoys 

they should handle their relations with Macedonia.
* * *

Mosley, Envoys, pp.59-61; notorious examples are the embassy to Sparta in 371 (Xen., Hell., 
6.3.2-17) and the embassy to Philip in 346 (Aes., II; Dem., XIX).
62 Dem., XIX; E. Harris, “Nausicles”, p.382.
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OlympiodoTos* mission to Aitolia
In 306 there broke out the Four Years War between Kassandros 

and Demetrios Poliorketes, in which Athens found herself menaced by 

the ruler of Macedonia. Olympiodoros, a man unknown to us up to this 

moment, was dispatched immediately to Aitolia. It is only thanks to 

Pausanias that we get a glimpse of his long and glorious career.63 

Otherwise, J. K. Davies has conjectured that he could be the son of 

Diotimos who distinguished himself in the third quarter of the fourth 

c e n t u r y . 6 4  JQ 11̂  1629 (11.539-41, 622-9) his heir Olympiodoros pays the 

two naval debts incurred by his father. Another interesting point of 

Davies is that we could restore Olympiodoros’ name in IG  11̂  408 as that 

of the lieutenant placed in charge of the corn supply by Diotimos. Such 

an identification, Davies concludes, would be chronologically acceptable 

and in line with the family’s democratic traditions.65 The identification 

seems to me quite plausible, since, as Davies notes, he was the only 

prominent man of the period bearing this name.

At any rate, we are informed by Pausanias that Olympiodoros 

sailed to Aitolia which indicates that the land route was blockaded and 

that Kassandros’ army was very close to Attika. It is obvious that the 

situation of Athens was extremely precarious and called for immediate 

action. It has already been mentioned that there is no concrete 

information about Olympiodoros’ career before this mission that would 

help us speculate on the grounds for his election.66 Even accepting

Davies’ identification there is still a considerable gap in his career

between the 330s and the 310s. However, he was probably alone on the

mission to Aitolia, something that is quite unusual and bears a

Paus., 1.25.2, 26.1-3, 29.13; X.18.7, 34. 3; Habicht, Pausanias, pp.90-2.
He had a consistent interest in mining leases and had also assumed the trierarchy; more 

importantly, he had been a general in 338/7 and in 335 successfully carried out a campaign 
against the pirates, for which he was honoured in 334/3; 338/7: IG 11̂  1628, 11.396-7, 915-6; IG 
i r  1631,11.10-1.
334/3; IGli^ 1623,11.276-85; for the honours: [Plut.], X. Orat Vit 844a; IGl l  414a+ Schweigert, 
Hesp. 9,1940, pp.340-1.

AFF, pp.164-5.
66 Though Pausanias does not use the actual term, it is fairly certain that Olympiodoros was 
officially appointed and did not go to Aitolia on his own initiative as Leosthenes had done 
(see pp. 51-60).
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resemblance to the mission of Leosthenes. Rapidity and secrecy were 

absolutely essential and thus we can deduce that he must have been quite 

a trustworthy person. We cannot conclude with safety that he was a 

general when he was dispatched, but since his later record includes 

military exploits and a generalship of the infantry, it is likely that he held 

a military office at the time of his embassy. The mission to Aitolia re

established the link that Leosthenes had created and brought the two 

nations once again together fighting against their common enemy: 

Macedonia. Moreover, it was an alliance that bore much more fruit than 

the previous one. Athens escaped capture from Kassandros due to the 

armed intervention of the Aitolians (Paus., 1.26.3). Some time later 

Athens narrowly escaped danger when Kassandros laid siege to Elateia 

and Olympiodoros forced him to withdraw his army with the aid of the 

Aitolians (Paus., X.18.7; X.34.3).^^ Had Kassandros been successful in the 

siege, the route to Attika would have been open and he would have been 

free to march on Athens. Olympiodoros’ being given the leadership of 

this expedition was, with every probability, due to his previous successful 

contact with Aitolia, It was only sensible on behalf of the Athenians to 

elect a man who was already familiar with Aitolian leadership and with 

Aitolian techniques of warfare. Flacelière actually labels Olympiodoros a 

partisan of the Aitolo-Athenian alliance and a warm supporter of the 

Aitolian party, which is an exaggeration.^^ A trend towards Aitolia due 

to their mutual hostility to Macedonia and even alliance on certain 

occasions was only natural, but to infer so much as the existence of a pro-

Aitolian party is based on modern political thought.
* * *

b) The thir.d_£entuxy
Pbaidros^ contact with Egypt
During the first decades of the third century embassies become 

more frequent and there occurs a widening of directions. Athenian

67 The date of this expedition is disputed. There have been suggested the dates o f 306, 304 
and 301. See Dinsmoor, Archons, p.l2; Habicht, Pausanias, p.91.
68 “Rapports”, p.472, n.2; Les Aitoliens, p.79 and n. 2.
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diplomacy is basically focused on securing money and food supplies; more 

specifically, we read about missions to the various rulers of the Black Sea 

area, to Kassandros, to Lysimachos, as well as to Ptolemy of Egypt The 

former need not detain us here since they are undertaken by men who are 

not military figures.

The date of Athens’ first diplomatic contact with Egypt is a matter 

of speculation. Most scholars identify the embassy of Phaidros of 

Sphettos {IG 682, 11.28-29) with one of the embassies proposed by 

Demochares in the 280s and successfully carried out afterwards ([Plut], X. 

Oral V it 851d-e). From a historical point of view an embassy in the 280s 

fits very well in the context of a series of embassies to various rulers in 

order to secure corn supplies and money. The disturbing point is that if 

we accept this date, we will also have to accept that Phaidros’ activities 

are not listed in chronological order.^^ The decree runs as follows: “êtcI 

NiKiot) pèv ôcpxovToç axpaTTiyôç UTtô xob ÔTipot) xeipoTovrjOeiç Ôlç ... 

Kai èTti Tf)v x6p av  xeipoxovTjOeiç TtXeovocKiç Kal èTtl Tobç ^évovç 

yevôpEvoç xplç ... TcpeaPebaaç ôè Tcpôç xôv PaaiXéa rixoA.ep,aTov ... 

XeipoxovTjGelç ôè tTtô xob Ôfipox) èrcl xcc 6%Xa axpaxriyôç xôv èviauxôv  

xôv èTtl Klpcovoç dpxovxoç... ” (11.24-31). Osborne has pointed out that 

the only solution would be to see 11.24-30 as a general reference to his 

positions, but the specific references in 11.21-24 are then a w k w a r d .^ 0  On 

the other hand, the possibility of an embassy prior to the revolt of 287 is 

quite strong since it emerges from the honorific decree for Kallias that 

the relations between Athens and Egypt certainly preceded the uprising 

of 287. Additionally, the embassy to Egypt is listed in the decree after 

Phaidros’ generalship epi ten paraskeuen in 296/5 and after his multiple 

strategiai epi ten choran. On the basis of the chronological sequence of 

Phaidros’ offices I would venture to date his embassy to Ptolemy at the 

beginning of the 280s and also suggest that he undertook his mission in 

order to secure Ptolemy’s contribution to the forthcoming revolt. The 

Athenians would have expected Demetrios Poliorketes to lay siege to

For a date after 287 see Davies, APF, p.526; Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.24 and n.23. 
70 “Phaidros”, p.l85, n.l4.
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their city, as had happened in the past in order to expel Lachares. 

Furthermore, an embassy prior to the revolt would at least partly explain 

how Ptolemy came to the point of providing military assistance as well; it 

would provide the missing link in the relations of Athens and Egypt. As 

far as concerns the orthodox view, which dates Phaidros’ embassy after 

287, it is still possible that he did participate in the embassy proposed by 

Demochares, given his previous connection with the Ptolemaic court.

Another problem with Phaidros’ selection concerns the reason that 

led the Athenians to dispatch him in particular. Why should he be the 

one to open relations with Egypt? The most likely answer lies in his 

brother Kallias. Kallias has become known to us from the decree in his 

honour as an Athenian in the service of Ptolemy, who offered immense 

support to the Athenian revolt of 287. It emerges that at some point he 

left Athens as a result of his opposition to the regime, probably at the 

same time that Demochares did (late fourth century).?1 If he had already 

acquired prominence in the Ptolemaic court, he would have been able to 

facilitate Phaidros’ effort to contact Ptolemy and to come up with 

success.

It is most probable that Phaidros conducted his mission single- 

handed though I have to admit that this is an argument ex silentio. 

However, if this is so, then Phaidros’ mission is aligned with the previous 

ones conducted by Leosthenes and Olympiodoros. We can stress the 

resemblance even more by observing that all three fall in a period of 

emergency.
* * *

After the embassies to the kingdoms of the North and to Ptolemy, 

there is evidence for one embassy to Aitolia {SEG 18.239), (before the 

Chremonidean War). Unfortunately, there has not been preserved the 

name of the ambassador from the deme of Halai. The embassy probably 

falls in a period during which Athens was still struggling against 

Antigonos Gonatas. Flacelière maintains that if an alliance was concluded

71 “Kallias”, pp.48-51.
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at the time, it would probably have been defensive since it did not 

constrain the Aitolians to participate in the Chremonidean WarJ2 

Additionally, there is evidence for an embassy to Pyrrhos in 272, enemy 

of Antigonos Gonatas at the time (Justin XXV.4.4) but we lack 

information as to the envoys or the purpose of the mission. It is possible, 

however, that the Athenians asked Pyrrhos ^fielp against Antigonos 

Gonatas.
* * *

The military men in the Chremonidean War
It is extremely unfortunate and frustrating that our sources, both 

literary and inscriptional, for the decade preceding the Chremonidean 

War are considerably reduced. Most notably, we lack the evidence of 

both Diodorus and Plutarch. The evidence provided by Justin (book 

XXVI) is unfortunately only an abridged version of the history of 

Pompeius Trogus. Evidence is even less with regard to the Athenian 

dramatis personae, i.e. the men who prepared the way to the war, and 

became Athens’ leaders. Even our knowledge about the person after 

whom the warwas Vianied.̂  l-G.- CW.rem.omdQ3j is extremely poor. The only 

events of his career that we know of with certaintyare that he carried the 

decree of alliance with Sparta which is commonly supposed to have 

signalled the start of the war, and that after the end of the war he sought 

refuge in Egypt (along with his brother) where he became a counsellor of 

Ptolemy and an admiral of the Ptolemaic fleet.^^ In any case, judging 

from the evidence we have, it appears that the war was conducted by 

men who combined, to an equal degree, both military and political 

abilities.

Chronology and the causes of the war are similarly no less vexed 

questions. The date of its start depends upon our dating of the 

archonship of Peithidemos in which Chremonides carried the decree of 

alliance with Sparta (SICr 434/435). The most widespread opinion among

“Rapports”, p.475.
73 Teles, Tlepi çvyfiç -  O. Hense, Tubingen 1909 (2nd ed.), p.23; Polyaenus V.18 for 
Chremonides being in command of a Ptolemaic fleet.
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scholars is that Peithidemos should be assigned to 268/7, something that 

has been vigorously resisted by B. D. Meritt (and others) who has 

Peithidemos in 265/4, even though according to such an interpretation the 

Chremonidean decree post-dates considerably the start of the war: IG  t f  

665 and 666, dating before 265/4, refer to war being already in progress, a 

piece of evidence which I find to be conclusive.

The most popular interpretation of events presents Ptolemy as the 

instigator of the war and Athens as a pawn in the struggle between 

Ptolemy and Antigonos, fighting for her freedom and finally being 

crushed. In sharp contrast, C. Habicht has advanced a quite radical 

interpretation: not only is Athens not a pawn of the kings but she is 

actually the main instigator and drags into the war a not so enthusiastic 

Ptolemy.^^

It emerges from the Chremonidean decree that there had been two 

bilateral alliances: one between Ptolemy II and Sparta (and her allies: the 

Eleians, the Achaians, the Tegeans and the Orchomenians) and another 

between Athens and Ptolemy. It is after these that the alliance between 

Athens and Sparta is concluded; ambassadors are to be dispatched in order 

to administer oaths with other cities. For our purposes the interest lies in 

the election of two synedroi. One of them is Kallippos (the other’s name 

is missing), the general who led the Athenian contingent of 1000 epilektoi 

against the Celts in 279 (Paus., 1.3.5; 4.2; X.20.5). The duties of the 

synedroi are not clearly defined: they are going to take care of the 

common interest (11.69 ff). One is allowed to surmise that they were not 

confined to military preparations. That Kallippos was elected as a 

synedros underlines the importance the Athenians attributed to military 

knowledge. His case is in fact reminiscent of the case of Nausikles who 

had participated in the synedrion of the League of Corinth in 338/7, 

though the circumstances are fundamentally different.

We come across Kallippos again, together with Aristeides of 

Lamptrai and Glaukon, this time in a decree of Arkadian Orchomenos

74 Untersuchungen, p.108-111; Athen, p.l44.
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dating to the beginning of the war {ISE 53)7^ The decree is 

disappointingly brief and uninformative; the circumstances under which 

the men were dispatched are not recorded on the stone. It must post-date 

the Chremonidean decree; relations of Athens with Orchomenos were 

probably a result of her alliance with Sparta. Furthermore, we are not 

informed whether the envoys had offered some sort of special services to 

Orchomenos in order to be awarded the titles of proxenos and euergetes.

In the same year the Orchomenians honoured with a statue king 

Areus of Sparta, ally of Athens and of theirs in the Chremonidean War. 

A comparison between the decree for the Athenian ambassadors and the 

inscription at the base of the statue for Areus proves to be quite 

interesting. Areus is honoured because of his benefactions to both 

Orchomenos and to king Ptolemy of Egypt, also an ally against Antigonos 

Gonatas. Areus and Ptolemy had concluded a bilateral alliance and hence 

it is plausible that Orchomenos is flattering, indirectly, Ptolemy. One 

would expect the latter to be mentioned in connection with the Athenian 

ambassadors as well, since Athens had also concluded an alliance with the 

king of Egypt. Yet, the Athenian ambassadors are praised only per se.

Though literary sources for the period are hopelessly inadequate, it 

cannot be accidental that there is no orator among the envoys. Men with 

military knowledge and prestige were the only appropriate ones to 

explain the situation to their potential allies. At least two of them had 

behind them a long career and Glaukon was experienced in 

‘international’ politics. On the basis of the order of appearance of their 

names on the stone, it has been suggested that Kallippos was the leading 

figure among the three envoys. This view is largely based on his being a 

synedros. At any rate it is not imperative that somebody should lead the 

mission, and the names could very well be inscribed at random.

As Pouilloux has remarked, Glaukon has suffered from comparison 

with his brother C h r e m o n i d e s .^ ^  The latter proposed the aforementioned

See Habicht, Untersuchungen, pp.85-6, for the date, contra Moretti who dates it to 265/4; 
see also Appendices, Chapter 1 ,1. The causes and the date of the Chremonidean War.
76 “Glaucon, fils d’ Étèocles d’ Aithalidai” in Le Monde Grec. Hommages a C. Préaux , 
Brussels 1975, 376 - 382.
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decree of alliance with Sparta, and eventually the war was named after 

him (Hegesandros of Delphi was the first to record the war by this 

name);'^^ this is partly how posterity came to remember Chremonides and 

neglect Glaukon. On the contrary, epigraphic evidence suggests that 

Glaukon had been a prominent figure both in political and in military 

terms, if not more prominent than his brother. In any case it should be 

accidental that there has not been preserved an inscription referring to 

offices held by C h r e m o n i d e s .^ ^  However, Glaukon was honoured with a 

monument in 282/1. There has been preserved its inscribed base {IG t f  

3079) which informs us that he had acquired the offices of phylarchos 

(11.7-9) and of strategos epi tous hoplitas, sometime in the 280s and before 

the archonship of Nikias in 282/1. More crucially, B. D. Meritt has 

restored his name in a fragmentary inscription where he has also restored 

the name of the archon as Nikias Otryneus, the archon of 266/5; 

according to this restoration Glaukon was strategos epi ta hopla in that 

y e a r .7 9  Glaukon then had assumed both political and military power 

during the war. That later he became symboulos of Ptolemy (as has been 

mentioned) adds to the portrait of a man with constant and consistent 

political and military activity.

Proxenos of Rhodes ( IG  XII 1, 25), proxenos of Delphi ( FD III 2, 

72 ), victor at the Olympic games (Paus., VI.16.9), helped Athens to 

establish an expanded network of relationships. The proxeny decrees are 

quite uninformative, quite unlike their Athenian counterparts; they offer 

no description of the motives that led to the bestowing of honours. The 

Delphian proxemy is commonly dated before the end of the 

Chremonidean war. According to W. W. Tarn, Glaukon’s services to 

Delphi must have been connected either with the events following the

77 C. Müller, FHG, vol.IV, p.415.
78 There has been preserved the base of a statue for Chremonides, but Ch. Pelekides 
{MeXéreç Apxcâaç 'Icrzopiaç, loannina 1979, p.50, n.47) has argued that it should be dated 
after 229, contrary to the view of Moretti {ISE2V) who dates it between 270 and 260. In any 
case it does not provide us with any specific information..
79 “Greek Inscriptions”, Hesp. 37, 1968, pp.284-5, no.21. Meritt notes (n.44) that he dates the 
offices of Glaukon mentioned in IG II 3079 before 282/1 on the assumption that these 
citations were not added after the erection of the monument in his honour.
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retreat of the Gauls, or with the time of Pyrrhos’ invasion, when Athens 

had cultivated for a time the good will of Delphi and Aitolia. G. Daux, 

on the other hand, has proposed more convincingly a date sometime 

between 290 and 280, but in any case before 279/8, thus dissociating the 

proxeny from the Celtic invasion.^O It is possible that we can fix a date 

for this proxeny in the mid 280s on the basis of the existence of another 

decree attributing collectively the proxeny to three Athenians in 284/3.81 

Habicht has observed that thereafter and until 272/1 we do not come 

across proxeny decrees bestowed by Delphi on Athenians; in any case, 

Glaukon’s proxeny should be ascribed to a pattern of cultivation of 

friendly relations with Aitolia (under whose control the sanctuary of 
Delphi was).82

The date of Glaukon’s Rhodian proxeny cannot be fixed with any 

precision; similarly, we can only speculate as to the occasion that 

produced it. Given the close association of Glaukon with the Ptolemaic 

court before (and during) the Chremonidean War as well as his being a 

Ptolemaic official after the war, we can only conjecture that the decree 

should antedate the breach in the relations of Rhodes with Egypt after 

the Chremonidean War. Unfortunately, we cannot say with any degree of 

precision how soon or how long after the war Rhodes fell out with 

Egypt.83 Étienne and Piérart, assuming that this occurred immediately 

after the war, conclude that the Rhodian proxeny was bestowed while 

Glaukon was still in Athens. It is not impossible that Glaukon would 

have visited Rhodes before the war, in quest of money and/or ships.

The least known figure among the envoys to Orchomenos is 

Aristeides of Lamptrai. He is known to have been a strategos from /G  

2797, a decree passed in the archonship of Telokles in 290/89 which 

bestows honours upon the bouleutai because of arista bebouleukenai.

80 Gonatas, p.295; G. Daux, Chronologie Delphique, {FD III), Paris 1943, F28, p.30.
81 FD III, 2,198-200; also Flacelière, Les Aitoliens, Appendix II, no. 14b, pp.430-1.
82 Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.82.
83 For the breach in Rhodian - Egyptian relations and the rapprochement of Rhodes with the 
Seleukids, see R. M. Berthold, Rhodes in the Hellenistic Age, Cornell Univ. Press 1984, pp.89- 
91; a notable incident of their conflict is the naval defeat inflicted by the Rhodians on 
Chremonides.
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M eritt’s remark about the co-operation between the political and the 

military spheres of the government is very interesting but highly 

s p e c u l a t i v e .^ ^  Nothing of the kind is recorded on the stone; the 

’ApiaxElSot) Aap.7CTp£C0(; axpaxTiYOVvToq bears the character of a 

chronological reference (the participle in the genitive absolute is certainly 

temporal), but it is interesting that he was prominent enough to be singled 

out. It seems, however, that the embassy to Orchomenos was not the only 

diplomatic mission he had undertaken in the context of the 

Chremonidean War; his activity was directed towards Boiotian Oropos as 

well, as is indicated by a decree from Oropos awarding Aristeides and his 

descendants the p ro x en y .^ 5

*  *  *

84 See Meritt, “Greek Inscriptions”, Hesp. 7, 1938, p. 105 and “The Archons of Athens”, p.l72, 
for the date of the archonship.
85 a e \952, p.l72, no.4; see Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.86 for the date.
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iv. Diplomacy and authority

In order to establish the limits of the generals’ activities it is 

essential to examine their contacts outside the framework of the ekklesia 

and/or of the boule, the circumstances that prompt them, the implications 

for the working of democratic institutions. There are occasions in which 

the generals and the boule appear to operate together, outside the 

framework of the ekklesiar, the problem is whether this affects drastically 

the constitution or whether it is only due to practical considerations. The

first instance of this sort has the general Leosthenes as its protagonist.
* * *

a) Leosthenes_*_ inform al contacts
Leosthenes is quite a dark and ambiguous figure. An Athenian 

citizen, a mercenary in the service of either Dareios or Alexander, he 

arranged for the transportation of a large band of mercenaries 

(discharged by the Persian satraps) to Tainaron (in the Southern 

Peloponnese), most probably in early 324.86 A few months later he was 

elected strategos epi ten choran. At about the same period or shortly 

before, the rumour was spread that Alexander meant to restore the exiles 

in the various cities, a measure which would most seriously affect Aitolia 

and Athens; for the latter it meant that her cleruchs on Samos would 

have to evacuate the island (D.S., XVIII.8.2-7). Athenian reaction to these 

measures has always been an intriguing problem for modern scholars. 

Did Athens mean to resist by warfare or by diplomacy; if, at least 

initially, by diplomacy, what does this indicate for the Athenian attitude 

towards M a c e d o n ia ? 8 7  Athens d id  revolt (the so called Lamian War), but 

more than a year after the restoration of the exiles had been announced, 

and after Alexander’s death. What is the part played by Leosthenes in 

the events that led to the Lamian War? When did he appear energetically 

on the scene? What was his contribution to shaping Athenian attitudes?

86 Paus., 1.25.5; for a detailed discussion of the transportation of the mercenaries and the role 
of Leosthenes, see Badian, “Harpalus”, p.27.
87 Things became further complicated by the arrival of Harpalos, the Treasurer of 
Alexander, with a huge amount of money and 7000 mercenaries. His reception by Athens and 
the scandal involved will be discussed in connection with the policy of the orators in the same 
period and the part they played in the events; See Chapter II, pp.112-118.
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Hyperides (in the Funeral Speech) and Pausanias (1.25.3-6) present him as 

a real hero whereas Plutarch regards him as responsible for the disaster 

inflicted upon Athens in the Lamian War {Phoc. 23.1). Both categories of 

sources agree on one point: Leosthenes was the one who urged Athens to 

revolt; they are differentiated in their appreciation of this fact. 

Hyperides states that “xfjc; xe Ttpoaipéaecoç yocp eiar|Yr|xf]ç xfjç TcôXecoç 

èyévexo” (he became the initiator of the city’s attitude) and “ôpœv xf|v 

BXA.dôav x8xa7t8ivcû)j,évriv...è7réôcûK£v éat)xôv p,èv xfj m xpiôi xp ôè 

%oÀ8t xpv èA.8'ü08piav.” {Epit 3, 10).88 Yet it is too simplistic to say that 

Leosthenes inspired in the Athenians a hope that they did not entertain 

themselves. Accepting Hyperides’ and Pausanias’ testimonies, we can 

conclude that he was the one to transform aspirations into reality.

Leosthenes’ contacts with Aitolia present us with a variety of 

problems; for one thing there is a problem in the succession of things that 

Leosthenes was doing. Diodorus reports two separate contacts of his with 

Aitolia: one in the context of 325/4 (XVII.11I.3) and a second in the 

chronological framework of Alexander’s death in 323 (XVIII.9.2-4). 

Assignment of these diplomatic overtures to their appropriate context is 

essential for our understanding of the ideological background, the process 

and the diplomatic manoeuvres that led to the Lamian War. In the first 

passage Diodorus relates that a few months before Alexander’s death 

Leosthenes was given fifty talents and weapons by the boule and was 

instructed to make secret contact with the mercenaries at T a in a r o n .8 9  

He then, without instructions by the boule, dispatched an emissary (or 

emissaries) to Aitolia. It is to be noted that Leosthenes does act on his 

own initiative and his motives in doing so are not irrelevant to his having 

been supreme commander of the mercenaries and consequently under

8̂  “Seeing Greece humiliated, he offered himself to his country and to his city he offered  
freedom”.
89 Worthington (“IG iF  370”, p.l41) believes that Diodorus is incorrect when he relates that it 
was the boule that gave money and weapons to Leosthenes, because the boule could not have 
done so without authorisation from the ekklesia. Rhodes’ interpretation of the passage {The 
Athenian Boule, p.42, n.5) on the other hand, is more flexible and the one I choose to adopt 
since it does not completely discards Diodorus’ testimony. He argues that “his supplies must 
in the last resort {my italics) have been voted by the assembly, but it is perfectly credible that 
he outlined his plans at a secret meeting of the boule”.
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pressure to keep them busy. It has to be noted beforehand that Diodorus’ 

chronology with regard to the first mission is confused and it should be 

assigned to the archon year 324/3, as both Badian and Worthington have 

pointed out.^O What was the actual result of these overtures?

A gravely mutilated inscription {IG 11̂  370) refers to philia 

between Athens and Aitolia (the word symmachia is entirely restored), 

yet both its content and its chronology are under serious doubt. Mitchel 

wants it to refer to a secret agreement of alliance prior to the archon 

year 323/2, made public by the erection of a stele only in 323/2 (so that it 

would not provoke a Macedonian reaction). According to Mitchel’s 

reconstruction of events, Leosthenes, acting on behalf of the boule, had 

come into a secret agreement with Aitolia (either in 325/4 or in 324/3) 

before news of the king’s death had reached Athens, thus attributing the 

Athenians a will to resist by warfare at an early date.91 Contrary to this 

interpretation, I. Worthington has plausibly pointed out that if there had 

been a secret agreement it would have ceased to be secret almost 

immediately and there actually need be no lapse of time between the 

agreement and the setting up of the stele^'^ Diodorus’ testimony refers 

only to indirect overtures between Leosthenes and Aitolia: far from being 

an agreement (even a secret one) they simply prepared the ground for 

Leosthenes’ visit to Aitolia. The phraseology of Diodorus with regard to 

the kind of agreement later concluded between Leosthenes and Aitolia 

corroborates the exclusion of any notion of a previous treaty: Diodorus 

refers specifically to koinopragia. Had an agreement pre-existed the next 

step should be a formal alliance.^^ Badian has advanced a quite 

interesting argument, according to which there was a connection between 

the dealings of Leosthenes with Aitolia and those of Antipatros with the 

latter which also had reason to be alarmed about Alexander’s intention to

90 Diodorus places Leosthenes’ activity in the context of 325/4 whereas in the same passage 
he refers to Alexander’s campaign against the Kosseans which took place in the winter of 324. 
See “Harpalus”, p.34, n.l37; Worthington, “IG 11̂  370”, p.l42.
91 “A Note on IG 11̂  370”, Phoenix 18,1964,13-17; see Chapter II, p.ll2.
92 “IG i f  370”,p.l41.
93 Mitchel, (“A Note in IG 11̂  370”, p.l6, n.8) has rightly observed that Leosthenes could not 
have entered Aitolia accompanied by a force of 7000 mercenaries without the previous 
consent of the inhabitants.
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restore the exiles. He believes these transactions to have been a part of a 

co-ordinated reaction against Alexander. According to his reasoning, the 

Athenians tried to take advantage of the breach in the relations of 

Antipatros and Alexander and started negotiations with the former for an 

a llia n c e .9 4  Under this perspective Leosthenes becomes a valuable source 

of information for the Athenian people, and a link with Antipatros.

Even if we accept a date in 324/3, the first contact of Leosthenes 

with Aitolia needs to be dated with more precision: how close was it to 

Leosthenes’ second mission to Aitolia (after the death of Alexander on 

June 10th)? Was it after the Areiopagos had announced its verdict on the 

accused in the Harpalos affair in the spring of 323 and after the return of 

the embassy to Alexander? Or was it before the declaration of the 

Areiopagos, sometime between winter and spring 323? if it was before, 

then we will have to conclude that Athens was playing a very dangerous 

game: on the one hand sending an embassy to Alexander on the issue of 

Samos, but on the other, coming to secret dealings with the Aitolians 

which were translated into war preparations. If Leosthenes’ mission took 

place after the embassy to Alexander had returned, probably with bad 

news, then we have to conclude that Athens resorted to war only after 

she had lost hope of diplomatic settlement of the issue of Samos. Is it 

impossible that the Athenians, not having much faith in Alexander’s good 

will would have tried to prepare the grounds for war at the same time 

that they dispatched an embassy? Amidst all these uncertainties I find 

Badian’s dating and interpretation quite plausible: the first informal 

contact between Leosthenes and the mercenaries and subsequently with 

Aitolia preceded Alexander’s death by almost a year; it must have taken 

place in the autumn of 324.95 Since he was strategos autokrator of the 

mercenaries he would be responsible for their welfare and as a result in 

need of money at an early date. The Athenian boule then did play a risky 

diplomatic game.

94 “Harpalus”, pp.36-7; for Antipatros falling out with Alexander see A. B. Bosworth, “The 
Death of Alexander the Great: Rumour and Propaganda”, CQ, N. S., 21,1971,112-136.
95 “Harpalus”, pp.38-9.
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An indication of the Athenian attitude could be the very fact of 

the election of Leosthenes to the post of the strategos epi ten choran in 

324/3. How did the Athenians come to the point of electing a man whose 

entire career had nothing to do with Athens up to that moment? On the 

other hand their attention could have been attracted by the fact that ik e  

mercenaries at Tainaron had declared him to be their strategos autokrator 

(D.S., XVIL111.3). The time of his first election to the generalship would 

have coincided with the rumours about the restoration of the exiles. I 

would not go so far as to attribute the Athenians a clearly aggressive 

policy at this early stage; only a will to prepare themselves for a breach 

in their relations with Alexander which might result in armed conflict.

How are we to interpret the exclusion of the ekklesia from the 

dealings between Leosthenes and the boulel^^ P. J. Rhodes has shown 

that such meetings between the boule and the orators or the generals 

were not altogether extraordinary, or rather that they did occur under 

circumstances of w ar.^? Before jumping to conclusions then about an 

increase in the powers of the boule at the expense of the ekklesia we 

should reconsider the circumstances in 324. An open discussion in the 

ekklesia would inform not only the Athenians but Macedonian spies as 

well. Were the boulés dealings in conformity with the people’s 

intentions? I hope to show when discussing the Harpalos affair that the 

people were quite uncertain as to the attitude they should employ. Thus 

the boule appears to take the situation into its own hands, yet not against 

the wishes of the demos.

The passage of Diodorus referring to the second mission of 

Leosthenes seems to be devoid of chronological confusion and 

consequently Athenian attitudes appear to be much more clear cut than 

in the previous case: the mission is set in the context of rumours about 

Alexander’ s death. We should not fail to observe the rapidity with

96 I cannot agree with the judgement of Worthington (“IG II 370”, p.l41) on Diodorus’ 
mention of the boule giving money and weapons to Leosthenes as being incorrect. However, 
Diodorus could be confused with regard to the provision of money and weapons, which could 
be connected more plausibly with the second mission.
97 The A thenian Boule, pp.40-6.
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which Leosthenes was dispatched, before verification of the news. We 

are not told by whom he was asked to negotiate with the mercenaries but 

judging from the emphasis on secrecy we can deduce that it was by the 

boule.

Leosthenes’ mission to Aitolia is sometimes considered among the 

embassies but it is not, at least not in the sense of an official mission. 

Diodorus’ language (XVIII.9.5) is extremely informative: At first 

Leosthenes was instructed to make secret contacts with the mercenaries 

assembled at Tainaron without authorisation of the demos and, after 

Alexander’s death, “...cpavepœç TcpaxiEiv xi tcùv aupcpepovxcov. 'O Ôè 

Ôiaôoùç xoîç piaGocpôpo c ç xàç auvxdÇeiç k œ i Ka0o7tA.iaaç xobç

dvonXoug TcapijXGEv e Iç AlxoA.lav auvGTiaôjiEvoç KOivoTtpayiav,”

Diodorus does not say that the people elected Leosthenes as an envoy 

whereas he does not fail to mention specifically further down that the 

Athenians dispatched embassies to the Greek states to promote the cause 

of the war. He makes it quite clear that Leosthenes was still at Tainaron 

at the time he was presented with a message to do anything that would be 

of use.

The main aspect of the open conduct could be to make Athens’ 

intentions to go to war known to the other states. There remains the 

problem concerning the extreme vagueness of the instructions given by 

the demos. This produces the question: if the Athenians had opted for 

war, why did they not clearly instruct Leosthenes to advocate their 

intentions to the other Greek states? Later it is revealed that the debate 

concerning the war was carrying on fiercely in the ekklesia even after 

the instructions to Leosthenes and while embassies were dispatched to the 

Peloponnese; therefore the Athenians had not irrevocably made up their 

m in d s.9 9  It is possible to see in the ongoing debate the reason for not

98 “...openly do anything that would be of interest; and he, after having given the mercenaries 
their wages, went to Aitolia in order to form an agreement of common action”.
99 The embassies of 323 to Arkadia indicate not only that there was not a unanimous view 
about the war , but also that the demos was not entirely in control of the activities of those 
who were against it. More specifically, according to Plutarch {Dem. 27), the rhetores Pytheas 
and Kallimedon (who had a bad reputation among the people) left Athens and joined the 
embassies of Antipatros to Arkadia in order to argue against the proposals of the Athenian
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issuing specific orders. It is still possible that secrecy was needed with 

respect to the mission to Aitolia: there was fear of a counter-embassy on 

the part of the Macedonian regent in order to deter the Aitolians from 

joining the League.

If we take at face value everything that Diodorus says, it then 

emerges that Leosthenes proceeded to conclude agreements of common 

action {koinopragia) with Aitolia on his own initiative, something that is 

without precedent. At first sight it seems problematic that further down 

Diodorus (XVIII.10.11) writes that "AtTCoXot p.èv Ttpcoxoi ouvéGevio xfjv

au p jiax iav  ”. Symmachia = alliance is certainly not identical in

meaning with koinopragia = agreement on common action. It would thus 

appear that Diodorus was either insensitive to details or wrong . I do not 

think that Diodorus was wrong in using the term koinopragia, which is a 

term less common than symmachia and quite specific. Leosthenes could 

not and did not conclude a formal alliance without authorisation from the 

demos. However, immediately after his agreements with the Aitolians, he 

dispatched emissaries to the Phokians and the Lokrians in order to 

promote the war cause. Obviously, it was after these overtures that the 

demos dispatched official embassies to the various Greek states to urge 

them to war and form an a l l i a n c e . ^ ^ O  Retrospectively then, the 

agreements of Leosthenes with Aitolia, Phokis and Lokris could be 

transformed into an alliance. This is how Diodorus could describe in two 

different terms the state of relations between Athens and Aitolia.

In the past states had entered major wars after having signed a 

treaty of alliance. But on this occasion Leosthenes had to convince the 

Aitolians soon and there was no time to ask the approval of the demos.

ambassadors; Plutarch even records that there was a conflict between Pytheas and 
Demosthenes.
100 A Oikonomides (“Athens and the Phocians at the Outbreak of the Lamian War =  IG II 
367”, AncW5, 1982, 123-127) has calculated that Athens must have been on the path of war c. 
seventy days after Alexander’s death. The basis of his argument is IG II 367 honouring an 
Athenian ambassador to Phokis on October 27th, 323 who, according to his calculations, must 
have accomplished his mission at least a month before while the decision to dispatch him 
must have antedated the mission by c. a month. I am sceptical as to the latter estimation; 
given the circumstances, the decision to send an envoy and the actual mission could be much 
more closely connected chronologically.
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there was no time for proposals and counter-proposals. Therefore we 

encounter here a notable point of departure from previous practices. It 

appears that the Athenians were only interested in ultimate success but 

they were not actually interested in the means. The mission of 

Leosthenes marks also the lack of participation on the part of the orators. 

One should not be unfair to them: it was probably one or a group of them 

who had proposed that Leosthenes should carry on. Yet the fact remains 

that they did not suggest a specific course of action. Of the orators, 

Hyperides supports Leosthenes (Plut., Phoc. 23.3) but this most probably 

happened after the latter had concluded the agreements. It is significant 

that there is no solid evidence of Leosthenes co-operating with any of the 

orators or any mention of them suggesting in the ekklesia an embassy to 

Aitolia or elsewhere. It was only after Leosthenes had achieved the 

agreements that they resolved to send envoys to other Greek states.

Diodorus’ narrative seems to bear out the idea that Leosthenes 

remained uninterruptedly in Aitolia and that he set out against Antipatros 

without returning to Athens. On the other hand, Plutarch records a 

conflict of Leosthenes and Phokion on the issue of the war in the 

ekklesia, which excludes any notion of secrecy. How can we reconcile 

this passage with that of Diodorus which refers to specific orders for 

secrecy? Either Diodorus is wrong in implying that Leosthenes did not 

return to Athens in the period between his koinopragia with Aitolia, and 

thus the debate would have occurred between July and August 323; or the 

conflict with Phokion occurred before Leosthenes’ dispatch which in 

return would render Diodorus’ reference to secrecy meaningless. 

Worthington states that Leosthenes would have returned to Athens 

perhaps in August 323 bringing news of the alliance with Aitolia but he 

does not discuss the Diodorus passage. Diodorus’ sequence of events 

(XVIII.9.2-5) flows quite naturally, all the more so since it refers to 

Leosthenes’ diplomatic activities with Aitolia as his base.

“Aio Kal TobxoDç Ttpoaéxa^av èv ocTtoppfixoiç AecoaGévei xœ 

’AGrivaicû xô pèv Ttpcoxov ocva^apEÎv abxobç cbç lôioTcpayouvxa xcoplç
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xf[q TOD ôf|)ioD yvœ)o,r|ç, ol ô’ ’AGrivaioi Xàpcoaiv Kal

Xpôvov TcpoKaxaaKeDccaai xi xœv elç xôv 7côXep,ov xprjaincov. Aiô Kal 

AecoaGévTiç jiExôc f^aD%laç p.iaGcûaà|aevoç xotg 7cpoeipT||iévoDç

TTapaÔô ĉûç éxoi)j<r|v ëa%ev Tcpôç xàg Tipa^eig a^ioXoyov 6Dvap.iv .... 

èTcel Ô£ xiveç ek Ba^D^covog t]kqv aDXÔTcxai yEyovôxEç xfjç xod 

PaaiX,£Cûç p.ExaXXayfjg, xôxe (pavEpcoç 6 Ôfj|ioç oc7r£KaX,D\j/axo %pôg xôv 

nôÀEpov Kal xœv pèv 'ApmÀ,oD %pT|paxœv pépoç Ê éTCEja,\|/£ xœ 

AEœaGévEi Kal TcavoTiXlag odk ôXlyag Kal TiapfiyyEiXE )iT|Kéxi 

TcapaKpDTcxEiv, àXXà cpavEpœg TupôcxxEiv xi xœv CDpcpEpôvxœv. 'O Ôè 

ÔiaÔoDç xoDç piaGo(p6poDç xôcç ODvxà^Eiç TuapfjXGEV eIç A ixo^iav

ODvGrioôpEVQÇ KOlvoTcpayiav 'O pèv AEœaGévrjç Ôia7CEji7cô)j.Evoç

TTpôg xoDÇ AoKpoDç Kal OœKEÎg Kal xodç aÀXoDç xodç 7rA,r|aioxœpoDç 

TrapEKaÀEi xflg aDxovoplaç àvxÉ%EoGai. . . ”.

Diodorus treats the Lamian War quite extensively, but even in an 

extensive narrative it is possible that he could have omitted a brief return 

of Leosthenes to Athens. Otherwise, it would be more awkward to place 

the debate in the ekklesia immediately before Leosthenes’ dispatch and 

thus discard Diodorus’ notice on secrecy.

By concluding these agreements Leosthenes opened the way for 

Athens and other Greek cities to revolt. Moreover he put Athens at the 

head of a Greek coalition, for the first time in many years. This is what 

Hyperides actually praises; for, by the time he writes his Epitaphios, 

things were not going well for the coalition army and therefore he did 

not praise so much military achievements as Athens’ supreme position in 

the allied army.

Another moment in the course of the Lamian War demonstrates 

the margin of initiative left to the generals and the diplomatic skills they 

had developed: The Thessalians were persuaded, obviously by the

generals in command of the allied army, to desert the Macedonians and 

side with the coalition army. Thus, they actually gained their most ardent 

contingent. It was the Thessalian cavalry that gained victory over the 

Macedonian army (D.S., XVIII.14.3-4) and at the battle of Krannon they 

were entrusted with hopes of victory (D.S., XVIII.17.4).
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In Diodorus’ narrative (D.S., XVIII.17.8) it appears that it was the

generals who accepted the conclusion of the war and abandoned any plans

to face Antipatros in another battle. The decision of the generals in

command to withdraw their forces after the defeat at Krannon was taken

on the spot, without consultation with the demos. It is interesting that

Diodorus ascribes collective responsibility to the board of generals for the

decision to start negotiations with Antipatros (D.S., XVIII.17.8).

Apparently, the discussions of the Athenians with the generals took place

after the return of the troops. This is not a serious divergence from

previous practices; in fact, one would have expected the generals to

assume increased responsibilities under circumstances of war.
* * *

b) PhokioiLand his-fiiends
The period extending from 322 to 318 is commonly described as an 

oligarchy because of the limitation of the franchise but also because of 

the central role played by Phokion and Demades. Since they were the 

principal negotiators of the peace they have come to be considered as the 

leaders of the oligarchy. The overall impression is that Phokion was a 

central figure of the new regime. The fact that Plutarch devoted to 

Phokion one of his Lives is to a great extent responsible for this 

impression, and the tendency to attribute to Phokion the most important 

role is reflected in historical bibliography: there is no book devoted to 

Demades whereas in the last decade there have been four focusing on 

Phokion. The title of J. M. Williams’ work is revealing: Athens without 

Democracy. The Oligarchy o f Phokion ... . Yet, the regime of 322 was 

quite different from the constitution of the four hundred .I01  It has to be 

observed that we do not hear of either Phokion or Demades taking steps 

towards a more rigid form of authority.

Phokion’s outstanding position has to be seen in the perspective of 

the network of ‘friendships’ he established with leading Macedonians, 

Antipatros and the two successive phrourarchs of Mounychia. It is

101 See Cloché, “Phocion”, p.180 and n.l for the differences; also Williams, Athens without 
Democracy, pp.117-131, for the uncertainties pertaining to the nature of the regime.
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through these connections that Phokion found himself in a position to 

exercise a certain degree of control over Athenian politics, although it is 

hard to tell whether this control was exercised deliberately or 

coincidentally.

It is not possible to tell to what extent Phokion’s efforts to 

ameliorate Athens’ position after the Lamian War were undertaken on 

the initiative of the general himself, without formal instructions from the 

demos. However, public opinion must have exercised a lot of pressure 

upon him. The privileges awarded to Athens were a product of informal 

meetings with Menyllos, the phrourarch installed by Antipatros, and, after 

his replacement, with Nikanor. One of Phokion’s major achievements was 

that Athens would not have to pay the indemnity for the Lamian War at 

once; furthermore, he managed to rescue numerous Athenians from exile 

(Plut., Phoc. 29). J. M. Williams places Phokion’s diplomatic activity 

which resulted in the amelioration of Athens’ position in the course of 
the second p e a c e - e m b a s s y .^ ^ 2  Yet Diodorus’ narrative does not allow 

such a synchronisation of events. Phokion’s activity appears to have 

started after the establishment of peace and to have covered a long 

period of time. It seems quite improbable that Antipatros would change 

his mind so radically and in such a sort period of time. Instead, I am 

inclined to believe that such a change of mind would require ‘slow’ 

diplomacy, tactics, patience.

Through his contact with the Macedonian garrison and his friendly 

relationship with Menyllos (Plut, Phoc. 28.1), Phokion must have acquired 

a certain knowledge of the intentions of the Macedonians. His 

intermediate position turned him into a source of information. Moreover, 

this position of his endowed him with the power to control and 

manipulate Athenian sentiments and reactions. It appears that Athens 

expected him to be aware of any move of the Macedonians and make it 

known. His compatriots were outraged with him precisely because they

102 “Demades”, p.25.
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expected him to know about the replacement of Menyllos by Nikanor 

(Plut., Phoc. 31.2)..

It is Phokion’s relationship with Nikanor that has given rise to the 

most severe criticism. Recently A. B. Bosworth identified Nikanor with a 

grandson of Antipatros and placed the relations between Phokion and the 

phrourarch in the perspective of guest-friendship since the latter would 
have inherited his grandfather’s r e l a t i o n s h i p s . ^ ^ 3

It is hard to tell whether Phokion intended to deceive the 

Athenians when he persuaded Nikanor to provide the Athenians with 

gifts and to become an agonothetes (Plut., Phoc. 31.3). Phokion’s entire 

conduct of Athenian affairs tends to be interpreted from the perspective 

of his really suspicious behaviour in the last couple of years of his life. 

These years (319 and 318) are marked by significant changes in the 

kingdom of Macedonia. Antipatros died after having named Polyperchon 

as his successor to the regency, a choice that was not accepted by the 

former’s son Kassandros (Plut., Phoc. 31). His struggle for power against 

Polyperchon involved Athens, which became the theatre of military and 

diplomatic operations. In 319 Polyperchon proclaimed the return to the 

status quo that Philip and Alexander had created and the restoration of 

the Athenian democracy (D.S., XVIII.56). The Athenians believed that 

this was their chance to regain their independence. Nikanor attempted to 

calm down excited Athenian spirits, but he did not do so via a speech in 

the ekklesia; instead a meeting was convened between Nikanor, the boule 

and at least two generals, Phokion and Derkylos, who was then strategos 

epi ten choran. Why was the ekklesia set aside? Two overlapping reasons 

can be put forward and they lay with Nikanor himself. Firstly, he must

Until very recently Nikanor the phrourarch was commonly identified with the son in law 
of Aristotle and officer of Alexander, who in 324 announced the restoration of the exiles at 
the festival of Olympia. However, A. B. Bosworth (“A New Macedonian Prince”, CQ, N.S. 44, 
1994, 57-65) challenged this identification quite persuasively and argued that the phrourarch 
was a Macedonian prince, the son of Balakros (an official of Alexander) and Phila, daughter 
of Antipatros. Bosworth's main arguments are that the office of the phrourarch was a very 
important and a delicate one and demanded someone who would be in the absolute confidence 
of Kassandros; this could hardly be a Greek and an officer of Alexander (with whom 
Kassandros had been on quite unfavourable terms). Furthermore, Bosworth underlines the 
fact that Kassandros -  when he wanted to get rid of Nikanor- took the pains to bring him to 
trial by an army assembly (and not simply assassinate him), something that indicates that 
Nikanor was a quite high rank Macedonian.
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not have trusted the excited mood of the Athenian people and, secondly, 

he would not leave the security of the Mounychia where he would be 

surrounded by his own troops. On the other hand, the fact that the boule 

was dispatched points to a will, on the Athenian part, to include in the 

discussions a representative part of the citizen body to bear the 

responsibility for the negotiations and their outcome. The alternative 

would have been to dispatch a limited number of envoys.

Even according to Plutarch, his great admirer, Phokion is to be 

accused of fatal misjudgement, totally inappropriate to someone who was 

simultaneously “a general and an archon” {Phoc. 32.7-9). The tantalising 

matter is that he put too much trust in Nikanor. His public declaration of 

confidence in him prevented the Athenians from seizing him though 

there were reasonable suspicions that he was assembling mercenary 

forces. Supporting his judgement, Plutarch adds that Phokion did not 

even use the excuse of fear of an armed conflict if he had Nikanor 

seized. It was the general epi ten choran, Derkylos of Hagnous, who 

expressed openly his conviction that Nikanor was guilty of deceiving the 

Athenian people and demanded his immediate seizure. Thus we witness a 

debate with two military men as protagonists. It is these two who steer 

and shape Athenian sentiment and opinion. Apart from the fact that it is 

Phokion who is victorious, it remains significant that another general was 

ready to take the situation into his own hands.

Hereafter, Phokion appears to act independently, without 

consideration of the people’s will. He had prevented the phrourarch’s 

seizure, but the people were not convinced about his honourable 

intentions and thus it was decreed by Philomelos of Lamptrai that the 

citizens should take up arms and obey Phokion the general. But Phokion 

did not lead them against Mounychia: a%pi of) Ttpoaaycov 6

NlKOCVCOp 8K Tfjç MODVD%ta(; TOC Ô7cX,a TÔV IleipaiOC TtSpiETOCCppeDOE” 

(Plut., Phoc. 32. 10).104 F. Mitchel finds it surprising that the Athenians

104 “jje neglected the matter until Nikanor marching with his troops out of Mounychia 
surrounded Peiraieus with a ditch”.
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would have passed over Derkylos and assign command to P h o k io n .1 0 5  

Yet, it indicates that the Athenians continued to trust Phokion and we 

should once more be cautious about attaching labels. Phokion’s behaviour 

is also indicative of the increased authority of a general under certain 

circumstances at the expense of an orator’s proposals.

The word “f])j,éX<T|aev” puts very mildly what Phokion really did. 

Why did he put off the decisive assault? Unfortunately, we do not know 

how many mercenaries Nikanor had assembled. They were evidently 

numerous enough to occupy the Peiraieus as well. Hence, it is possible 

that Phokion did not see any chance of success. One cannot help 

wondering what would have been their chances of success had they 

attacked the Mounychia Hill in time. G. De Sanctis first and recently C. 

Bearzot have expressed their conviction that the capture of the Peiraieus 

was brought about with the consent of Phokion. De Sanctis in particular 

argues that we should otherwise have to suppose that Phokion was really 

naive.106 Yet, political mistakes and naivete are not to be excluded as 

explanations. Diodorus provides us with an account of the aftermath 

which testifies to a different opinion of the Athenian people: after the 

seizure of the Peiraieus by Nikanor, the Athenians were discussing the 

course of action to follow and resolved to send an embassy to the 

phrourarch which included Phokion (D.S., XVIII.64.1-4). Therefore, either 

the Athenians did not believe that Phokion had not done his duty as a 

general, or even if they did believe this, they still counted upon his 

friendly relations with Nikanor. In any case, they did not think of him as 

a traitor. From Phokion’s viewpoint, it might be that he truly believed in 

his ‘friendship’ with Nikanor whereas for the latter practical politics and 

expediency mattered more; such an interpretation seems all the more 

plausible if we bear in mind the fundamental role that ‘friendships’ had 

played in the past in Greek politics.^®?

105 “Derkylos of Hagnous and the date of IG iF  1687”, Hesp. 33,1964, 337-351, p.341.
106 De Sanctis, Scritti minori, p.254 and n.4; Bearzot, Focione, p.214.
107 See Herman, Ritualised Friendship, pp.130-61.
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To make things worse Alexander (Polyperchon’s son) marched to 

Attika to drive Nikanor out. There is Diodorus’ interesting information 

that “those around Phokion” met Alexander in secret and asked him to 

keep the fort until Kassandros was repulsed (D.S., XVIIL65.4). Phokion is 

certainly guilty of a miscalculation. He thought that there was room to 

exercise secret diplomacy but he had not counted on the possibility that 

Nikanor and Alexander would co-operate. In fact, it is after the 

Athenians acquired knowledge of the contacts between the two 

Macedonians that Phokion fell out of favour. His second mistake is that 

he thought that he would find refuge with Polyperchon (Plut., Phoc. 33.4). 

Thus, instead of playing off one Macedonian against the other, he was the 

one to be played off and to be regarded as a traitor by Macedonians and 

Athenians alike: Polyperchon, trying to win Athens’ co-operation, 

surrendered Phokion for trial.
* * *

c)-Increased responsibilities of the military men in the 280s

The role o f Phaidros in the peace negotiations o f 286
An opportunity for the generals and the boule to operate together 

occurred in 286 when the generals together with the boule worked out 

the details of the negotiations with Demetrios Poliorketes. This case is 

perhaps more notable, because at first sight it seems to mark a shift of 

power from the ekklesia to a few men of expertise. However, it is 

imperative to note that there were more people involved in the 

negotiations, apart from those immediately interested. There was for one 

thing Sostratos, a representative of Ptolemy, king of Egypt, and possibly 

Pyrrhos, king of Epeiros. The decree for Kallias records that Sostratos 

was acting in Athens’ best interest; it also records that the boule and the 

generals instructed Kallias to act as Athens’ envoy (11.36-39).!^  ̂ At this 

point it is essential to discuss the views of C. Habicht about the nature of

108 jn Plut., Demetr. 46.1-2 there appears the philosopher Krates, who according to Plutarch 
was responsible for the lifting of the siege. The decree for Kallias has rendered the situation 
even more complicated since it reveals that Ptolemy offered military help to the revolt of 287 
and that a representative of his, Sostratos, participated in the negotiations. All these accounts 
should be regarded as complementary rather than contradicting; see also. Appendices, Chapter 
II, 3. Philosophers as envoys: Xenokrates and Krates.
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the negotiations and the contents of the treaty or treaties that were 

concluded. Instead of the single treaty that Shear had envisaged between 

Demetrios and all of his adversaries, Habicht has argued quite 

convincingly that there was a bilateral treaty between Ptolemy and 

Demetrios Poliorketes and another between the latter and Pyrrhos; this 

latter treaty however, always according to Habicht, was conducted after 

Demetrios had left Athens; both these treaties were essentially directed 

against L y s i m a c h o s . ^ 0 9  That there had been two treaties, I find quite 

plausible; their precise contents, on the other hand, is a quite intriguing 

problem. For our purposes, however, Habicht’s most challenging view is 

that Athens was not actually a signatory to the peace because most 

probably Demetrios would not tolerate the presence of second rank 

Athenian officials, all the more so because Athens was defeated.^^^ 

According to Habicht Athens’ interests were represented solely by 

Ptolemaic officials, Sostratos and Kallias. On the other hand, M. J. 

Osborne has argued that the Athenian general Phaidros most probably 

participated in the negotiations. He thought that the erased lines 

referring to Phaidros’ second hoplite generalship in 287/6 could only 

mention something in connection with the peace negotiations which took 

place precisely in that year, since they definitely referred to Demetrios. 

Though an argument ex silentio, it is quite reasonable if we take into 

account that the lines were erased deliberately in 200 as a sign of protest 

against the house of the Antigonids. In support of Osborne’s argument 

we can add the testimony of Plutarch {Demetr. 46.1-2) about the embassy 

of the philosopher Krates to Demetrios on Athens’ behalf. Plutarch goes 

as far as to attribute to Krates the lifting of the siege, which should not 

be completely overlooked. If Demetrios was willing to hear a non-

109 J  L Shear (“Kallias”, p.76) actually conjectures that the decree for Artemidoros of 
Perinthos ( / G i f  662 +  i f  663), an official in the service of Lysimachos who had been sent by 
the king in connection with certain embassies, was the result of his successful representation 
of Athenian interests; in the negotiations of 286. Objecting to this, F. Landucci Gattinoni 
{Lisimaco, pp.l95ff) has argued convincingly that Artemidoros is not honoured in his capacity 
as plenipotentiary representative of Lysimachos, which is an indication that Lysimachos did 
not participate in the negotiations. I would have thought that a peace treaty between all the 
Diadochoi take some time to be concluded; furthermore, the events to follow indicate 
that there was no peace at least between Demetrios and Seleukos..
110 Untersuchungen, pp. 62-7; for Athens’ role in particular see p.62 and n.75.
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Athenian representative of Athenian interests, then it is quite possible 

that he would have conceded the presence of Athenian envoys.

It is true that Athens’ revolt took place while Lysimachos, Pyrrhos, 

Seleukos and Ptolemy have created a united front against Demetrios.^ 

Thus the revolt could be regarded by them as being only a part of the 

hostilities, a matter that could be dealt with among themselves. It is 

equally true that Athens was not granted the possession of the garrison 

forts and of the Peiraieus, which could be seen as a result of lack of 

representation. But one has to bear in mind that Athens had been under 

siege and that she did benefit from the peace: Demetrios withdrew his 

forces and left for Asia and the astu remained free and democratic. 

Could this have been solely the result of pressure by the representatives 

of Ptolemy? Mention has already been made of Sostratos and Kallias, and 

Pyrrhos had actually been invited by Athens, though it is uncertain 

whether he arrived in Athens before or after Demetrios’ departure for 

Asia.

In the decree for Phaidros it is mentioned that during his second 

hoplite generalship he obeyed the decrees of the boule and the ekklesia 

{IG 11̂  682,11.45-7). These decrees must have been related to the on-going 

negotiations; Phaidros, therefore, was somehow involved. If he was not 

officially authorised by the Athenian demos, then there remains the 

possibility that he was watching the evolution of the proceedings, acting 

unofficially via his brother Kallias and because of his previous 

connections with the Ptolemaic court in general (IG i f  682, 11.28-9) At 

this point Landucci Gattinoni’s conclusion on the nature of the peace can 

be of considerable help. Contrary to C. Habicht who thought that the 

treaties were essentially directed against Lysimachos, she argued plausibly 

that both treaties were limited to defining Athens’ status and did not aim 

at isolating Lysimachos. Admittedly, her argument is much more 

convincing with regard to the treaty concluded between Demetrios and 

Ptolemy. Habicht’ s point was that the Ptolemaic fleet did not obstruct

Plut, Demetr. 44; Pyrrh. 11; Pa us. 1.10.2; Polyaenus, IV.12.2; Justin XVI.2.1-2; Pompeius 
Trogus XVI Prologue.
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Demetrios’ departure for Asia; this line of argument was adopted by 

Marasco who argued additionally that at about the same time Demetrios 

married Ptolemais, the daughter of Ptolemy I and Eurydike;!^^ 

consequently, it has been concluded that Ptolemy and Demetrios 

concluded a peace treaty which defined relations between them. Against 

this Landucci Gattinoni has maintained that the first argument is an 

argument ex silentio, and has underlined that it was Eurydike, estranged 

wife of Ptolemy I, who gave Ptolemais to marriage; more significantly, 

Ptolemy decided to have his son and heir married to Lysimachos’ 

daughter.113 therefore, there is neither proof of Ptolemy’s favourable 

neutrality nor of a breach in his relations with Lysimachos. I would add 

that it would be a unique phenomenon if a treaty between two kings had 

not been concluded by the kings themselves, but by a king on the one side 

and a representative (Sostratos) on the other. Consequently, the treaty 

between Ptolemy and Demetrios would have to concern Athens and 

Athens alone.^^  ̂ This in turn suggests that if she was the only 

beneficiary from the treaty, then it seems quite probable that she was 

officially represented.

Habicht’s case, however, is stronger with regard to the treaty 

concluded between Pyrrhos and Demetrios (Plut., Pyrrh. 12.4-5). That 

Pyrrhos invaded Thessaly shortly after the departure of Demetrios for 

Asia, does not offer proof that the treaty he had concluded was not 

directed against Lysimachos, as Landucci Gattinoni thought.^l^ Plutarch 

states clearly that Pyrrhos concluded a treaty which he shortly afterwards 

breached. At least part of the treaty then concluded between Pyrrhos and 

Demetrios defined relations between themselves. It is very difficult to 

establish whether it concerned Athens as well.

112 “L’ ultima spedizione di Demetrio Poliorcète in Asia”, Res Publica Literarum 8,1985,149- 
163.
112 Lisimaco, pp.195-6.
11̂  An additional argument by Landucci Gattinoni {Lisimaco, p.l93) concerns the subsequent 
relations between Athens and Lysimachos. It runs as follows: if the treaties were directed 
against Lysimachos, then Athens, being a protégé of Ptolemy, could not have continued being 
on favourable terms with Lysimachos. Athens though was neither under the rule of Ptolemy 
nor had she conducted a formal alliance with him; even if Lysimachos and Ptolemy had 
parted company, this would not necessarily bring about the former’s hostility against Athens. 
112 Lisimaco, p.l94.
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*  *  *

Kallias and the Athenian generals
Another important aspect of the peace negotiations of 287 relates 

to the part played by Kallias in connection with the part played by the 

generals and the boule (11.37-8). He was not officially elected by the 

Athenian demos as an envoy: the stone records Tupeapebcov brcèp xob 

0f)}iot) not alp£0eiç or %8ipoxovT|08lç; thus I prefer to adopt Shear’s 

translation of the participle: acting as an envoy.H^ Kallias could not be 

officially elected as an envoy: his status of Athenian citizen was 

subordinate to that of a Ptolemaic official. An election by the Athenians 

might put him in very awkward position. From the Athenian standpoint, 

he was only informally assigned authority which the decree in his honour 

comes to make official a posteriori At the time of the negotiations 

Kallias was in effect a philos of Ptolemy. It was customary for Athens 

by that time to employ the services of philoi of the kings.

It was the generals and the boule that took the initiative of asking 

Kallias to act as an envoy. It would thus appear that the responsibility 

for the transactions had been removed from the ekklesia. Yet it would be 

neither pragmatic nor feasible on behalf of the Athenians to hold 

successive meetings while all these people from different backgrounds 

were involved. The generals were in a position to approach Kallias easily 

since they had already co-operated in the past year for the gathering of 

the harvest. On the other hand, the Phaidros decree refers to decrees of 

the ekklesia and the boule, which points to a certain activity of the 

assembly while complicated negotiations were taking place. We are not 

dealing with a case of the generals and the boule removing power from 

the people; instead, it may be the assembly of the people that delegates 

powers to the boule and to the board of generals. After his departure 

from Athens Kallias continued to serve Athenian interests, co-operating 

with the Athenian embassies which reached the Ptolemaic court.

1̂6 ’’Kallias”, p.5.
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It is significant that the contact between the board of generals and 

Kallias goes on until later in the 280s, when Ptolemy II ascended the 

throne of Egypt (in 283/2): they urged him to exercise his influence on 

Ptolemy so that the latter will send money and corn to Athens as soon as 

possible.E^ Their ultimate goal was most probably the re-acquisition of 

the Peiraieus and the other forts. Again we are here dealing with an 

unofficial representation of Athenian interests. Osborne has suggested 

that this mission could be identical with the embassy mentioned in the 

Demochares decree since both procured fifty talents, thus identifying the 

Ptolemy of the Demochares decree with Ptolemy II.E8 But the 

intervention of Kallias procured twenty thousand medimnoi of wheat as 

well, which are not mentioned in the Demochares decree; furthermore, 

Kallias did not act in the official capacity of an Athenian envoy. Kallias 

acted unofficially, as an intermediary, and no Athenian envoys are 

mentioned in this context.
* * *

The abortive attempt to recover the Peiraieus
In the same context of the struggle for the re-acquisition of the 

forts and the Peiraieus we can ascribe two more incidents (the second 

more notably so) of military men assuming increased authority.

Perhaps more than the recovery of the forts, it was the re

acquisition of the Peiraieus that was the primary aim of Athenian politics, 

and it is a problem that has caused endless discussions among 

historians.E^ We lack information as to the means employed or as to 

specific attempts, apart from one incident (recorded by Polyaenus V.17.1, 

dating probably to 286 or slightly later) which again illustrates iKs 

initiative left to the generals, because of the c i r c u m s t a n c e s . ^ ^ O  Polyaenus 

records that the Athenian generals (whom he mentions by name) met, in 

secret, with Hierokles, leader of the mercenaries and a subordinate of 

Herakleides, the commander of the Peiraieus, and they exchanged oaths

Kallias decree, 11.43-50.
Naturalization. II, p.l56, n.678.

ID See Appendices, Chapter I, 2. The problem of the recovery of the Peiraieus. 
1^0 Habicht {Untersuchungen, p.98) dates it to June 286 or later.
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to the effect that Hierokles would open the gates to Athenian soldiers 

who would kill Herakleides; but Hierokles performed treachery at the 

expense of the Athenians who were slaughtered in their attempt to enter 

the gates. The Athenians then were ready to employ treachery in order 

to achieve their purpose; it is probable that they had attempted an open 

assault on the Peiraieus in the past, or that they had tried to employ 

bribery. However, in the case of the present incident, the initiative and 

the responsibility for this secret contact lies with the generals. We should 

not imagine that the generals would have discussed such a proposition in 

the ekklesia. It remains possible that they had discussed their plan, 

certainly in secret, with certain rhetores. Even so, the fact that the 

strategoi and only they dealt with Hierokles should at least indicate that 

at that moment, it was thought expedient that secret dealings would be 

restricted to military men.

The honorific decree {ISE 15) for the taxiarchs who were

dispatched to Boiotia in order to participate in the festival of the Basileia

probably provides another example of military men assuming political

responsibility. The decree does not record any kind of diplomatic

transaction, but Moretti notes that these taxiarchs belonged to very

notable families and conjectures that their dispatch could belong to the

wider context of Athens’ attempt to establish friendly relations with the

neighbouring state of Boiotia.l^l Admittedly, the evidence is far from

being explicit but perhaps we could take account of the fact that Boiotia

had a formidable cavalry which could prove quite useful in the struggle

to regain control of the countryside; in such a case the taxiarchs could

have had informal contacts with Boiotian leaders.^^^
* * *

121 ZSE15, p.33.
122 It appears that in the late 280s cavalry officers had met with increased duties and 
popularity among the Athenian people, which in turn suggests that this period witnessed 
increased cavalry activity which can only be associated with the effort to regain the forts and 
the Peiraieus. Contemporary with the decree for the taxiarchs is a decree for the hipparchs 
and the phylarchs who succeeded in increasing the number of cavalrymen and in abolishing 
the law forbidding to become phylarchos anyone among the hippeis (J. Threpsiadis & E. 
Vanderpool, “npôç xaîç 'Eppaîç”, AD\%, 1963,103-109, pp.104-105 =  ISE\6).
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V. The extraordinary cases of Lâchâtes and Olympiodoros

a) LacJhares’ tyranny
That the men who hold an elective office assume partly the role of 

a rhetor as well might indeed have far-reaching consequences for the 

constitution. We have to ask whether this concentration can lead towards 

some kind of oligarchy or even to tyranny as is pointed out both in the 

Athenaion Politeia and in the Politics of Aristotle:

“Gappobvxoç f̂ ÔTi tou  Ôfijiou, to te  Tcpcotov èxpfjaavto tco vô)acp

tcû Ttepi tôv ôatpaKiapôv, ôç ètéGri Ôià tf|v \)7co\|/lav tcov èv taîç 
ôuvccpeaiv ôti fleialatpatoç ôripayœyôç Kal atpatriyôç œv tupavvoç 
Katéatrj.”.
{AtL Pol 22.3-4).l23

On the contrary, a rhetor is able to lead the people but he can 

never acquire excessive power because he lacks military skills. In other 

words persuasive skills come second to generalship; skill in speeches 

comes second to the prestige of generalship in terms of influence on the 

people:

“èjui Ôè tcov otpxalcov, ôte yévoito 6 aû tôç ôrmaycoyôç Kal

atpattjyôç elç tupavviôa petèpaXov a itiov  Ôè tou tô te  yiyveaGai
vûv Ôè pfj, & t tô te  |ièv ol ôripaycoyol fjaav èK tcov atpatTjyouvtcov 

(où yàp 71C0 ôeivol fjaav Xèyetv), vùv Ôè tfjç prjtopiKfjç r|ù^Ti|iévr|ç ol 

Ôuvàjievoi Xéyeiv ÔTipaycoyoùai pév, Ôi’ ocTueiplav Ôè tcov TtoXepiKcov, 

oÙK èTiitlGevtai, nXi]v el tcou Ppa%ù t i  yéyovev toioùtov.” {Pol 1305a 
4-5).124

Lachares falls precisely in the category of someone being 

simultaneously a demagogue and a military man who reached supreme 

power. He is labelled a tyrant by both Pausanias (1.25.7) and Plutarch

123 “xhe people feeling confident, they put in force for the first time the law on ostracism 
which was enacted due to the suspicion raised against those in power; because Peisistratos, 
being at the same time a general and a demagogue, then became a tyrant”.
134 "In the ancient times, whenever the same man was a demagogue and a general he would
then become a tyrant  And the cause of this happening then but not now is that then the
demagogues were generals (because they had not developed rhetoric). On the contrary, now 
that rhetoric has developed competent orators can become demagogues (= leaders o f the 
people) but due to their lack of experience in military matters they cannot acquire 
predominance, with the exception of a few instances”.
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{Demetr. 33-34). However, the problem of his disposition cannot accept a 

final solution and we should allow for retrospective application of the 

politically controversial characterisation ‘tyrant’.

Chronology has been a most intriguing problem. Apart from the 

testimonies of Plutarch and Pausanias, there is also the most valuable 

evidence provided by the Papyrus Oxyrynchus XVII 2082 which describes 

the events preceding the regime of Lachares as well as events during his 

regime but it provides us with only a single chronological indication 

(Kassandros’ death). Views as to the chronology of Lachares’ period 

range from 300 to 295.1^5 Apparently there was a constitutional change 

in 296/5 when a miniature prytany year was introduced on Elaphebolion 

(roughly March) 12th. An archon year started in that month and it was 

divided into twelve prytanies which lasted only a few days; the archon, 

Nikias, retained his position but was designated as H y s t e r o s .1 2 6  Scholars 

in favour of a late date for the regime of Lachares attribute the 

miniature prytany year to its establishment whereas those in favour of an 

early date attribute it to its fall. Furthermore, there is the problem 

concerning the length of time that it took Demetrios Poliorketes to 

‘liberate’ Athens from Lachares and re-establish his authority. If we 

accept that the tyranny began in 295 and ended in 294, we have to 

squeeze the events described in the papyrus plus the intervention of 

Demetrios Poliorketes in a single year: the stasis of the generals, the 

short lived regime of Charias, the starvation of the demos, Charias’ 

overthrow by Lachares, the siege of the Peiraieus by the latter and finally 

the siege laid by Demetrios. Also we have to ignore the dearth of decrees

a. G. De Sanctis (“Atene”, pp.134-53 & 252-73); T. L. Shear (“Kallias”, pp.53, 56, 65 ) and 
C. Habicht {Untersuchungen, pp. 2-8) date the tyranny in Elaphebolion 295 and its fall in 294; 
Lately, however, Habicht {Athen, pp.140-1, n.2) appears to have changed his mind and to be in 
favour of Ferguson’s and Osborne’s view of an earlier chronology.

b. W. S. Ferguson. (“Lachares and Demetrius Poliorcetes”, CP 24, 1929, 1-31) dates its 
establishment in 300; A. Hunt (ad Pap. Oxyr XVII, 2082). Meritt {Hesp. 11, 1942, p.279) and M. 
J. Osborne, {Naturalization II, pp.146-152) date it before the death of Kassandros in 297 and its 
fall in Elaphebolion 295.

IG II 644, 645 and Hesp. 11, 1942, 281, no.54. P. Gauthier (“La réunification”, pp.379-92) 
advances the view that Nikias Hysteros is the Nikias of 282/1 and connects the designation 
Hysteros with re-acquisition of the Peiraieus in 282/1; for a convincing refutation of his views 
see Osborne, “Nikias Hysteros”, pp.278-81, especially with regard to the chronology of 
Phaidros’ double tenure of the generalship epi ten paraskeuen in the archonship of Nikias.
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in the archon-years 298/7, 297/6, and in the first half of 296/5. The 

suggestion of De Sanctis that Lachares himself re-established democracy 

in the second half of 296/5 in order to placate the people at the Peiraieus 

and create a united front against Demetrios seems quite i m p r o b a b l e . ^ ^ ?  

As M. J. Osborne has remarked, Lachares had neither reason nor time to 

celebrate his accession to power by introducing a miniature year.128

The precise context and the causes of the internal upheaval have to 

remain obscure. Pausanias mentions that the tyranny was brought about 

at the instigation of Kassandros and in Pap. Oxyr., XVII 2082 (frg. 3, 1.15) 

the establishment of Lachares’ regime precedes the death of the ruler of 

Macedonia. Yet, unfortunately there is no evidence of Kassandros’ actual 

help. Therefore, we cannot establish to what extent Kassandros was 

really interested in establishing Lachares as a tyrant. It is legitimate to 

suggest, however, that Lachares could have met Kassandros in the course 

of one of those embassies referred to in IG  lŸ  641, but other than that 

there is no explicit evidence for any contact between the two.

The usurpation of power by Lachares is described as a direct result 

of his conflict with Charias, the hoplite general and the other generals 

who seized the Akropolis /frg. 1, 11.3-8). We are in the dark as to the 

cause of the stasis. Accepting the statement of Pausanias as to the 

involvement of Kassandros and taking into account the fact that an 

embassy was dispatched to the ruler of Macedonia in 299 (IG  641), it is 

possible to see the cause of the stasis in a reaction of a faction of the 

generals (under the leadership of Charias) against a rapprochement with 

Kassandros. The involvement of Kassandros should be seen in this 

perspective of his interest to keep Athens by his side and prevent a 

renewal of the bonds with Demetrios.

In the Lachares episode we watch the generals trying to acquire 

ultimate power and thus creating a tremendous upheaval. It is the 

culmination of a process of increasing intrusion of military men in the

127 “Atene”, p.255.
128 “Nikias Hysteros”, p.277.
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administration of political life in Athens.129 it is imperative to underline 

that there were more than one general involved in the Lachares episode, 

who were later on executed, having taken sides with Charias.

It is worth pointing to the actual role of Charias. It is he who took 

the initiative and seized the Akropolis. Could he have become a tyrant, 

instead of Lachares, had he succeeded? G. De Sanctis was the first to 

notice that Charias’ conduct was worthy of criticism and wondered 

whether the taking up of arms against Charias was a defence of 

democracy. Thus he pointed to another dimension of Lachares’ character, 

that of a defender of the constitution.1^0 Though it is still possible to 

argue that Charias seized the Akropolis in order to prevent Lachares 

from doing it, it is noteworthy that at first people did not resist Lachares’ 

establishing himself in power. Instead they condemned Charias to death 

(frg. 2, 11.11-12). One reason could be that he proved unable to provide 

food for them (frg. 1, 11.8-9). There arises the question concerning the 

extent to which Lachares was regarded as a tyrant by his fellow 

Athenians. Immediately connected with this problem is the identification 

of the Peiraikoi stratiotai (frg. 2 11.3-4, 15). Were they on the side of 

Lachares at first or did they fight against him from the start? At any 

rate, it emerges from the papyrus that a faction of the people did leave 

the astu and withdrew to the Peiraieus, thus causing a split between the 

astu and the harbour. There might be a clue as to who actually followed 

Lachares in frg. 1, 1.15 where the hippeis are mentioned. It is significant 

that those who remained in the astu resisted stoutly the siege of 

Poliorketes to the point of starvation (Plut, Demetr. 33). Is it that even a 

tyrant’s regime was to be preferred to a new intervention by a foreign 

ruler? In the past the Athenians had thrown their doors open to 

Demetrios Poliorketes to liberate them from Demetrios of Phaleron and.

^29 It is in the same period (after 301) that we find military officials in charge of Athenian 
finance: IG 11̂  641 and B. D. Meritt, Hesp 11, 278-9 no. 53. They are also attested in IG iP  646, 
649 but not as paymasters; M. J. Osborne, Naturalization II, p.l38 and n.597. In three 
inscriptions of the period we find the exetastes (inspector) and the trittyarchoi (leaders of one 
third of the tribe) being in charge of the disbursement of funds for the setting up of the 
inscriptions.
130 “Atene”, p. 253
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indirectly, from Kassandros. Lachares’ regime caused a division of mind 

and attitude in the Athenian people to become apparent: there were those 

who would rather prefer any kind of genuinely Athenian regime, but 

there were also those who would rather be ruled by a foreign king than

by an Athenian whose political conduct they strongly disapproved.
* * *

b) The double archonship of Olympiodoros

The case of Olympiodoros is different and equally interesting and 

intriguing He was archon for two successive years, 294/3 and 293/2,1^1 

which is at odds with democratic practice together with the presence in 

the inscriptions of the anagrapheus instead of the prytany s e c r e t a r y . i^ 2  

Plutarch mentions that Demetrios Poliorketes, after he had expelled 

Lachares in 295, “KaxéaxT|aev ocp ôcç a? fjaav TupoocpiXetç xco 0f|p,cô  ̂

{Demetr. 34.4); the archonship must have been one of these archai. What 

conclusions could one draw from Plutarch’s statement? When did this 

happen? What is the meaning of the words “KaxéaTTjaev” and 

“Tcpoa(pi>-fiç”? The latter may denote someone popular with the people 

but it could also be that the people were somehow indifferent to him. I 

would suggest however that the word Trpoacpi^fjç should be translated as 

agreeable. As to the “KaxEaxTjaev” C. Habicht argued convincingly that 

the clause should be translated "he appointed persons” and not “he 

restored democracy”, which seems quite p l a u s i b l e ; ! ^ ^  all the more so, 

since Plutarch relates that a few years later, after their successful revolt, 

the Athenians restored their constitution {Demetr. 46.1). Along the same 

lines M. J. Osborne holds the view that Demetrios “caused to be selected 

as magistrates persons who were popular in A t h e n s ” .i^ 4  However, 

according to Osborne’s dating of Lachares’ fall (spring 295), Demetrios

131 i G l f ,  649; IGll^ 378, 389 +  B. D. Meritt, Hesp. 7,1938, pp. 97-9, no 17.
D2 That the regime had oligarchic features is also testified by Plut., Demetr. 46.1 who 
referring to the constitution after the revolt of 287 writes: “apxovxaç a îpeîaG ai 7tàA,iv 
mcFTtep fjv Tcàxpiov”; Osborne, “Nikias Hysteros”, pp.275-282.
133 Untersuchungen, pp. 28 ff.
134 Naturalization II, pp.147-8,151.
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restored, temporarily, democracy only to establish an oligarchy in the 

following archon year (294/3).

Accepting that Demetrios re-entered Athens in March 295, then 

why did he not install people that he favoured right from the beginning? 

The answer probably lies in Demetrios’ departure from Athens in the 

following archon year. For so long as he was present he could control the 

situation himself and could afford to keep up appearances of democratic 

election of magistrates.

How could Olympiodoros have been equally agreeable to the 

Athenian people and to Demetrios? On the grounds of his establishment 

as an archon by Demetrios most scholars have argued in favour of a 

participation of Olympiodoros in the events associated with the 

establishment of Lachares’ regime. More specifically, it has been argued 

by G. De Sanctis that at first he was the leader of the Peiraic troops who 

initially supported Lachares against Charias only to desert him when he 

realised that he was heading towards tyranny; Olympiodoros then became 

the successor of Charias and accepted the alliance with P o l io r k e t e s .^ 3 5  

The problem is that such a reconstruction of his career is based on a 

series of hypotheses and is therefore highly conjectural, particularly the 

first part concerning the supposed support for Lachares. On the other 

hand there is no source to provide us with the slightest clue. The only 

thing that seems certain is that he had not joined hands with Charias; 

otherwise he would be among those generals executed by Lachares {Pap. 

Oxyr., XVII, 2082, frg. 2,11.6-13).

Olympiodoros’ double tenure of the archonship is most frequently 

designated as a dictatorship, but this is f a r - f e t c h e d .^ 3 6  First of all, it is 

an anachronism. If we ignore the anachronism and accept the 

implications that the term conveys, we will have to search for elements 

that convey absolute authority. Archonship in Athens in itself did not 

carry actual power; only prestige. G. De Sanctis went one step in the 

right direction when he remarked that the only thing missing from

135 “Atene”, p. 147; a similar view is held by Lund, Lysimachus, p. 92.
136 G. De Sanctis, “Atene”, pp.258-9; Habicht, Pausanias, p.91; Dinsmoor, Archons, p.l3.
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Olympiodoros’ dictatorship and the one which would assimilate him with 

Lachares, was the strategia epi ta hopla ^generalship of the infantry). 

Still, he was thinking in terms of a modern ‘junta’.

Archonship did not in itself entail control of the people.

Olympiodoros had acquired great fame in the Four Years War against

Kassandros and he must have enjoyed a considerable degree of

popularity.137 if indeed Olympiodoros had fought by Demetrios’ side in 

order to overthrow Lachares, then his establishment in the archonship 

could be a way of paying tribute to his services. On the other hand, 

Demetrios, by establishing Olympiodoros in the archonship, was removing 

him from active political or military life. Secondly, had Demetrios really 

meant Olympiodoros to exercise control over the Athenian people, would 

it not be a much more effective step to install him in one of the 

generalships? As has been mentioned, the archonship would have

conferred upon him no real power.138 On the other hand, we cannot 

reject the possibility that Olympiodoros had indeed fought by the side of 

Demetrios against Lachares. However, even so, this would not necessarily 

have made him a partisan of Demetrios rather than an enemy of Lachares 

and would not necessarily gain him the confidence of the king.

As a conclusion then, it seems to me that Demetrios’ move was 

much more carefully calculated; by establishing Olympiodoros as an 

archon he actually aimed at depriving him of real power. Moreover, he 

could have also aimed at essentially diminishing his prestige in the eyes 

of the people who would have thought of him as a partisan of Demetrios.

On the other hand, as a general he could have urged the people to 

revolt earlier than 287. Actually, in this perspective it is possible to solve 

the problem of inconsistency in Olympiodoros’ career. G. De Sanctis once 

remarked that the evidence could be used to portray Olympiodoros in two 

entirely different ways: either as a patriot who acted according to

^37 Habicht, Pausanias, pp.91-92.
138 Treves (“Dinsmoor”, p.l87) challenged the hypothesis of a dictatorship of Olympiodoros by 
pointing out that had he any intention of becoming a dictator he would not have restricted his 
power within the limits of the archonship; my own view differs in that I discuss 
Olympiodoros’ authority in the perspective of Demetrios Poliorketes’ will.
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Athens’ best interest or as an opportunist who readily changed sides a 

few years after the Lachares’ ep iso d e .1 3 9  He was the one to inspire 

Athens and to put her on the path of rebellion (in 287) against 

Poliorketes. But, it is far simpler to try and interpret his activities in the 

perspective of expediency and not that of opportunism. At a certain time 

Demetrios could be regarded as a saviour from the tyrant Lachares, as he 

had once been regarded when he had overthrown Demetrios Phalereus; 

when the time was ripe he could be seen as what he really was: a foreign 

intruder. However, Pausanias (1.25.2) credits Olympiodoros with a major 

achievement: he infused courage in his compatriots and inspired them to 

revolt (in 287). It is a passage that echoes strongly Hyperides’ praise of

Leosthenes and aligns the two men in terms of their services to Athens.
*  *  *

D9 “Atene”, p.268.
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vL. Assignment of command
a) E lection  and assignm ent on p articu la r posts

Independent election of a state’s, or in our case a city’s officials is 

the ultimate expression of its independence. Until the 260s the overall 

impression is that Athens normally carried out without external 

interference the election of her military officials, with the exception of 

one appointment in the Four Years War and also the possible exception 

of 294 when Demetrios appointed officials; but we are not certain 

whether the generals were included.

In this section I hope to illustrate that election of the generals in 

the early Hellenistic period was more than ever dictated by the needs of 

the moment and thus can be ascribed to the more general pattern of 

flexibility in Athenian political behaviour, rather than to external 

influence or to a changed institutional structure.

By the time that the Athenaion Politeia was written in c. the 320s, 

there seemed to be a division of labour among the generals:

“Kal TobxoDç 0iaTocxTot)ai xfj %EtpoTovta, feva pèv ènï tobg

ônXiTaç, ôç fiyeixai xcov Tto^ixcov dv èÇlcoaiv, eva Ô’ etiI xfjv %6pav, ôç 

cpuXdxxEt, Kdv TtôXepoç èv xfj %d)pa yiyvriTai, TtoXepei ouxoç. Abo 5’ 

èiri xôv IlEipaid, xôv pèv elç xf|v Mouvu^tav, xôv ôè elç xf|v ’Akxti, oi 

xfjç (p'üA.aKfjç è7tijj,eX,ot)vxai Kal xœv èv Ileipaieî. "Eva ô’ èrtl xdç 

Gupp-oplaç” ( 61.

From 338 to the 260s there is sufficient evidence to suggest that 

the Athenians did not observe the rules described in the Athenaion 

Politeia. The pattern described in this work corresponds to a very 

specific period of time and it is not to be taken as a standard. For 

instance, the axpaxTjyôç èjtl xdç cupuoplaç (general of the symmories) 

ceases to exist after the abolition of the trierarchy.i^l We do read about

“And they assign them (the generals) at the election; one in charge of the hoplites who 
leads the citizens whenever they campaign out of the borders; one in charge of the 
countryside who guards it and, if there is a war, defends it; two in charge of the Peiraieus -  
one on the Mounychia Hill and the other on the Coast -  who are in charge of the garrisons 
and of those at the Peiraieus; one in charge of the symmories”.

Ferguson, p.58.
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the offices mentioned in the Ath. Pol. but we read about other postings as 

well.

Quite frequently what a general does is not what he is supposed to. 

More specifically, generals transgress their supposed sphere of action and 

take up duties which should belong to other generalships.

During the early Hellenistic period Athens was besieged more than 

once; the Athenians had to deal with foreign garrisons in the Peiraieus or 

the garrison forts or even in the astu itself. Correspondingly, military 

command had to be restructured. The duties of the various military 

officials were diversified from those in the previous centuries and even 

multiplied. At the same time multiplication of duties accords well with 

flexibility in the pattern of command. It will be maintained that the 

generalship was quite a flexible magistracy, adaptable to the needs of the 

moment and far from being restrained by rules; furthermore, that there 

occurred ‘irregular’ postings supports the view that assignment of 

particular commands was a process distinct from the cheirotonia
(election).1^2

There is enough evidence to suggest that election of the generals 

was a separate process from the assignment of particular commands to 

each one of them and that election or assignment of generals was a much 

more flexible process than commonly thought and was determined by 

the various occasions. P. Rhodes set the problem quite precisely, when he 

remarked that “it is not clear whether generals were elected directly to 

particular posts or first elected generals and then by a separate vote 

assigned to particular posts”.143 i would argue that a separate vote might 

not have always been required. Depending on the circumstances a 

separate vote could immediately follow the cheirotonia or it could be 

discussed in another meeting of the ekklesia.

Already by the end of the fifth century Xenophon mentions {Hell 

2.1.16) that the Athenians, in order to prepare for a naval battle

Translation in the English of the different kinds of generalships and commands, though 
helpful, cannot make clear the variations in meaning of the Greek terms.

^  thenaion Politeia, p. 678.
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proseilonto = chose in addition three more generals. This particular 

incident illustrates another aspect of generalship. We deal here with an 

initiative of the generals and an ad hoc decision of theirs. It is 

improbable that on the eve of the battle the Athenian army would have 

waited for new generals to arrive from Athens. It is highly probable that 

these three generals were already present in the Aegean area, and that the 

generals already elected sorted out the situation by themselves. A 

possible reconstruction of the procedure could be the following: Athens 

had sent out all these generals, but only a certain number of them were 

assigned leadership of the campaign. In the course of events they realised 

that it was necessary to share responsibility and thus named the additional 

three. Alternatively, it is possible that no more than three generals were 

dispatched and this would mean that these three appointed the additional 

generals from within the army.

In an inscription for Andros dated in 357/6 it is specifically 

recorded that the general to be sent there is to be chosen among those 

already X8ipoxovr|0évTeç: “é>.éa0ai axp[a]xT|y[ôv è]K xœv

K£X8lp0X0VT||a£VCÙV, [x]Ô[V Ôè al]p[8]08VXa 87Cip8À8ÎG0at r'AvSpot)]” (to 

choose a general among those already elected; and for him to take charge 

of Andros; Tod 156,11.12-13).

In the aftermath of the battle of Chaironeia, the Athenians faced 

the strong possibility of a siege by Philip. Therefore, there appeared the 

necessity to give a general charge of the astu. Plutarch {Phoc. 16.4) 

records a debate in the ekklesia between those who favoured Charidemos 

and those who preferred Phokion.

A new fragment in the decree for Epichares is illuminating in 

many ways;^^  ̂ first of all, as far as concerns the election procedure and 

the assignment of specific commands. It is interesting that Epichares is 

called “xetpoxovTi08lç axpaxTjyôç xou ÔTipou” and then ^^xà^avxoç ètcl 

xfjv TrapaXiav” (elected general by show of hands and then assigned 

command of the coast). In IG  11̂  1260, 1. 7 we read “87Ci xob Il£ipaico<;
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KaxaaxaBelç” (appointed in charge of the Peiraieus); in IG  682, 1.15 we 

read ' 'anoczaXeiq aTpairiyoq èjul xcov veôv” (dispatched as a general in 

charge of the ships). Now, KaTaaxaGelç or ajtoGTaXEtq are certainly not 

identical in meaning with xeipoTovrjGeiç. They are procedures following 

the cheirotonia.

Special postings for the generals appear in an earlier period. True, 

they are very rare but they mark a tendency to create offices ad hoc in 

order to deal with various difficult s i t u a t io n s .1 ^ 5  the inscription for 

Andros the general is especially appointed to take charge of Andros (Tod 

156, 11.12-15) whereas in another inscription of the same year a number of 

generals are listed without specification of their duties (Tod 153, 11.20-4). 

N. G. L. Hammond cites certain passages which refer to appointments of 

generals and argues that the partitioning of the generalship was well 

under way in the fifth century, after the Persian Wars.^^6 But all these 

passages serve as examples of ad hoc solutions and not as proof of a well- 

developed and regular procedure. At any rate it is in 407/6 that two 

extraordinary appointments occur: Alkibiades is appointed “axpaxTjyôç 

abxoKpaxcop” and with him two other generals are assigned “Kaxoc yfjv” 

(Xen., Hell. 1.4.20-21). We have to get to 352/1 in order to be presented 

with the first inscriptional evidence of generals appointed epi ten choran 

{IG 11̂  204, 11.19-20). In 350/1 Ephialtes is designated as “oxpaxriyobvToç 

ETtt xf|v xcbpav” (being a general of the countryside; Phil., FGH  328, F155).

After 338 there was marked development. Ephebic inscriptions of 

the 330s testify to a régularisation of the command epi ten choran, or 

rather command has been transformed into an office since the title is 

consistently “ etii x e i % 6 p a i” .147 still terminology with regard to other 

offices is far from being rigidly formulated. For example, in a single

4̂5 7(711  ̂ 1623» 11.279-280 refers to the triereis sailed under the command of Diotimos 
strategos “ètil i:f|v (j)uA,aKfiv xcov A,r|crxœv”. Another flotilla was sent under the general 
Thrasyboulos “ètiI xf^v TiapaTiOjiTtfiv xov c lxou ” {IG iF  1628, 1.40 ). Sarikakis (“’AOrivaioi 
axpaxriyol”, p.257) presents these as examples of special appointments of generals; but the 
clause is directly connected with the triereis and not with the general.
146 “Strategia and Hegemonia”, pp.111-144.
147 Reinmuth 5; 7; 9, Col.II, 11.10-11; 15.
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inscription {IG i f  682) Thymochares is called strategos epi to nauticon (in

charge of the fleet) (1.5) but further down he is described as epi ton neon

(in charge of the ships) (11.14-15). More often than not generals are

mentioned without any further specification of their office.^^^ To be

sure, this occurs quite frequently in garrison inscriptions where we can be

fairly certain that they are about the general epi ten choran. The hoplite

general is called epi ta hopla, epi ton hopliton, epi tous hoplitas. This lack

of a clear and standard formulation points to a lack of strict

professionalism and corresponds to a certain fusion of offices.
* * *

b) Response to the circumstances after 338

Concentration of duties with the strategos epi ten choran
During the early Hellenistic period the Athenians continue the old 

practice of creating offices ad hoc. There were years in which there was 

urgent need to prepare for a siege and they could therefore very well use 

more than one general epi ten paraskeueir, or in case of a naval campaign 

they needed a general epi to nauticon (or epi ton neon). The need for the 

protection of the countryside led to a concentration of duties and power 

as well as a significant ‘confusion’ of the duties of the hoplite general 

with those of the general epi ten choran.

The generalship epi toi Peiraiei disappears after 307. Before this 

date it is to be found in certain ephebic inscriptions (Reinmuth 8, 9, 15 ): 

“[ax]pa[T]r|[yôç èTtl] tco ri8ipai[eî Kôvco]v TipoOéo ’AvacpA-baTioq”; the 

same man is praised in another contemporary in s c r ip t io n .1 4 9  Philokles 

was “axpaTTiYÔç èjtl xf|v Mouvuxlav Kai xàc veœpia” (general in charge 

of the Mounychia Hill and of the shipyards) in 325/4 (Din., III.1). In 

324/3 Dikaiogenes was “axpaxTjyôç èTtl xœi I le ip a ie r  while 

Pherekleides was “axpaxrjyôç è,ni xeî ’Akxeî” in 324/3.150 it appears 

that the terms epi toi Peiraiei and epi ten Mounychian were 

interchangeable. In an inscription of 307/6 we read “èTci xob Ileipaicûç

148 iQ iŸ  2968, 2969, 2970, 2971, 2973, 1492, 11.107 6EG 3.116, etc,
149 Reinmuth 9, col. II, 11.10-11; Reinmuth 8; IGll  2976,1.10.
150 jG  i f  1631,11.380-381; Reinmuth, no 15.
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KaxaaTaGelç” {IG 11̂  1260, 1.7). It is noteworthy that as a strategos epi 

tou Peiraieos he goes to the rescue of Sounion, a task that should have 

been undertaken by the strategos epi tei Aktei, had the office been still in 

existence. It could be that the office still existed and that the general in 

charge of the Peiraieus assumed responsibility for both the harbour and 

the Akte  only for the moment. However there is no mention of a 

strategos epi toi Peiraiei diflei this date.

In the same inscription there occurs another ‘confusion’ of offices:, 

it appears that the duties of the general epi tei A k te i were taken over by 

the strategos epi ten choran: “Kal vbv X£tpoxovri08]l[ç t)]7cô xo0 Ôf|p,o\) 

axpaxTiCyoç èTtl xf]v xcbpav è7ti]pep,éXr|xai lo u v io u  Kai fPap,vo\)vxoç 

Kal xfjg àX]kr\ç, TtapaXiaç Ttdariç" (11. 21-23) .i î

The prevalent opinion among scholars is that the division of 

generalship epi ten choran into generalship epi ten paralian and ep’ 

Eleusinos took place after the end of the Chremonidean War. On the 

basis of IG  i f  1260 J. & L. Robert have argued that specialisation of the 

generals is attested already by the end of the fourth century and that the 

office of the strategos epi ten paralian was not created after the 

Chremonidean War.^52 n  has to be made clear that specialisation or 

steps towards it is different from régionalisation of office, in the sense of 

a legal division of the chora. As a matter of fact the very inscription 

shows that the paralia and Eleusis are still united: a general epi ten 

choran is praised because he took care of “Ttdariç xfjç TcapaXlaç”. This 

does not point to a distinct generalship; as it is formulated generalship epi 

ten choran has been identified with command epi ten paralian.

The wording of the decree for Epichares is instructive: Epichares is 

not described as “%£ipoxovT|0elç èTtl xf|v 7tapaA,lav”. His cheirotonia 

preceded his assignment of command epi ten paralian. During the 

Chremonidean War the danger for Athens was from the sea and, 

naturally, the Athenians would take great pains to protect the paralia

151 “and now having been elected general in charge of the countryside, he takes care of 
Sounion and Rhamnous and the rest of the coastal area”.
152 b e  81, 1968, 456, no 247.
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from being ravaged and to prevent Antigonos Gonatas from setting a 

firm foot on the west coast. It is another ad Aoc solution.

Generalship epi tous xenous also appears spasmodically and it is not 

always clear whether it is distinct from generalship epi ten choran. 

Lachares is described as such in Pap. Oxyr. XVII 2082 and the general in 

IG  i f  379 is ^^xeipotovTjOelç èTtl xcov ^évcov” (elected by show of hands 

in charge of the mercenaries). On the other hand Phaidros is designated 

as “yevopevoç èTtl xoi)ç Çévo'oç” (designated commander of the 

mercenaries) {IG i f  682 1. 25 ) which implies that he was not elected 

general epi tous xenous, but that he was simply given command of the 

mercenaries. It is the only time in the decree that Phaidros'^ military 

office is not preceded by the participle “xeipoxovT|08iç” .

The decree in honour of Phaidros of Sphettos {IG i f  682 ) is at the 

same time extremely informative and a source of great bafflement. 

There are various tantalising problems with regard to his military career 

interwoven with his political affiliations. Let us start with his 

generalship epi ten choran and his command of the mercenaries: “Kal èTtl 

xf]v xœ pav xeipoxovriBelç TtXeovàKiç Kal èTtl xobç ^évouç yevôpevoç 

xplç” (11.24-5).153

Dinsmoor has argued that his three commands epi tous xenous 

were generalships distinct from those epi ten choran.^^^ W. Schwan on 

the other hand holds that “Tt>-eovàKiç” (many times) and “xplç” (three 

times) are identical.155 Contrary to Dinsmoor T. L. Shear advanced 

convincingly the view that there was not enough time between the mid 

290s and the archonship of Kimon in 288 to accommodate numerous 

generalships epi ten choran and another three commands epi ton 

xenon}^^ An additional argument in support of Shear’s view is the 

participle that introduces Phaidros’ command of the mercenaries. Instead 

of “x̂ ^po'COVTjOelç” we find “yevôpEvoç”. In conclusion, the most

153 “having been elected in charge of the countryside many times and having been 
designated in charge of the mercenaries three times”.
154 Archons, p.66.
155 i?£-Supp. 6,1935, col. 1091.
156 “Kallias”, p.66, n. 193.
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plausible hypothesis is that while a strategos epi ten choran he was also 

sometimes designated commander of the mercenaries; and certainly 

pleonakis is not identical with tris.
*  *  *

c) Special appointm ents in the Four Years War and in  the

280&

It is on two particular occasions that we note a series of special and 

important appointments: the Four Years War and, even more notably, the 

revolt of 287 and its aftermath.

During the Four Years War there is notice of a general epi 

Salaminos in IG  11̂  1260. The inscription is to be dated at the beginning 

of the war since it refers to extensive preparations and repairs. The 

general is even praised for advancing (as a loan) the funds necessary. He 

was succeeded by a certain Aischetades who lost Salamis and 

consequently his life (Paus., 1.35.2). However, this office emerged as a 

product of the necessity to protect Salamis from Kassandros and, 

naturally, it disappeared after its loss.

In 307/6, the first year of Demetrios Poliorketes’ war against 

Kassandros, Athens faced the situation by appointing more than one 

general “ètcl xfiv rob noXe^ou 7tapaaK8a)fiv” (in charge of the 

preparations for war). Athens would have probably expected Kassandros 

to invest the city, which actually happened. IG  i f  1487 (11.92-3) bears 

witness to extensive preparations and stock-piling of (defensive) weapons 

such as catapults and arrows.
* * *

Adeimantos strategos epi ten choran
Recently, the discovery of an honorary inscription, at the fortress 

of Rhamnous, dating to the Four Years War has upset the picture we held 

of the appointment of Athenian military officials: until recently, 

historians believed that it was only after the Chremonidean War that the 

Antigonids interfered with the election of the generals.l^^ The new

Notice of the inscription is provided by V. Petrakos {Ergon 40, 1993, p.7) who dates it
c.303/2. Unfortunately, he does not provide us with the actual text.
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inscription refers to the honours conferred by the soldiers of Rhamnous

upon Adeimantos, most probably the same person as the one appointed to

an important post at the synedrion at Corinth, who was appointed by

Demetrios strategos epi ten choran., something that could be seen in a

perspective of excessive interference. Yet, there was quite a rational

basis for his appointment, which could be acceptable to the Athenians.

Athens and Demetrios were fighting a common war against Kassandros;

Athens was trying to retain or regain her forts and Demetrios was helping

her. Plutarch informs us that the Athenians, faced with serious

difficulties, called Demetrios to relieve them from the siege laid by

Kassandros in 304/3. It is plausible then to suggest that at precisely this

point Demetrios undertook completely the responsibility of the defence

of Athens. Furthermore, it would appear natural if, after the raising of

the blockade, he had appointed one of his own officials to co-operate

with the Athenians in the defence of the countryside. Unfortunately, we

are not provided with a precise date; Petrakos dates the inscription c.

303/2 {Ergon 40, 1993, p.7), but further precision would have helped us to

establish whether the appointment of Adeimantos occurred at the

expense of his Athenian counterpart. The most that I could conjecture is

that Demetrios could have appointed Adeimantos im m ediately after the

blockade in 304 and not wait until the next archon year, and in this

perspective Adeimantos would have co-operated with the Athenian

general of the countryside (it is inconceivable that in 304 in particular the

Athenians would not have elected a strategos epi ten choran). On the

other hand, if Adeimantos’ election took place in 303/2, then it is possible

that there was no Athenian general epi ten choran.
* * *

Phaidros protos strategos
Unification of command epi ten choran and epi ton xenon is not 

the only extraordinary feature of Phaidros’ military career. For the 280s 

it is again the decree in his honour that presents us with the most
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interesting information concerning the duties and the responsibilities of 

the strategoi.

In the context of the revolt of 287, and while he was a hoplite 

general, he undertook the duties of the strategos epi ten choran: 

Gathering of the harvest, repair of the forts, provision of food and 

weapons, protection of the harvest and the countryside.

His appointment as “TCpœxoç axpaxriYÔç ètii Tobç orcÀiiag" (first 

general in charge of the infantry) (11. 44-5) has caused much discussion 

and various explanations have been put forward. Most early discussions 

of the term interpret it as first after a major change of governmental 

change or other critical event.1^8 if there was a description of the event, 

it must have stood in the following erased lines. But Pritchett and Meritt 

have rightly observed that 11.44-7 are unconnected syntactically.159 

Another interpretation is that he was the first of the two hoplite generals 

elected in the same year. Along these lines T. L. Shear maintained that 

Phaidros was deposed after the revolt and was succeeded by 

Olympiodoros.1^0 If this is the case, there would naturally be no mention 

of his deposition. Even so the phrase hardly makes sense in an honorific 

decree. If the proposer of the decree wished to keep vivid the memory 

of his generalship he could very well achieve it without reminding the 

people of a disgraceful incident. If we take into account that the decree 

is carried in a period of Antigonid control (250s) then it would be all the 

more unreasonable on behalf of the Athenians to remind Antigonos 

Gonatas that they had once deposed Phaidros as a result of his alleged 

pro-Macedonian outlook.l^^

The most crucial objection to Shear’s version of events is the one 

advanced by Pritchett and Meritt. They draw attention to the fact that 

Phaidros’ tenure of office is described as lasting the whole year: epi ton 

eniauton, that is, Phaidros held the generalship the whole year.

W. Dittenberger, SI(j, no. 409, n. 17; J. Beloch, Griechische Geschichte, 2nd ed., vol. IV (2), 
Berlin 1922-5, p. 85.
159 Chronology of ' Hellenistic Athens, \{?ir\?ivd\9A0,
160 “Kallias”, p.67.
161 For the date of the decree see A. Henry, “The Archons Euboulos and the Date of the 
Decree for Phaidros of Sphettos”, Chiron 18,1988, 215-224.
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Therefore, they conclude, “Tcpcoxoc;" is to be understood as first in rank on 

the board of generals. The greatest difficulty with this explanation is that 

there is no previous parallel of a general being designated specifically as 

“jtpcûTOç” = superior to his colleagues, whereas we do find “xpixoç, 

7té)i7tTOÇ, ôéKaxoç” which do not bear any connotations of p r io r i t y .1 6 2  

Shear objects that there was no need to distinguish this office, held in 

the archonship of Xenophon, because Phaidros had held the same office 

with the same priority in the archonship of K im o n .1 ^ 3  Fatal to Shear’s 

view is that the stone does not record Phaidros as “Tüpœxoç axpaxrjyôç” in 

Kimon’s archon year, but only in Xenophon’s. Shear is trapped by his 

firm conviction that Phaidros was operating against the Athenian 

democracy and therefore assumes that the term protos cannot possibly 

bear any connotation of superiority in status. In opposition to him M. J. 

Osborne argues persuasively that Phaidros co-operated with his brother 

Kallias for the success of the Athenian revolt in 287 which consequently 

wipes out any view of Phaidros as pro-Macedonian. Osborne goes on to 

argue that due to Phaidros’ cautious outlook, the more adventurous 

Olympiodoros was preferred to lead the assault on the Mouseion Hill (a 

view to which I shall return further below), but he remains silent with 

regard to the term protos.

My own view of the problem is that Pritchett and Meritt were on 

the right lines, however unique the appointment was. Besides, the 

assignment of priority in command was not that extraordinary. In the 

past, prominent generals had been granted extensive authority. M. 

Jameson has pointed out that we possess literary references to only one 

general in cases where inscriptions show that there were more involved; 

inscriptions, he concluded, point to the de iure situation whereas literature 

records the de facto  situation.^^^ In 430 the Athenians elected Perikles 

and “Tcccvxa xoc Trpdypaxa è7téxp£\i/av” (entrusted him with

162 Dover, “AéKaïoç a^xoc;”, pp. 61-77.
163 “Kallias”, p.67, n.l94.
164 “Phaidros ”, pp.l89.
165 “Seniority in the Strategid\ TAPA 86,1955, 63-87, p.78.
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administration of all affairs) (Thuc., IL65.4), though there is no mention 

of attribution of legal superiority. On the eve of the Sicilian expedition 

the ekklesia appointed three generals - Nikias, Lamachos and Alkibiades - 

as “abTOKpdxopeç” (Thuc., VI.8.2; VI.26.1), that is to say, responsible for 

managing Athenian interests, without direct control by Athens. Decisions 

were taken on a majority vote, without any of them assuming precedence 

over his colleagues (Thuc.,VI.50.1). However, in 407/6 there occurred a 

shift in the procedure: Alkibiades was appointed strategos autokrator to 

be accompanied by two other strategoi It is clear that these two were 

not invested with the same authority (Xen., Hell. 1.4.20-1). Xenophon’ s 

passage is quite revealing: "ocvappr|0£iç TtdvTCOV fiyepœv abTOKpdxcop” 

(having been proclaimed leader with absolute power). As KJ. Dover has 

shown the participle “dvappr|0eiç” shows that he was designated 

autokrator sometime after his election to the strategia and, secondly, that 

this ascendancy was not confined to the moral level.^^6

What actually happened in the case of Phaidros was an evolution 

from verbal recognition of moral authority to official, legally established, 

written attribution of priority. Being first in rank is translated into 

exercise of authority over one’s colleagues as well as into being in charge 

of any operations. It is possible that the Athenians realised the necessity 

of a central authority in order to co-ordinate action. Accepting Osborne’s 

chronology of the revolt - in the later months of Kimon’s archon year - 

and his assigning of Phaidros’ gathering of the harvest to this year as 

well as taking into consideration his connection into the Ptolemaic court, 

we could conclude that the Athenians endowed Phaidros with the power 

to superintend military and diplomatic operations during the next archon 

year. One might ask what would have been the necessity to appoint a 

protos strategos when Athens was already free. But, it was only the astu 

that was liberated; there remained Peiraieus and the fortresses.

Olympiodoros was appointed especially for the assault on the 

Mouseion Hill in 287. Unfortunately, Pausanias does not mention the

166 “AéKaïoç a\)TÔ<;”, p.62 and n.7.
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authority with which he was invested. It is not imperative that his

command was rigidly defined and it is probable that he belonged to those

unassigned. There remains the question why they chose Olympiodoros for

the assault. Various factors could have operated, for instance his military

competence which had been amply demonstrated against Kassandros. It

was probably a spontaneous decision, taken on the spur of the moment,

possibly after an exhortation of the demos, as is indicated in Pausanias’

narrative. Yet, there probably operated other more practical reasons: In a

recent paper G. Oliver pointed out that the main body of the Athenian

army would have been occupied in the countryside under the leadership

of Phaidros, which is supported by Pausanias’ mention of children and

older men participating in the assault.^^^
* * *

The boplite generalship and the importance o f the chora
Scholars normally take it for granted that it is the office of the 

hoplite general that was the most important one. Theoretically this holds 

very well; if we examine the careers of Phaidros and Glaukon, we see 

that the office of the hoplite general is the last one they acquire. But, in 

practice, in a period during which there are hardly any pitched battles 

undertaken by Athens on her own behalf, what could be the practical use 

of the office of the hoplite general? There are very few clear references 

to the hoplite general in the inscriptions of our period and considerably 

fewer in literary passages. The first inscriptional reference occurs in IG  

556, 1. 14: "6 axpaxeyoq 6 èttl xoc OTtXa”, c.305. The next reference is 

supposed to belong to the beginning of the third century and it concerns 

Olympiodoros {IG 11̂  2429, 1.8), but nothing excludes the possibility that it 

could be dated a few years earlier. At about the same time Charias is 

“axpaxriyôç èni xœv ôtcA-cov xexaypévoç” (assigned in charge of the 

arms) {Pap. Oxyr. XVII, 2082, frg.l). Two more tenures belong to Phaidros

167 “Athens in the Early Hellenistic Period: Democracy, Grain Supply and the Reliance on 
Individuals”: Paper delivered at the Classical Association Conference, 1-4 April 1995.
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of Sphettos; later on Glaukon was designated strategos epi ton hoplon 

before 282/1 and strategos epi ta hopla in 2 6 6 /5.^68

Leosthenes, Olympiodoros and Kallippos are the only cases of 

generals leading the army outside the borders. The precise title of the 

first in the Lamian War has not been preserved, but it is commonly 

assumed that he led the allied army in his capacity as hoplite general 

since it is he who, according to the Athenaion Politeia, was in charge of 

expeditions outside the borders of Attika (61.1).î 9 in addition, it has been 

argued that he must have been strategos autokrator (endowed with 

absolute power).i^^ Surely, the impression that one gets from Diodorus’ 

narrative is that Leosthenes was the supreme figure in the allied army. 

But to hold with Larsen that the allies used to their own advantage the 

machinery of the League of Corinth and formally elected him general 

with absolute authority is to regard the League of Corinth as a version of 

a Federal state like Aitolia or Achaia.1^1 If he had been appointed 

strategos autokrator, this would have happened either in absentia., or 

during his brief return to Athens. That he organised the alliance was 

reason enough to assign him supreme command without formalities. His 

position in the Athenian army was ambiguous. It seems that above all he 

was regarded as a leader of mercenaries but he was incorporated in the 

framework of the polis as such. A mercenary, most probably in the 

service of Dareios, he returns to Athens at some point in the 320s to 

become a syntrierarch {IG i f  1631) and then a strategos epi ten choran in 

324/3. He was also the one who arranged for 8000 mercenaries to be 

transported to Tainaron (Paus., 1.25.5; VIII.52.5). The band of mercenaries 

assembled at Tainaron had chosen him as their commander (D.S., 

XVII.111.1-3). Hyperides seems to be conscious of this ambivalence when 

he emphasizes that he became leader of both citizens and mercenaries: 

“Kal ^EviKfjv pèv ôuvapiv a'üaxrjaàpevoç, %% Ôè TtoXixiKfiç fiyepœv

168 Phaidros: IG iF  682, 11.30-43, 44-47. Glaukon: IG i f  3079, 11.13-15, 19-21; Hesp. 37, 1968, 
pjp.284-5, no.21.
169 Mathieu, “Guerre”, p.l69.

Larsen, “Leagues”, p.64.
“Leagues”, p.63.
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K a x a a i d ç ” {Epit It is as if Hyperides is trying to remind his

fellow citizens that Leosthenes was their leader as well. It is significant 

that in spite of efforts to present Leosthenes as a hero equal or even 

superior to those of the fifth century, quite frequently Hyperides wavers 

between “fiyepœv” {Epit 3, 11,13) - a title appropriate to both a leader of 

mercenaries and a leader of a citizen army - and “aTpaTTjyôç” (1, 3,10).

Similarly the title of Kallippos who led the Athenian army against 

the Celts in 279 has not been preserved. Ironically, had their titles been 

preserved, they would have been the only examples of hoplite generals, 

together with Olympiodoros who campaigned to Elateia, leading the 

Athenian army abroad; it is possible to associate the hoplite generalship 

of Olympiodoros, referred to in IG i f  2429, with this campaign but this 

has to remain only a speculation.

The only time that we can be fairly certain that the hoplite general 

was involved in serious warfare is in 266 - in the middle of the 

Chremonidean War - when we find Glaukon elected hoplite general.

In most of the cases our evidence is quite fragmentary, but in 

combination with the absence of any other testimony we can be fairly 

sure that the hoplite generals achieved nothing too spectacular in the 

battlefield. However, whatever conclusions we draw, they do not 

conform with the evidence of the Athenaion Politeia (61.1) where the 

hoplite general is supposed to lead the Athenian army outside the borders 

of Attika. The main reason for this is that Athens hardly ever had the 

opportunity to lead an army abroad; warfare had been transferred inside 

Attika and the basic problem and aim was to preserve Athens and Attika.

Instead, we find the hoplite general being assigned non-hoplite 

duties. The case of Phaidros demonstrates that the office still carried 

great importance but it could be transformed in order to include other 

offices. The underlying principle is the change in warfare. The paralia 

and the chora had acquired great importance. Instead of abolishing the 

office of the hoplite general the Athenians simply widened his field of

“and on the one hand he assembled a mercenary force and on the other he was appointed 
leader of the civic forces”.
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activities. From a certain point of view it can be regarded as lack of 

professionalism but from a different viewpoint it can be seen as 

concentration of powers.
* * *
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vii. Concluding remarks

Until the Lamian War Athenian attitude is generally very cautious 

but the Athenians do seem to believe that the issue of Macedonian 

supremacy will be dealt with in the battlefield; the huge military 

preparations of Lykourgos testify to this. The speech of Lykourgos 

against Leokrates, the funeral speech of Hyperides for the dead of the 

Lamian War and the speech of Dinarchus against Demosthenes (in the 

context of his trial for the Harpalos affair) betray a need for military 

leadership, which in turn indicates that the Athenians perceived their 

defeat in 338 in terms of inadequate military leadership. On the other 

hand, it is interesting that the Athenians condemned only one of their 

generals after the defeat - Lysikles - and in 330 they awarded 

Demosthenes a crown - the man who was mainly responsible for 

Athenian policy vis-à-vis Macedonia. We deal here with two different 

levels of perception of events. Yes, Athenian policy had failed, but the 

Athenians would not openly renounce it. However, immediate Athenian 

reaction after the defeat was to confer increased responsibilities upon a 

military man, namely Nausikles, but in the long run this did not deprive 

the orators of their authority, as we shall see in the next chapter.

With particular reference to the speeches of Hyperides and of 

Dinarchus, it is significant that both can be ascribed to the context of the 

Lamian War; the one immediately before it and the other during its 

course. The factor of the Harpalos affair should not be ignored: it 

contributed a lot towards discrediting the orators and increasing the 

prestige of military men, or rather one of them: Leosthenes.

In his speech against Demosthenes Dinarchus singles out the 

generals of the fourth century Konon and Timotheos to juxtapose them 

with Demosthenes and to praise them (14, 16). He chooses to view 

Athens’ past as built upon the deeds of single individuals: basically 

Timotheos and Konon but also Aristeides, Themistokles and certain 

orators who belonged to the generation immediately preceding that of 

Demosthenes. Dinarchus strongly emphasizes that the cities’ fortunes are
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entirely dependent upon individual leaders and generals (72). It is in this 

perspective that he views the past glory of Thebes: the city of Thebes 

grew powerful because she had Pelopidas and Epaminondas as her leaders. 

Conversely, he attributes her fall to the corruption of her leadership (74). 

The interest lies not in the correctness or not of the interpretation of 

Thebes’ fortune but in that he offers a model for Athens’ rise and fall: 9̂) 

yocp abxfi acoxTjpia Kal noXemg Kal eGvoug èaxi, xo Ttpoaxaxmv 

àvôpcûv ocyaGcov Kal a7tot)ôalcùv a\)p.po<)7,cov x'0%eiv” (76-7).

It is not his purpose to digress on the details of the exploits of the 

leaders of the remote past, on the grounds that they are very well-known 

(75). He is interested in describing the achievements of the more recent 

past. The significance is twofold: firstly, Dinarchus wants to establish 

that the fourth century witnessed glorious days and not just the military 

defeat at Chaironeia; secondly, he is referring to specific military leaders 

but does not fail to mention the orators Archinos and Kephalos. The 

overall impression is that the generals carried the burden while the 

orators offered the backing to their activities. He does insist, however, 

that by condemning Demosthenes Athens is not going to be at a loss for 

leaders.

The first man to answer this demand for a military leader was 

Leosthenes, at least according to Hyperides and Pausanias. Some fifteen 

years after the battle of Chaironeia Hyperides’ funeral speech for the 

dead of the first year of the Lamian War turns out to be a praise of a 

single individual: the leader of the Athenian and of the coalition army, 

Leosthenes. On the other hand in Hyperides’ text the praise of the polis 

or of the Athenian army seems to have yielded prominence to the 

enkomion of a single man. It is clearly stated by Hyperides that 

Leosthenes was the leader long awaited and needed:

“'O AecûaGévTjç yap opcov xf|v 'EXXaôav Ttaaav xexa7teivco)iévr|v... 
Kal xfjv p,8v 7t6A.iv f]|icov Ô8op,évT|v àvôpôç, xf|v Ô’ 'E H aÔ a Ttaaa 
7tô>.8Cûç ijxig Ttpoaxfjvai ôuv^o8xai xfjg fiy8poviag, è7té6cûK8v éa\)xôv
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p,èv xfl Tcaxpiôi, xfiv ôè 7côX,iv xoîç "EÀA r̂jai elç xi^v èX,8\)08piav’' {Epit 

10X173
The need for military leaders coincides chronologically with the 

participation of military men, basically Phokion, in important embassies 

to Philip, Alexander and Antipatros. Set alongside the case of Nausikles 

and the praises of the orators for military men, this could be taken to 

indicate a really conscious shift on the Athenian part towards an 

undertaking of foreign policy by military men. Yet, it should not escape 

our attention that alongside Phokion, there is an orator, Demades. I am 

inclined to believe that the apparent change is to a large extent 

coincidental, that is it so happened that Phokion had the right connections 

- with Philip - and the Athenians consciously decided to exploit the 

opportunity they were presented with. In fact, the same principle applies 

to Demades’ election as well. What Athens does very carefully is the 

choice of her envoys to Macedonia: she persists with certain persons, 

agreeable to the Macedonian rulers.

The case of Phaidros’ election as an envoy to Egypt can also be 

ascribed in this pattern of coincidental and yet very careful choice. It so 

happened that his brother was an important Ptolemaic official and could 

thus provide the link between Athens and Egypt. However, the case of 

Phaidros is quite notable since he was probably one of the most able 

generals, energetic on both the diplomatic and the military front; by the 

time he undertook his mission (beginning of the third century) the 

Athenians might have been more conscious of the importance of military 

men in diplomacy. In my view, by the 260s Athenian mentality had 

reached a point at which they thought that military expertise was 

essential in negotiations. This, I think, was largely due to the revolt of 

287 when Phaidros and the other generals participated actively in the 

negotiations with Demetrios. This marks quite a development in the 

Athenian practice, particularly if we remember that the peace of

^73 “Leosthenes seeing that all of Greece was humiliated... and that our city was in need of 
one man and Greece was in need of a polis that would be able to assume leadership, he 
offered himself to his country and the city to Greece for the sake of freedom”.
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Philokrates had been concluded without any referral to the generals.^^^ 

The election of Kallippos at the synedrion which prepared the 

Chremonidean War as well as the election of the same man alongside two 

other generals (most notably Glaukon) as an ambassador in the course of 

the same war indicates a very conscious, positive appraisal of the 

generals’ role. It is the culmination of a process that had started 

immediately after the battle of Chaironeia.

The “opportunistic” character of the election of military men as 

envoys should in no way diminish the importance of their election and of 

the fact that the Athenians are prepared to take such a step after about 

seventy years in which the practice had elapsed to practically non 

existence. That Athens turned to her military men on every single 

occasion that war was either imminent or in progress touches upon the 

issue of the Athenian readiness to employ any useful means.

It is noteworthy that despite the usurpation of power by a military 

man (Lachares) at the beginning of the third century, the Athenians were 

not led to deprive their military men of power; instead, in the revolt of 

287 but also later, the strategoi were seriously involved in diplomatic 

transactions.
* * *

^74 s  Peake, The Role o f the Strategoi in the Fourth Century, Diss. Univ. St. Andrews 1990.
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CHAPTER II: THE RHETORES
The fact that the strategoi assume increased responsibilities does 

not reduce the rhetores to a role of secondary importance; quite the 

contrary. Only for two rhetores, Demades and Demochares, do we possess 

evidence (of a very dubious nature) that they might at some point have 

held the strategia} On the other hand, the generals do not appear to 

dominate the ekklesia, while the rhetores are active both as proposers of 

decrees and as envoys.

In this chapter I am going to examine the reaction of the rhetores 

to the new political reality, the ways in which they deal with the various 

monarchs.

Athenian diplomatic activity until the end of the Lamian War is to 

be examined as a separate entity since in this period Athens has still to 

face only Macedonia. I will focus on the role of the rhetores in the 

Harpalos affair in order to establish the extent of their influence on 

events in relation to that exercised by Leosthenes. Demades’ political 

activities will be discussed in the context of the first attempts to take 

advantage of the conflicts of the Diadochoi and also as related to the role 

of Phokion.

The situation after Alexander’s death and even more so after 

Antipatros’ death becomes much more intriguing. The new international 

situation brought about a novel kind of politicians, much more flexible 

than those of the previous generations because that was what the constant 

changes in the balance of power (which affected Athens) demanded. 

Above all there was a question of choices: could the Athenians remain 

neutral? If not whose side would they take and in which way?

The overall impression left by the historians’ treatment of these 

men’s policies is that there is a serious problem of vocabulary which 

stems from the effort to tailor the activities of the Athenian leaders to 

suit the model of democratic or otherwise. I will attempt to analyse why

 ̂ Demades: Ael., V H\A.\Q. Demochares: [Plut.], A". K/r. 847c; Polybius XII.13.5.
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and how labels such as democrat, extreme or radical democrat, moderate, 

oligarchic, pro- or anti- Macedonian are inappropriate and inadequate; 

that they prevent us from gaining a clear and overall appreciation of 

these men’s activities. Describing the political orientation of these men 

using just one word is simply impossible (as is also the case with generals 

like Olympiodoros and Phaidros). The observations of C. Habicht with 

regard to the flexibility of Athenian politicians in this period who at 

some point could come to terms with a Macedonian ruler and at another 

create a front against him form the main guideline of my examination.^

1 will try then to define the activities of the rhetores in the perspective 

of the relations they establish with one monarch or the other, abstaining 

from attaching any kind of label. The degree to which they favoured one 

monarch or the other, the reasons and the means they employed to 

express their favour is the background of their activities. And again 

these relations should not be seen in the perspective of personal loyalties 

as Gabbert would think. Gabbert has envisaged these relationships as 

emanating partly from genuine patriotism and partly from personal 

loyalties.^ I would instead argue that these “loyalties” were directly 

relevant to the expediency and the needs of the moment. However, it has 

to be underlined that for Athenian politicians to develop friendly 

relations with a monarch was translated into becoming their philor, their 

status would come to resemble that of the monarchs’ officials. In order 

to benefit their polis the rhetores would have to provide some sort of 

support or services to a king (or kings). This was an inevitable reality and 

Athenian politics had to adjust to it. The degree and the means of

adjustment depended on the circumstances.
* * *

i. Rhetores in charge of m ilitary preparations
The policies pursued by Athens in the period after the battle of 

Chaironeia are indicative of an uncertainty as to how to treat Macedonia. 

Diplomatic relations were indeed established with the Macedonian court

2 Untersuchungen, p.62
3 Antigonus Gonatas, pp.146-8.
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but, on the other hand, Athens got engaged in a large scale program of 

military re-organisation and preparations, which indicates that she was 

expecting yet another confrontation with Macedonia in the battlefield. 

Yet, as we shall see below, Athens avoided military confrontation, 

particularly after the destruction of Thebes in 335. However, it is with 

two rhetores that the responsibility for military preparations rests: 

Lykourgos and Demades.

Lykourgos is the statesman whose conduct is normally described in 

terms of absolute patriotism; he had expressed his hostility against the 

Macedonians, but only on a verbal level and he did not proceed to armed 

combat. He is differentiated from other Athenian statesmen in that he 

was not so much engaged in foreign policy as preoccupied with internal 

administration. S. Humphreys thought that “his absence of any 

constructive foreign policy shows a lack of political insight and 

imagination”.̂  In fact, I do not think that Lykourgos could have 

predicted what happened some fifteen years later; it is quite plausible 

that he thought that the supremacy of Macedonia was only a temporary 

reality as it had been^tîie power of Thebes.

My own purpose, however, is to establish the boundaries of 

Lykourgos’ activity as related to the military sphere of action.

We do not possess evidence as to whether Lykourgos had been 

elected to the generalship. It is certain that in the battle of Chaironeia, 

shortly before he assumed prominence in the Athenian administration, he 

was not included among the leaders of the Athenian army.

In the decree in his honour (proposed by Stratokles) it is mentioned 

that he was elected in charge of the preparations for war: “xeipoxovrjBelç 

5’ £7tl xfjç xob TtoXspou 7capaaK8i)f|q....” but it is not specified whether 

this was a civic office created ad hoc or if we deal here with a 

generalship.5 T. Sarikakis has listed this office among the

4 “Lycurgus of Butadae; An Athenian Aristocrat”, in J. W. Eadie & J. Ober (eds), The Craft o f 
Ancient Historian; Essays in honor o f Chester G. Starr, University Press of America, 1985,199-
220, p.220.
5 [Plut.], X  Orat. Vit. 851f -  852e; 852c for his election in charge of the preparations for war.
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generalships;^ the basis of his argument is, I suppose, that all other 

occurrences of an office epi ten paraskeuen refer to a generalship.

It is significant that, similarly, in the foregoing clause Stratokles 

does not specify what office Lykourgos held when he accumulated plenty 

of money on the Akropolis. The overall impression from the decree is 

that Stratokles was not concerned with specific titles. In the next clause 

it is mentioned that Lykourgos took charge of the shipyards and of the 

skeuotheke, but again it is not mentioned in which capacity he did so. 

Therefore we are faced with two possibilities: either Stratokles was more 

concerned with deeds than offices or “in charge of the preparations for 

war” was an office. If this office was a generalship, that is to say the 

only one that Lykourgos ever held, then I think that Stratokles would not 

have failed to mention it. However, the reason of this election would lie 

in his being in charge of finance. It would be a natural extension of his 

fiscal duties, and he would have been able to use the funds he had 

accumulated for the purchase of arms. We deal with a concentration of 

duties on Lykourgos’ part, which points to a very practical mentality on 

the part of the Athenian demos. It is interesting to point out that a few 

years later (during the Four Years War) the responsibility of the 

preparations for war shifted to six generals { IG I^  1487,11.92-3).

The other great program of Lykourgos concerned the re

organisation of the military institution of the ephebeia {Ath. Pol. 43.3): for 

two years young Athenians were liable for service in the Peiraieus and in 

the other garrison forts of Attika. Reinmuth demonstrated that 

Lykourgos was most probably responsible for making the service 

continuous throughout the two years of their liability; moreover the 

training program was organised on a much more ‘professional’ basis 

under the guidance and the surveillance of the sophronistes; specialists 

were appointed to teach the Athenian ephebes in the use of all sorts of 

arms, both offensive (the arms of a hoplite) and defensive (including the 

use of catapults).^ Such a program clearly demonstrates that Lykourgos

 ̂ “’A0rivaioi axpairiyo i”, p. 270. 
 ̂ Reinmuth, pp.129-32.
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was operating with his mind set on a future conflict with Macedonia; 

moreover, he was aware of the increasing importance of defensive 

techniques in warfare and he was prepared to modernise the Athenian 

military apparatus.

Demades also took an active part in the re-organisation of 

Athenian military apparatus. F. Mitchel has established that Demades’ 

name should be restored in IG  i f  1493 as that of the Treasurer of the 

Military Fund in 334/3.8 Through this post Demades was able to 

persuade the people to keep the money for their own use and not to join 

Agis, king of Sparta, in his rebellion against Macedonia.^

From 332/1 to 326/5 Demades was predominantly concerned with 

the maintenance and improvement of the Athenian navy: there are three 

decrees dealing with collection of naval debts and with the removal of 

damaged vessels and the allocation of triereis to trierarchs {IG i f  1627, 

11.241-65, IG  i f  1629, 11.516-43, 859-69); furthermore Demades took steps 

towards improving the Peiraieus market area {SICi 313), E. Badian did not 

fail to observe that the maintenance of the fleet was his main interest. 

He observes that Athens had actually been keeping up with new technical 

developments, but further on he remarks that Demades prevented Athens 

from participating in Agis’ war because he was a friend of Antipatros.!^ 

I find it impossible to reconcile these two observations: interest in the 

maintenance of a ‘modern’ fleet points to an interest in keeping Athens 

powerful; the naval lists of 325/4 give us a picture of a force to be 

reckoned with i f  1629, ll.SOSf; 767 i f  1631, 11.172f), which was quite an 

achievement and rendered Athens a threat for Macedonia. It is because 

Demades had established contacts with the Macedonian court that

scholars often see a hidden motive behind his activities.
* * *

8 “Demades of Paeania and IG i f  1493,1494 and 1495”, TAPA 93,1962, 213-227, pp.219-20 and 
n.l7. Mitchel thinks that, at the time, this must have been a quadrennial office, running from 
Panathenaia to Panathenaia {Ath. PoI.̂ 'i.V), and it is to this office that the Pseudo-Plutarch’s 
Moralia (818e) refer: “oxe xàç Ttpoaôôoüç GÎ%Ev <)(})’ éauxob xfjq 7tôA,ecûç”.
9 Dem., XVlll.48.2; [Plut.], Mor. 818e-f; Plut., Cleomenes 27; Phoc. 30.2
10 “Agis 111”, Hermes 95,1967, p.l82 and n.2; IG i r  1627, 11.266, 275
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ii. Diplomacy from 338 to 323

a) Before the Lamian War

The years after Chaironeia witnessed the political coexistence of 

Lykourgos, Demosthenes, Hyperides and Demades, to refer to the most 

prominent orators. It is significant that as long as Lykourgos was alive 

(until 326) these people^ who according to the communis opinio did not 

share the same political or ideological principles, managed to co-operate 

quite successfully. In fact, the only clash to be observed is between 

Lykourgos and Demades when the former attacked with a graphe 

paranomon the honours proposed for the latter (Lykourgos, frg. 14). 

Otherwise, on the level of practical politics, modern scholars have not 

failed to observe the co-operation between the two in the sphere of 

public finance as well as that of religion; both Demades and Lykourgos 

represented Athens at the celebration of the Pythais at Delphi {SICj  296) 

and in 329/8 they supervised the celebration at the Amphiaraeion.il

Hyperides is commonly designated as the anti-Macedonian par 

excellence but neither in 335 nor especially in 330 do we hear of any 

conflict of his with other leaders who advised the Athenian people to 

abstain from military risks.12 I believe that it is basically due to the 

speech he delivered against Demosthenes in 323 that his policy has been 

characterised as belligerent. Yet this belligerence is only retrospectively 

applied.

Demosthenes’ position in the political scene is well worth 

examining. Was his prestige diminished? It would appear that this was 

the case immediately after Chaironeia when the Athenians denied him 

the office of etpTivocpuXa^ (Aes., III.158-9). However, when immediate 

impressions faded he was honoured with delivering the Funeral speech 

for the dead of Chaironeia. E. Badian ardently rejects the “myth - 

implied or expressed in many modern accounts, but unknown to the 

sources - that Demosthenes was kept out of power and had little

Badian, “Harpalus”, p.37; Mitchel, “Lykourgan Athens”, pp.178-9.
2̂ Mitchel, “Lykourgan Athens”, pp.185-6 for an appraisal of Hyperides’ not so belligerent 

policy.
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influence.” after 338 and believes him to have been a protagonist in the 

moderate foreign policy of Athens.^^ Badian is right but only to a 

certain extent: Demosthenes appears to give way to Demades and 

Lykourgos, or at least he does not dominate the ekklesia the way he did 

before 338.̂ ^

Demosthenes and Demades are quite frequently grouped together 

as practising the same cautious policy. Plutarch in his L ife  o f  

Demosthenes ofiQn compares Demosthenes and Demades in terms of their 

rhetorical talent and he appears to favour the latter; it is emphasized that 

Demades surpassed Demosthenes in improvising and even that his 

improvisations were superior to Demosthenes’ well-prepared speeches (7, 

10). In support of this view Plutarch adds that Demades supported 

Demosthenes on various occasions in the ekklesia but the latter never 

reciprocated it. Now, this could be taken to mean exactly what it says 

but there might be more to it; namely, the passage indicates a lack of 

active support on Demosthenes’ part for Demades’ policy. Demosthenes, 

however, does not appear to have opposed Demades’ policy of conferring 

honours upon Macedonian officials; he did not oppose the honours for 

Philip or other Macedonians, and as far as concerns the honours for 

Alexander, he opposed them at first only to change his mind later.15 

Both Demades and Demosthenes seem to have shared opinion on ill-timed 

military activities, like the revolt of Agis III in 330.i^ A. Lingua has 

treated the changed political profile of Demosthenes after Chaironeia and 

has pointed out that both he and Demades favoured neutrality and were 

both prepared to attribute Alexander d i v i n i t y . I  would not go as far as 

to describe relations between Demosthenes and Demades as collaborative

“Harpalus”, p.34 and n.l34.
Mitchel, “Lykourgan Athens”, p.l75 on Demosthenes’ secondary role in the ekklesia.
[Plut.], X  Orat Vit. 842d, Mor. 804b; Polybius XII.12; Din., 1.94; Hyp., Epit. 21; id. V. col.31. 

See I Worthington, A Historical Commentary on Dinarchus: Rhetoric and Conspiracy in Later 
Fourth Century Athens, Ann Arbor 1992, p.ôl; he argues quite plausibly that the reason for his 
change was his wish to increase the chances of Athens to gain Alexander’s favour on the 
matter of Samos.

Plut., Dem. 24; Aes., III.166; Din., 1.35. Both Aeschines and Dinarchus accuse Demosthenes 
for Athens’ (supposedly) lost opportunity to join Agis’ war.

“Demostene e Demade: trasformismo e collaborazionismo”, GIF, N.S. 9, 1978, 27-46, pp. 35-
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or to hold that Demosthenes approved of Alexander’s deification, but it is 

useful, when passing harsh judgements on the political behaviour of 

Demades, to bear in mind that Demosthenes had also compromised his 

position, especially after the revolt of Thebes in 336/5.

Immediately after the battle of Chaironeia there were developed 

contacts with Macedonia; a feature shared by Demosthenes and Demades 

(and by Phokion), but not by Lykourgos and Hyperides, is that they 

established connections with the Macedonian court. Demades was a 

philos of Antipatros (D.S., XVIII.48.2; Plut., Phoc. 30.2) and most probably 

a xenos of Philip II^B Demosthenes had established some sort of link 

with Hephaistion but there is no evidence of a more regular contact.19 On 

the other hand, it seems that Athens at the same time was relying on 

Persia to destroy Macedonian power; there is evidence that Demosthenes 

was communicating with the Persian court. In fact, Persia played an 

important in the revolt of Thebes in 336/5 and the involvement of Athens 

in it.

The only time before the Lamian War that Athens found herself 

involved in an uprising was when Demosthenes launched a campaign in 

support of the Theban revolt (Plut, Dem. 23.1-2). Philip’s death in 336 

and even more so the rumour that the young Alexander had died in 

Illyria made Demosthenes and even Lykourgos think that this was 

Athens’ opportunity, and the people voted to dispatch an army, but 

Athens did not pursue her belligerent policy to the end. Hammond and 

Walbank provide a detailed and comprehensive account of the various 

dealings during the revolt of Thebes;20 Demosthenes was in contact with 

Attalos (the man who had doubted Alexander’s right to the Macedonian 

throne) as well as with generals of Dareios; the latter had offered three 

hundred talents which the Athenian demos had cautiously denied but the

18 The policies of Demades and the honours passed for Macedonians will be discussed 
separately below.
9̂ Aeschines (III.162) reports that Demosthenes dispatched a certain Aristion o f Plataia to 

Hephaistion with the purpose of establishing some sort of arrangement. A fragment of 
Marsyas of Pella {FGHXiS, F8) recorded by Harpocration (s.v. ’Apiaxiœv) provides a similar 
account.

Macedonia III, pp.56-60.
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rumour was that Demosthenes had taken the funds and equipped the 

Thebans (Aes., III.238-9; Din., 1.10, 18; D.S., XVII.4.8); at the same time, one 

or more envoys were dispatched to Persia (Curt., 111.13; Arr., Anab. 2.15.2); 

Demosthenes even went to Arkadia in order to prevent the Arkadians 

from joining Alexander ([Plut.], X. Orat V it 851b). Alexander’s 

notoriously rapid advance to the South (D.S., XVII.8.6) caused the 

Arkadian allies of Thebes to withdraw their support from the revolt and 

offer it to Alexander instead. Both Aeschines (III. 239-40) and Dinarchus 

(1.20-1) accuse Demosthenes of not offering the funds necessary to 

maintain the loyalty of the Arkadians, but of course they want to present 

him in the most unfavourable light. It is reasonable that Demosthenes, 

and Athens as^wholej would withdraw his support when he heard about 

Alexander’s rapid advance to the South. Not only that, but the people 

were intimidated enough to send a mission to congratulate Alexander on 

his safe return from his campaign. Demosthenes was elected as an envoy 

but he never made it to his destination. Plutarch records that the 

prospect of meeting Alexander was intimidating enough to make him 

return halfway to Athens. Alternatively, Diodorus interprets his action as 

a result of having been bribed by Dareios to pursue an anti-Macedonian 

policy (XVII.4.7-8). I do not see why this particular embassy should be 

interpreted as a pro-Macedonian move, when its aim was to save Athens 

from Alexander’s rage. At any rate, Demosthenes was absent giving way 

to Demades and Phokion.

The revolt of Thebes occurred only two years after the battle of 

Chaironeia, when memories were still fresh, and before the true 

dimensions of the Macedonian power had become visible and before it 

had outgrown Greece. In the future, however, after Alexander’s 

victories, Athens was to become more and more cautious or even

uncertain and rely more on diplomacy.
* * *

Athenian missions after 335
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The circumstances after Philip’s death, i.e. the absence of 

Alexander in Asia, offered only the possibility of limited or indirect 

contact with the Macedonians. The period extending from 335 (after the 

destruction of Thebes) until the Lamian War is marked by a series of 

rather insignificant diplomatic missions; most notably, probably two to 

Alexander and two to Dareios. It is quite noteworthy that, most 

frequently, the members of these missions are rather undistinguished. 

Why did Athens refrain from dispatching her leading statesmen? Various 

explanations could be put forward: Athens did not consider these missions 

important enough and she would rather use the services of her leading 

statesmen internally. On the other hand, who of the leading statesmen of 

the time would be willing to undertake a mission to either Alexander or 

Dareios when the journey would be so distant and probably dangerous? 

Alexander had once demanded the surrender of Demosthenes, and 

similarly Hyperides was out of favour. Demades or Phokion would be the 

obvious candidates but Phokion was too old to embark upon such a 

distant journey and Demades was engaged in establishing his political 

position and in reorganising military finance and the navy.

The two missions to Dareios, in 332 and in 330, (Arr., Anab. 2.15.2) 

are indicative of a dangerous diplomatic activity on Athens’ part. Their 

exact purpose is not specifically recorded but they were probably asking 

for some kind of support against Alexander. Yet, the people participating 

in these missions had no spectacular career. Aristogeiton could have been 

the well-known demagogue (Plut., Phoc. 10.3, 9) who had brought a graphe 

paranomon against Hyperides’ motion to give civic rights to the slaves 

after Chaironeia ([Plut.], X. Orat. Vit. 849e); Iphikrates was the son of the 

famous general Iphikrates but he himself did not have a marked career; 

he was in fact captured by Alexander who treated him quite 

honourably.21 Athens then was very careful not to dispatch her leading 

statesmen, basically for two reasons: should they be captured their loss 

would be an unfortunate event for Athenian political life and also

21 Arr., Anab. 2.15.2; ibid. 3.24.4; Curt., III.13.15; id., VI.5.9.
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because, in such a case, Alexander would be more irritated than if the 

envoys were important politicians. It is noteworthy that there is no 

information about embassies to Dareios after 330, i.e. after it had become 

obvious that he had been defeated and could no longer be of any use.

The objective of the embassy to Alexander in 331 (Arr., Anab. 1.29.5; 

Curt., IV.1.9) was to obtain the liberation of the Athenian mercenaries 

who had fought in the army of Dareios and were captured by Alexander 

after the battle of Granikos (Arr., Anab. 3.6.2-3). About a year later there 

occurred a significant turn in Athenian policy, expressed in the embassy 

undertaken by Ktesiphon. Ktesiphon, the well-known proposer of the 

golden crown for Demosthenes, was elected in 330 envoy to Kleopatra 

(Alexander’s sister) to offer his condolences for the death of her husband 

Alexander, king of the Molossians (Aes., III.242). In fact, this is the only 

recorded mission to Alexander’s court. I would venture to suggest that 

Ktesiphon, given his association with Demosthenes, would have 

undertaken this mission on the suggestion or at least with the approval of 

Demosthenes. At any rate, this mission represents the first, official 

attempt to establish a connection with Alexander’s court, and it is 

significant that this occurred as soon as it became obvious that Athens 

could not count on Dareios’ defeat.

After that and for a few years we do not hear of any Athenian 

contacts with either Alexander or members of his court. However, an 

important issue arose in 324 when Alexander issued the edict for the 

restoration of the exiles which seriously affected Athens: the Samian 

exiles would return too and the Athenian cleruchs would have to 

evacuate the island of Samos (D.S., XVIII.8.2-7). Athens resorted to 

diplomacy: Demosthenes was sent as an architheoros to the festival of 

Olympia (Din., I.81f). An architheoros is a religious ambassador but this 

supposedly religious mission took place at a festival where exiles from all 

over the place had gathered to listen to Nikanor (Alexander’s official) 

proclaiming their restoration to their cities.22 It is plausibly speculated

22 Davies {APF, p.l38) characterises it as “blatantly political”.
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that Demosthenes took advantage of the opportunity to discuss the edict 

with N ik a n o r .2 3  The results of the meeting are obscure and it is quite 

dubious whether Demosthenes could achieve anything since Nikanor was 

only responsible for the proclamation but not for the restoration of the 

exiles (Antipatros was: D.S., XVIIL8.4). It is important to note, however, 

how Athens was willing to employ diplomacy before resorting to more 

drastic measures, that is, war.

A few months later an embassy was probably sent to Alexander in 

order to plead the Athenian case for Samos (D.S., XVII.113.3-4; Arr., Anab. 

7.19.1), though it is not clearly recorded in the sources. Diodorus reports 

that Alexander received last those envoys who had come to object to the 

restoration of the exiles, and it is conceivable that Athenian envoys would 

have been included since Athens (together with Aitolia) were the states 

most affected by Alexander’s e d ic t .2 4  The names of the envoys are not 

recorded in our sources, an indication of their not being of high political 

standing.
* * *

b) The Harpalos affair and the Lamian War
The role of the orators in the Lamian War and especially in the 

events preceding it, i.e. the Harpalos affair, is quite ambiguous. My 

purpose is to clarify some aspects of the conduct of the orators that 

played a significant part in the events and also to establish whether or not 

their activities can be related to those of the general Leosthenes. I am 

particularly interested in establishing the degree to which the Lamian 

War was the product of the joint efforts of the rhetores and Leosthenes 

or whether one of the two parties was more influential. Normally, among 

the orators it is Hyperides to whom is ascribed the most belligerent 

policy; Demosthenes’ political standing, at least before the war, appears to 

be quite ambivalent. He certainly worked for the Athenian cause after

23 Worthington, “The Harpalus Affair”, p.321.
24 See Badian, “Harpalus”, p.38; I. Worthington “The Harpalus Affair”, pp.307-30; also 
Cawkwell, “Deification”, pp.301-2.
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the war had been openly declared, but it is dubious whether he approved 

beforehand of an Athenian uprising at that moment.

It is a matter of dispute whether the Athenians prepared to revolt 

against Alexander immediately after the proclamation of the restoration 

of the exiles or if they set out to revolt only after the embassies to 

Alexander had failed to promote Athenian claims (on Samos) or even 

after Alexander’s death. N. G. Ashton attributes to the Athenians a 

determination to settle the issue by force of arms immediately after the 

restoration of the exiles had become known.25 I. Worthington, on the 

other hand, rejects any such notion and argues that the Athenians (apart 

from such “war-hawks as Hyperides”) were inclined to settle the issue 

rather by diplomacy than by armed resistance.^6 Interwoven with this 

question is the question concerning the extent to which the preparations 

for the Lamian War were triggered by the arrival of Harpalos. He was 

the Treasurer of Alexander who had escaped from Asia with an enormous 

amount of money and asked asylum in Athens. He arrived in Greece 

shortly after the arrival of Nikanor who had come to proclaim the 

restoration of the exiles at the Olympic Festival (end of July - beginning 

of August), an edict which was extremely disturbing for Athens. At first 

he was denied access to the city but when he appeared for the second 

time the Athenians allowed him entrance only to arrest him shortly 

afterwards on the proposal of Demosthenes; in addition the latter 

proposed that Harpalos’ funds should be kept on the Akropolis (Hyp., V. 
c o 1s .8- 9).27

“The Lamian War”, pp.51-3.
26 “The Harpalus Affair”, 307-330.
27 I follow the chronological pattern presented by I. Worthington (“The Chronology of the 
Harpalus Affair”, SO 61,1986, 63-76, pp.70-71.) according to which Nikanor arrived in Greece 
in the first week of June while Harpalos’ first arrival in Athens should be dated in mid-June; 
his second arrival and subsequent arrest is to be dated at the beginning of July. In mid-July 
Demosthenes went to Olympia to discuss with Nikanor the issue of the exiles to return by 
mid-August. A couple of weeks later Harpalos fled, and shortly afterwards an Athenian 
embassy left to meet Alexander. See, however, Badian, “Harpalus”, pp.42-43 for a slightly 
different chronological arrangement of events.

As to the initial refusal of the Athenians to accept Harpalos, Badian (“Harpalus”, p.31) 
thinks that this was because the Athenians feared that the band of mercenaries he was 
accompanied by would cause upheaval in the city; Ashton, on the other hand, (“The Lamian 
War”, p.57) argues that the Athenians were not aware of Harpalos’ escape and feared that he
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The presence of Harpalos brought about a dilemma over the 

attitude Athens should employ towards him and consequently towards 

Alexander. To provide him refuge was translated into causing 

Alexander’s irritation. The question is: did the Athenians feel ready to 

face Alexander’s wrath?

Why did the Athenians allow Harpalos entrance in the city (on his 

second arrival), when it had become known that he had escaped? Was it 

because he had returned as a suppliant? Was it because they had in mind 

to lay their hands on Harpalos’ funds in order to use them for the war 

they were preparing? Why did they vote Demosthenes’ proposal to arrest 

him? I think that the motives of the Athenian people as a whole are as 

difficult to establish as those of Demosthenes in particular. We should 

ascribe validity to Plutarch’s notice {Dem. 25.3) on Demosthenes’ advice 

not to face Alexander on an unjust cause, i.e. the issue of Harpalos in 

particular; this notice indicates that, in Demosthenes’ opinion, Athens was 

not prepared, yet, to face A le x a n d e r .2 8  I am rather inclined to think that 

the Athenians had not resolved on the course of action to follow 

(diplomacy or war), but they bore in mind that there was a very strong 

possibility of war. It is significant that Harpalos was an honorary 

Athenian citizen (Athenaeus 586d, 596a) but the Athenians did not treat 

him as such; in other words, by not showing friendliness towards Harpalos 

they expressed, indirectly, a more favourable disposition towards 

Alexander. Still, they did not yield to the latter’s demand for surrender, 

which was very risky, and instead they adopted Demosthenes’ proposal to 

wait for an official delegate from Alexander. The pressure on Athens 

was quite hard: there arrived envoys from Philoxenos, governor of 

Kilikia, (Hyp., V. col.8), from Olympias (D.S., XVII.108.7), and probably 

from Antipatros ([Plut.], X. Orat. Vit. 846b). I. Worthington has 

maintained that Demosthenes put Harpalos under arrest in order to use

was on a punitive mission, ordered by Alexander. I think that neither possibility should be 
excluded; both could operate simultaneously on Athenian minds.
28 “ Ô 6è Ar|)j,oCT0évr|Ç TcpÔTOv pev (XTCEXabveiv CTt)VEPo\)Xe\)£ xov "ApTiaXov, Kai
(pa)X,aTXECT0ai, pT] xfiv tcoXiv èpPàXœaiv eIç TcôXEpov ovk âvayK aiaç Kal ôiKataç 
TcpotpàcTECûç.” See also Ashton, “The Lamian War”, p.59.
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his surrender as a means of pressure in his negotiations with Nikanor and 

also kept an eye on his funds to be used for the possible war. I am not 

sure that we can ascribe the first motive to the Athenian people but the 

second seems plausible enough. As a conclusion then, I think that the 

Athenian attitude can only be explained in terms of indecisiveness. The 

arrival of Harpalos complicated matters but I do not believe that it 

affected Athenian attitude directly and drastically. His funds would have 

made the possibility of war seem more feasible, but it was not the 

catalyst that brought about the war. In fact, the Athenian inclination was 

to solve the problem of the exiles through diplomatic means, if possible. 

How else could we explain the interval of a whole year between the 

announcement of the restoration of the exiles and the outbreak of the 

war? The reliance on diplomacy, though indicative of caution or even 

fear does not have to be identified with subservient b e h a v io u r .2 9

In his speech against Demosthenes (in the context of his trial for 

the Harpalos affair) Hyperides connects the presence of Harpalos with 

preparations for war and states that his (Demosthenes’) proposal to arrest 

Harpalos forestalled united Greek military action against Alexander, thus 

implying that Demosthenes’ aim was to placate Alexander and to avoid 

military action (V, col. 19).^  ̂ He makes it seem as if the Greek cities 

(Athens included) sent envoys to Alexander only after Athens (through 

the agency of Demosthenes) had failed to lead them to war.

We cannot draw safe conclusions about Hyperides’ militant policy 

based on this speech; surely, he seems to have been war oriented, but his 

main objective in this speech is to secure the conviction of Demosthenes 

by casting on his policies the worst possible light, i.e. that he did not want 

the people to be liberated from Alexander. On the other hand, why had 

not Hyperides come up with a counter-proposal? I would think that

^9 For the Athenian subservient behaviour see Worthington, “The Harpalus Affair”, p.329.
30 “xabxa au 7ta[peCTKEv]aKaç tô i  \j/r|(p[iapaxi], avTiXaPœv xô[v "Ap7ca]X,ov, Kal xobç pè[v 
"EX]XT|[v]ag ôcTravxaç [TCpecJpebeaGai 7ce7c[oiri]Kaç œç ’AXé^av5[pov], oùk ë%ovxaç a^Xfriv] 
obSepiav àTcoofxpoJcpTiv, xouç ôé ofaxpaTcaç], oï avxol av f|Ko[v éKÔv]xeç Trpôç xauxT^v 
xfiv] Suvap-iv, ëxovxEç xoc xpripaxa Kal xoù[g] axpaxiœxaç ôaovç EK[a](Jxoç abxcov Et%Ev, 
xo'üxouç c\))j.7cavxaç où pôvov KEKœXuKaç àTuoaxnvai ÈKE[l]vou xfj CT\)X,Xfi\|/Ei xfj 
'ApTiaXoo”.
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Hyperides agreed with Harpalos’ arrest, for whatever reasons, but he later 

on parted company with Demosthenes and when the scandal of the 

embezzlement broke out he became his prosecutor. It would seem that 

he was not clear of suspicion: before the Areiopagos announced its verdict 

there were rumours of his having been bribed as well.^l

However, Harpalos escaped and his escape was followed by a 

tremendous scandal: it was discovered that half of the money he had 

brought with him and deposited on the Akropolis was missing. 

Demosthenes entrusted the Areiopagos with the investigation; it took the 

Areiopagos c. six months to publish the results. Almost every leading 

Athenian statesman was involved: those who were not defendants became 

prosecutors; only Phokion was not in any way involved. Plutarch records 

that he was indeed approached by Harpalos but that he declined his 

offers {Phoc. 21.3-4). It is significant that Phokion was not included among 

the prosecutors either, perhaps because of the fact that his own son-in- 

law, Charikles, was charged with receiving bribes (Plut, Phoc. 22.3-4). 

Demosthenes and Demades were persistently grouped together by 

Dinarchus and Hyperides as those who had principally received bribes, 

and both were found guilty. Whether or not Demosthenes was guilty has 

always a vexed historical problem; if he had indeed misappropriated 

Harpalos’ funds, had he used them to provide for the maintenance of 

Leosthenes’ mercenaries at Tainaron?

E. Badian has argued for co-operation between Demosthenes and 

Leosthenes in connection with the treasure of Harpalos. He bases his 

argument on a passage of Hyperides (V. cols.12-13) in which Demosthenes 

admits having received a certain amount of money from Harpalos but 

holds that he used it for a public cause, the nature of which could not be 

revealed. Badian concludes that only secret dealings with the mercenaries 

at Tainaron would be too hazardous to reveal at that moment. Moreover, 

he traces the link between Demosthenes and Leosthenes back to 

Leosthenes’ father when both were (allegedly) associates of

31 On this point I would rather adopt Davies’s conviction {APF, p.351) that Hyperides actually 
“saved his skin” by prosecuting Demosthenes.
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Kallistratos.32 Even accepting this political affiliation with Kallistratos I 

think it does not provide stable grounds on which to base a close 

relationship between Demosthenes and Leosthenes (the younger). As to 

their co-operation during the Lamian War, we lack any evidence for 

direct contact between them. Similarly, I find farfetched Badian's view 

that Demosthenes would be so magnanimous as not to defend his own life 

for the sake of the public cause; confessing before the council of the 

Areiopagos would not be as if he spoke in front of the ekklesia (although 

this is no guarantee of absolute secrecy); the Areiopagos, however, could 

have withheld the information and postponed its judgement on 

Demosthenes.

Even if Leosthenes had access to the treasure through the agency 

of Demosthenes I think that he would not have delayed to approach the 

boule, it would be more expedient on his behalf to try and acquire - 

simultaneously - more long-lasting support, i.e. that of the boule and, 

subsequently, that of the Athenian people as a whole.

By the time of the trials Leosthenes was being elected for the 

second time to the generalship, probably again with a view to his 

connection with the mercenaries and possible future warfare. Diodorus is 

very specific when he is defining the chronological framework of 

Leosthenes^ second secret dealings: in the summer of 323. During the 

previous months the orators were preoccupied with the trials and I would 

suggest that they were in no position to come into contact with 

Leosthenes, apart perhaps from Hyperides who was also the most 

prestigious among those not accused. Even before the time of the trials 

(spring 323) the orators would be useless to Leosthenes as they could not 

provide him with money, even more so because there were pending 

suspicions and charges.

In 323, shortly after Leosthenes had concluded the agreement of 

common action with Aitolia, a series of embassies were sent by Athens to 

various Greek cities. Two orators, Hyperides and Polyeuktos, undertook

“Harpalus”, pp.37-40.
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the responsibility to talk the cities of the Peloponnese into the war.33 

Informally, without authorisation from the demos, Demosthenes joined 

the embassy (he was in exile after he had been found guilty of bribery in 

the Harpalos affair). Two leading orators then co-operated for the 

success of the Lamian war, but this was after Leosthenes had triggered its 

s ta rt Leosthenes, Hyperides and Demosthenes worked for the common 

cause but the former independently of the others. Hyperides supported 

Leosthenes at a meeting of the ekklesia but this most probably occurred 

during a brief return of Leosthenes to Athens, after the agreement with 

Aitolia had been concluded and Just before the outbreak of the war (Plut., 

Phoc. 23.1-2). Otherwise there is no evidence for any sort of co-operation.

We can only speculate as to the role played by Demades in the 

Lamian War; it seems to have been a positive one. He had gone into 

(self-imposed) exile after his involvement with the Harpalos affair (Din., 

I. 89,104) but was back surely after Alexander’s death if not earlier (Plut., 

Phoc. 22.3). We are not informed as to the circumstances of his return 

but Badian speculates that this might be due to his connection with 

Antipatros and to the (possible) negotiations between the latter and 

Athens (before Alexander’s death). In any case, IG  1631 (11. 605-6) 

provides testimony for co-operation between Demades and Leosthenes 

during the war: the two had been synteleis for a trireme.

The Harpalos affair then prevented the rhetores from taking an 

active part in the preliminaries that led to the outbreak of the war and 

left the way open to Leosthenes. The war itself seems to have buried the 

scandal in oblivion and brought the previously discredited rhetores back 

into action, but, still, Leosthenes was the hero of the war, as the 

Epitaphiosoi Hyperides manifestly illustrates.

After the Lamian War a prominent rAefor reappeared forcefully in 

the political scene; Demades was sent to Antipatros, to Perdikkas and 

again to Antipatros where he met his death. However, Demades is quite a 

controversial figure and examination of his embassies necessarily involves

33 Justin XIII.5.9f; [Plut.], X. Orat Vit. 846c; Plut., Dem. 27.
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examination of his overall policy; thus I intend to deal with him 

separately.
*  *  *
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iii. Demades

a) Brief survey of views on Demades

Demades became prominent in the political scene when he swore to 

the peace treaty with Philip and thereafter became the initiator of a 

policy of rapprochement with Macedonia, materialising it in the form of 

decrees for the Macedonian kings and prominent men who had supported 

the Macedonian cause and/or were in the service of the Macedonian 

kings. The fact that he was a philos of the Macedonian rulers as well as 

his involvement in the constitutional change of 322 has often led to 

viewing his policies with contempt

Theophrastus, when commenting on the rhetorical skills of 

Demosthenes and Demades, in the perspective of their relationship to 

Athens, states: Demosthenes is worthy of Athens while Demades is 

‘beyond’ her: “'YTcèp xfiv 7c6A.iv” (Plut, Dem. 10), a statement which 

implies that Demades’ policies transgressed the traditional limits of 

Athenian politics. The comparison with Demosthenes is drawn more 

sharply when applied to their policies: According to Plutarch

Demosthenes pursued a consistent policy throughout his life, quite 

contrary to Demades. The remark of the latter as to that belongs to a 

series of apophthegms for which he is supposed to be renowned: 

“à7coA,OYO\)|X£voç xf]v èv rfj TcoXiiela p.8xaPoA,fiv elcycv auxco pèv 

abxôç xocvavxla 7coA.A,àKiç e^pnKévai, xfj ôé TcôXei )ir|Ôé7Coxe” (13.3).34 

This remark touches upon the issue of political consistency as opposed to 

practical politics, which is a fundamental feature of Demades’ career; it 

implies that Demades often had to adjust his policy to suit the needs of 

the moment and the changes in the balance of power.

There are very few works examining in detail Demades’ career. 

Apparently, historians are faced with difficulties when it comes to 

appraising Demades’ conduct, policy and influence, a task which becomes 

all the more difficult if the historian tries to interpret his actions using

34 “giving a justification of the changes in his political conduct, he used to say that he often 
talked against himself but never against the city”.
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characterisations such as ‘radical’, or ‘pro-Macedonian’. Among earlier 

scholars, J. Beloch assigned Demades a place among the pro-Macedonian 

democrats while Ferguson saw in him the leader of the propertied 

democrats, as opposed to Phokion who was the leader of the a r i s t o c r a t s .^ ^  

P. Cloché saw in him a politician endowed with a remarkable ability of 

adjusting to the circumstances; the impression is that Cloché translates 

Demades’ ability to adjust into an ability to extract material benefits for 

himself only. Williams considers him as one of the leaders of the 

oligarchs, given his prominent position in the regime of 322.^6

P. Treves in his article on Demades is largely concerned with the 

authenticity or not of the sayings that have come down to us, and it is 

only at a secondary level that he deals with his policy; furthermore, 

Treves’ appraisal largely originates from a romantic attitude towards 

politics.^^ It is obvious from the concluding quotation in his article that 

he evaluates politics in terms of magnanimous spirit and not in terms of 

results, which has always been, even in ancient times, quite unrealistic:

“Uno puo combattere, puo morire per suo paese, e puo essere un 

uomo indegno. La grandezza non é nell’ azione, é nello spirito... . Se in 

quella azione c’ é vanita, o ambizione, o desiderio di onori, o di emozioni, 

o di avventure, quale grandezza?”.̂  ̂ With particular regard to the love 

of honours Treves could not have been more wrong. As Arthur Adkins 

has shown, love of honours had always been the fundamental motivating 

force of all leading Greek men in antiquity, being adapted in different 

social c o n t e x t s .^ 9  More crucially, Treves does not back his argument 

about Demades’ lack of magnanimous spirit with incidents from his 

career. However, he does credit him with an element of generosity and

35 j Beloch, Griechische Geschichte, 2nd ed., vol. IV, (1), Berlin 1922-5, pp.95-6; Ferguson, H  
A  p.5 and n.l, p.21.
36 “Demades”, pp.24-5,
37 “Demade”, 105-121.
38 “A man might fight, might die for his country and yet not be a worthy person. 
Magnificence does not lie in action but in spirit... . If there is vanity, or ambition, or love of 
honours, or of emotions, or of adventure in action, then where is the greatness?”.
39  A. W. H Adkins, Merit and Responsibility: A Study in Greek Values, Oxford 1960.
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magnanimity when he went as an envoy to Antipatros in order to make 

Macedonian domination less burdensome for Athens.^O

The most extreme observation of Treves concerns the duration and 

the influence of Demades’ policy. More specifically, he observes that 

Demades’ policy vanished after his death.^l But he is basing this 

argument on the disappearance of his rhetorical speeches. Quite to the 

contrary I would argue that Demades became the initiator of a policy 

which not only found its successor a few years later in the policy of 

Stratokles of Diomeia, but more crucially it promoted a different 

mentality and attitude of Athens vis-à-vis the Macedonians and generally 

with regard to diplomacy and international relations.

Among recent scholars F. Mitchel on the one hand writes: “he had 

no qualms whatsoever...” and on the other he concludes that after all he 

was a patriot. Nevertheless, Mitchel underlines the fact that he, the 

alleged pro-Macedonian, co-operated with Lykourgos for the restoration 

of Athenian f i n a n c e . ^ 2  More recently, J. M. Williams has, rightly, 

pointed out that almost every scholar in the past put emphasis on the 

man’s character and on his acceptance of gifts and judged his policy 

accordingly.^^ He too, however, has not avoided labels: quite an 

interesting variety of characterisations for Demades flows in his article 

on Demades’ last years (pp.23-5): Athens’ ace diplomat, leader of the 

oligarchs or even moderate like Demosthenes!

Williams, however, has given a quite favourable treatment of his 

policy and has tried to assess his contribution to Athenian foreign policy 

to conclude that his bad reputation is an injustice of history. According 

to him he was the “single person with the most influence over Athens’ 

foreign policy” and “he sought merely to reconcile Athens’ interests to 

Macedonia’s demands as best he c o u l d ” .^ ^  my own examination of

4 0  “Demade”, p. 121
41 “Demade”, p.l05.
42 “Lykourgan Athens”, pp.l77,180.
43 “Demades”, p.l9; acceptance of gifts formed a normal part of Greek diplomacy, provided 
of course that their acceptance did not lead to actions against the citizens’ interest (Williams, 
“Demades”, p.21 and n.l2).
44 Athens without Democracy, pp. 20, 21 and n.61.
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Demades’ policies I have basically adopted this final observation, but 

without reducing his policies to the over-simplified model of pro- 

Macedonian or oligarchic leanings (contrary to Williams, I have not 

minimised the role of Phokion). The policies Demades pursued, especially 

after 322, were essentially based on the bonds of xenia and philia he had 

developed with the Macedonian rulers, and it is against this background 

that we should try and assess his policy. Williams suggests quite plausibly 

that Demades was probably made xenos of Philip after the peace treaty 

and perhaps even proxenos of Macedonia, given the fact that he was 

responsible for Athens’ joining the League of Corinth and for honouring 

Macedonians.^^ The first suggestion seems quite probable to me, but as 

to the second I think that there was no need for Demades to be a 

proxenos in order to promote honours for Macedonians. In any case, 

Demades was also a philos of Antipatros (Plut., Phoc. 30-2); it is possible 

that the link was formed already after the battle of Chaironeia, when 

Antipatros had visited Athens. Being a philos of the king and later of the 

regent seems to automatically cast shadows on Demades’ policies. It was 

very difficult for Demades (and for every Athenian politician after 322) 

to maintain the balance between the bonds of xenia and philia with a 

foreign ruler on the one hand and the interests of the Athenian people on 

the other.

We could say that there is an inherent dichotomy in Demades’ 

policy until the Lamian War: on the one hand he resorted to diplomacy 

and tried to establish connections with the Macedonian court and, on the 

other, he took an active interest in the fleet and even co-operated with 

Leosthenes during the Lamian War. Actually, it is after the defeat at 

Krannon that he got engaged in diplomacy of an ambivalent and 

precarious nature; more than Phokion he was in fact the first to try and 

take advantage of the strife among the Diadochoi.

Lack of scruples then or full perception and acceptance of Athens’ 

weakness? The latter was bound to irritate many of his contemporary

’’Demades”, p.21.
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Athenians as well as modern historians of antiquity. He was quick and 

perhaps more cynical than others to respond to the new reality in a way

that was not practically harmful to Athens.
* * *

b) Demades* decrees
Demades proposed c. 24 decrees, of which ten refer to proxeny or 

citizenship.^^ Others propose an embassy to Alexander in 336, the trial 

of the orators whose surrender Alexander had demanded, an embassy of 

plenipotentiary ambassadors to Antipatros in 322 and the atimia of the 

orators who opposed Macedonia in 322. He largely owes his reputation of 

being a pro-Macedonian to the secular honours he proposed for Philip 

(D.S., XVI.92) and the divine ones for Alexander (Ael., V H  5.12) as well 

as to the decree that led to the death of the orators in 322; also 

responsible for this reputation are the honorific decrees he passed for 

members of the Macedonian court. The common view about Demades’ 

activity in the ekklesia is that he distributed honours to numerous 

Macedonian officials. In fact, a closer examination of the decrees does 

not allow such an assumption and should make a historian more cautious. 

47 It is for two of them that we know with certainty that they bestow 

honours upon officials of Philip or Alexander: those for Euthykrates the 

Olynthian and the son of Andromenous. Two more can be added: the one 

for Choiros Larisaios and the one for Amyntor; of various other decrees 

we possess only the beginning; thus we lack any information about the 

status of the beneficiaries, or the specific nature of their services to 

Athens or whether they were awarding proxeny or citizenship. For four 

of them we know that they are proxeny decrees, one citizenship (for 

Amyntor), and for the rest we can only speculate.

46 List of his decrees in A. Oikonomides, “Demades”, p.l06. E. Schweigert has actually joined 
IG iF  289 to 372, but we are only informed that this was a proxeny decree {Hesp. 8,1939,175, 
no.4). Oikonomides includes among the decrees proposed by Demades the one for 
Alkimachos, but, in fact, the fragment has not preserved the name of the proposer. 
Oikonomides has attributed it to Demades probably on the assumption that all decrees for 
Macedonians were p r o p O $ & d  by Demades.
47 See Chapter III, pp.201-3.
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On the basis of the four decrees for Macedonians, historians assume 

that whenever Demades proposed proxeny or citizenship for someone, 

this invariably referred to an official in the service of Macedonia. Though 

not an unreasonable assumption, it lacks substantiation in the preserved 

sources. However, I do not deny the significance of the existing extant 

decrees; Demades did become the initiator of a policy of rapprochement 

with Macedonia. To this end he employed proxeny and citizenship; 

citizenship had been employed by Athens in the past in order to establish 

connections with a king and his court and extract benefits, that is with 

the Odrysian kings, the kings of Bosporos and Molossia, (though with 
dubious results).48

On the other hand, we should bear in mind that this sort of activity 

might not have been entirely or always the product of Demades’ and 

others’ free will. Hyperides, in his speech Against Philippides (5. col.4), 

dating to c.338-336, alludes to certain honours for Macedonians which 

were conferred after certain external pressure. Demades does not appear 

to have been involved in the events related by Hyperides, but we could 

infer that he was aware of the interest of the Macedonians to be 

honoured by Athens. Hyperides himself does not argue against the initial 

decision to honour the Macedonians; what he does oppose is the motion to 

honour the proedroi of the ekklesia who had allowed the motion to pass.

That the period immediately following Chaironeia and the peace 

treaty between Philip and Athens should witness two decrees for 

Macedonians is quite understandable. By means of a proxeny Athens 

expresses gratitude and tries to secure continuous favourable treatment of 

Athens by Philip.

It is interesting that after the Lamian war and until 320/19 there 

have been preserved five fragmentary decrees among which three, dating 

to 320/19, do not seem to show any relation with Macedonia; the other 

two do not even record the name of the honorand. Taking into account 

the harsh terms imposed by Antipatros on Athens, we can imagine that

Osborne, Naturalization III, 41-4, 49-50, 62, 65-6, 80, 85, 87, 111-3; id.. Naturalization IV, 
p.188-90.
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she would need someone belonging to Antipatros’ environment to 

promote her interests but there is no evidence. Decrees for Macedonian 

officials then are conspicuously absent in this period. Did Demades 

abstain from such activity or is it that there were hardly any 

Macedonians or other foreigners to promote Athenian interests at the 

time? The latter explanation seems preferable, particularly if we 

remember the plethora of such decrees in the Four Years War. 

Antipatros’ disposition towards Athens was much less favourable than 

Philip’s or Alexander’s had been, and it is possible that his officials would 

have been discouraged. The Athenians might have thought it preferable 

to pursue the amelioration of their position through other channels like 

the ‘friendship’ between Phokion and Antipatros or between the latter 

and Demades.

However, as emerges from the decree passed by Demades for 

Eucharistos {IG 11̂  400) the problem for Athens in 320/19 was a severe 

rise in the price of grain: Eucharistos, obviously a trader, imported grain 

at the established price. We are in the dark as to the benefaction of 

Eurylochos in 320/19 {IG i f  399) but the decree records that he had 

upheld the paternal eunoia towards Athens. As to the services of 

Nikostratos {Hesp. 13 1944, 234, no.6), only bits and pieces are preserved 

on the stone after the introductory clauses, but these do not allow us to 

associate Nikostratos with the Macedonian court. These three decrees 

demonstrate that Demades was quite capable of proposing honours for 

individuals who could benefit Athens without being associated with 

Macedonia.

Demades’ activity as proposer of decrees is by no means confined 

to the passing of honours; as has already been mentioned he took steps

towards maintaining and modernising the Athenian fleet.
* * *

c) The relationship with Phokion
Our sources have not left any clear trace of the relationship 

between Phokion and Demades. Apart from their participation in three
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embassies our sources do not allow us to assume any kind of co-operation. 

On the contrary, Plutarch in particular suggests that their views were 

entirely different on certain matters. In addition, there is Aelian’s 

testimony (a much later source) who mentions that Demades beat Phokion 

in the election for the strategia, at an unknown date ( V* H  14.10). The 

nature of the evidence, though, is quite flimsy and we cannot deduce any 

conclusions either with regard to Demades’ generalship or his relationship
with Phokion.^9

Commonly, they are grouped together by modern scholars as 

leaders of the pro-Macedonians but not necessarily as co-operating or as 

being on harmonious terms. J. M. Williams, though he admits that both 

Demades and Phokion established connections with Macedonian princes, 

considers Demades the principal, if not the only agent of the benefits that 

Athens extracted because he was the one to carry decrees^O He ignores 

though the importance of the ‘friendships’ of Phokion. Williams 

contrasts Demades’ role in the government with the lack of evidence 

about ‘concrete political activity’ on the part of Phokion, thus debasing 

the latter’s role in Athenian politics. As he has crucially observed, 

Demades proposed numerous decrees whereas Phokion none, particularly 

after 322^1 It is possible but unlikely in my view that this is accidental. 

It is important to inquire into possible explanations and into further 

interpretation of this fact. Why would Phokion refrain from proposing 

decrees? All the more so since he appeared regularly in the ekklesia. One 

has to consider that putting decrees to the vote involved a certain degree 

of risk. A proposer was liable to a graphe paranomon which could even 

bring about the death penalty. It is possible that Phokion was afraid of 

precisely such a failure to convince the ekklesia. His policy was a

M. H. Hansen has persuasively rejected this testimony (“Rhetores and Strategoi”; Paper 
delivered at Oriel College Oxford, May 5th 1994.

Athens without Democracy, p.ll3.
“Demades”, pp.26, 29. There is only indirect evidence that Phokion had on one occasion 

proposed a decree. In 343 the Megarians asked him in secret to help them against Boiotia. 
Phokion convened the ekklesia and after the Athenians had cast a favourable vote, he 
immediately led them to take up arms (Plut, Phoc. 15.1). Tritle {Phocion the Good, p.99) 
believes that it was Phokion who proposed the decree, which is a quite plausible view. Yet, 
this is the only evidence that testifies to the proposal of decrees by Phokion and it should be 
rather regarded an exception.
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negative, passive one: he would try to prevent the Athenians from acting, 

he would even negotiate but he would not take the initiative.

We have to allow for two kinds of diplomacy operating 

simultaneously. If by concrete political activity Williams means official 

proposing of decrees, then it is true that Phokion did not loom large in 

this field, but his unofficial contacts, out of the context of the ekklesia, 

with Menyllos or Nikanor were quite fruitful. It is in terms of the 

framework of operation that their activities should be defined. The fact 

remains that Phokion did not try to counterbalance Demades’ influence 

by proposing his own decrees; thus, we could say that Demades was a 

much more predominant figure in the ekklesia. On the other hand, a 

common feature of both Phokion’s and Demades’ policies is that they had 

established bonds of philia and xenia with leading Macedonians and both 

conducted Athenian foreign policy on the basis of these relationships.

Plutarch actually records a confrontation of his with Phokion on 

the issue of the peace in 338.^2 n  was the general who had his 

reservations; his military experience dictated that the demands in 

manpower and money that a treaty of alliance with Philip entailed would 

be considerable. Yet, it was not ignorance of military considerations that 

prompted Demades to talk the people into the peace and alliance with 

Philip. It was pure necessity and common sense to realise that they had 

no other choice. Our surviving evidence suggests strongly that no matter 

how many were the members of the embassy, it was Demades who was 

regarded as the principal author of the treaty. The discrepancy between 

Plutarch and Diodorus as to whether it was he or Phokion who played the 

most influential role in the embassies first to Philip and then to 

Alexander has already been discussed. On the basis of the honours voted 

for Demades (Din., I.lOl) one could argue in favour of Demades, 

particularly with regard to the embassy of 338.

With regard to the embassy of 335 to Alexander I believe that 

Plutarch is right in attributing the primary role to Phokion. His

Plut., Phoc. 16.5; [Demades], On the Twelve Years, 14.
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subsequent treatment by Alexander offers enough proof that the king 

was impressed and considered him significant enough to award him 

impressive gifts, which, according to the dubious statement of Plutarch, 

were rejected by Phokion {Phoc. 18.1-8)53 On the other hand there is no 

information for an analogous treatment of Demades. Demades though 

was the leading figure in the events immediately preceding the embassy. 

He was the one to prepare the grounds for a more favourable reception 

of the mission by Alexander. According to Diodorus (XVII.15.3) after 

Alexander had demanded the surrender of nine orators and one general, 

Demades, ingeniously, carried a decree proposing to leave the demos to 

decide who were the ones deserving punishment. Thus, on the one hand, 

he did not enforce Alexander’s will on the Athenians and on the other he 

showed Alexander that Athens was not averse to his will. This is 

something to bear in mind when trying to draw conclusions about 

Demades’ relationship with other orators. This was his opportunity to 

dispense with his rivals and he did not do it. However, Diodorus describes 

his election as an envoy as a direct result of his proposal of the decree 

whereas Plutarch records a more complicated situation in which the 

Athenians were at a loss as to whom they should elect.

In the case of the embassy in 322 Plutarch {Phoc. 26.3) records that 

after Demades had proposed that the Athenians should dispatch 

plenipotentiary envoys to Antipatros, the people turned to Phokion for 

advice. It is certain that Plutarch wants to magnify the role played by his 

hero; apart from that there is no conflict recorded. Apart from Plutarch 

and Nepos, Diodorus and Pausanias present Demades as the protagonist of 

the embassy to Antipatros in 322. Pausanias in particular casts quite an 

unfavourable light upon him; he describes his conduct as absolutely 

treacherous (VII.10.4-5). Williams discards, rightly, this testimony and 

treats Demades quite favourably with regard to the terms imposed by the

53 Gehrke, {Phokion, pp.143-6) dismisses the statement of Plutarch completely, but I think 
that there might be an element of truth. Although Phokion was a xenos of Antipatros, which 
would excuse bestowal of gifts, on the other hand too many gifts would increase Phokion’s 
obligations to Antipatros and would arise the suspicions of the Athenians. See G. Herman, 
Ritualised Friendship, for the tension between loyalty towards one’s xenos and one’s own 
country.
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r e g e n t H e  believes that his part was crucial in persuading the regent 

not to impose the narrow oligarchy he had favoured for other cities but, 

in fact, nowhere in the sources are the precise intentions of Antipatros 

recorded.. Williams has been driven to this conclusion by his firm belief 

that Phokion despised the demos and that a narrow oligarchy would be to 

his liking; therefore he did not object to Antipatros’ plans while Demades 

did. I think that it was rather in the aftermath of the embassy that 

Demades was the protagonist than in the embassy itself. This, coupled 

with the fact that he was a philos of Antipatros, is what has influenced 

ancient sources and modern historians alike to attribute him, 

retrospectively, far greater responsibility than he deserved. Antipatros 

had demanded the surrender of certain orators, primarily Demosthenes 

and Hyperides;^^ from Arrian {FGH 156, F9.14) we learn that Demades 

enacted the decree for their condemnation. J. M. Williams at first judged 

severely Demades’ role on this occasion; in his view he should have 

objected to Antipatros’ demand, and above all he should not have carried 

the relevant decree later on. He even charged Demades with lack of 

dignity and insists that he should have not yielded to Antipatros’ demands 

on the grounds of illegality.^^ This, however, is a quite unrealistic 

estimation of the situation. Even if Demades had used this excuse, 

Antipatros would not have changed his mind and Demades’ behaviour 

would have been quite suspect as well. True, this attitude was not 

dignified but it was practical.^^
* * *

d) Trying to play off one ruler against the other
It is in two other missions that Demades is the central figure. A 

fragmentary papyrus {Ber. Pap. 13045) records a mission of his to 

Perdikkas in order to obtain permission from him to retain the Athenian 

cleruchy on Samos. This mission was in fact instigated by Antipatros who

Athens without Democracy, p.l29 and n.344, p.l30.
Plut., Dem. 28; id., Phoc. 26.2, 27.3; [Plut.], X. Orat. Vit. 846e-f, 849a-b.

56 Athens without Democracy, p.21, n.61.
57 In his subsequent article on Demades (“Demades”, p.25), Williams acknowledged the fact 
that Athens and Demades had no other choice but to submit to Antipatros’ demands.
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refused to deliberate on the subject and referred it to Perdikkas (D.S., 

XVIII.18.6). The mission was unsuccessful but, apparently, contact 

between Demades and the chiliarch continued on a correspondence level. 

By doing so Demades actually tried to advance from a dictated mission to 

independent diplomacy and a very precarious one: relations between 

Perdikkas and the other Diadochoi deteriorated and the situation led to 

an armed conflict (D.S., XVIIL16, 22-3, 25, 28-37). After Perdikkas’ death 

there were discovered a series of letters he had received from Demades 

and their contents signalled the orator’s death later on. This sort of 

contact is well worth examining. It is an activity undertaken, evidently, 

without any authorisation of the demos. Surely, under the circumstances, 

occupation of the Mounychia Hill by Antipatros’ troops and with the 

latter campaigning against Perdikkas, there was no possibility of open 

discussion in the ekklesia concerning the ways in which Perdikkas could 

be of some use. Whether or not the Athenians would have approved - 

had they known - has to remain an open question.

Cloché sees the overtures between Demades and Perdikkas as yet 

another manifestation of Demades’ (supposed) taste for intrigues. He 

even conjectures that Demades might have turned to Perdikkas because 

Antipatros would have become tired of his continuous material demands, 

thus implying that Demades saw in Perdikkas solely a potential source of 

b e n e f i t s .^ 8  Cloché bases his view on the ill reputation of Demades of 

being eager for gifts and does not take into account the wider political 

and military context of his activity. The Athenian rhetor would have 

been aware of the tension in the relations of Perdikkas with the other 

leading Macedonians, and particularly with Antipatros. A weakening of 

Antipatros’ position could, in fact, prove most beneficial for Athens. 

Demades then takes the initiative and attempts to change Athens’ status 

in the way he envisages as the most expedient: playing off one ruler 

against the other.

“Phocion”, pp.184-6.
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As a matter of fact, Demades? overtures bear a certain similarity to 

the contacts of Phokion with Alexander (Polyperchon’s son). Phokion’s 

friends, and we can assume Phokion himself, had - in secret - suggested to 

Alexander that he should occupy the Mounychia Hill until Kassandros 

was repulsed (D.S., XVIIL65.4). Demades had suggested that Perdikkas 

should occupy Mounychia and release Athens from Antipatros. Both 

acted secretly, both tried to take advantage of strife between the 

Diadochoi. Demades’ activities though were much more calculated 

whereas Phokion’s was a spontaneous reaction to the danger he and those 

around him faced. Phokion’s behaviour was judged as treacherous by the 

Athenians and the same could hold for Demades’. Occupation of 

Mounychia could be equated to simply changing masters and not to being 

liberated from Antipatros; moreover, this could also mean extensive 

warfare in Attika. Yet, the only way in which it could be regarded as 

treason is if Demades wanted Antipatros ousted solely for personal 

motives, for example if he had fallen out with Antipatros, of which there 

is no notice.

According to the Ber. Pap. 13045 (11.197-8), Demades faced the 

charges of Deinarchos (not the rhetor) on his allegedly treacherous 

relations with Perdikkas. Demades tried to justify his activities by saying 

that Antipatros was an enemy while Perdikkas was a benefactor, but he 

provided no rational basis for this excuse. Against this it could be argued 

that Perdikkas not only had not proved himself a benefactor but he had 

not conceded the Athenian claim on Samos. In fact Deinarchos charged 

Demades with treacherous conduct on that embassy as well and blamed 

him alone for the loss of Samos {Ber. Pap. 13045, 11.214-6). However, 

Deinarchos’ argumentation is quite suspect; he appears to be biased in 

favour of Antipatros whose attitude he describes as quite mild (11.272-3) 

while he describes Perdikkas’ as tyrannical (11.280-1). For Deinarchos the 

problem was which rule was more preferable and not complete freedom 

for Athens. There is a hint in his speech however that Athens’ welfare
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was in his mind; he points out that the result of these transactions would 

be that the city would be the theatre of military operations.

At any rate, Demades’ attempts proved fruitless and were brought 

to an end by Perdikkas’ death. Nevertheless, the main goal of the demos 

continued to be the withdrawal of the Macedonian troops from 

Mounychia. To this end, according to Plutarch, they exercised pressure 

upon Phokion (Plut, Phoc. 30.8) who refused; then the people turned to 

Demades. In both cases the people must have counted on their philia 

with Antipatros. Phokion’s refusal has already been discussed and there 

remains to examine Demades’ motives for accepting the mission when the 

people turned to him. Had he had the slightest suspicion that his letters 

had fallen into the wrong hands he would have avoided confrontation 

with Antipatros and, moreover, he would not have been accompanied by 

his son. Diodorus (XVIII.48.1-4) states that Antipatros after having 

discovered the letters did not express any kind of hostility towards the 

orator.59 The lack of action on the regent’s part is not altogether 

inexplicable: he was quite ill at the time and he might not wish to 

provoke Athenian reaction by demanding Demades’ punishment. 

However, when Demades reached the Macedonian court he was faced 

with the consequences of his correspondence with Perdikkas; the Berlin 

Papyrus has supposedly preserved the actual dialogue between Demades 

and his accuser Deinarchos. Demades’ situation was hopeless and he was 

put to death by Kassandros (D.S., XVIII.48.1-4).60

The kind of diplomacy Demades exercised on this occasion

represents a tentative attempt to benefit from strife among the

Diadochoi, a practice which Athenian politicians would consciously adopt,

on a much broader scale a few years later.
*  *  *

59 piut., Phoc. 30.8, writes Antigonos instead of Perdikkas, but in Plut., Dem. 31.4-6 as well as 
in D.S., XVIII.48.1-4 we find the name of the latter.
60 Williams {Athens without Democracy, p.l35, n.359) discusses the possibility that either 
Phokion or his supporters were somehow involved, on the basis that the accuser of Demades 
was Deinarchos who accompanied Phokion to Polyperchon and was executed by the latter. 
He does not offer any solution but he thinks that Beloch’s view of an organised conspiracy 
against Phokion is surely exaggerated {Griechische Geschichte, (1st ed), vol.III, Strasburg 1904, 
pp.98-9).
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iv. Foreign relations in the period of Demetrios Phalereus

a) The embassies of Demetrios Phalereus

Demetrios of Phaleron is widely known as the disciple of the 

Peripatetics and legislator who ruled Athens between 317 and 307. His 

condemnation to death by the Athenian people in 318 and his connections 

with the commander of Mounychia Nikanor eventually led to his 

establishing favourable relations with Kassandros himself who regarded 

him as trustworthy enough to establish him epimeletes of Athens. His 

case represents an extreme example of philia developed between an 

Athenian politician and a foreign ruler. The balance between the two 

aspects of his career, that of the Athenian representative and that of the 

philos of a ruler, was overturned in favour of the latter; in effect 

Demetrios Phalereus became first and foremost an official of Kassandros.

Demetrios Phalereus was politically active though before his 

establishment as an epimeletes. Most notably he participated in the first 

embassy to Antipatros in 322, but no source ascribes to him a major role 

in that embassy. He was assigned a place next to Phokion and Demades 

as a result of their similar political beliefs. According to a speech 

attributed to Demetrios he strongly disapproved of Krateros’ arrogant 

reception of the Athenian envoys {De Elocutione 289 = Wehrli, frg. 183). I 

am not altogether convinced that Demetrios Poliorketes did express at 

that particular moment his opinion of Krateros’ reception or whether he 

did so later and in private. However, the people regarded him as equally 

responsible for the outcome and they condemned him to death in 318 

(D.S., XVIII. 35.5). It is not clear whether he participated in the second 

embassy to Antipatros. Williams thinks that he was probably excluded on 

the grounds of his inappropriate behaviour towards Krateros in the course 

of the first embassy.^^ Yet, Demetrios’ remarks on Xenokrates’ conduct 

during that second mission should make us more sceptical; they betray 

rather a first hand knowledge (Wehrli, frgs. 158,159).

Athens without Democracy, p.lOO; “Demades”, p.24.
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The impression with regard to foreign policy (as well as civic 

politics) is that during Demetrios’ regime Athens remained confined 

within her boundaries, as if the outside world and its turmoil did not 

exist, with the exception of the expedition to Lemnos, undertaken on the 

advice of Kassandros but also in Athens’ own interest Foreign relations 

are limited to a minimum; the period is marked by two embassies, one 

that led to Demetrios Phalereus’ establishment and one that officially 

terminated it. In the interim, as we shall see below, there was in Athens a 

short-lived move in favour of Antigonos Monophthalmos.

In 317 Demetrios apparently undertook an embassy to Kassandros 

and negotiated the terms of the establishment of an oligarchic regime in 

Athens. Though it is not mentioned clearly in Diodorus that he was a 

member of that embassy, it is clearly stated in the decree of the deme of 

Aixone {IG 11̂  1201). The reason for his assignment to the mission is 

provided by Athenaeus. He records that after the death of his brother 

Himeraios (he belonged to those whose condemnation Antipatros had 

demanded) Demetrios was in constant contact with Nikanor (XII.542e = 

Wehrli, frgs. 9, 35). The Athenians therefore counted upon the 

connections he had developed.

Bearzot denies Demetrios any important part in this embassy or 

rather she ascribes to him a negative role and prefers to view the 

lowering of the franchise to 1000 drachmai as an achievement of his 

fellow ambassadors who would have been the democratic ones.^2 Firstly, 

we do not know the composition of the mission to Kassandros. However, 

even accepting Bearzot’s view as to the diversity of views between the 

members of the embassy, it seems to me unlikely that Kassandros would 

have initially favoured the lowering of the franchise (and the consequent 

increase of the citizen body); it also seems unlikely that Kassandros would 

have been inclined to turn a favourable ear to Athenian claims. Who else 

then could convince him that the lowering of the franchise would not be a, 

threat to his rule, other than a man with whom he was familiar and who

Focione, p.247.
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knew him to have previously fallen out with the Athenian people? We 

are perhaps allowed to conjecture that Demetrios told Kassandros that 

the increase of the citizen body would gain for him the favour of those 

previously disfranchised.

The decree of the deme of Aixone treats this embassy quite 

favourably. Of course, one has to bear in mind that it was carried in the 

period of his regime. It is quite revealing that nowhere does it mention 

the recipient of the embassy: Kassandros. Moreover, the struggle of 

Athens against the Macedonian garrison is presented as a separation of 

the astu from the Peiraieus and as a stasis (11. 5-9). Thus, Demetrios 

Phalereus is presented as a promoter of internal peace and the essential 

factor in the unification of the astu with its harbour.

According to Polyaenus (IV. 7.6) he was a general when he was sent 

as an envoy to Demetrios Poliorketes (D.S., XX.45.4). Ironically, his 

embassy in 307 concerned his own removal from power. Demetrios 

Poliorketes treated him with extreme leniency. It is probable that 

Demetrios Phalereus negotiated the terms of his removal and made sure 

that no punishment would be imposed upon him; there was nothing to be 

agreed about Athens since the Athenians were all too anxious to welcome 

Demetrios Poliorketes.
* * *

b) Attempts at rapprochement with Antigonos
Apart from the two missions of Demetrius there is notice in 

Diodorus of Athenian attempts to benefit from the proclamation of 

Antigonos Monophthalmos of the restoration of freedom and autonomy 

to the Greek states. Diodorus states that at first there were made secret 

attempts; unfortunately, he does not record the names of those who asked 

Antigonos to liberate Athens (D.S., XIX.78.4). In 313 Polemaios, general in 

the service of Antigonos, appeared in Aegean waters in order to 

effectuate Antigonos’ declaration. (D.S., XIX.77.2). The Athenian demos, 

we are told, imposed its will on Demetrios and obliged him to send an 

embassy to Polemaios to negotiate (D.S., XIX.78.4-5). It is quite
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problematic whether or not Demetrios himself was absolutely against 

such a mission. As Kassandros’ ‘protégé’ one would expect him to be. 

Was the fact that he accepted then a diplomatic manoeuvre to gain time 

and avoid open conflict with the people? Yet, an embassy would give 

him a chance to negotiate, even to deter Polemaios from acting, as 

actually happened. We are in the dark as to who were dispatched. Of 

course it is possible that Polemaios was not wholly committed to the 

Athenian cause at this point. We are also in the dark as to the reason that 

prompted Demetrios not to undertake the mission himself. It is possible 

that he wished to remain in the astu in order to remain in control of the 

situation. Alternatively, it is possible that he did not wish to make 

Kassandros suspicious.

No matter if the attempt failed, it remains significant that certain 

Athenian politicians turned promptly to take advantage of Antigonos’ 

propaganda. This policy was very similar to that of Demades, that is, an 

attempt to take advantage from the struggle between the Diadochoi. It is 

impossible to tell whether, at this point, the Athenians had realised that 

the proclamation was not so innocent. In any case, they did not have 

much choice: with a Macedonian garrison in the Peiraieus they had to rely 

on foreign help for their liberation. Marasco underlines the fact that the 

subjection to Kassandros did not prevents the rivals of Demetrios 

Phalereus from acting, thus implying that there was enough freedom of 

political opposition allowed by D e m e t r i o s .^ ^  % would think that Athenian 

opposition at the time was not so much a question of freedom of action 

allowed by the current regime as it was a question of being encouraged 

by an external factor.
* * *

63 Democare, pp.34-5; this is also the opinion of Ferguson, HA, p.54; see Chapter II, p.l50.
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V. Stratokles’ policy in the Four Years War: putting all eggs in 

one basket
a) An extreme democrat? an extreme pro-Demetrian?
Stratokles of Diomeia is probably the most controversial rhetor of 

the period and the man who became notorious for carrying divine 

honours for Demetrios Poliorketes and his father as well as numerous 

decrees for prominent Antigonid officials during the Four Years War, 

practically dominating activities in the ekklesia.^^

Stratokles’ first appearance on the political scene should make us 

extremely cautious in our characterisation: in 324/3 he had been among 

those orators who charged numerous Athenian orators with having been 

bribed by Harpalos, Alexander’s treasurer who had escaped to Athens 

(Din., LI, 20-21). We cannot be sure about the motives of his involvement 

in the obscure Harpalos affair. It was his first appearance on the 

Athenian political scene and it could be that he simply saw it as an 

opportunity to get rid of prominent rivals. On the other hand he was one 

of the minor prosecutors; he certainly did not have the same prominence 

as Hyperides. Though he had supported armed resistance to the 

restoration of the exiles he is not likely to have done much after that 

since he was not included among the orators whose surrender was 

demanded by Antipatros.

Thereafter there is a considerable gap in his career. Between 322 

and 317 it seems that he had completely given way to Phokion and 

Demades. His career after 307 shows that he was very energetic in

A list of Stratokles’ decrees is provided by Dinsmoor, Archons, pp.13-14: 
307/6: 767 iF  455, 456, 457, 460, 461, 566+ unpublished (A.M. 1914, 281); 6E(73.86. 
306/5: 76711  ̂469, 471.
304/3: 767 iF  486.
303/2: IG i f  492, 495, 496 + 507 (add.) 
c. 303/2: IG 11̂  559 +  568 (add)
302/1:76711^ 499, 503.
301/0: 76711  ̂ 640 (add), 
c. 307/301: 767 i f  560, 561.
293/2: 767 i f  649.
140/39 (reference): 767 i f  971.
uncertain: 767 i f  739 +  unpublished E M 4598, SWA 1925, 81.
To this list J. K. Davies, {APF, p.495) adds the following:
Hesp. 1 1932, p.44, no.4; Hesp. 7 1938, p.297, no.22; Hesp. 11,1942, p.241, no.46.
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proposing decrees for prominent foreign officials. Why then did he not 

compete with Demades in that field? An explanation that comes easily to 

mind is that he did not much favour the regime established by Antipatros 

and therefore would not do anything to stabilise it and would even 

abstain from participating in it. On the other hand, it should be taken 

into account that both Phokion and Demades were included among 

Antipatros’ ‘friends’ whereas Stratokles was not. Consequently, he did 

not have access to the Macedonians which in turn would not facilitate 

any efforts of his to become prominent. The regime of Demetrios 

Phalereus did not much favour activity in the ekklesia, and it is 

significant that in this period there is only one decree for a Macedonian 

official (Asandros). Should we then grant Stratokles a sincere belief in 

the policy of Demetrios Poliorketes? Or was it that after the ‘friends’ of 

Antipatros’ house had been (violently) removed, he finally had his 

opportunity to become the leading rhetor of his time? I am inclined to 

think that the latter is the case. Through the policies of Stratokles the 

philia pattern of relationship between a foreign king and an Athenian 

politician was established as an essential means of Athenian foreign 

policy. Stratokles was in effect a philos of Demetrios Poliorketes much 

more than Phokion and Demades had been of Philip II, Alexander or 

Antipatros.

His case manifestly illustrates the confusion emerging in historical 

studies when it comes to applying a general characterisation to policies of 

someone who was a philos of a monarch. The denomination most 

commonly applied to him is that of the extreme democrat or extreme 

pro-Demetrian démocrates This classification has brought about a major 

difficulty: Demochares, who at some point openly declared his opposition 

to Stratokles’ policy is also classified among the democrats (or the 

nationalists).^^ But the category of the democrat and that of the extreme

Dinsmoor, Archons, p.l3; pro-Macedonian; Marasco {Democare, p.47) classifies him among 
the radical democrats; Shear, “Kallias”, p.49 calls him an extreme democrat.

More mildly, Ferguson A, pp.l23, 137) also classifies Stratokles among the democratic 
group. Marasco {Democare, p.51) calls Demochares a nationalist; Treves (“Dinsmoor”, p.188”) 
sees in him the leader of the extreme democratic party; similarly, Erskine {The Hellenistic 
Stoa, p.75) places Demochares, alongside Chremonides, among the radical democrats.
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democrat only implies a difference in the degree of democratic 

credentials and not any fundamental contrast of political beliefs. 

Stratokles, however, was charged by Philippides with katalysis tou demou. 

Along these lines Landucci Gattinoni produced the explanation of a 

fraction within the democratic party which produced major opposition, 

more than the discontented oligarchs.^^

It seems that following a policy favourable towards Demetrios has 

been identified by historians with being an extreme democrat (conversely, 

anyone not favouring Demetrios is regarded as moderate). I think that 

this identification has its origin in Demetrios’ role in Athenian history: 

because of the fact that he overthrew Kassandros’ rule, thus re

establishing the democratic constitution, anyone pursuing a policy 

favourable to him is considered an extreme democrat (like Stratokles) as 

opposed to those (like Demochares) who were content with the 

restoration of the democratic constitution but would rather maintain 

neutrality vis-à-vis Demetrios and even as opposed to those who favoured 

a policy of rapprochement with Kassandros.

Being an extreme democrat is often identified with manipulating 

the people, being a demagogue in the pejorative sense of the word. At 

this point Plutarch’s assimilation of Stratokles with Kleon {Demetr. 11), 

who had a bad reputation of a demagogue, must have played a large part 

in the creation of the image of an extreme democrat,

P. Treves, applying a different categorisation, identifies the 

extreme democrats with those who did not develop bonds with Demetrios 

Poliorketes; he prefers to see Demochares the leader of the extreme 

democratic party while he sees in Stratokles the leader of the rigidly pro- 

Demetrian group;68 if there has to be a categorisation, the latter is a 

more plausible one. On the other hand, the categories of the ‘democrat’ 

or ‘extreme democrat’ cannot accommodate the notion of a philos and 

they have to be abandoned; the activities of philoi transgress the limits of 

the traditional groups of democrats or oligarchs. Irrespective of

“Divinizazzione”, pp.122-3.
“Dinsmoor”, p.l88.
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democratic or oligarchic leanings, Athens, through the agency of her 

leaders, had to express, energetically, her gratitude towards the 

Antigonids. The democratic credentials of a politician were not an issue 

as long as the interests of the king coincided with those of the polis.

At least initially no feelings for or against democracy can be 

attributed to Stratokles. He simply took the course of action that seemed 

to be the most expedient for Athens and, especially, for himself. There 

had already been a precedent in the policy of Demades, only that this 

time it was applied on a much broader scale. The restoration of the 

democratic constitution by Demetrios would inevitably produce 

overwhelming public response in his favour. Strong ties were forged 

between Demetrios and Athens; thereafter he used the city as his capital, 

and Athens was dependent on him for her salvation from the expected 

attack by Kassandros. In fact Demetrios was an all powerful presence; 

Athenian politicians had to be in contact and co-operate with him and his 

officials for the salvation of their polis. An obvious platform to 

prominence for an Athenian politician would be to establish connections 

with Demetrios, most frequently by establishing connections with 

members of his entourage, and this is precisely what Stratokles did.

Not every Athenian politician, however, would have gone about 

gaining prominence in the same way, with the same audacity or even 

cynicism. Furthermore, there would still be some, like Demochares, who 

would try to refrain from demonstrating a favourable attitude towards 

Demetrios. Stratokles was more cynical in his acceptance of the new 

political reality in Athens: that Demetrios, liberator though he might be, 

was, nonetheless, the dominant figure in Athenian politics^ and decided 

to concentrate all of his efforts in that direction and cast his lot with 

D e m e t r i o s .6 9  is useful to bear in mind, when attempting to assess 

Stratokles’ extraordinary policies, that Demetrios Poliorketes had 

liberated Athens and, moreover, it was the first time that Athens was

Gabbert (“Pragmatic Democracy”, p.30), while she ascribes the activities of Stratokles in 
the framework of pragmatism, calls him as the one probably known as a sycophant and a fool, 
which is quite an extreme view, especially the part concerning his foolishness.
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allied to one of the Diadochoi; the experience was novel and, therefore, it

is not unnatural that an Athenian politician would have gone to extremes.
*  *  *

b) StratQkles!_activities
Stratokles’ period of predominance can be divided in two periods: 

before and after the upheaval of 303. Most of his decrees are carried in a 

period of three years, from 306/5 to 303/2, that is from the beginning of 

the Four Years War till a year after it. More specifically, the great 

majority of the decrees were passed in 307/6, the year of Demetrios 

Poliorketes’ arrival at Athens, and in 303/2.

Stratokles’ policy during the Four Years War is combined with 

Demochares’ policy of alliance with Boiotia and of increasing the city’s 

capacity to sustain a siege. Different or even cross purposes have been 

ascribed to each one of them: Demochares aimed at Athens’

reinforcement with an eye to the future whereas Stratokles aimed at 

Demetrios’ victory over K a s s a n d r o s .7 0  Commonly, it is Demochares that 

takes the credit for the successful conduct of Athens during the war 

whereas Stratokles attracts all the harsh criticism on the grounds of 

servile behaviour vis-à-vis Demetrios. Whatever were the motives hidden 

behind their activities, the fact remains that under the guidance of both 

Athens expanded to a very considerable extent her network of 

international relationships. In fact, it would be reasonable to assume that, 

at least before the incident of 303 (see below), not only had they not 

crossed swords, but they must have co-operated by distributing among 

themselves their fields of activity.

Williams described Stratokles’ policy as servile and the honours 

themselves as disgusting, obviously adopting Demochares’ view on the 

matter.71 They do indicate weakness on the part of the Athenians, but on 

the other side the polis, on certain occasions, would demonstrate extreme 

lack of gratitude had she not rewarded a certain number of these 

benefactors; The Antigonids and their officials had offered important

70 Ferguson, HA, p.l20.
71 Athens without Democracy, p.210, n.555.
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military services as well as provisions and money. Additionally, as I will 

explain in more detail in the next chapter, there must have been exercised 

a certain degree of pressure and, consequently, Athens and her politicians 

did not have much choice, at least on certain occasions.^^ In rewarding 

the officials with citizenship the polis tried to assure their friendliness in 

the present and in the future, should need arose. And in fact, it should 

have been obvious that Athens would not find peace as long as the 

balance of powers among the Diadochoi was an unsettled issue. 

Stratokles had perhaps realised more than others the precarious situation 

of Athens, the fragile balance of powers. One could object that there was 

moral harm. But I think that much of the criticism is owed to the very 

status of these honorands and also to the image that the Greek world had 

of them. These recipients of honours were in the eyes of the Greeks 

simple kolakes = flatterers, whereas they actually held very high 

postings.^^ This misunderstanding is partly responsible for the 

unfavourable treatment of Stratokles. In the past Athens had rewarded 

the Thracian rulers and certain of their officials that had helped her out 

of difficult situations, but much less is said on those occasions about 

Athenian weakness, precisely because Athens was still a great power.

It is commonly ignored that although Stratokles was preoccupied 

with proposing decrees for Demetrios’ entourage, he also took steps 

towards forging or rather renewing the bonds with other Greek poleis. 

Priene {SEG 3.86) and Kolophon {IG i f  456); it emerges that Athenian 

envoys had been dispatched to Priene to ask for help and we can suppose 

a similar mission to Kolophon.
* * *

Stratokles^ policy after 303 and the attitude o f the 
Athenians

More than the honours he distributed, Stratokles owes his ugly 

reputation to the political upheaval of 303 (Plut., Demetr. 24.3-5). It was 

then that he transgressed the limits and placed himself in Demetrios’

See Chapter III, pp.207-213.
73 Herman, “Friends”, pp.109-13.
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service, against Athenian interests. The upheaval was brought about by 

the open interference of Demetrios in civic matters. By means of a letter 

(he was campaigning in the Peloponnese at the time) he demanded that a 

certain Athenian (Kleainetos) be freed of his debts; the demos in return 

decreed that no letter of Demetrios should be read in the ekklesia again, 

but when Demetrios’ displeasure became known Stratokles succeeded in 

passing a decree voting whatever Demetrios said just to men and 

righteous to the gods.^^ What followed condemned Stratokles in the eyes 

of posterity: those who had proposed the decree, according to Plutarch, 

were either put to death or driven into exile. This has come to be 

envisaged solely as Stratokles’ doing. On the contrary, it seems to me 

that we should see Demetrios behind this situation. The question to ask is 

whether he would have left reaction against him to die out or whether he 

would have taken more active steps to face the situation. I believe the 

latter to be the case; Demetrios must have acted in a manner similar to 

that of Antipatros in 322 when he had demanded the surrender of certain 

rhetores. In this perspective Stratokles would have found himself in a 

position similar to that of Demades who put the actual decree of 

condemnation to the vote; an undignified behaviour, one might say, but I 

do not think that there was much choice left.

On Mounychion 302 Demetrios Poliorketes demanded that he be 

initiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries at the wrong time of the year; in 

order to comply with his demands Stratokles passed a decree which 

violated the Athenian calendar (he changed the names of the months; 

Plut., Demetr. 26; D.S., XX.110.1). By that time the relationship between 

Athens and Demetrios had irrevocably changed; Demetrios was obviously 

acting as a ruler and not as a protector of Athens; consequently, 

Stratokles’ policies would seem subservient.

I would not go as far as Dinsmoor {Archons, p.l4) and describe the reaction against 
Demetrios as an uprising or state that Stratokles was displaced. The reaction was too short
lived to be called an uprising.
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We are not informed as to the attitude of the people towards 

Stratokles and his policies before 303. Evidence as to reaction against 

him pertains only to the period after 303. Gabbert thinks that his policies 

did not endanger his credentials as a d e m o c r a t .^ 5  On the contrary, I 

would think that this observation holds for the period before 303 

whereas, after that date, he was condemned in the eyes of his 

contemporaries (and those of the posterity) as having acted against the 

people. The decree for Demochares clearly connects his exile in 303 with 

the katalysis tou demou, there is no specific mention of his name but the 

chronological arrangement of the decree alludes to Stratokles: “av0’ œv 

è^érceaev i)KO xcov KaxaA,t)aàvTCûv xov 0f|p,ov” ([Plut.], X  Oral Vit. 

851e).

Shear has shown that the phrase katalyein ton demon was 

employed to describe the activities of Stratokles: the famous fragment of 

Philippides which criticises the scandalous manipulation of the calendar 

concludes: x a b ta  KaxaXbei tov Ôfjjaov, où KCûjicûôia (Plut., Demetr. 

12.4).̂ 76 The katalysis should be understood as destruction of the people’s 

power to make decisions and execute them. Further below the same 

decree records: “Kai (puyovxi t)7cèp SrifiOKpaxiaç”; though demos and 

demokratia are not identical in meaning, Laches seems to identify the 

katalysis of the demos with an assault against the democratic constitution. 

It is also possible that the Kallias decree (11.79-81) alludes to the same 

situation when stating: “x8i m xpiSi KaXXtag o\)087t67to0’ b<7t>oji8tvag 

[...]8[....K]axaX8 ^t)p.8 V0 D xot) ÔfmoD oXKql Kal xfjv obaiav xfjv 8[(%DXob] 

7cpo8)48vog ôôaiv ôo0f|vai èv X8Î ôXtyap%tat...”.^^

However, I am not so sure that the phrase “would at once conjure 

up the spector of the “tyrant””, as Shear thought.^^ It is undeniable that 

the phrase is found in the context of laws against tyranny, but it is not 

identical in meaning with establishing a tyranny. Attempt to tyranny is a

75 “Pragmatic Democracy”, p.31.
76 “Kallias”, pp.49-52.
77 Shear (“Kallias”, p.50) maintains plausibly that the terminology “is juxtaposed in such a 
way as to make it clear that the “destruction of the Demos” is not the same thing as the 
oligarchy”.
78 "Kallias”, p.50.
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more specific notion than the katalysis of the demos, this latter 

formulation may involve less serious offences against the people and/or 

the constitution than a tyranny.

It is perhaps indicative of the real Athenian attitude towards 

Stratokles that there is no trace of a decree in his honour. If this is not 

an archaeological accident, then he is the only prominent Athenian figure 

of the early Hellenistic times that was not honoured. The 290s, after 

Demetrios’ re-entrance in Athens, would have offered a favourable 

context, and Stratokles would have had a long enough career behind him. 

The 250s even would also be an appropriate context, had Stratokles left 

any descendants to ask for honours, which does not seem to be the 

case.^9 It should be significant however that, to the best of our 

knowledge, there is no Athenian we know of who rose in the ekklesia to 

propose honours for Stratokles, or if he did the demand must have been 

denied.
* * *

79 Davies, APF, p.495 for Stratokles’ age and for his leaving no known descendants.
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vi. Moderate political behaviour after 301? The widening of 

diplomatic horizons

The defeat of Demetrios Poliorketes at Ipsos presented the 

Athenians with the opportunity to exercise an independent foreign policy, 

for the first time in many years, in the sense that that they felt free to 

choose the attitude they would adopt towards the monarchs; in reality the 

question became one of whose monarch’s side they would take. The 

Athenian people denied access to Demetrios and declared their intention 

not to allow any king access to the city (Plut., Demetr. 30.4). Yet Athens 

did not remain neutral; precisely during this period there occurs a 

widening of diplomatic horizons: Kassandros was approached and a 

regular contact was established with Lysimachos. My purpose here is to 

challenge the common view applied to Athenian politics after 301, 

namely, that Athens was governed by moderates or even oligarchs, as 

related to Athenian attitudes towards the kings. Scholars tend to view the 

entire period from 301 to 287 in the perspective of the turbulent years of 

Lachares’ regime and the oligarchy established by Demetrios Poliorketes 

in 294; instead, I intend to examine the few years until the accession of 

Lachares to power as a separate entity.

A most notable feature of Athenian politics is that much diplomacy 

is conducted by individuals who, previously, had not pursued an active, 

‘professional’ political career. These people became, in effect, to a lesser 

or greater extent, philoi of the kings Lysimachos and Kassandros. With 

the exception of the highly controversial case of Lachares, those who 

undertook the responsibility of Athenian politics in this period were able 

to maintain a balance between the interests of the kings and those of 

Athens; a major factor contributing to this end was that these kings never 

set foot in Athens.
* * *

a) Formation of relations with Kassandros
Whatever the Athenian people declared their intentions to be, they 

nevertheless favoured Demetrios’ rivals. With particular regard to the
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development of relations with Kassandros, I find it surprising that such a 

turn in Athenian politics, or rather those politicians who had promoted it, 

could ever be thought as ‘moderate’ (in the broad sense of the word). I 

have discussed above how the term ‘extreme democrat’ came to be 

applied to Stratokles (and his like, such as Dromokleides of Sphettos); 

applying the principle reversed, those who were against Demetrios have 

been characterised as ‘moderates’, or even oligarchs, presumably 

assuming that since Kassandros himself favoured oligarchies, then those 

favouring Kassandros would also have the same sympathies.80 It is not 

even necessary to assume that those politicians who favoured friendly 

relations with Kassandros after the battle of Ipsos were only those same 

people who had favoured the regime of Demetrios Phalereus. 

Circumstances after 301 were such that they dictated, at least, a breach of 

relations with Demetrios Poliorketes; Athens needed the protection and 

help of Demetrios’ rivals and this should have been obvious to everyone.

The term moderate has partly stemmed from taking at face value 

the declaration of the Athenian intention not to accept any king but also, 

as I believe, because of the fact that after 301 the Athenians adopted a 

much more balanced behaviour towards the kings and they did behave 

moderately, in the broad sense of the word, in the sense that they did not 

bestow any extravagant honours upon the kings.^i

Historians, however, have paid more attention to the statement of 

Plutarch rather than to the fact that Athens lost no time in approaching 

Ra55av%dros,DetH^'fnQ5‘’rival and, for twenty years, her own bitter enemy. 

This was quite a shift in Athenian foreign policy; it presupposed a quite 

flexible attitude towards politics and a readiness to change sides, which 

would have been the product of the circumstances; on the other hand, this 

move would establish a precedent in Athenian political behaviour.

We do not know with whom lay the initiative - Athens or 

Kassandros - for the turn in their relations. It is conceivable that the

80 Dinsmoor, Archons, p.l4; Treves, “Dinsmoor”, p.l88; Marasco, Democare, p.65; Shear, 
“Kallias”, p.51; in p.54 he calls Philippides of Paiania an oligarch.
81 See Chapter III, pp.195-200.
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ruler of Macedonia would have immediately sought to cultivate Athens’ 

good will to the effect that she would go on being on bad terms with 

Demetrios and to the effect that the latter would not be able to use the 

polis and its harbour as his base; but this should not diminish the 

importance of the shift in Athenian politics.

Poseidippos Kothokides (along with others), was employed in the 

formation of bonds between Athens and Kassandros; he was sent as an 

envoy to Kassandros in 301/0 in which he was obviously successful since 

he was honoured {IG 11̂  641) with a crown of thallos, which in turn 

indicates that he was an artist. Probably, the Athenians took into account 

the scholarly interests of K a s s a n d r o s .^ ^  Qn the other hand, employing an 

artist as her envoy was for Athens a means to remind Kassandros of her 

own cultural prestige.

The man who proposed the honours for Poseidippos, Philippides of 

Paiania, is also plausibly considered among those who favoured a turn of 

Athenian politics towards Kassandros.

Philippides’ case presents a special interest because he appeared on 

the political scene towards the end of his life. The decree in his honour 

{IG i f  649+Dinsmoor, Archons, pp.7-8) provides testimony for his career; 

in addition there is the information deriving from the naval lists of the 

330s and the 320s which gives the image of a man engaged in lavish 

expenditure for his city. Apart from his lavish display of generosity 

towards Athens he also had a generalship epi to nautikon to display (11.23- 

5) and more than one ambassadorship, successful and in the people’s 

interest (11.34-5). As to his political conduct there is disappointingly little 

information before his policy of rapprochement with Kassandros. In his 

speech against Meidias in 348 Demosthenes notes that he would expect 

him to speak in defence of Meidias (21.208, 215), a remark on which we 

cannot base any safe conclusions about his political affiliations or about 

continuous animosity towards Demosthenes and his policies.

82 Kassandros had connections with the Peripatetics, especially with Theophrastus; see 
Diogenes Laertius V.37.
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We lack any information about his political conduct in the 

intervening fifty years. P. Treves maintains, because of his association 

with Meidias, that at first he was a conservative politician who moved to 

the left in the 330s and the 32ÜS.83 The basis of his argument is that 

Philippides’ trierarchic activity falls precisely in this period. But this as J. 

K. Davies has pointed out can be a mere proof of the “effectiveness of 

Demosthenes’ navy law of 340”. At any rate Davies does not avoid the 

application of modern political notions; he denies the application of a 

‘left’ policy to Philippides on the grounds that he was still ‘Kassandros’ 

man’ in 299/8”, an adherent of a moderate government which pursued a 

‘centre’ policy.84 The Athenian government immediately after 301 has 

often been characterised as moderate because the Athenians declared 

their intention to remain neutral vis-à-vis the kings. Contrary to that, as I 

have already argued, an approach to Kassandros, though dictated by 

financial need and by a need to protect themselves against Demetrios, was 

not at all moderate (if we have to use such a notion). It was quite a 

radical shift in Athenian politics as seen from the perspective of the 

traditionally hostile attitude towards the house of Antipatros which had 

lasted c. twenty years. In fact, the rapprochement with Kassandros has to 

be divested from any notion of conservative or radical politics, 

democratic or oligarchic. It was simply one the very few means left to 

Athens, if Demetrios Poliorketes was to be kept away; furthermore, it 

points to a realisation that Athens could not remain free without external 

help.

We are in the dark as to the actual number, the date and the 

recipient of Philippides’ missions. If we take into account that he was 

the proposer of the honorific decree for Poseidippos {IG 11̂  641) who 

carried out successfully a mission to Kassandros, then we could suggest 

that he was probably a member of a similar mission to Kassandros, and 

most probably he had participated in the same one that Poseidippos had 

and had thus acquired first hand knowledge of his conduct. This would

83 r e \9, 1938, 2201ff, s.v. Philippides.
84 APF,^.55().
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also would provide us with the reason for the vagueness of reference: the 

decree is carried in a period of Demetrios Poliorketes’ rule over Athens; 

and he and the ruler of Macedonia had been bitter enemies. Moreover, 

the embassies could have fallen in the period of Lachares; Osborne has 

actually maintained that he co-operated with Lachares, which is rendered 

quite plausible if we remember that Lachares’ regime was thought to 

have been brought about at the instigation of K assan d ros.^ 5

Similarly with Philippides’ generalship: it would have been 

mentioned if he had offered his good services to Athens and to Demetrios 

during the Four Years War. We have to deal with a period preceding the 

last decade of the fourth century and in any case nothing too spectacular 

is involved.
* * *

b) The *CQincidentar rapprochement with Lysimachos
The formation of friendly relations between Athens and 

Lysimachos is the product of different circumstances. There is hardly 

any evidence testifying to an organised effort on the part of Athens. 

Rather than being part of a deliberate policy, the rapprochement between 

Athens and Lysimachos was brought about coincidentally, by the presence 

of a distinguished Athenian poet in the court of Lysimachos, Philippides 

of Kephale, who managed to become one of the king’s philoi (Plut., 

Demetr. 12.5).

We do not hear of any other Athenian leader coming into direct 

contact with Lysimachos with the purpose of solidifying the link created 

by Philippides. It is significant that in the detailed list of his services 

before the revolt of 287, in the decree in his honour {IG i f  657) there is 

no allusion to his having facilitated the efforts of Athenians who reached 

Lysimachos’ court, whereas there is reference to presbeuontas and 

Philippides’ help in the post-revolt context (1.38).

His case deserves special attention. In fact, together with Kallias of 

Sphettos he is the only prominent Athenian of whom we know with

“The Last Athenian”, p.95.
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certainty that he remained for a long time in the court of a monarch. 

Kallias, however, assumed an important military office whereas there is 

no evidence of Philippides having assumed any political or military 

office. Furthermore, Kallias acted as an official of Ptolemy rather than as 

an Athenian citizen and became a representative of Athenian interests 

only after 287. It is commonly argued that Philippides of Kephale left 

Athens c. 302 as a result of his disagreement with Stratokles.86 Actually, 

the decree (1.10) records simply oc7toÔT||ifiaaç = went away, and it is 

assumed that he was either exiled or self-exiled on the basis of the notice 

in the decree that he never acted against the democracy (11.48-50), which 

clause is taken to allude to Stratokles and his policies. Philippides of 

Kephale might have objected to Stratokles’s policies but had he been 

exiled, the decree would have alluded to that, as in fact happens in the 

decrees for Demochares and Kallias which allude to the katalysis of the 

demos in 303.

At any rate, Philippides went to Lysimachos in Thrace where he 

held a very prominent position. It emerges from the decree in his honour 

that his status in Lysimachos’ court was that of a philos, something that is 

nowhere stated on the stone.^7 As such he was able to benefit Athens in 

more than one way. His services can be divided into two periods: the 

aftermath of the battle of Ipsos and the 280s (after 287). He arranged so 

that 10.000 medimnoi of wheat would be distributed to the Athenian 

people (11.11-3); furthermore, he talked Lysimachos into sending a new 

mast for the peplos of Athena (for the celebration of the Panathenaia): 

Philippides even contributed funds from his own pocket for the burial of 

the Athenian dead at the battle of Ipsos while he arranged for the release 

of the captives (11.19-28). There is a considerable gap in his services which 

has to be attributed to the upheaval caused by Lachares and even more so 

to Demetrios’ re-establishment in Athens in 295. After the revolt of 287 

Athens consciously exploited Philippides’ presence at court; Philippides

86 According to Shear (“Kallias”, p.49) Philippides went as self-imposed exile to the court of 
Lysimachos before the battle of Ipsos. Quite rightly he rejects Tarn’s view {Gonatas, p.94 and 
n.l2) that Philippides was not exiled but was officially sent as an ambassador to Lysimachos.
87 Shear, “Kallias”, p.49; Herman, Ritualised Friendship, pp.83, 86, 97, n.86.
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assumed a role similar to that of Kallias of Sphettos in the Ptolemaic 

court: he facilitated the effort of Athenian ambassadors.

Through the agency of Philippides Athenian foreign policy 

continued to operate on the basis of philia relationships. His continuous 

presence in the kingdom of Thrace renders him the only permanent 

Athenian representative of Athenian interests in a foreign state, although 

he was not officially authorised by the Athenian demos. Quite rightly C. 

Franco has underlined that Philippides’ status has to be distinguished 

from that of ambassadors.^^ By voting the decree the Athenians actually 

recognise his good services and incorporate his activities in the 

framework of the polis, they attribute him - retrospectively - authority. 

At the other end of the spectrum, Philippides served Lysimachos’ 

purposes as well, that is his propaganda against Demetrios Poliorkete^ 

only that this time it was conducted outside Athens and thus Lysimachos

could not dominate Athenian life the way Demetrios Poliorketes had.
* * *

c) The "reconciliation’ of the late 290s
Scholars comment that in the regime established by Demetrios 

Poliorketes in 294 there occurred a political reconciliation among the 

leading men of Athens who in the past had pursued different political 

causes: Olympiodoros, Philippides of Paiania and Stratokles of Diomeia. 

The elements of the supposed reconciliation are the election of 

Olympiodoros to the archonship and even more so the honorific decree 

proposed by Stratokles in honour of Philippides of Paiania.

Scholars however are not agreed as to who instigated this 

reconciliation or what it was aiming at (if anything). Thus Dinsmoor 

envisages it primarily as a move of Stratokles towards his political 

opponent Philippides; he even goes so far as to suggest that it may have 

prepared the way for the revolt of 287 and moreover that Demetrios, 

foreseeing that the events would turn against him, put an end to 

Olympiodoros’ dictatorship. On the contrary, P. Treves asserts that such a

‘Lisimaco e Atene”, in Studi Ellenistiche, a cura di B. Virgilio, Pisa 1990,113-134, p.ll7.
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reconciliation could have never taken place without the consent or even 

the instigation of Demetrios; the concord achieved was the product of the 

will of the “comune p a d r o n e ' \ 8 9  p , Treves has been led to this 

conclusion because he assumes that Stratokles could not have functioned 

in any other way than as Demetrios’ man.

It is an observation that I find rather surprising and superficial; 

supposing that a reconciliation occurred, it could not have been under the 

auspices of Demetrios; in fact it would be quite against his best interests: 

lack of dissension between the major political personae could, in the long 

run, lead to a coalition against him. Therefore, if such a concord was 

achieved, it will have to be seen in the perspective of an initiative taken 

by the Athenian leaders themselves.

Both Treves and Dinsmoor, in their discussion of the decree for 

Philippides, are agreed that we deal here with a coming to terms between 

the party of the moderates who had governed Athens after the battle of 

Ipsos and the party rigidly loyal to Demetrios or a coalition between the 

pro-Macedonian and the extreme democratic parties as Dinsmoor phrases 

it. Since further down he describes Philippides as one of the leaders of 

the moderate democrats, he has presumably identified moderate 

democratic beliefs with pro-Macedonian sympathies (hinting at the turn 

of Athenian politicians to Kassandros).

I have already discussed how the term ‘moderate’ cannot be 

applied to those who undertook Athenian politics after the battle of 

Ipsos, as seen from the perspective of foreign relations. I also question 

the existence of a party continuously loyal to Demetrios. The perception 

of parties with a consistent political behaviour towards one ruler or the 

other distorts our picture of Athenian political behaviour. Loyalty was 

time-limited and totally dependent upon the specific historical moment. 

There had been a group of rhetores who had pursued a policy favourable 

to Demetrios in a specific historical context, there followed another

89 Dinsmoor, Archons, pp.13-4; Treves, “Dinsmoor”, p.l88. I have analysed in the previous 
chapter the reasons because of which Olympiodoros cannot be envisaged as a dictator.
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group of rhetores who favoured friendly relations with Kassandros, again 

on a very specific, d ifferen t historical occasion.

The tacit assumption is that since Stratokles had so openly 

favoured Demetrios and his officials, he could necessarily have been 

continuously averse to a rapprochement between Athens and Demetrios’ 

adversaries, Kassandros in particular.

The assumption fails to take account of the fact that we do not 

know what sort of policy Stratokles pursued after Demetrios had been 

denied access to Athens in 301. Furthermore, we are completely in the 

dark as to the attitude he adopted towards Lachares.

That a politician favoured one ruler at some point did not 

necessarily bring about his constant hostility towards his rivals. That 

Philippides of Paiania favoured a rapprochement with Kassandros does 

not inevitably have to mean that, in the past, he had been hostile to 

Demetrios. Conversely, that Stratokles manifestly demonstrated his 

favour towards Demetrios does not have to mean that he would 

constantly be hostile to Kassandros; only for as long as the fate of Athens 

was inextricably bound with that of Demetrios.

Still, the fact that Stratokles, the supposed adherent of Demetrios, 

carried an honorific decree for Philippides of Paiania, the man who had 

helped to turn Athens’ policy towards a rapprochement with Kassandros, 

Demetrios’ bitter enemy needs further attention. Though quite vague in 

formulation and in its recording of Philippides’ exploits, the decree 

nonetheless was an open approval of Athens’ past policy. More specific 

mention would inevitably involve Kassandros and would irritate 

Demetrios.

What were Stratokles^ motives for proposing such a decree? I would 

be tempted not to exclude personal gain as his motive, given Philippides’ 

wealth, but this has to remain purely conjectural. The climate in Athens 

towards Demetrios would have surely been different from that of the 

Four Years War. Moreover, Demetrios was no longer present, which in 

turn meant that Stratokles could not count on benefits from that side. It
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is possible that Stratokles made the move towards Philippides in order to 

present a more likeable image of himself; by putting the honorific decree 

to the vote he would have made the demos doubt his adherence to 

Demetrios Poliorketes.

Whatever Stratokles’ motives, the decree represented an approval 

of Athens’ past policy of rapprochement with Kassandros, one of the 

very few ways left to the Athenians to express, however indirectly, their 

falling out with Demetrios.

Other than that, it is rather difficult to adopt Dinsmoor’s view and 

think that this ‘coming to terms’ opened the way to the revolt of 287, 

either on purpose or coincidentally. Such a hypothesis presupposes active 

political co-existence. Were Olympiodoros, Philippides and Stratokles 

simultaneously active in the Athenian political life? It does not seem that 

way. Philippides was at the very end of his career, and we do not hear of 

him after 293/2. Similarly, we do not hear of Stratokles, and it is possible 

that he died before the revolt of 287. There remains Olympiodoros, but 

his power was effectively confined to the limits of the archonship. 

Athenian spirits might have been orientated towards revolting but that

came about only when the international situation favoured it.
* * *
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vii. Demochares

a) The view o>l_G.JMarasco on Demochares" policy
Demochares of Leukonoe, nephew of Demosthenes, is perhaps the 

only Athenian leader in the period that not only has not attracted 

criticism, but is regarded as a true heir to his uncle’s patriotic policy. He 

was active in the last decade of the fourth century and a contemporary of 

Stratokles. Then he went to exile to return only in 286/5.

To the best of my knowledge, there is only one book on 

Demochares, by Gabriele Marasco.^O The book is an effort to cover 

every aspect of Demochares’ career: those of the orator, the statesman 

and finally that of the historian. Marasco has managed to assemble all 

the bits and pieces of evidence referring to Demochares as well as 

fragments of his historical work and rhetorical activity; inevitably, his 

book is going to recur in my chapter as a point of reference.

The starting point of Marasco’s study is Demochares’ democratic 

ideals. Too much emphasis is laid on these thereafter as in fact has been 

the case with any other scholar who has commented on Demochares’ 

politics. It is the final clauses of the decree in his honour that are 

basically responsible for this reputation. I do not deny altogether this 

reputation but I do wish to draw attention to the fact that this in 

combination with his relationship to Demosthenes may prevent us from 

appreciating Demochares’ activities and from setting them in their 

appropriate context.

Marasco has argued that Demochares was firmly attached to the 

political directives of Demosthenes, that is opposition to M a c e d o n i a .9 1  

Demosthenes, before 338, had employed every means to throw Athens 

into war with Macedonia. Did Demochares employ a similar policy? 

That he was exiled as a result of his conflict with Stratokles does not 

offer proof of solid anti-Macedonian activity along the lines of 

Demosthenes’ policy. There is testimony that he expressed his 

disapproval of the policy of bestowing honours on Demetrios Poliorketes,

Democare.
Democare, p.25.
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his mistress and prominent officials in his service, but on the other hand 

there is no evidence that he actually urged the Athenians to revolt. 

Neither is his active involvement in Athenian policy after the revolt of 

287 indicative of political behaviour identifiable with that of his uncle. 

That Demochares strove for Athens’ liberty does not carry the same 

political weight as if he had advocated a hostile policy towards Demetrios 

before the revolt. Moreover he was in exile and most probably returned 

only after the political and military situation was stabilised. It seems to 

me that what has led scholars to identify Demochares’ policy with that of 

Demosthenes is precisely their family relationship.

Marasco undermines the significance of Demochares’ policy on the 

basis of the generally limited scope of politics that Athens could exercise 

in those days. Moreover, he maintains that Demochares was anchored in 

the past and^ far from being adjusted to the new reality, he was still 

attached to the ideals and political forms of the past. I find it extremely 

difficult to believe that our information bears out such an assertion. On 

the contrary I would like to stress the multiplicity and ample scope of 

Demochares’ activities and of Athenian politics as a whole, particularly in 

the 280s; when we turn to the aitesis of his nephew Laches for 

posthumous honours for his uncle we get the impression of a man 

seriously involved in every aspect of political activity ([Plut], X, Orat Vit 

851e-f)?^ As we shall see further below he in fact became engaged in 

quite large scale diplomacy.
* * *

b) Was Demochares a strategodl
It is a crux whether Demochares had at some point held the 

strategia. Pseudo- Plutarch and Polybius provide us with vague 

information about the military aspect of Demochares’ career. Pseudo- 

Plutarch records that he excelled in war and that he was worse than none 

in political speeches {X. Orat V it 847c), but he does not actually mention

92 The actual decree of the demos for Demochares has not been preserved; Pseudo-Plutarch 
has preserved the demand of his nephew Laches which was accompanied apparently with a 
list of his uncle’s deeds; presumably, the actual decree would have incorporated this list.
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that he had held any kind of generalship. It would appear that the people 

held a similar opinion; when they awarded him a statue, the sculptor 

chose to depict him in the way he had appeared before the ekklesia when 

Antipatros had demanded the surrender of certain orators: wearing the 

chiton and carrying a sword. Marasco denies the credibility of the notice 

and advances the explanation of the intervention of a probably periegetic 

source who tried to explain the symbolism of the statue.93 His main 

objections are two: the atmosphere was intimidating enough to discourage 

any display of bravado, and, secondly, armed appearance in the ekklesia 

was contrary to democratic practice. Starting from the second objection: 

an armed appearance would surely be quite extraordinary; but times after 

the Lamian War were quite extraordinary too and rules and customs 

could be easily overridden. Marasco’s own view of the problem is that 

the sword simply symbolises Demochares’ military activity.94 Such an 

explanation is possible but it would imply that Demochares had achieved 

great success in the military field. I would not discard this piece of 

evidence and I would prefer, instead, to take sides with Habicht in 

believing that we should at least attribute credibility to the basic point of 

the notice, that of Demochares’ opposition to Antipatros.^^ In this 

perspective, the depiction has more to do with Demochares’ fierceness on 

the bench and his courage to stand up against Macedonian demands rather 

than his performance in the battlefield.^^ Moreover, the decree in his 

honour as preserved by Pseudo-Plutarch does not record any generalship. 

On the other hand Polybius (XII.13.5) records specifically that the 

Athenians honoured him by electing him to the generalship but 

unfortunately does not give any chronological indication. Since 

Demochares spent most of his life in exile, the span available for a 

strategia of his is considerably reduced. A possibility would be the re-

93 Davies {APF, p.l42) also expresses his doubts as to the credibility of this anecdotal 
evidence, on the grounds that it is quite dubious whether he was politically active already in 
322; but, as Davies admits, the age of Demochares’ mother does permit a birth year in the 
350s for Demochares, which, in turn, makes it very plausible that he was already involved in 
politics in 322.
94 Democare, p.25 and n.l5; p.27 and n.l6.
95 Athen, p.254.
96 For Demochares’ parrhesis. Polybius, XII.13.8; Cicero, Brutus S32 6̂', Seneca, De Ira 3.23.2.
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acquisition of Eleusis, which is ascribed to Demochares’ credit but this 

was too important an occasion to fail to mention a generalship.

We have to consider various possibilities: it could be that not every 

detail has been preserved in the aitesis, which does not seem very likely 

since there have been preserved in detail the results of his diplomatic 

missions; therefore, Pseudo-Plutarch must have followed his source very 

closely. Another possibility is that Laches deliberately chose to refer to 

specific deeds rather than offices which did not bring about anything 

spectacular. In this case the supposed generalship would have to be 

dissociated both from the Four Years War and from the recovery of 

Eleusis; the span of time available would have to be reduced to the years 

following the recovery which occurred between September 285 and May 

284.97 The final possibility is that Polybius inferred  that Demochares 

acted in the capacity of a general, which seems to me to be the likeliest 

possibility;^^ if the Athenians had honoured Demochares by electing him 

to the generalship after the recovery of Eleusis, Laches would have 

mentioned it.
* * *

c) Demochares* first period of activity (the fourth century)
Demochares was active in different fields: participation in 

embassies, putting decrees to the vote and restoration of the walls 

comprise the basic elements of Demochares’ activity: “e'üepyéx'n ^at 

ao^PouXco yeyovoxi àya0œ  xco Sfjpco xœv ’AGrivaicov Kal ebepyexriKOXi 

XÔV ôfjpov xàôe TtpeoPebovxi Kal ypacpovxi Kal TcoX-ixe'oopevcp.” 

(851d).99 ii is notable that Laches puts emphasis on the diplomatic aspect 

of his career; more than ten lines are devoted to the conclusion of a peace 

treaty with the Boiotians and to his successful efforts to approach 

Lysimachos and Ptolemy via embassies.

97 Shear, “Kallias”, pp.84-5 for the date.
98 See Marasco, Democare, p.l89 on Polybius’ sources on Demochares; he suggests that 
Polybius could have employed the testimonies of Duris and of Hieronymus of Kardia,
9 9  “because he became a benefactor and a good councillor of the Athenians and because he 
became a benefactor of the people by participating in these embassies, by propodiia<j 
tk e se  d e c r e e s '  and by exercising politics in this manner.... Building of the walls...”.
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Demochares came to prominence in the period of the Four Years 

War, at the same time with Stratokles. Very little is known about his 

career before that period. There is a single testimony as to his opposition 

to Antipatros’ demands in 322 ([Plut,] X. Orat V it 847c) but we lack 

substantial information on his conduct during the regime established by 

Antipatros. Polybius (XII.13.7-12) records that a lot of Antipatros’ friends 

had accused Demochares of prostitution. Regardless of the veracity of 

the statement, the testimony indicates a hostility between Demochares on 

the one hand and Antipatros and his Athenian friends on the other. In 

the same passage, Polybius records that Demochares wrote against 

Demetrios Phalereus’ regime, but there is no explicit evidence as to open 

conflict between the two. Marasco suggests that an indirect evidence is 

afforded by the involvement of Demochares in the charge of impiety 

against Theophrastus; given the charges of Demochares against Aristotle 

and the close association of Demetrios Phalereus with the Peripatetics and 

also in combination with the testimony of Polybius, Marasco infers that 

there was a more energetic opposition to Demetrios Phalereus on 

Demochares’ part. As a consequence, Marasco argues quite plausibly that 

Demochares must have been one of the leading politicians behind the 
attempt at rapprochement with Antigonos M o n o p h t h a l m o s . ^ ^ O  Accepting 

this suggestion, we come up with interesting results as to Demochares’ 

attitude towards the Diadochoi and his adaptability to the circumstances: 

he too, like Demades, attempted to take advantage of strife among the 

Diadochoi. Furthermore, it is thus implied that he favoured the 

Antigonids, to a certain degree.

Demochares however did not express his gratitude to the 

Antigonids in 307, at least not in the same manner as Stratokles did. He 

largely owes his reputation of being an ardent democrat (or even extreme, 

according to Dinsmoor) to the fact that he did not try to establish a closer 

link with Demetrios and his officials through the distribution of honours; 

at least no honorific decree passed by him has been preserved. In this

100 Democare, pp.32-5.
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sense, yes we could say that he was old-fashioned. However, one cannot 

ascribe to him a reaction against Stratokles’ policies before 303. The 

incident in 303 (Plut, Demetr. 24.3-5) has already been referred to; it is 

legitimately supposed that Demochares was among those who had 

proposed the decree against Demetrios’ interference. The proposal of 

such a decree indicates that the proposers had not been aware of the fact 

that Demetrios had not simply and only liberated Athens to realise his 

father’s previous proclamation of autonomy for the Greeks. Before this 

incident, Demochares simply did not interfere with Stratokles’ policies. 

The pejorative picture he draws in his historical work of Athenian 

behaviour towards Demetrios and his officials {FGH15, F 1, 2) belongs to 

a period after 307 or even 304 and it seems to me unlikely that his 

history, at least the part concerning Demetrios Poliorketes, was in 

circulation before his exile.^^1

The Four Years War witnessed the co-ordinated action of military 

officials and orators. Demochares saw to the stockpiling of weapons and 

to the restoration of Athens’ walls and defences in co-operation with 

Habron, Lykourgos’ son, who was then ho epi tei dioikesei {IG  11̂  463, 

1.36): “ o lK 0 0 o ) if |v  x8i% cov K a l T ta p a o K e u fiv  Ô7iX,cov K a l PeXœv K a l  

p r ix a v r ip à x c ù v  K a l oxupcoaapE V C p x f |v  tto X iv  ettI  x o u  X E xp aE xoû ç  

TtoXépo'ü” ([Plut], X. Orat. Vit. 851e). The evidence afforded by this 

passage, when combined with the decree for the restoration of the Long
2 p r o p o s f d

Walls (IG  II 463) suggests that it was Demochares who the actual 

decree of the restoration. As in the Lykourgos decree, it is

not recorded in which capacity Demochares was acting.^^2 n  seems to

101 Ferguson A, p.171) thought that Demochares wrote his Histories between 280 and 270, 
after he had withdrawn from public life. Against this view Marasco {Democare, p.88) argued 
that at least the part of his work concerning Demetrios Phalereus must have been in 
circulation long before that date because Demetrios seems to have replied (Polybius, XII.13.12); 
additionally, the contents of the Histories provide us with the image of a very active 
politician. I would think that Marasco has a point with regard to the part involving Demetrios 
Phalereus, but it is rather incredible that Demetrios Poliorketes would have tolerated a work 
against him.
^02 H. N. Fowler (Loeb ed., 1936, p.452, n.4) adopts Westermann’s view that after 
TToA-ixeuoiiévcp in the introductory clause there is a gap to be filled by a qualification such as 
àei Ka?icûç Kal KaGapôç Kal Kaxeipyaaapévcp, and not something involving an election.

Marasco {Democare, p.49 and n.40) is certain that Demochares, in organising the 
modernisation of the defences of Attika, was acting in the capacity of the general; he bases 
his view on [Plut.], X. Orat. Vit. 847c where Demochares is described as kai kata polemon
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me quite dubious whether he was in fact acting in any particular, official 

capacity (whatever that might be); as the clause is formulated it might 

simply point to proposal of decrees, without this having to be ascribed in 

the framework of a particular office.

During 305/4 there is evidence that he co-operated again with 

Habron, who at the time held the office of the Treasurer of the Military 

Fund {IG i f  1492, 11.123,127): he was the one to propose the accumulation 

of funds, another aspect of his effort to increase Athens’ possibilities to 

sustain a siege. Marasco has observed the parallel between Demochares’ 

activities and those of Lykourgos as well as the fact that individuals who 

had once been associated with Lykourgos were now active again.^^^ 

Accordingly, he views the political climate as analogous to that of the era 

of Lykourgos when individuals with diverse political convictions had co

operated. But analogies should not be pushed too far; the situation in 307 

(and in the next few years) was such that it made unthinkable any lack of 

co-operation.

Marasco envisages Demochares’ defensive policy as a reaction

against the neglect of military preparations during the regime of

Demetrios Phalereus, without ignoring the factor of the threat posed by

K a s s a n d r o s .1 9 4  i would think that this latter was the only consideration

of Demochares as well as of any other Athenian. We simply do not know

what Demochares would have done had war not been in progress.
*  *  *

The alliance with Boiotia
During the Four Years War apart from Olympiodoros’ mission to 

Aitolia there is also recorded Demochares’ mission to Boiotia, though 

there is no precise chronological indication. ([Plut.], X. Orat V it 851e).^05

agathos. As I have explained above this is no solid argument on which to base an argument 
about a generalship, and the decree argues against it.
103 Democare, p.41 and n.l3.
104 Democare, p.49.
105 G. De Sanctis offered an extremely radical interpretation of the “TexpaeTOVÇ 7toA,éfiou” 
mentioned in the decree for Demochares {Scritti minori, pp.291-3). In his view, this war cannot 
possibly be identified with the war conducted between Demetrios and Kassandros and 
consequently the Athenian alliance with Boiotia cannot possibly belong in the very last years 
of the fourth century. His basic objection is that the aforementioned war was not a four
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Ferguson prefers to date it to the beginning of the war in 306 since there 

is inscriptional evidence of friendly relations between Athens and Boiotia 

in March 306.^^  ̂ He conjectures that the Boiotians had probably joined 

Kassandros initially to be talked into an alliance by Demochares later. 

Under this perspective this alliance (coupled with Olympiodoros’ success) 

represents an effort to secure Athens’ borders against an attack of 

Kassandros by land who thus could only attack by sea. Ferguson assumes 

that the Boiotians changed sides in the course of the war; thus, 

Kassandros was able to advance rapidly to the Attic frontier in 304. In 

the final stage of the war Demetrios Poliorketes forced Kassandros to 

retreat beyond Thermopylai and concluded an alliance with the Boiotians 

(Plut, Demetr. 23.3; D.S., XX.100.6). Marasco’s view on the other hand is 

that the alliance concluded by Demochares should be dated later than 306 

and should be identified with the alliance concluded by Demetrios.107 

According to this interpretation, Demochares’ alliance is subordinate to 

the wider context of Demetrios’ policy and it does not represent 

independent Athenian action. My own view of the problem is that 

Ferguson is along the right lines. A victorious Demetrios could have 

easily induced the Boiotians to ally themselves with him without the 

agency of an Athenian politician. Additionally, how likely is it that the 

decree would have referred to an act that facilitated Demetrios’ efforts? 

Thus, Demochares’ policy has to be seen under the perspective of 

independent policy, undertaken solely for the safety of Athens.

As has already been mentioned in 303/2 he crossed swords with 

Stratokles and went to exile only to return in 286 (Plut., Demetr. 24.4- 
5).108

years war either for the Athenians or for Demetrios. Instead, De Sanctis identifies it with the 
war conducted a couple of decades later by Demetrios against the Aitolians, the Boiotians and 
Pyrrhos. This view implies that the decree does not stick to a chronological order of events 
with regard to Demochares’ career and, perhaps more significantly, that Demochares 
appeared very late in the political scene, which though not a unique phenomenon (cf. the case 
of Philippides of Paiania), would certainly be unusual. Besides, De Sanctis’ calculations of the 
duration of the war results in c. three and a half years.

HA, pp.115-6 and n.2.
107 Democare, p.50.
^08 L C. Smith, “Demochares of Leuconoe and the Dates of his Exile”, Historia 11, 1962, 115- 
118.
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* * *

d) Diplomacy on a large scale after 287

Demochares re-appeared on the Athenian political scene in the 280s 

(he had been in exile for more than fifteen years). His main fields of 

activity were two: organisation of Athenian finance (and cutting down the 

expenses) and foreign policy.

Reducing the expenses of the administration would seem to fall 

naturally in the activities of ho epi tei dioikesei but the aitesis does not 

actually ascribe Demochares this title; it is possible though that Laches is 

interested in describing the results of his having been elected to this 

office.1^9

In his foreign policy he united and even took advantage of the 

efforts of previous politicians to widen Athens’ directions and approach 

the Diadochoi. More specifically, Demochares took advantage of the 

philia established between Philippides of Kephale and Lysimachos; his 

policy is also aligned with the policy of rapprochement with Ptolemy 

which was carried out previously by Phaidros.1^0 Phaidros and Philippides 

of Kephale had established the essential links and facilitated Demochares’ 

efforts to secure corn and money for Athens. He was at the same time 

laying down the guidelines of Athenian foreign policy as well as 

undertaking the responsibility to carry it out himself. It is recorded in 

the aitesis that he himself was an ambassador to Lysimachos twice and to 

Antipatros while he proposed an embassy to Ptolemy. All these missions 

had the specific aim to facilitate Athens’ struggle against Demetrios for 

the re-acquisition of the Peiraieus and the forts.

Shear has endorsed rightly, as I believe, the view of Ferguson and 

of Tarn that Demochares must have spent his exile in Lysimachos’ 

court.1^1 In this perspective and as a result he would have formed the 

connections that proved instrumental in his approach to Lysimachos after

Both Marasco {Democare, p.71) and Shear (“Kallias”, p.80) think that this was the actual 
office.
^̂ 0 The date of Phaidros’ embassy to Ptolemy of Egypt has already been discussed and I 
have concluded that it should antedate Athens’ revolt from Demetrios Poliorketes in 287. 

Ferguson, HA, p.l37; Tarn, Gonatas, p.42; Shear, “Kallias”, p.80.
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the revolt. That Demochares undertook missions to Lysimachos’ court, 

but not to Ptolemy’s, is indirect evidence that he had personal 

connections in the former’s court, but not in the latter’s. In this 

perspective, it is not unreasonable to assume that during his exile his 

status was in effect that of a philos of Lysimachos. This in turn suggests 

that Demochares as well, far from being anchored in the past, employed 

the new means in Athenian foreign policy, the philia with a king. I would 

even venture to advance the hypothesis that he largely owed his 

prominent position in the 280s precisely to these connections.

The embassy to Ptolemy proposed by Demochares would have 

probably been one of those that co-operated with Kallias of Sphettos, 

after his departure from Attika.^l^ proposing this mission Demochares 

consciously exploited the philia between Kallias and Ptolemy.

The identification of Antipatros has been problematic. It was once 

thought that he must have been one of Kassandros’ sons, a view which 

would place Demochares’ mission before 294 (the year of Demetrios’ 

accession to the throne of Macedonia). The most recent commentators 

however identify Antipatros with Antipatros Etesias who was king of 

Macedonia for forty five days in 279 (D. S., XXII.4).113 Even accepting 

this identification, the dating of Demochares’ mission remains 

problematic. If we accept that the decree sticks to a strict; chronological 

order, then the mission to Antipatros has to precede the recovery of 

Eleusis in c. 285-4, since it is mentioned immediately before. Shear dates 

the mission to Antipatros very closely with those to Lysimachos; he 

adopts Tarn’s plausible suggestion that Antipatros had sought refuge as 

an exile in Lysimachos’ court, thus implying that Antipatros and 

Demochares met in Lysimachos’ court, in the course of one of the 

embassies to Lysimachos in 286.11̂  His view is upheld by Marasco who

Kallias decree, 11.40-3; Shear, “Kallias”, pp.25, 82. The Ptolemy of the Demochares decree 
should be identified with Ptolemy I and not with Ptolemy II; this latter view is suggested by 
Osborne {Naturalization II, p.l56, n.678)

So Marasco, Democare, pp.73-4; also Shear, “Kallias”, p.82 and n.225, for previous views on 
Antipatros’ identity.

Tarn, Gonatas, p.37; Shear, “Kallias”, p.82; in fact Shear does not state clearly where the 
two had met.
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argues in addition that Antipatros Etesias would hardly be in a position to 

help Athens in 279, due to the invasion of the Gauls.ü^

Yet, the problem with this view is that the decree records the 

encounter with Antipatros as a separate official mission, different from 

that to Lysimachos; the latter is the first mission to be recorded, then 

comes the embassy to Ptolemy and finally that to Antipatros. I would 

suggest then that with regard to the second phase of his career the decree 

records different kinds of achievements: all the embassies are grouped 

together and in chronological order, but the recovery of Eleusis stands as 

a separate deed. In this perspective the embassy to Antipatros could have 

taken place precisely in 279, when he was king; he might have counted on 

Athenian help to repulse the Gauls. Besides, if Antipatros was an exile 

before 279, how could he have been in control of such resources as to 

give Athens twenty talents? However, the suggestion of Shear as to the 

place of their initial encounter remains valid and we could thus view this 

mission of Demochares in the perspective of philia networks.

Demochares then irrevocably widened Athens’ diplomatic horizons 

and established a much more energetic presence of Athens on the 

international scene.
* * *

The recovery o f Eleusis
It is ascribed to Demochares’ credit that he managed to recover the 

fort of Eleusis, sometime in the 280s, after the revolt of 287. There is 

nothing in the decree to imply military action and P. Gauthier has 

persuasively advanced the view that Eleusis was recovered via 

d i p l o m a c y . H i s  basic points are the following: firstly, the garrisons 

would be willing to negotiate after Demetrios’ surrender to Seleukos and 

while Antigonos’ authority and resources were considerably reduced; in

11̂  Democare, pp.73-4.
116 “La réunification”, pp.368-72; he has even advanced the parallel of the recovery of the 
Peiraieus in 229, when the Macedonian garrison, or rather its commander, was bribed out of 
the fort.
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the decrees of the period there is no mention of military aid;ll^ only 

requests for grain and money; the decrees of the period connect these 

requests explicitly with the recovery of the forts and the Peiraieus. 

Eleusis then most probably came back into Athenian hands by the 

employment of persuasion and even bribery. As I have already 

mentioned Laches would not have failed to mention his uncle’s military 

deeds, had any occurred.

If bribery was the basic means for the recovery of Eleusis, it was 

not something to be recorded in an honorific decree (though it is possible 

that there had occurred some minor assaults on the fort). The omission of 

the means is indicative of the Athenian attitude towards such a non- 

glorious means. It is certain that nothing heroic is involved, otherwise 

Laches would have mentioned it. On a second level, accepting that 

Eleusis became once again Athenian via diplomacy, certain conclusions 

can be deduced concerning Demochares’ range of activities and 

responsibility. That he had to come in constant contact with the 

Macedonian garrison, or rather its leader, gave him ample space for 

initiative. To what extent is it likely that he reported to the demos each 

time he had a meeting with the phrourarch? It is a pity, however, that 

these transactions have not left a trace.

It is significant that Demochares substituted military action for 

diplomacy which is indicative of a development of more ‘sophisticated’ 

techniques.
* * *

Demochares and Antigonos Gonatas
Next to nothing is known about Demochares after 280/79, the date 

that he proposed honours for his uncle Demosthenes. The only 

information we possess consists of a curious anecdote, found in Diogenes 

Laertius (VII.14), according to which Demochares told Zeno, the Stoic 

philosopher, that he could ask anything from Antigonos Gonatas and it

This point could be doubted since the decree for Bithys (/67 i f  808) points to some sort of 
military presence; nonetheless, the fact remains that there is no hint in the sources of military 
activity specifically involving Eleusis.
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would be granted; Zeno, allegedly, never spoke to Demochares again.118 

Ferguson and Tarn had once thought that Demochares was taking care of 

his personal interests;^^^ on this point I would agree with Erskine, firstly 

that it is quite dubious whether Zeno responded in this manner and 

secondly that there is no way in which Demochares could have benefited 

personally, since Antigonos was away from Athens; his request must have 

necessarily been of political nature, probably concerning the P e i r a i e u s . ^ 2 0  

Erskine has ingeniously combined with this evidence another anecdote 

according to which Zeno negotiated with Antigonos on behalf of the 

Athenians (Aelian, V H  7.14) and has concluded that there was “a desire 

for dialogue on the part of the extreme democrats”. I would prefer not 

to employ the term “extreme democrat” particularly with regard to 

Demochares, but in any case, this rapprochement, however, is indicative 

not only of the difficulties that Athens was facing, but it also shows that 

Demochares was a much more flexible politician than commonly thought, 

adjusted to the circumstances and ready to employ every diplomatic

means, in this case the intervention of a philosopher.
* * *

Ever since Tarn, it has been a dominant view that Antigonos Gonatas was closely 
associated with Zeno. Recently, however, first Habicht {Untersuchungen, pp.68-75 ) and later 
Erskine {The Hellenistic Stoa, pp.79-84) challenged this view; Habicht maintained that 
Antigonos had no access to Athens after 287 and, consequently, he was not in touch with 
Zeno; Erskine elaborated on the point and maintained that if there has to be a connection 
between Antigonos and Zeno, this has to be before 287 because thereafter the philosopher was 
disappointed by Antigonos’ policies. As to the great number of anecdotes concerning Zeno 
and Antigonos, Erskine argues persuasively that their origin is Perseus, Zeno’s pupil, who 
needed to emphasize and strengthen his friendship with Antigonos and his place in the king’s 
court.

HA, p.l72; Gonatas, p.94, n.ll 
Hellenistic Stoa, pp.87-9.
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viii. Concluding remarks

The pattern of leadership that can be established demonstrates that, 

especially after 318, military men are invested with increased authority 

and responsibility when war is either imminent or in progress (with the 

notable exception of Phaidros who was active before the revolt of 287, or 

even Lachares). The traditional rhetores, on the other hand, are always 

prominent and they lay down the guidelines of Athenian policy.

It would emerge that there is always a division of labour between 

rhetores and strategoi in the sense that the former do not assume the 

generalship whereas the latter do not undertake the responsibility of 

proposii^g d e c r e e s .
From 338 to 323 both diplomacy and military organisation were 

entirely (with the exception of Phokion) in the hands of the rhetores: 

Demosthenes at first, most notably Lykourgos, and even Demades. 

Particularly the latter two were in a position to control and even prevent 

military action.

Evidence is very scanty with regard to the relations between the 

two groups of the strategoi and the rhetores, it is rather inferred than 

directly testified by the sources. Phokion and Demades participated in 

embassies together but there is no evidence of actual co-operation 

between 322 and 318. The pair Demades - Phokion is quite interesting: 

Phokion was the man who came to the front while Demades was the one 

to draw the lines of policy and even operate behind the scenes; on the 

other hand, to a great extent, he also exercised influence from within the 

ekklesia by putting decrees to the vote while Phokion operated outside of 

it, in direct contact with the Macedonians.

It is during the Four Years War that we can conclude with a 

reasonable degree of certainty that there was co-operation between the 

two groups; The general Olympiodoros secured the alliance of Aitolia 

while the orator Demochares concluded an alliance with Boiotia; 

Demochares prc>po5 Go(. the decree for the restoration of the Attic 

defences while the responsibility of preparing for the war was delegated
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to six generals in charge of the preparations. It is significant, however, 

that it is principally Stratokles who proposed, d e c re e s  while there is 

no trace of decrees of the general Olympiodoros or any other military 

man.

After the battle of Ipsos we can infer the co-operation, or at least 

the common political orientation of the general Lachares, of Philippides 

of Paiania and of the poet Poseidippos.

As has already been mentioned the generals assumed a very 

important role throughout the revolt of 287 as well as in its aftermath; 

after the peace the responsibility of foreign policy was undertaken by a 

rhetofj Demochares^ but the generals continued to be active 

diplomatically.

The Chremonidean War was the product of the joined efforts of 

three generals - Glaukon, Kallippos and Aristeides -, and of a rhetor^ 

Chremonides. It has to be noted, however, that Chremonides might have 

held a military office as well; His subsequent career in Ptolemy’s court

comprised both the activities of a counsellor and that of an admiral.
* * *

The main task of the rhetores of the time was to establish some 

sort of connection with one king or the other; not only that, but 

connections with a king became the main platform to prominence in 

political life. Their role is impossible to assess unless seen in the 

perspective of flexibility and opportunism.

It has to be noted that the Athenian attitude towards the rulers of 

Macedonia and the others is not static; Athens proceeds from military 

opposition to employment of diplomacy. The Athenian diplomacy 

depends on the changes in the balance of power; the impression is that at 

least until the revolt of 287, the Athenian diplomacy is more 

opportunistic and coincidental than a conscious and consistent adoption of 

a particular political line. At first the guideline of Athenian politics was 

that Macedonia was the enemy and, consequently, Athens would take 

sides with her enemies.
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One should not fail to comment on the swiftness with which 

Athens entered the game for power among the Diadochoi and perceived 

where her interests lay, i.e., seeking the friendship and protection of the 

one against the other. The birth of this practice can be seen in the 

attempt of Athens, or rather of Demosthenes, to use Persia as a barrier 

against Macedonia. To be sure, this was a rather limited policy, and it 

was not conducted on a large scale; after Alexander’s advance in the 

Persian empire it basically consisted of simply watching and expecting 

Dareios to defeat A l e x a n d e r . i ^ l

However, the dealings of Demades with Perdikkas against 

Antipatros and slightly later those of Phokion with Polyperchon against 

Kassandros mark a significant development. The precedent of dealings 

with a distant king through intermediaries does not carry the same weight 

as coming into direct contact with the Diadochoi themselves. Clearly, the 

latter presupposed higher diplomatic skills and, furthermore, it carried 

considerable danger for the one who carried the actual policy; both the 

cases of Demades and Phokion manifestly illustrate this danger. 

Although both failed, we should at least credit Demades a will to risk. 

Phokion’s attempt was much more amateurish; rather than being the 

product of political calculation, it was an attempt dictated by quite 

personal motives of survival.

The liberation of Athens by Demetrios Poliorketes from their 

enemy of thirty years (Macedonia) led the Athenian rhetores (most 

notably Stratokles) to adopt a ‘single-minded’ policy: almost all 

diplomatic efforts were concentrated on his direction; Demetrios’ 

presence in Athens has to be considered as an important factor leading to 

this attitude.

The defeat of Demetrios at Ipsos showed the Athenians that 

‘putting all eggs in one basket’ was not a safe policy and as a result they

See G. L. Cawkwell, “Demosthenes’ policy after the Peace of Philocrates”, CQ, N.S. 13, 
1963, 120-138, esp. p.l30; while Athens refused to offer alliance to Persia against Egypt in 344, 
after 341 Demosthenes repeatedly suggested that Athens and Persia should form a defensive 
alliance against Macedonia {3d Philippic 71; 4th Philippic 33; [Dem.], 12.6. Even after the 
battle of Chaironeia, Demosthenes attempted to establish contacts with Dareios’ generals 
(Plut., Dem. 23.2).
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widened their fields of diplomatic activity. From 301 the major question 

became one of wKtch, monarch’s side they would take, and obviously 

choices were much more important than they had ever been. The choice 

seemed inevitable: Athens had to seek the support of Kassandros, 

Demetrios’ and her own enemy up to that point. Athens leaders turned to 

him purposely simply because he had been an enemy in the past and 

could be again in the future. The Athenian attitude towards Kassandros is 

characteristic in terms of political flexibility or even cynicism: not only 

did Athens not hold on to her traditional hostility but she did not hesitate 

to approach him when this was thought to be a means of protection 

against Demetrios.

Athenian diplomacy had not yet grown so sophisticated as to try 

and create a network with all of Demetrios’ enemies; it was only 

coincidental that there was created a link with Lysimachos as well 

(because of Philippides of Kephale^presence in Lysimachos’ court). It is 

possible that in 301 the Athenians truly entertained the hope that they 

could preserve their neutrality.

The return of Demetrios Poliorketes to Athens caused a temporary 

break in the Athenian quasi independent foreign policy; his departure 

brought Athens to the path of rebellion and back to the international 

scene. After her liberation in 286, Athens consciously pursued diplomacy 

on a quite broad scale; the need to regain the forts and the Peiraieus after 

287 led to the creation of a quite expanded network of relationships 

which included every single adversary of Demetrios as well as others. 

Obviously, it was the only sound policy to follow: gaining the favour of 

all the rivals of the Antigonids.

In the years to follow, almost all the adversaries of the Antigonids, 

whose favour Athens had obtained (Seleukos, Lysimachos and Pyrrhos)^ 

met their deaths; there remained only the Ptolemies to pursue a policy 

antagonistic to that of Antigonos Gonatas and to act as a barrier. Our 

sources offer a picture of almost continuous contact between Athens and 

Egypt, especially at the beginning and at the end of the 270s.
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Unfortunately, they fail us as to precise information with regard to 

Chremonides’ (or Glaukon’s) contacts with Egypt prior to the revolt. 

However, taking sides with Ptolemy was Athens’ only hope to recover the 

Peiraieus and annihilate the continuous threat posed by Antigonos 

Gonatas,
*  *  *
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CHAPTER III: HONOURS AND POLITICS

i. The kings
This chapter will examine in detail a crucial aspect of the rhetores' 

career, namely the honorific decrees they proposeet.

Distribution of honours by the poleis to various distinguished 

personalities had been quite a common phenomenon in the Classical 

period. In the Hellenistic period, however, it became an essential feature 

of the policy of the Greek cities towards the kings and their officials. 

Athens figures predominantly among the cities which honour the kings, 

Demetrios Poliorketes as well as others. The initiative for distributing 

honours to kings and to royal officials rests primarily with two individual 

orators, Demades, and later on Stratokles. Although modern historians 

have recognised the hidden political necessity, the scale of the honours 

has brought about characterisations of flattery, servility or of sacrilegious 

behaviour. The Athenian attitude is not devoid of signs of undignified 

behaviour but the present study will endeavour to abstain from labels of 

this sort. My purpose is to relate the honours to the circumstances, and to 

establish the changes in Athenian political mentality and behaviour 

towards the rulers via the honours they attribute.

The starting point of my discussion is the one established by 

Gauthier, namely, that at least in the early Hellenistic period, there is 

neither a decline in the significance of honours nor do they mark any 

moral decline of the polis. I intend to examine three categories of 

honorands: the kings, the officials in their service and the Athenian 

citizens; the pattern of development and the interaction between them: 

how does the bestowal of honours upon kings trigger and influence 

honours for Athenian citizens? Furthermore, I would like to argue that 

these honours aim primarily at the maintenance of the democracy, which 

marks an essential contradiction in Athenian politics of the period: in 

order to maintain or re-acquire their democratic constitution they have to 

pay homage to kings whose very presence threatens the existence of their 

polls.
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I have to mention beforehand that there have not been preserved

the actual decrees for Philip, Alexander and the Diadochoi, which is in

fact quite peculiar. Three possibilities are open: either the Athenians did

not inscribe on stone their decision and they simply let the kings know;

secondly, they could have sent the decrees to the kings who eventually

disposed of them; or, the decrees were set up in Athens and, at some

point, were deliberately destroyed. This last view could have some

substance with regard to Demetrios Poliorketes; we know that in 200 the

Athenians were outraged against the Antigonids and deliberately set out

to render their memory extinct. However, we do not have any evidence

of a similar discontent against the other kings. In the end, the problem is

insoluble and we will have to content ourselves with later literary

testimonia. Be that as it may, it is only with regard to Demetrios

Poliorketes that the literary sources have preserved a detailed account of

the honours conferred upon him by the Athenians.
* * *

Precedents in the classical period
The most notable honours for the various rulers are, of course, 

those concerning deification. Various Greek poleis, mostly those 

belonging to the periphery, deify the various kings in the hope of 

securing their help or in return for favourable treatment and material 

benefits. In mainland Greece, however, the phenomenon was less 

widespread.

Heroic honours for dead men was quite an ordinary phenomenon of 

Greek civilisation from very ancient times, and it was conferred upon 

founders of cities {ktistai), lawgivers or upon those who had contributed 

essential help on critical occasions. In any case, it was in return for very 

pragmatic benefits, and this is something constantly to be bornein mind; in 

E. Fredricksmeyer’s words: “the real test of divinity was functional and 

pragmatic rather than theological. Consequently, if a man like the gods 

performed great deeds and wielded great power so as to affect 

profoundly the lives and fortunes of others, for benefit or harm, he not
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only might be called divine or god. Sooner or later the time would come, 

especially when the power of the immortals became less manifest and 

reliable, when such a man would also be honored like, or as, a god and 

become the recipient of a cult.”.l Although I agree with Fredricksmeyer 

on the pragmatic function of the divinity, on the other hand I think that 

we cannot argue from the establishment of divine honours for mortals 

that faith to the traditional gods was generally diminished. I 

think that on this latter point Fredricksmeyer is picking upon a very 

specific incident, namely the ithyphallos for Demetrios Poliorketes, where 

it is indeed stated that the traditional gods do not offer any help while 

Demetrios is a powerful presence.

An interesting example from the Classical period is that of the 

Spartan general Brasidas whom the city of Amphipolis honoured, 

posthumously, as a ktistes, grateful for its liberation from Athens (Thuc., 

V.ll).

Bestowal of divine honours for living men was not entirely without 

precedents in the Classical period, no matter how disputable our cases are. 

In the late sixth and fifth century certain personages had claimed divinity 

for themselves like the doctor Menekrates, the philosophers Pythagoras 

and Empedokles.2

Although the historical consensus has it that the divine honours for 

Alexander mark the beginning of the era of ruler cult, it would appear 

that divine honours for a distinguished man during his life time begin 

with Lysandros, the Spartan admiral, at the very end of the fifth century 

or at the beginning of the fourth.^ Recently L. J. Sanders has offered the 

attractive hypothesis that Dionysios I of Syracuse also had his share of

 ̂ “On the background of Ruler-Cult”, in Studies in honour o f C F. Edson, Thessaloniki 
1981,145-156, p.l48.
2 For Menekrates; Plut., Ages. 21.5; [Plut.], Mor. 191a, 213a; Ael., V H. 12.51; Suidas, s.v. 
ArmotSrjç; Athen., VII.289a-290a; for Pythagoras see W. D. Ross (ed.), Aristotelis Fragmenta 
Selecta, Oxford 1959, pp.130-2; for Empedokles see H. Diels, Die Fragnfnte der Vorsokratiker, 
Berlin 1952 (6th ed.). Vol. I, Katharmoi B. frg.112.4-9.
3 Duris, FGH16, F21; Plut., Lys. 18.5-6 (transmitting Duris); Paus., X.9.7; historical consensus 
has on the whole accepted the validity of the testimonies on a cult for Lysandros. See, for 
instance, P. Cartledge, Agesilaos and the Crisis o f Sparta, London 1987, pp.83-96. E. Badian, 
however, has denied that Lysandros was honoured during his lifetime. (“Deification”, pp.34- 
6); he infers that the passage of Duris focuses on the wisdom of the young Plato, which I find 
rather implausible.
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divine honours, thus providing a link between the divine honours for 

Lysandros and those for Alexander.^ Sanders has even attributed the 

Syracusan example decisive influence on other rulers like Klearchos the 

tyrant of Herakleia Pontika and especially on Philip II.5

It is reported that the city of Pydna honoured king Amyntas of 

Macedonia and even that Amphipolis honoured Philip II, but these cases 

are far more dubious.^ However, Philip in particular, even if he had not 

been awarded divine honours, had demonstrated aspirations in that 

direction, like giving his own name to cities and having his statue carried 

in procession alongside those of the twelve gods (D.S., XVL95).

It is certainly true that our evidence is quite scanty and peripheral 

and one simply cannot draw definite conclusions, but still the ground was 

to a certain extent prepared for the establishment of the ruler-cult in the 

Hellenistic period..
* * *

a) Philip and Athens
After having briefly examined the precedents of ruler cult we can 

return to the case of Athens. Before getting to the notorious bestowal of 

divine honours upon Demetrios Poliorketes it is imperative to treat the 

subject of Athens’ honorific behaviour towards Philip II and Alexander.

The first king to be honoured after the battle of Chaironeia was 

Philip II. The initiative rests with the orator Demades who had concluded 

the peace treaty with Philip on quite favourable terms for Athens.

Admittedly, our evidence with regard to Demades’ proposals for 

Philip is quite meagre and derives from much later sources. Regarding 

Philip, there is only the statement in the pseudo-Demadic speech On the 

Twelve Years, 9: “eypa\}/a Kal OiXiTtTtcg Tip,ocç, o\)k ocpvo^p,ai”, without

4 “Dionysius I of Syracuse and the Origins of Ruler Cult in the Greek World”, Historia 41, 
1992, 275-287, esp. pp.279ff.
5 Memnon, FGH434, FI; Justin, XV.5.8-12; [Plut], Mar. 338b (on Klearchos).
6 Schol., Dem., Olyn. 1.5; Aristides, 38.480, p.415 (Dindorf) for both Amyntas and Philip. 
Habicht {Gottmenshenturn, p.l2) has associated the cult of Philip at Amphipolis with the 
establishment of a democratic regime by Philip in 359. E. Badian, on the other hand, has 
discarded the evidence for both Amyntas and Philip (“Deification”, p.40); whereas E. 
Fredricksmeyer (“Divine Honors”,- p.51 and n.39) asserts that a temple of Amyntas did exist at 
Pydna; he is more sceptical about Philip and Amphipolis but he does believe that Philip 
entertained ideas of divinity (p.52).
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any further definition of the timai. In Plutarch’s L ife  o f Demosthenes 

(22.3) it is recorded that the Athenian demos voted citizenship for Philip 

and his descendants; Diodorus in the context of the marriage of Philip 11’s 

daughter, Kleopatra, refers to an Athenian embassy bringing a golden 

crown for Philip (XVL92). It is possible that Demades had proposed the 

mission.^

A piece of crucial evidence comes from Pausanias (1.9.4) who states 

that there was a statue of Philip erected in the agora (which was later to 

be found in the Odeion), and there is no compelling reason to reject this 

testimony. Philip’s case then marks a significant turn in Athenian 

honorific practices: the past had a foreign ruler been awarded a

statue. This honour had b e e n  nor»Mci//y confined to Athenian citizens: the 

tyrannicides, probably Kleon, and the victorious generals of the fourth 

century.

The vexed problem with Philip’s honours (as with Alexander’s) is 

whether divine honours were also voted for him in Athens. The only 

relevant testimony comes from a considerably later source, Clement of 

Alexandria {Protrepticus 4.54.2-6). Clement states that the Athenians 

voted by means of a law the worshipping of Philip at Kynosarges. 

Habicht discards this evidence without giving any justification.^ On the 

contrary, E. A. Fredricksmeyer, based primarily on the historicity of 

Clement’s account concerning the deification of Demetrios Poliorketes, 

suggests the credibility of his testimony about Philip as well.9 An 

additional ‘internal’ argument of Fredricksmeyer is that the case of 

Philip is coupled, syntactically, with that of Demetrios; he emphasises that 

Clement would not include a testimony that would discredit his account 

as a whole. However, contemporary sources are manifestly silent about a 

deification of Philip by Athens. Hyperides for instance could have at 

least alluded to it when he described what Athens and Greece had 

suffered from Macedonia and how the poleis were forced to honour

 ̂ See A. Oikonomides, “Demades”, p.l22. 
 ̂ Gottmenschentum , p.l3 

9 “Divine Honors”, pp.46-7.
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Alexander as a god {Epit 21-2). True, the argument ex silentio is quite a 

shaky methodological approach, but in this case I think it should be 

seriously considered. Tackling the problem of the silence of the sources 

Fredricksmeyer advances the suggestion that the cult of Philip was 

abolished not long after his death and that “subsequently Alexander 

acquiesced. Its short duration would explain why it is not attested in the 

extant contemporary s o u r c e s .” 10 The only possible date for this alleged 

abolition is 336, immediately after Philip’s death and before the 

destruction of Thebes by Alexander but I find it incredible that 

Alexander would have not reacted to such an event.

Gauthier has discussed the honours for Philip (and Alexander) in 

the context of a transitional period and even notes how the pattern of 

honours corresponds to the status of the recipients: the greatest for the 

king (a statue), one step below for the son (citizenship).^ The kind of 

honours conferred upon Philip betrays the ambivalent and uncertain 

disposition of the Athenians. One the one hand, Athens is still 

functioning in the traditional institutional framework of euergesia that 

she knows and treats Philip like other kings in the past (by bestowing the 

citizenship);* on the other, the Athenians modify the institution of 

euergesia to accommodate the case of Philip and they treat him as 

superior (awarding a statue). The only precedent of a foreign king being 

awarded a statue is that of king Evagoras of Salamis, at the very 

beginning of the fourth century (Isokrates, IX.57; Paus., 1.3.2). His case, 

however, is markedly different from that of Philip since he had indeed 

offered very important services to Athens by opening the way to 

relations with Persia.!^

“Divine Honors”, p.60, n.58.
Bienfaiteurs, p.44.
The statue of Evagoras is closely connected with the statue for Konon. D, M. Lewis & R. 

Stroud, in their publication of the decree rewarding Evagoras with a statue (“Athens Honors 
King Evagoras of Salamis”, Hesp. 48, 1979, 180-193) have ingeniously suggested that Evagoras 
was praised for his services to Hellas as a whole but the hidden reason was that he introduced 
Konon to Pharnabazos; Konon entered the service of the Persian king; subsequently, he 
defeated the Persian fleet at the battle of Knidos in 394 and rebuilt t.he Athenian walls with 
Persian money.
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The entire Athenian conduct until 323 (stockpiling of weapons, re

organisation of military institutions) indicates that they still believed that 

the issue of Macedonian power had not yet been settled and would be 

dealt with in the battlefield; that they awarded Philip a statue, on the 

other hand, indicates an awareness of the precariousness of their situation, 

but still they would not go to extremes.

Rewarding a foreigner, either a king or an official, with a statue, 

though not without precedent in Athens, becomes an established practice 

with the honours for Philip. The practice commencing with Philip spread 

to include the Thracian rulers as well. In the 330s Demosthenes proposed 

the erection of statues for the kings of the Pontic region Pairisades, 

Satyros and Gorgippos. Our only evidence is afforded by a passage of 

Dinarchus (1.43) in which the orator attacks Demosthenes for his proposal. 

Osborne’s view is that since Dinarchus castigated Demosthenes, the 

honours must have surely been p assed .i^  Perhaps the most conclusive 

evidence is afforded by the decree for Spartokos III in 285/4 where it is 

stated his ancestors received bronze statues in the agora and in the 

emporion.

Regardless of the fate of Demosthenes’ proposals it is worth 

commenting on the fact that a politician took the important step to 

further expand the category of recipients of statues. Demosthenes 

probably felt that the traditional honours (crown and citizenship) were 

inadequate with regard to such old benefactors, and particularly under 

the circumstances of the 330s; this inadequacy has to be connected with 

the weakening of Athens’ position in the Aegean and her difficulties in 

getting corn from the Bosporos region (the Macedonian fleet was 

present).

Dinarchus is interested in blackening Demosthenes’ motives and it 

is important to note that he is doing so showing no concern for practical 

needs of the moment. He does not seem however to attack the shift from 

citizens to foreigners, and we may in turn wonder to what extent were his

Naturalization III, p.43.
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contemporary Athenians aware of the shift or, if they had become aware, 

if they opposed it.
* * *

b) The divinity of Alexander

There are literary references to citizenship conferred upon 

Alexander, but we lack information as to who was the proposer.l^ 

However, given the fact that it fairly certain that it was Demades who 

had proposed secular honours for Philip, it is reasonable to assume that he 

was the one to propose citizenship for Alexander as well. The 

opportunity for this probably arose shortly after Chaironeia, when the 

young Alexander came as an ambassador of peace bringing the ashes of 

the Athenian dead back to A thens.^^

The crux in the history of Athenian relations with Alexander is 

whether Athens attributed him divine honours in 324; furthermore, it is 

equally a crux whether Alexander himself had officially declared to the 

Greek cities his wish to be deified.

Aspirations of Alexander to divinity have been a principal theme in 

historical discussions.^^ It is true that long before 324, divinity was a 

major component of his image (Plut., Alex. 33.1). Apart from the possible 

influence of his mother Olympias who had propagated divine parentage 

for him ever since he was born, the watershed in the creation of an image 

of divinity was Alexander’s visit to the oracle of Ammon in the Siwah 

desert in 332/1, when the priest of the temple declared him son of 

AmmonP It is, however, quite dubious whether Alexander employed the 

identification of the Egyptian god with Zeus in order to be regarded as 

son of Zeus as well.^^

Schol. Aristides, Panathenaikos, 178.16 (Dindorf); Justin IX.4.5
See Osborne, Naturalization, III, p.70.
Balsdon, (“Divinity”, pp.363-70) has adequately refuted Tarn’s view that the political 

theories of Aristotle or of Isokrates exercised any decisive influence on the mentality of the 
young Alexander.

For the propaganda of Olympias see Arr., Anab. 2.10; 4.10.2; Justin XII.16.2; for the visit to 
the oracle of Ammon see Arr., Anab. 3.3.5; D.S., XVII.49.2; Justin XI.2.2; Curt, II.7.16 
18 According to Timaeus {FGH566, F155) Kallisthenes had propagated parentage by Zeus and 
even invested Alexander with the symbols of Zeus. Curtius Rufus emphatically says that 
Alexander not only ordered himself to be called son of Zeus but he even entertained such a 
belief; Apelles depicted him holding a thunderbolt (Pliny, N  H, 35.92; Plut, Alex. 4.2; [Plut], 
Mor. 335b.
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The second instant of tremendous importance in the discussions of 

Alexander’s divinity is his unsuccessful attempt to introduce proskynesis 

(prostration) in 327, a Persian ritual, by his Macedonian subjects as welU^ 

Balsdon’s view is that Alexander’s purpose was to bring Greeks and 

Persians on an equal footing, especially the nobles, so that they would co

operate in the highest rank of administration, a view which is also 

embraced by C a w k w e l l ^ O  This is a quite plausible suggestion but it does 

not necessarily exclude the possibility of growing megalomania in 

Alexander.^!

There exists, therefore, sufficient background, against which a 

request of Alexander for deification in 324 would not appear all that 

extraordinary. Yet, our sources are quite problematic in the sense that 

they are, for the most part, quite late and they do not provide us with a 

specific historical and chronological context. Plutarch in his L ife  o f  

Alexander says nothing of a specific demand whereas Aelian specifically 

records that he asked the Greeks to vote him a god {V  H  2.19); the 

Spartan Damis is supposed to have declared that “if Alexander wants to 

be a god let him be one” ([Plut.], Mar. 219e). In fact, this statement 

(supposing its historicity) should not necessarily be taken as proof that 

the Spartans conceded to vote deification; it could simply mean that they 

did not care for whatever Alexander wished.

It would appear that Alexander’s divinity had already been 

discussed in Athens prior to 324: Pseudo-Plutarch’s Moralia have 

preserved (though we do not know the extent of distortion) traces of 

contemporary reactions to Alexander’s divinity, most notably that of 

Lykourgos who protested on religious grounds {X  Oral V it 842d). 

Unfortunately, this remark is given completely out of context. We do not

Am, Anab., 4.10.5; Curt., VIII.5.5-21. See also Am, Anab. 4.12.3-5 and Plut., Alex. 54.4-6 for 
an interesting version of the event according to which Alexander’s attempt was the product 
of a previous secret agreement with certain members of the Macedonian court.

“Divinity”, p.376; Cawkwell, “Deification”, p.296.
It seems that certain cities of Asia Minor had proclaimed divine honours for Alexander, 

though precise chronology is impossible; see E. Badian, (“Deification”, p.62) who argues that 
there is no positive evidence for cults in Asia Minor in 332/1 and that it is doubtful whether 
they existed in 327 and that, therefore if they had indeed been established, this should have 
happened during the last four years of Alexander’s life; see also Habicht, Gottmenschentum,
p.22.
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know, therefore, whether Alexander had specifically asked the Athenian 

demos to deify him or whether Lykourgos was simply reacting to 

Alexander’s claims to divinity. Another Athenian orator, Pytheas, is 

reported to have scornfully remarked that “the man you (attempt? to) 

vote to become a god is younger than me!” ([Plut.], Mar. 804b) but we do 

not know whether his reaction was provoked on the same occasion as 

Lykourgos’. Diogenes is reported to have remarked that “if the 

Athenians voted Alexander to be a god, then you can make me Sarapis” 

(Diog. Laert., VI.63).

Alexander’s motives for supposedly demanding honours are also a

matter of dispute. Tarn firmly declared his belief that Alexander did

demand deification in order to provide himself with the necessary

constitutional basis for his leadership of the League of Corinth while his

immediate purpose was to ensure acceptance of the exiles’ d e c r e e .2 2

This view has been adequately refuted by Hamilton who maintained that

a god had no legal standing whatsoever in a Greek city. He accepted the
ho

validity of literary testimonia which referred or implied Alexander’s 

request (or order) for deification and concluded that Alexander asked for 

them for their own sake.23 More to the point, Balsdon maintained that 

the decree was issued before there was any confirmation of his being 

granted his (alleged) demand. Therefore, if Alexander had indeed made 

such a demand, it would be for reasons other than political.24

It seems to me that we should rely on Plutarch’s silence and assume 

that Alexander had not officially issued an order for deification. A. B. 

Bosworth’s quite flexible phraseology seems to apply best to the problem: 

“the anecdotal tradition of the debates at Athens and Sparta seems to 

presuppose some sort (my italics) of request. At the very least it proves 

that the enactment of divine honours was well known to be something 

the king greatly desired. It is neither impossible nor improbable that 

when Alexander sent formal letters requesting or demanding a hero-cult

22 Alexander the Great, vol.I, Cambridge 1948, p.79f; vol.II, Appendix 22, pp.347-74.
2 3  “The Origins of Ruler-Cult”, Prudentia 16,1984, 3-15, p.l4
24 “Divinity”, p.387.
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for Hephaistion, he also suggested that recognition of his own divinity 

would be welcome and appropriate.”^  ̂ if  Alexander had not issued 

officially such a demand then the initiative lay with cities which would 

then have played upon his well known image of divine origin.

With regard to Athens we know that Demades proposed divine 

honours for Alexander in 324, that Demosthenes initially opposed the 

motion and that both Dinarchus and Hyperides accused him of changing 

his mind. (Din., 1.94; Hyp., V. cols 31-2; Epit, 8) According to Athenaeus 

(VI.251b) Demades proposed to make him a god while Aelian (V  H  5.12) 

states that the proposal was to make him the thirteenth god. The passage 

is suspiciously similar to the passage of Diodorus narrating Philip’s 

placing a statue of himself alongside those of the twelve Olympian gods 

(D.S., XVI.92.5; 95.1); it seems to me that the ‘thirteenth’ could be due to 

confusion. Other than that we do not know whether the Athenian demos 

finally resolved to honour Alexander as a god.26 it was the first time, 

however, that Athens’ very pragmatic interests, the maintenance of 

Samos as a cleruchy, were associated by a politician with a king’s divinity. 

It is to this context that the famous witty remark of Demades as to how 

Athens’ concern for heaven could make her lose the earth is assigned 

(Val. Max., VII.2, ext.l3). At any rate, Demades incurred atimia and a fine 

for his proposal, probably after Alexander’s death (one hundred talents 

according to Aelian {V  H  5.12) but only ten talents according to 

Athenaeus (VI.58).

A crucial passage in Arrian {Anab,, 7.23.2) belonging to 323/2 refers 

to embassies bringing golden crowns from the Greek cities (bç Becopol 

ÔfjBev, the interpretation of which is extremely problematic. Balsdon 

takes the ôfjBev to have a sarcastic meaning and translates the passage: 

''as i f  they had come on a sacred embassy to honour a god” and thinks

Conquest and Empire: The Reign o f Alexander the Great, Cambridge 1988, pp.288-9.
Bickerman rejected the existence of such a cult in Athens (“Sur un passage d’ Hypéride”, 

Athenaeum, N.S. 41, 1963, 70-85.). Badian (“Deification”, p.55) aligns himself with Habicht in 
believing that a cult was indeed established but he presumes that it did not survive his death 
{Gottmenschentum', pp.28-30).

Similarly, Hammond and Walbank {Macedonia, III, p.82) accept the existence of a cult 
of Alexander in Athens.
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that its evidence should not be pressed too hard.27 More crucially, 

Badian has observed that Arrian insists on using the term presbeis while 

the 0f|0£V should be taken to mean that this is how the embassies would 

look to an observer?-^

The most important evidence comes from the contemporary 

speeches of Dinarchus and especially of Hyperides against Demosthenes; 

additionally, there is the obscure evidence afforded by Hyperides’ 

Epitaphios. Both orators charge Demosthenes with changing his mind 

about Alexander’s deification: “ Kal tote pèv yp6c(pcov Kal ocmyopEbcov 

prjôéva vopiÇEiv aX K o\ 0eôv fj to tg  TtapaSEÔopÉvoog, xoiè ôè A.éycûv 
(bç o t  ÔEÎ TÔv ôfjpov àp,(ptopT|XEtv TCûv èv TCO obpavco xipœv 
’A>-8^dvÔp(p...” (Din., 1.94)29 Hyperides attacks Demosthenes because he

wanted to have a statue of Alexander erected: ^  èpo\)X,8x[o ]

crxfjaai 8lKÔ[va ’AX8^dv]5po\) Paai>.[écûç....] KT|x..TOO 08[ob. ”(Hyp., V. 

col.32). It is true that this passage is gravely mutilated but the use of the 

verb “èpo\)X,8To” suggests only an attempt. I believe that had actually 

Demades (he is probably the subject of the verb) succeeded (with 

Demosthenes’ co-operation), this would be the first charge to be directed 

against Demosthenes. In the Epitaphios (21-2) Hyperides describes what 

Greece in general and Athens in particular have suffered from 

Macedonian domination: “OavEpov Ô’ èÇ œv dvayKaÇôp80a Kal vvv ext* 

0'oaiaç p.èv dv0pœ7toiç yt[yvo]pévaç ècpopdv, dydXp[axa ôè] Kal 
Pcop.o'bç Kal vaobç xoî[ç pèv] 0eoîç dpEkôç, xoîç ôè dv0po)[7coiç] 
87ci)ieA.cûç G'üvxEA.o'opEva, Kal xoîç xobxcov oiKÉxatç cbaTtEp Tipcûaç 
xipdv f)pdç àvayKaÇopévooç.”.20 CawkwelTs translation and 

interpretation of this crucial passage establishes that Hyperides is drawing 

a line between what other poleis had been forced to do, i.e. worship

27 “Divinity”, p.385.
28 “Deification”, pp.57-9.
29 “and at one time proposing and forbidding anyone to believe in any god other than the 
traditional, and at another saying that the demos ought not dispute with Alexander celestial 
honours”.
20 “and it is obvious from what we are even now forced to endure; on the one hand we are 
forced to witness sacrifices in honour of men and on the other, the statues, the altars and the 
temples of the gods are neglected whereas those of men are treated with care; and we are 
forced to worship their servants as heroes”.
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Alexander as a god, and what Athens herself was forced to do: attribute 

heroic honours to Alexander’s oiketai, namely Hephaistion.^!

Athenian refusal to yield to political necessity should be seen in the 

context of the excited climate of 324-323: the order for the restoration of 

the exiles had created mixed feelings; on the one hand, there were those 

who were very careful not to go to extremes, but on the other there 

would have been quite a few who would see the edict as a provocation to 

war.
* * *

c) Honours for Demetrios
A living’s man divinity was not a novel idea; Athens, however, had 

resisted employing it to the extreme for political benefits. The honours, 

therefore, with which Demetrios Poliorketes was honoured some thirty 

years after the battle of Chaironeia mark a quite significant shift. 

Athenian conduct vis-à-vis Demetrios is responsible for the impression of 

servile behaviour towards the Diadochoi as a whole. On the contrary, I 

would like to stress that Demetrios’ case is an exceptional one, a product 

of the coincidence of unique circumstances, and it did not establish a 

precedent. We can discern three phases: 307/6, 304 to 302, and the 290s 

during his second stay in Athens.

In 307 Demetrios liberated Athens after ten years of practical 

subjection to Kassandros and divine honours as well as others were 

showered upon him. A simple list demonstrates a unique behaviour and 

one to be observed only with regard to Demetrios (and his father 

Antigonos in 307/6) and no other king: golden crowns, statues next to 

those of the tyrannicides, the title of Saviours, an altar and a priest for 

them, the insertion of their image on the peplos of Athena, an annual 

festival, the creation of two new tribes (Plut, Demetr. 10.3-4; D.S., XX. 

46).^2 These are the honours that can securely be dated in 307 but C.

31 “Deification”, pp.297-9; Cawkwell has rejected both the assumption that Alexander 
demanded from the Greek cities that they make him a god as well as that Athens ever 
honoured him as such.
32 The account of honours as provided by Diodorus is markedly shorter that the one 
provided by Plutarch; as Gattinoni (“Divinizzazione”, p.ll9 and n.20) has observed, Plutarch
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Habicht has shown that Plutarch’s account of the honours does not stick 

to a chronological order; rather Plutarch tends to ascribe, loosely, the vast 

majority of them to 307. Thus he includes the altar of Demetrios 

Kataibates dimong the honours conferred in 307; according to Habicht this 

altar, erected on the spot where Demetrios had descended from his 

chariot fits much better in the context of 304, when Demetrios had 

arrived at Athens by land whereas in 307 he had come from the sea.^^

Similarly the denomination of the ambassadors as theoroi belongs 

to 304 (Plut., Demetr. 11.1) as well as the offering of the Parthenon as a 

residence (Plut., Demetr 23.3); the initiation to the Eleusinian Mysteries in 

the wrong time of the year undoubtedly belongs to 302 (Plut., Demetr 

26.1; D.S., XX.110.3).

There are further problems with another set of honours related by 

Plutarch {Demetr 12.1-2): the renaming of the last day of the month to 

Demetrias, the renaming of Mounychion to Demetrion, and finally the 

renaming of the Dionysieia to Demetrieia. Habicht notes that 

Mounychion is attested in inscriptions dating between 307 and 288 while 

Demetrias is not epigraphically attested.^4 As far as the Demetrieia are 

concerned, it seems that Plutarch had misinterpreted his source since the 

Dionysieia are epigraphically attested between 307-294, without the 

Demetrieia whereas the latter are attested for the first time in 292, in the 

decree for Philippides of Paiania, together with the Dionysieia. It is 

plausible then that we are dealing with one festival bearing a double 

name and that this celebration in Demetrios’ honour had been established 

shortly before, on the occasion of Demetrios’ re-entrance to Athens.^^

The last set of honours for Demetrios (Plut., D em etr 34) falls in his 

second period in Athens (after 295) - a proposal by Dromokleides to 

request an oracle by him concerning the dedication or rather the

clearly lays emphasis on the religious and moral aspect of the honours, most probably 
employing the Atthisoi Philochorus.
33

1 1 1 ^  L i i w  V I  X i i i i w * !

Gottmenschentum, pp.49-54 
Gottmenschentum , p.52. 
Gottmenschentum', pp.51-55.
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restoration of the shields at Delphi (Plut., Demetr. 13);36 again a proposal 

by Dromokleides to hand over to him Mounychia and the Peiraieus (Plut, 

Demetr. 34); and the ithyphallos {FGH 76 (Duris of Samos), F 13). These 

have a different origin: in 301 Athens had denied Demetrios access (Plut, 

Demetr. 30); in 295 he took advantage of internal turmoil, laid siege to 

the city and finally re-entered triumphally (Plut., Demetr. 33). C. Habicht 

has advanced three supplementary factors leading to these honours: 

Demetrios had freed Athens from the tyrant Lachares; he had treated 

unexpectedly mildly the Athenians of the astu who had resisted him; 

finally, he offered a gift of 100.000 medimnoi of wheat.^^ While I 

largely agree with the last two, I think that we should add a qualification 

to the first factor: Plutarch has drawn a very vivid picture of the 

Athenian astu, under the leadership of Lachares, resisting the siege of 

Demetrios to the point of starvation; therefore, those who saw Demetrios 

as a liberator would have been only those who had seceded to the 

Peiraieus and fought by his side against Lachares. We should not ignore, 

then, the factor of fear.

The famous ithyphallos song in 290 was an expression of gratitude

for Demetrios’ rescuing Athens from Aitolian raids. The hymn has been

commented upon from various viewpoints: the declining importance of

the Olympian gods emanating from the violent changes in the cities’ fate,

while Demetrios was raised above them - a powerful presence and a

source of great benefits.38 For my purposes I have to underline that the

Athenians were probably still intimidated enough not to resist the

extravagant vocabulary of the (unknown to us) composer.
*  *  *

36 Plutarch actually places the request of an oracle in the chronological framework of 304, 
but I prefer to adopt Habicht’s chronology and interpretation of the incident 
(UntersucJ]ungen, pp.34-44). He maintains that these shields should be identified with the 
Persian and Theban shields, dedicated at Delphi after the Persian Wars, which were snatched 
away by the Aitolians in c. 291; the proposal of Dromokleides should then come after the 
victory of Demetrios over the Aitolians and be placed in the same context as the ithyphallos.
37 Gottmenschenturn, p.51.
38 K. Scott, “The Deification of Demetrius Poliorcetes”, AJP 49, 1928, 137-166& 217-239, 
pp.229-235; V. Ehrenberg, “Athenischer Hymnus auf Demetrius Poliorketes % Die Antike 7, 
1931, 279-297; L. Cerfaux & J. Tondriau, Le culte des suverains dans la civilisation Greco- 
Romaine, Tournai 1957, pp.182-7.
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Interpretation of Athenian behaviour
The honours of 307 and 304 bear multiple interpretations. Various 

factors contributed to the inflation of honours, least of which is aimless 

flattery. The honours of 307/6 should be seen under the perspective of 

both sincere gratitude and political calculation for the benefit both of the 

people and of Stratokles who had proposed the vast majority of the 

honours.

Part of the explanation lies in the fact that Demetrios was directly 

and deeply involved in Athenian life as no other king ever was; in fact we 

do not know the extent of control he might have exercised indirectly. As 

I will argue in more detail below, the presence of certain of his officials 

together with their troops suggests control of Attika, although there is no 

way of telling the extent to which this was overt or tight. The best 

example of Demetrios’ extensive interference is his appointment of 

Adeimantos of Lampsakos as strategos epi ten choran in c.303, although 

this was probably a product of the needs of the war against Kassandros.

The grounds for the honours of 304 was that Demetrios had 

succeeded in rescuing Athens from Kassandros’ siege. On the other hand, 

it is precisely from 304 onwards that Demetrios appears to interfere in 

Athenian life, and it is also in this period that Stratokles and others who 

favoured Demetrios appear to exercise even more influence and drive 

into exile those who opposed them. It is possible then, that these honours 

did not win the approval of the majority of the Athenian people.

Along these lines I would argue that Demetrios might have had 

supporters from within the Athenian citizen body, and I do not mean 

solely Stratokles and his like. There is a curious decree, passed not by the 

demos but by the ethelontai epilektoi {ISE 7, 11.11-2, 12-16). They 

apparently had fought by the side of Demetrios in the Peloponnese and 

they paid tribute to Demetrios’ military valour, by voting a statue for 

him. Two things are notable about the decree: firstly, the very fact of the 

proposers being volunteers and, secondly, that they determined where the
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Statu e w o u ld  be p la c ed  w ith o u t , s e e m in g ly , an y  c o n su lta t io n  w ith  th e  

demos.

Even if part of the people was averse to the honours, the 

immediate threat presented by Kassandros in 307 as well as later did not 

allow for internal disputes as to how Demetrios (or his officials) should be 

honoured.

A political explanation commonly advanced is that these honours 

were a means of incorporating Demetrios in the traditional framework of 

the polis, that divine honours invested him with the essential legal 

apparatus, without which the Athenians would violate the democratic 

constitution.39 Yet, there is evidence which supports the view that by 

conferring divine honours to Demetrios the Athenians did not 

automatically invest him with the political authority to interfere in civic 

affairs. When in 304, he attempted to enforce his will on the Athenians, 

there followed an open rupture in their relations. It is significant that 

this episode occurred shortly after Demetrios had rescued Athens from 

the siege of Kassandros; in other words there was no room for gratitude 

when interference in civic affairs was the price. However, the Athenians 

not only did not stick to their hard - headed policy, but when Demetrios’ 

displeasure became obvious they voted a decree which deemed whatever 

Demetrios said righteous to the gods and just to men, which points to a 

previous misunderstanding of Demetrios’ role in Athens as well as a 

sudden realisation accompanied with fear.

We should also distinguish the motives of the people from the 

motives of Stratokles who carried out the major part of the honours for 

both Demetrios and his officials. Although, one cannot argue that 

Stratokles did not have in mind Athens’ benefit, it is also legitimate to 

suggest that he also had in mind his personal interest. On his part going 

to such extremes would have been the route to political prominence of 

which he had been deprived in the past fifteen years after having been 

one of the protagonists in the Harpalos affair. Personal antagonism

Manni, Demetrio Poliorcète, p.22.
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between the orators must have also played its part in the influx of 

honours for Demetrios Poliorketes and his officials. Other rhetores had 

also perceived where their interests lay and proposed further honours in 

order to develop contacts with the Antigonids and their court. Since 

Stratokles had established a precedent of extravagant honours, they could 

only propose equal or higher honours in order to assume a prominent 

position. Plutarch 13, 23) holds them in contempt for this

reason and states that they surpassed one another in servility and flattery 

but this view ignores the fact that it was the first time that Athenian 

politicians came into such close contact with a foreign ruler and one on

whom Athens depended for her salvation.
* * *

The ambivalent status o f Demetrios
The honours reflect an uncertainty as to how Demetrios should be 

treated. He is proclaimed a god but his godhead does not seem to move

Athenian common opinion; he is again a man when he wants to be

initiated into the Eleusinian mysteries in 302 (Plut., Demetr. 26). F. 

Landucci Gattinoni has underlined the contrast between the acclamation 

of Demetrios as a god in 307 and his being regarded as a simple mortal in 

302. Furthermore, she has compared the violent changes of the calendar 

in order to initiate Demetrios with the violation by Alkibiades a century 

earlier (Thuc., VI.27) and observed that the Athenians would have

similarly regarded the irregularities of 302 equally as an attempt to 

subvert the democratic constitution, which I think is a rather

inappropriate com p arison .^ O  Alkibiades had been accused of profanation 

of the mysteries whereas Demetrios’ motivation for being irregularly 

initiated was precisely the great importance he attributed to the 

Mysteries.

There are still other instances indicative of the ambivalence of 

Demetrios’ status. In the civic decrees he is always a king, never a god 

(as in fact is the case with the decrees of other Greek cities). One of the

40 “Eleusi”, pp.119-20.
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decrees proposed by Stratokles is in the same way revealing: he proposed 

that the ambassadors sent to Demetrios should be called theoroi, like 

those participating in sacred embassies to the sanctuary of a god. It is 

worth underlining that this was not self-evident from the moment 

Demetrios was proclaimed a god; a decree of the people was the 

necessary intermediate step.

On the basis of the Antigonids giving their names to two new Attic 

tribes Osborne has inferred citizenship conferred upon them as well since 

the other tribes were named after their eponymous heroes. Gauthier, on 

the other hand, has challenged this view; he asserts that no Hellenistic 

king be it a Seleukid, an Antigonid, a Lagid or an Attalid was ever 

inscribed as a citizen in a Greek city concluding that cult honours placed 

a king above the citizen b o d y .^ l  On this point he is actually in agreement 

with Habicht who maintained that whenever a king became the 

eponymous hero of a tribe he would rather enter the circle of the twelve 
Olympian gods.^^

An aspect of the problem concerns the incompatibility or not of 

secular and divine honours. Another is whether the Athenians would 

have taken institutional measures in order to render the establishment of 

the new tribes flawless. As has already been mentioned, the Athenians 

did not consistently regard Demetrios as a god. Why then, could they not 

regard him and his father simultaneously as citizens and heroes on the

one hand and gods on the other?
*  *  *

Reaction to the honours
Scholars normally suggest that at least part of the Athenian people 

objected to the honours awarded Demetrios. F. Landucci Gattinoni thinks 

that the verses of Philippides of Kephale indicate that at least part of the 

Athenian people if not the majority was averse to the honours on 

religious grounds.^^ This is possible, but in fact there is evidence of

Bienfaiteurs, p.45; Add., pp.208-9.
Gottmenschentum^, pp.91,154.

43 “Divinizzazione”, p.l21 and n.l24, p.l23. Contrary to her view, I find it quite difficult to 
believe that religious attacks originated with the Peripatetics who, having been supporters of
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(short-lived) strong opposition to Demetrios in 304, and this clearly is of 

political nature.

Landucci Gattinoni divides reaction against Demetrios mto political 

on the one part, and religious on the other; in the first group belongs 

Demochares (and the Samian Duris) who pronounced a political 

judgement on his compatriots’ behaviour whereas the poet Philippides of 

Kephale emphasised the sacrilegious aspect of their behaviour. I think 

that this classification is false."^  ̂ In fact, even in Philippides’ poems 

what is emphasised is the KaTdA,\)aiç xob 0f||iot); he is using aspects of 

sacrilege to emphasise a political point:

“Ô TÔV èviauxov a\)vx£)j.6v eiq )a,f|va eva  

6 xf)v ’AKpÔ7toA,iv TtavôOKeîov \)7toXapd)v 

Kal zaq éxalpaç eiaayaycbv xfi 7tap0évcp 

ô i’ ôv djtEKaooEv T\ 7cd%vT| xàç dpjtÉXoug, 

ô i’ ôv ocasPobvG’ 6 nénXoq <ôi>8ppdyr| péaoç  

xàq TÔV 0eœv xipàç Ttoiobvxa àv0pcD7tivaç

xauxa KŒxaXuEt ôfjpov ov KCopcùÔia”.45 Plutarch states twice that 

Philippides’ target was Stratokles {Demetr. 12.4, 26); it is the proposer of 

the honours then and Demetrios who are his target and not so much the 

Athenians. Even more significant for our purposes is the date of 

Philippides’ plays. The theory that he was sent into exile after a conflict 

with Stratokles should be dismissed; the decree in his honour does not 

suggest anything of the kind. He might disapprove of what was going on 

in Athens but nonetheless he left willingly. Since he refers to the 

Eleusinian Mysteries his comedies commenting on the relations of Athens 

with Demetrios were written after 302 or 301 or in any case after he had 

left Athens for Lysimachos’ court. We should read multiple meaning in 

this dating: Philippides did not protest while he was in Athens where he 

could suffer the consequences; more significantly he protested when

Demetrios Phalereus, tried to exalt his rule by presenting reprehensible aspects in the conduct 
of the man who had sent him away from Athens. I do not deny that the Peripatetics could 
harbour strong feelings against Demetrios Poliorketes but such feelings could be easily 
provoked in any other Athenian’s mind.

“Divinizzazione”, p.l20.
J. E. Edmonds, Fragments of Attic Comedy, III A, Leiden 1961, p.l7.
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Demetrios was of no use and even dangerous for Athens to be associated 

with. Mastrocinque would, in fact, view Philippides’ plays as a result of 

Lysimachos’ propaganda.^6 The plays could have been a result of 

Lysimachos’ propaganda, but it is equally plausible to ascribe more to 

Philippides’ own initiative; had the attack been merely orchestrated by 

Lysimachos it would have focused more on Demetrios himself rather than 

Stratokles. In this case the factor of personal hostility should be 

considered.

It should also be born continuously in mind that Philippides was a 

writer of comedies, not a historian, and as such he would employ 

incidents that would easily provoke the people’s reaction; in our case 

what could be more fascinating than sacrilege and the outrage of the 

gods? As to Demochares’ charges {FGH 75, F 1, 2) against the Athenian 

people of behaving with servility, it should be stressed that these belong 

to a period later than 307 and that there is no evidence of him having 

initially opposed the honours for Demetrios: “èA,\)7tei pèv Kal xouxcov 

ev ia  abxov, cbç eoiKev, ob pf|v ocÀ,A,ôc Kal dXka ye TcavxeXcoç aiaxpoc 

Kal xaTteivèc, Aeaivriç )aèv Kai Aaptag ’Açpoôlxriç lepà Kal Boupt%ou 

Kal ’AbeijaavTot) Kal ’O^u0é)j.iôoç xœv koXockcûv avzov  Kal Pcop.ol Kal 

T^pœa Kal OTtovôai. xobxcov eKaaxco Kal Tiaiâveç pôovTO œaxe Kal 

abxôv xôv Armfixpiov Oa'üpocÇeiv ètcl xoîç yivopévoiç Kal Xéycov ôxi 

è7c’ abxob obôslç ’AGrivaîoç yéyove péyaç Kal àôpôç xf|v \j/t)%f|v.” (Fl). 

Furthermore, it is quite probable that Demochares’ charges were formed 

in the same environment as those of Philippides, that is the court of 

Lysimachos, where Demochares had probably asked refuge when he went 

into exile. Marasco has noted that charges, similar to those of 

Demochares, against Demetrios’ mistress. Lamia, and his officials were 

quite fashionable in Lysimachos’ court - as it emerges from Plutarch’s 

narrative;^^ moreover, Plutarch records a series of insults exchanged 

between Lysimachos and Demetrios. It is important to note that these

46 “Demetrios Tragodoumenos (Propaganda e letteratura al tempo di Demetrio Poliorcète)”, 
Athenaeum N.S., 57, 1979, 260-276; sources have preserved exchanges of verbal assaults 
between Lysimachos and Demetrios (pp.264-5).
47 Marasco, Democare, pp.191-2
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insults date to c.302 or shortly afterwards. Setting aside his personal 

disapproval then, Demochares’ charges could also be seen as forming part 

of Lysimachos’ propaganda against Demetrios and as aiming at securing 

Lysimachos’ benevolence towards Athens and his help against Demetrios 

in the future.48

In conclusion then, neither Philippides nor Demochares appear to 

have presented any obstacle in 307/6 when Demetrios had indeed rescued 

Athens from Kassandros’ grip. To both of them religion had not been an 

issue for so long as Demetrios did not act as a god invested with political 

authority.
*  *  *

d) Honours for the other Diadochoi 

The effect of  the battle o f Ipsos
Thus far the general pattern that can be established runs as follows: 

from a rather sober attitude towards Philip, Alexander and their officials 

the Athenians take a tremendous turn and go over the top in honouring 

Demetrios. After 301, however, they assume a much more balanced 

attitude.

The defeat of the Antigonids at Ipsos in 301 would have probably 

shown to them all too clearly the instability of a king’s fate and that, 

therefore, the honours they had once distributed could place them in a 

very awkward position. Consequently, a natural reaction would be to be 

very cautious as to whom and how they should honour.

The Athenians approached Kassandros and Lysimachos at first and 

later Ptolemy and they did benefit, but they demonstrated a much more 

sober a t t i t u d e .^ 9  in return for Lysimachos’ substantial gifts of corn and 

for his quite lenient treatment of the Athenian captives after the battle 

of Ipsos, they only rewarded him with a crown, a traditional and quite 

moderate expression of gratitude. Nevertheless, one should not fail to

"̂ 8 piut, DemetJ. 14.4; 24.1; 25.7-9; 27.1-14; H. Hauben, “A Royal Toast in 302 B.C.”, AncSoc 5, 
1974,105-117.

H. Lund {Lysiwachus, p.86) holds that a treaty of alliance was concluded between Athens 
and Kassandros; however, while there is surely evidence of a rapprochement (the embassy of 
Poseidippos and others) or even of increasing influence on Athenian affairs (Plut., Demetr. 30 
on Lachares), there is none as to an actual alliance.
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comment on the way in which Athens by bestowing this crown took sides 

with Lysimachos in his struggle against Demetrios, but only indirectly and 

quite cautiously.

Evidence for an aristeion crown for Lysimachos is provided by IG  

11̂  1485A, 11.28-9, which however gives no specific information as to the 

actual date. Previously, it was thought that the crown should belong to a 

period prior to the assumption of the title basileus by the Diadochoi since 

no title appears on the stone and that, therefore, a possible date could be 

307. S. Burstein has plausibly demonstrated that a date prior to the battle 

of Ipsos in 301 should be excluded on the basis of the correlation of 

power among the Diadochoi..^^ The only remaining restriction is that the 

crown should belong to a Panathenaic year. Always according to 

Burstein, the omission of the title should not be significant since it is 

omitted^t&e title of a Pontic ruler as well (Spartokos III according to 

him); the likeliest terminus post quem is 299/8 when Athens received a 

gift of grain and new mast and sail for the peplos sh\^ of Athena. Most

probably the bestowal of the crown followed immediately afterwards.
* * *

Honours for the kings in the 280s
This brings us to the next set of honours, namely, the statues of 

Ptolemy, Lysimachos and Pyrrhos erected in the Athenian agora as a 

result of the help they had provided to Athens during and after the revolt 

of 287 against Demetrios.^^ As the decree for Kallias reveals, Ptolemy’s 

help had been the most important: he had offered ships and mercenaries 

as well as corn and money after the revolt while Pyrrhos had been 

instrumental in the peace-negotiations of 286; Lysimachos’ contribution 

in corn and money had been substantial after the revolt.

50 “IG i f  1485A and Athenian Relations with Lysimachus”, ZPE 31, 1978, 181-185: a date in 
307 would require friendly relations of Lysimachos with the Antigonids and, consequently, a 
breach in his relations with Kassandros. Thus their later cordial relations “would have to 
represent a resumption of ties between Lysimachus and Cassander after a new rupture 
between the former and Antigonus, a sequence of events that is not even hinted at in any 
source” (p.l82); hostility between Lysimachos and Antigonos remained uninterrupted.
51 For Lysimachos: Paus., 1.9.4; for Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II id., 1.8.6; for Pyrrhos id., I.ll.l; for 
Seleukos id., 1.16.1.
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There was also a statue of Seleukos (in the Stoa Poikile) and of 

Ptolemy II Philadelphos and of his wife Arsinoe in the Odeion. Seleukos’ 

benefaction most probably had something to do with the restoration of 

their autonomy to the Athenian cleruchs on the island of Lemnos 

(Phylarchus, FGH%\, F29), a claim which Lysimachos had not c o n c e d e d . 5 2  

This development in the relations between Athens and Seleukos should 

also be seen in the perspective of Demetrios’ surrender to Seleukos and 

his being held in captivity by the latter (Plut.^ Demetr. 50) This was 

translated into preventing, - for good - Demetrios from attempting 

another assault against Athens, which in turn would bring about an 

increased popularity of Seleukos in Athens.

No precise date can be established for the statue of Ptolemy II. 

According to the Kallias decree (11.44-53), Ptolemy Philadelphos provided 

Athens with 20.000 medimnoi of corn and fifty talents of silver as soon 

as he ascended the throne, in which case a date in 283/2, when Ptolemy 

ascended the throne, would be quite possible;^^ a second possibility could 

be 282 when Athens participated in the celebration of the first Ptolemaia 

or when Ptolemy provided the peplos for the Panathenaia c. 282 or 

shortly afterwards (Kallias decree, 11.55-70);^  ̂ finally, another possibility 

would be a date c.270, when Kallias is honoured and it seems that there 

are some dealings going on between Athens and Alexandreia. The statue 

could have been erected together with the statue of his wife Arsinoe, 

which would give us a span of time between c.279-275 (the date of 

Arsinoe’s marriage to Ptolemy II) and 268 (the date of Arsinoe’s

52 See Osborne, Naturalization III, p.ll6. Lund {Lysimachus, p.203-4) agrees as to the 
chronological context and she would rather interpret Seleukos’ action as a political deal with 
Athens rather than as pure benefaction to the Lemnians; she adds that Seleukos would have 
counted on Athens’ naval support. This latter seems to me quite dubious since the Athenian 
navy was rather insignificant at the time.

Shear (“Kallias”, p.76 ) maintains that Seleukos participated in the peace negotiations
of 286 and thus envisages the erection of his statue as emanating from this occasion. But the
historical consensus has now discarded the possibility of a unilateral peace between Demetrios 
and all his adversaries, which in turn rules out the possibility of a benefaction granted to 
Athens by Seleukos at this point.
53 A date in the late 280s is offered by Osborne, Naturalization III, p.ll6.
54 Habicht {Athen, p.l42 and n.lO) has established that, initially, the Ptolemaia were intended
to be a one-off event, forming part of the funeral ceremonies for Ptolemy I in 282; the
P.to ÇeiMOWtiof the Kallias decree should be dated to the summer of 282 and not be identified 
with the penteteric festival established in 279/8.
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death)55 However, my own preference is for the first option: it would 

be a wise political move on the part of the Athenians to secure Ptolemy’s 

good will immediately, from the very beginning of his reign, all the more 

so if we take into account that he was the only source of help left to

Athens after having been disappointed from Lysimachos’ p o lic ie s .5 6

* * *

Change in the Athenian attitude towards the kings
The intriguing matter is the quality and quantity of the honours 

offered to the monarchs. Again, it is Osborne who offers the most 

challenging view, namely that the statues were part of a set of honours 

which must have included citizenship. Under Habicht’s and Gauthier’s 

perspective this would have been impossible on the grounds that no 

Successor was ever inscribed as a citizen in a Greek city.

Osborne follows the same line of argument when he discusses 

(briefly) the honours for Ptolemy III Euergetes and for Ptolemy V 

Epiphanes. He asserts that it can hardly be doubted that the honours for 

Ptolemy III Euergetes included citizenship, but he does not offer any 

proof. His case for Ptolemy Epiphanes is much stronger though it is 

misleading to assert that he is known to have been granted citizenship. 

Osborne employs the evidence of an inscription, probably dating in 178/7 

{IG i f  2314, 11.40ff) according to which king Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy, of 

the Ptolemais tribe was a Panathenaic victor. He concludes that he was a 

citizen qua eponym of a tribe.^7 That the Athenians thought that they 

should include the tribe to which the king belonged, exactly as they 

would do in the case of a citizen, does bear a strong flavour of 

citizenship. Retrospectively then, we could ascribe the same attitude to 

the Athenians of the previous century. I would not be as affirmative as 

Osborne but that there was no parallel of citizenship for the Diadochoi

55 See C. P. Jones & C. Habicht, “A Hellenistic Inscription from Arsinoe in Cilicia”, Phoenix 
43, 1989, 317-346 for the date of Arsinoe’s marriage to Ptolemy I; Habicht., Athen, p.l44 and 
n.24 on Arsinoe’s death in 268.
56 Habicht, Untersuchungen, pp.79-80.
57 Naturalization II, pp.93-4..
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elsewhere does not provide enough proof that the Athenians did not 

include citizenship among the honours for them.

The fact remains that there is no trace in our sources of any higher 

honours, like divine or at least cult honours, which is rather surprising 

particularly with regard to Ptolemy whose contribution had been 

analogous to that of Demetrios a few decades earlier on: freedom for 

Athens. Athenian behaviour becomes even more notable if we place 

further emphasis on the kind of benefactions the polis received. Corn 

and money or the restoration of the autonomy of the Athenian cleruchs 

on Lemnos were essential to Athens’ survival; with the Peiraieus and 

most of the forts in the hands of Antigonos Gonatas, the Athenians would 

often have had difficulties in getting adequate provisions for their daily 

life. In reality then, Athens was in quite a precarious position, which 

could have favoured extreme expressions of gratitude.

It is worth making a comparison with the honours attributed to the 

Thracian rulers Audoleon {IG i f  654) and Spartokos in the same period: 

crown, citizenship and statue; in fact Spartokos gets two statues {IG i f  

653, 11.40-2). His honours are the product of recent material benefactions 

but they are also the culmination of a long-standing history of 

benefactions to Athens. It is notable then that Athens does not

discriminate in favour of the Diadochoi.
* * *

Athens^ changed position in the 280s
Athenian attitudes of the 280s should be interpreted under the 

perspective of Athens’ changed position in the international scene of 

events. It is the first time that she comes into direct contact with all of 

the Successors and moreover they share a common goal; the destruction 

of Demetrios. S. Burstein’s useful observations on the alignment of forces 

in the Balkans in the mid-280s provide support to my own estimation of 

the way in which Athens perceived her position after the revolt. I quote: 

“...while the alliance lasted on the firm basis of mutual need: on 

Lysimachus’ need for allies in Greece to prevent Antigonus from
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supporting Pyrrhus, and on Athens’ need for assistance to recover those 

positions in Attica still held by G o n a t a s ” .^ ^  That Athens’ alliance was 

deemed necessary would make the Athenians feel that they were on an 

equal footing with Demetrios’ rivals. More significantly, no one, not even 

Ptolemy, was directly or deeply involved with Athenian civic affairs and 

no one was ever interested in making Athens his capital. Athens emerged 

from the revolt free of external control although the Peiraieus and the 

forts remained to be recovered. The kings could now simply be regarded 

as a source for corn and money. Athens even gets to the point of 

exercising an independent foreign policy; the honours for the Paionian 

king Audoleon testify to this. It has been observed by Marasco that the 

reinforcement of relations between Athens and Audoleon who was on 

hostile terms with Lysimachos also provides testimony for the worsening 

of the relations between Athens and Lysimachos (because the latter was 

refusing to restore Lemnos to Athens). It seems to me, however, that 

Athens^ prime consideration in honouring Audoleon was the material help 

he could offer, and that independently of or even without regard to his 

relations with Lysimachos.
* * *

58 “Bithys”, pp.41, 47, n.l3. Burstein bases his assumption of a formal alliance between 
Athens and Lysimachos on the honours voted for Artemidoros (/G  II 662 and 663); I am not 
so convinced though that the relationship between the two should necessarily be defined in 
terms of a formal alliance; nevertheless, they were surely based on mutual interest.

For the alignment of Pyrrhos with Antigonos Gonatas see Paus., 1.10.2; Justin XVI.3.1-2; 
Plut., Pyrrh. 12.5.7; a fragment of Auletrides comedy of Phoenicides) suggests a treaty of 
alliance (Kock, CAP, III.333)
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ii. The_Qf£igials

a) Officials of Philip and.Alexander
The category of benefactors from 338 onwards widened in order to 

include officials in the service of the Macedonian kings and later of their 

successors. Up till then, foreign recipients of honours included most 

commonly either kings (for the most part those of the Thracian region) or 

important citizens of other poleis who commonly became proxenoi of 

Athens. There had been precedents for the practice of honouring 

officials mostly dating to the first half of the fourth century; on one 

occasion they concerned officials of the Persian satrap Ariovarzanes and 

on certain others people connected with the Thracian ru lers .5 9  

Therefore, when Demades sets out to honour officials in the service of 

Philip he is still functioning in the traditional lines of Athenian foreign 

policy; he always perceives diplomatic relations in terms of establishing 

Athens’ way through a network of officials.

An intriguing piece of evidence, is provided by a fragment found in 

the Athenian agora (I 4990). S. Tracy joined the fragment to IG  i f  402 

and offered a very interesting reading of the decree.^O  The purpose of 

the decree is to secure the benevolence of as many friends of the kings 

and Antipatros as possible, after  they have been honoured by the demos. 

More details would certainly be most welcome, but the importance of the 

decree Il6.s In the fact that the proposer has understood that honours 

for Macedonian officials would please either Philip or Alexander and 

Antipatros (it is not clear to which of the two the decree alludes), to say 

the least. On the other hand, it is dubious whether the decree testifies to 

overt external pressure. The speaker, Archedikos of Lamptrai is 

commonly thought to have been on good terms with Antipatros since he 

was anagrapheus in 320/19 {IG i f ,  380-384), but this does not allow us to 

draw any conclusions as to whether Antipatros had made known a wish or

59 Osborne, Naturalization IV, p.l90.
60 “dE  ANTIPATRO ET ARCHEDICO LAMPTRENSI. IG 11̂  402 +  Agora I 4990”, Hesp. 
62,1993, 249-251. Tracy offers two equally possible dates for the decree: either the immediate 
aftermath of Chaironeia or after the accession of Alexander to the throne, when he had 
departed for Asia.
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if Archedikos had simply inferred it. The speech of Hyperides against 

Philippides (5.col.4), if coupled with the decree seems to point to the first 

solution. Hyperides states that there was a necessity for the demos to 

vote honours for certain Macedonians, a necessity that he himself does 

not seem to question. The factor of pressure on the part of Macedonia 

then should be taken into account, although it is impossible to establish 

the extent to which this was overt and also the degree to which it 

determined the Athenian policy.

The tendency to exaggerate the number of officials who had been 

honoured on a motion of Demades has already been commented upon in 

the previous chapter. In fact not only has their number been exaggerated 

but it has also attracted harsh criticism on moral grounds. Mitchel thinks 

that “they would be deemed unworthy of a still sovereign state” while 

Williams thinks that the frequency with which Demades distributed 

honours led to their cheapening.^! In fact it is the honours for Philip 

that could be taken to indicate that Athens was not the supreme power of 

the past. As to the decrees for officials they are neither so numerous nor 

does their vocabulary bear any flavour of a servile attitude. Furthermore, 

even if we accept that honours were distributed more frequently than 

they had been in the past, this could hardly be translated into loss of their 

importance. On the contrary; honours were bestowed precisely because 

they were thought to be an essential political means of establishing 

connections. In fact, there are certain periods in Athenian history in 

which we encounter a quite high number of recipients of honours, most 

notably so in the 3 6 0 s.^^

However, of the existing ten proxeny or citizenship decrees 

proposed by Demades, it is only for four that we can be reasonably 

certain that they concern people in the service of M a c e d o n i a .6 3  They are 

extremely brief and they are a result of the officials facilitating Athenian

6! Mitchel, “Lykourgan Athens”, p.l77; Williams, Athens without Democracy, p.24.
62 See the list provided by Osborne, Naturalization IV, pp.211-14, esp. p.213.
63 7(7 iF  240 =  Tod 181 for the son of Andromenous; 7(7 i f  353 for Choiros Larisaios; 7(711  ̂
405 for Amyntor; Suidas, s.v. AT|p.a6T|g and Hyp., frg.76 {Kara ArjpiaSou Tcapavôfiœv) for 
Euthykrates.
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relations with Philip. My purpose is to relate Demades’ policy and the 

Athenian politics in general between 338 and 322 to the underlying 

Athenian mentality and attitude towards foreign officials; furthermore, I 

intend to compare this policy with the policies pursued later on (in the 

last decade of the fourth century, the 290s and the 280s), always in 

relation to the Athenian mentality and its development through the years 

and under different political and/or military situations.

Although most of our preserved inscriptions are heavily mutilated,

it would appear the citizenship was rarely awarded between 338 and 322

and furthermore that it corresponded to the official’s rank in the court.

More specifically, a securely attested case of citizenship concerns a high

ranked official like Amyntor, who in all probability was Hephaistion’s

father. My case would be stronger, if I could add Antipatros as well;

unfortunately, there is only a fragment of Hyperides testifying to secular

honours voted for Antipatros, the interpretation of which causes

perplexities.^^ Hyperides states that ^̂’AvxiTtaxpov Kal ’AXKl)ia%ov

KpoÇévo'üç Kal TCoXixaç èTcoir|aà)i£0a”; the obvious difficulty is that no-

one was honoured simultaneously with both proxeny and citizenship. I

believe that Osborne is right in dissociating the two cases; he offers two

interpretations with a slight preference for the second one: either

Hyperides is speaking loosely or the two were first made proxenoi and

later on citizens.^^ Since there has been preserved the first clauses of 
•tla.6
decree for Alkimachos, I would suggest that Hyperides does speak 

loosely, that Alkimachos was awarded the proxeny whereas Antipatros, 

who was of a higher rank, was awarded the citizenship.

The activity of Alkimachos {IG 239 = Tod 180) has not been 

preserved but if we accept the restoration ’AX,Kipd[%o'0 neX ^atou E], 

then we deal with a general and ambassador of Philip and later of 

Alexander and it is legitimate to speculate that he would be an 

appropriate person to facilitate relations between Athens and Philip (Arr.,

64 Hyp., frg 77 = Harpocration, s.v. ’AXKip.axoç.
65 Naturalization IV, pp.70-1.
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Anab. 1.18.1; 6 .2 8 .4).^6 For the unknown son of Andromenes it is 

recorded that he facilitated the efforts of the Athenians who arrived at 

Philip’s court {IG 11̂  240, 11.10-5). It seems therefore that there was a 

compelling reason, at least for this latter decree.

IG  i f  405, passed in 334/3, records citizenship for Amyntor, son of 

Demetrios. M. J. Osborne leaves the matter of his identification open. It 

is equally problematic that his services are not recorded; only a vague 

reference to eunoia towards the Athenians. Osborne argues that this 

could be due to the fact that Demades passed at least another decree that 

day and consequently he did not have the time to propose a detailed 

decree.^^

As I have already mentioned in the previous chapter, the factor of 

Macedonian pressure for attribution of honours, alluded to in the speech 

of Hyperides Against Philippides (5., col.4), should also be taken into 

account, apart from Athenian initiative. Although the state of evidence 

does not allow us to draw any definite conclusions, I would think, that at

this stage and in the majority of our cases, Athenian initiative prevails.
* * *

Hephaistion
Heroic honours were probably attributed to Hephaistion on the 

orders of Alexander but our evidence with regard to Athens basically 

consists of the aforementioned passage of Hyperides in the Epitaphios {2\) 

and even there Hephaistion is not mentioned by n am e.^ 8  However, I do 

no see any compelling reason to reject the assumption that by referring to 

honours for Alexander’s oiketai Hyperides is hinting at Hephaistion. 

According to G. L. Cawkwell, heroic status for Hephaistion was a product

66 The restoration is suggested by Oikonomides (“Demades”, p.8 and n.3) and Osborne 
{Naturalization III, p.71) on the basis of Arr., Anab. 1.18.1. See also C. Schwenk, Athens in the 
Age o f Alexander. The Dated Laws and Decrees of the Lykourgan Era 338-322 B.C., Chicago 
1984, pp.28-30, for the identification of the Alkimachos of the decree with the Alkimachos 
mentioned by Harpocration (quoting Hyperides) and Arrian.
67 Naturalization II, pp.86-7. A. Oikonomides, wrongly, classifies this decree among the 
proxeny decrees, (“Demades”, pp.l06,116.)
68 Arrian (drawing on Ptolemy) states that Ammon denied divine honours for Hephaistion; 
thus Alexander obeyed the god and honoured Hephaistion as a hero {Anab. 7.14.7; 23.6). In 
sharp contrast Justin (XII.12.12) and Diodorus (XVII.115.4) state that Ammon did approve of 
Hephaistion’s deification, which has been unanimously rejected by scholars on the basis of the 
credibility of Arrian and his source as well as on Hyperides.
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of religious necessity to obey the god Ammon whose oracle had assigned 

Hephaistion such s t a tu s .^ ^  Cawkwell has denied (rightly, as I believe), 

that the Athenians conferred divine honours upon Alexander, thus by 

extension implying that they did not yield to political necessity. Thus, he 

apparently thought that it was not political necessity that led the 

Athenians to honour Hephaistion, posthumously, as a hero; instead the 

reason should be sought in religious necessity. To my mind though, it 

seems quite doubtful whether the Athenians - no matter their previous 

long-standing relationship with the oracle of Ammon - would turn an 

obedient ear to a foreign god if this did not aim at some important 

material need, in this case obviously Samos.^0 Although, their religious 

feelings would not allow them to deify Alexander, they could attribute 

heroic status to Hephaistion; deification and heroisation did not carry the 

same religious weight.
* * *

Harpalos
A noteworthy citizenship is the one conferred upon the treasurer 

of Alexander, Harpalos. The actual decree has not been preserved; 

mention of the honour is made solely by Athenaeus (586b) sometime in 

the 320s (and one which in the long run put the Athenians in a very 

awkward position). It is necessary to comment upon the Athenian 

motives for this particular citizenship. Contrary to the cases of Amyntor 

and perhaps of Antipatros for which the motives were rather vague, i.e. 

being close to the king and facilitating Athenian efforts on all occasion, 

in the case of Harpalos it was his very real and substantial gift of grain 

that prompted the Athenians.

69 “Deification”, pp.300-2. Actually, Cawkwell attributes the famous saying of Demosthenes 
that Athens ought not argue with Alexander about celestial honours (Din., 1.54) to the context 
of a debate for the honours for Hephaistion. C. Habicht {Gottmenschentum, p.30) thinks that 
Alexander did not wait for the pronouncement of the oracle in order to establish a cult for 
his friend, and Athens simply followed his orders. He is partly basing his argument on an 
article by P. Treves (“Hyperides and the Cult of Hephaestion”, CR 53,1939, 57-57.) but all that 
the latter maintained was that the return of Alexander’s envoys from the oracle of Ammon 
could not possibly be dated as late as May 323.
70 See A. M. Woodward, “Athens and the Oracle of Ammon”, BSA 57,1962, 5-13.
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As a matter of fact Harpalos’ gift signals the beginning of a series 

of gifts to Athens by wealthy individuals, be they officials or, more often, 

kings. Apparently, there was a severe shortage in the grain supply in the 

320s, a situation that was going to become a repeated characteristic of the 

Athenian situation in the Hellenistic period. In 320/19, Eucharistos was 

awarded the citizenship (on a motion of Demades) for securing supplies 

for Athens at a fixed price {IG 11̂  400). In this perspective the honours 

for Harpalos should rather be dissociated from his position in the 

Macedonian court; anyone offering grain in those times would have been 

awarded the citizenship.^^

What could be the motives of Harpalos himself? Did he act on his 

own initiative or did he follow Alexander’s orders? I believe that these 

possibilities are not mutually exclusive. Athenaeus comments: 

“rX-UKepaq ouxoç 6 oîxoç fjv” alluding to the notorious relationship of 

Harpalos with the Athenian hetaira and implying that the '^ ift was 

donated to Athens for the sake of Glykera. This might sound naive but 

Harpalos’ previous bonds with Athens should not be ignored (Plut., Phoc. 

21.3). On the other hand it is quite plausible that Alexander would be 

interested in Athens’ welfare and her good will and hence he ordered 

Harpalos to sent the grain; in any event the problem is insoluble since we

do not know the actual date of the decree.
* * *

The first case o f the highest honours for an official, 
Asandros

During the regime of Demetrios Phalereus (317-307) there is a 

considerable dearth of decrees; we are in possession of a single honorific 

decree for a foreign royal official Asandros, the satrap of Karia, in 314.

See P. Garnsey, Famine and Food Supply in the Graeco-Roman World, Cambridge 1988, 
pp.150-64 for the repeated crises after 338 and until 323; warfare between Macedonian and the 
Greek states rendered grain fleets coming from the Bosporos quite vulnerable; consequently 
Athens had to turn her attention to the south-east and western grain sources and to rely on 
the generosity of individuals like Herakleides of Salamis.

See also G. Marasco, “Sui problemi dell’ approvigionamento di cereali in Atene nell’ 
etâ dei Diadochoi”, Athenaeum, N.S., 62, 1984, 289-294. Marasco sees the grain provision as a 
major factor in the adoption of a particular policy towards one or the other of the Diadochoi
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In fact he is the first foreign official to be awarded the highest honours 

{sitesis in the Prytaneion and a statue). The actual text ( IG  i f  450) does 

not offer a sufficient amount of illuminating details, but what is there 

presents the exceptional case of a foreign satrap coming to Athens, in 

person, in order to provide troops and ship. Lemnos is nowhere alluded to 

but we know from other sources that it was the need to re-capture 

Lemnos, which had been snatched away by Antigonos Monophthalmos, 

that produced the need for ships and men (D.S., XIX.68.3). The struggle 

for the re-occupation of the island belongs to the wider context of 

hostilities between Kassandros and Antigonos, but Athens had a special 

interest in her own right: with Lemnos in Antigonos’ hands, and being 

herself under Kassandros’ grip, Athens would be deprived of essential 

grain s u p p l i e s . ^ 2  Lemnos had always been a major supplier for Athens 

and her maintaining cleruchs on the island was an additional incentive for 

fighting against Antigonos. Asandros was, of course, acting in the interest 

of Kassandros but this would not diminish his contribution in Athenian 

eyes. On the other hand, it should be borne in mind that Kassandros’ rule 

might be the most important factor that led to the highest honours 

instead of the more traditional crown and citizenship.

With the honours for Asandros the practice of honouring a 

foreigner with a statue spreads to include the officials of a king. 

However, as we shall see below, the number of royal officials awarded a 

statue is rather limited.
* * *

b) Officials of Demetrios.
When we move to the officials in the service of Demetrios a 

change becomes instantly obvious with regard to the proliferation in the

Kassandros had asked Demetrios Phalereus to dispatch twenty ships to Lemnos. Rightly, 
as I believe, Osborne {Naturalization II, p.ll4 and n.456) has dismissed the attempt of 
Errington (“Diodorus Siculus and the Chronology of the Early Diadochoi”, Hermes 105, 1977, 
p.498, n.663) to associate the decree vaguely with the reinforcement o f action against 
Antigonos and to dissociate it from the campaign to Lemnos, while he dates the expedition to 
Lemnos to the autumn of 313 (a few  months later than the date of this decree). Although the 
exact date of the expedition to Lemnos is far from certain, I believe that Osborne is right in 
underlining that the decree testifies to exceptionally pressing circumstances for Athens (the 
need for ships as well as the reference to Athenian captives), which cannot be associated with 
mere preparations for a forthcoming struggle against Antigonos.
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number of honorands. Although quite a few of the decrees are terribly 

mutilated, the number of the honorands between 307 and 300 is 

extremely high. The vast majority of the decrees were proposed and 

carried by Stratokles. Their great number can be associated with the 

political will of Stratokles to establish as many connections with 

Demetrios’ court as possible, and again a distinction should be drawn 

between his motives and the motives of the people who voted the 

honours.

Osborne holds that, since Demetrios Poliorketes re-established the 

democracy and given the fact of the on-going struggle for its 

maintenance, it should not have been surprising that all these people were 

honoured by the demos; finally that there was no change in attitude as it 

was the precarious circumstances that produced this high number of 

beneficiaries.^3 I largely agree especially with regard to the 

circumstances, but I think that there are ramifications to his view, and we 

could add further parameters to the circumstances. I would like to allude 

to certain implications which go beyond the rationale of diplomatic 

benefits.

Osborne has included the officials of Demetrios among those 

beneficiaries permanently residing away from Athens, and this is my own 

point of departure. Contrary to this view, I hold the view that, although 

these people were not permanently residing in Athens, they nonetheless 

were present off and on (to say the least) and this consists a major 

difference with far reaching consequences.

‘Being close’ to Demetrios suggests that the officials accompanied 

him in his campaigns, in other words they were in Attika whenever he 

was, and quite a few of the decrees were passed at times when Demetrios 

was in fact in Athens. Therefore that they were in a position to provide 

diplomatic, let alone military aid , in quite a few of our cases presupposes 

their presence in Attika. It is noteworthy that quite a high number of the 

decrees was voted in 303/2, after Demetrios had returned from the

73 Naturalization IV, pp.207-9.
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Peloponnese and in the chronological context of the preparations for the 

re-establishment of the League of Corinth.

The decrees recording military aid provided by the officials present 

the greatest interest. The honorand of IG  i f  503 (11.13-7) had put himself 

at the service of the hipparchs; Apollonides had probably offered his help 

during the siege laid by Kassandros {IG i f  492, 11.8-11, 14); Medeios had 

been dispatched with Demetrios to set the Greeks free and had proved 

himself useful and favourably disposed to the salvation of the demos {IG 

i f  498, 11.15-20); an Athenian general reported to the demos about the 

services of Neaios during a campaign involving Eleusis {IG i f  553, 11.2- 

10) and others unknown are praised for having made themselves available 

to the common cause.^^ Setting aside the fact that they have contributed 

to Athens’ salvation, there appear certain implications of quite a 

different nature. Given their high rank, it is highly unlikely that they 

simply put themselves under the command of an Athenian general; it is 

fairly certain that they commanded their own troops. This in turn 

suggests that foreign troops (consisting of mercenaries) were present in 

Attika for long periods of time. At this point I come to question the 

picture of cordial relations between the Athenians and Demetrios (during 

his first stay in Athens). I do not intend to propound the view that these 

troops were in fact employed directly to intimidate the Athenians; as a 

matter of fact they were instrumental in Athens’ salvation from 

Kassandros; but nonetheless their mere presence suggests control of 

Attika by Demetrios however indirect.

Gauthier presumes that a great number of the officials wished to 

be honoured by the Athenians and that, therefore, they had asked for the

To these we could add the honorand of IG 11̂  559+568+Add., p.662, who having been 
dispatched to Greece with Demetrios fought for freedom and democracy (11.7-10), Oxythemis 
who worked for the freedom of the Hellenes {IG 55% 11.11-14), Nikomedes o f Kos (Osborne 
51, 11.3-5) and even Vianor and Antimedes who were dispatched to Greece with Demetrios 
(5’5 ’G'16.58).

Although it has not been preserved on the stone whether Neaios was in the service of 
Demetrios, the kind of services he rendered to Athens as well as the fact that the stone has 
suffered a quite peculiar mutilation, very similar to the one observed on the stone of the 
Herodoros decree (another official of Demetrios), has led Osborne to assume that Neaios too 
was in the service of the king; furthermore, he has quite plausibly argued that his services 
could not belong to 295 since at that time Eleusis was lost to Athens; see “The Damnation of 
Neaios”, ZPE\% 1975,143-158, p.l54 and n.21, p.l55.
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honours; since they had no direct access to either the boule or the 

ekklesia, they would employ the help of an Athenian citizen who would 

present a favourable account of the candidate’s activities, most commonly 

ambassadors or generals; if the candidate was present in Athens, then he 

might present himself to the ekklesia to present his claim after having 

been introduced by an Athenian.^^ Such a reconstruction fits well the 

evidence provided by the decree for Neaios where it emerges that it was 

because of the favourable report of the Athenian general that he was 

honoured {IG 11̂  553, 11.6-10); similarly, it was the Athenian ambassadors 

that presented a favourable account of Herodoros’ conduct {IG 646, 

11.17-8). However, I would like to draw attention to the possibility that 

some decrees could have been the product of the initiative of an 

Athenian citizen, who would have assumed that bestowal of honours 

would have been pleasing to a certain official. At any rate, I would think 

that the officials at least made known their wish to be honoured. What 

would have prompted them? An answer that comes immediately to mind 

is that they functioned in the traditional context of euergesia and they 

demanded a recognition of their services. Still, there may have been 

other, practical, parameters in their demand. Through these honours a 

network of Demetrios’ officials established itself in Athens.

That Demetrios had an acute interest in establishing his own 

officials in the framework of the polis of Athens as her citizens is amply 

demonstrated by the way in which honours were conferred upon Eupolis 

in 304/3. It is clearly stated in the motivation clause that Demetrios, by 

means of a letter, notified the Athenians of Eupolis’ favourable 

disposition towards the kings and the demos {IG 11̂  486, 11.12-4). The 

stone breaks down at precisely this point but it is easy to infer that either 

Demetrios directly asked for citizenship for Eupolis or the Athenians 

simply inferred his wish (It would not make much sense if Demetrios had 

taken the trouble to write a letter for lesser honours, like a crown).

Bienfaiteurs, Appendix II, pp.181-3.
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Fifteen years earlier Sonikos and Eu- had most probably been 

awarded the citizenship {IG  11̂  387+Add., p.660) on the request, or rather 

order of Polyperchon (again by means of a letter). Citizenship for their 

officials then was indeed regarded by both Polyperchon and Demetrios as 

an important asset in their relations with Athens. On a theoretical level 

this was translated into creating an image of integration with the 

Athenian people. From a practical point of view and in the long run, 

these honorary Athenian citizens would help transmit Demetrios’ will to 

the demos (through their connections with native citizens). The recently 

discovered inscription at Rhamnous, referring to Adeimantos, one of the 

honorands, as general of the countryside {Ergon 40,1993, p.7) supports the 

notion of the officials’ infiltrating the world of the polis and even 

controlling Attika. We do not know then, if the Athenians had much 

choice.

Moreover, for three of the officials, - Adeimantos, Oxythemis and 

Bousiris -, Demochares provides us with the information that they were 

assigned cult honours {FGH 75, FI). M. J. Osborne believes that, at least 

with regard to Adeimantos and Oxythemis, they were the sequel of the 

secular honours voted respectively in 302 and c.303/2.76 Unfortunately, 

there is no way of establishing the date of these cult honours.^^ Osborne 

plausibly suggests that, if Oxythemis had settled the issue of the Athenian 

prisoners, referred to in IG  t f  558, then the Athenians could have 

expressed their gratitude by voting heroic honours for him. In the case of 

Adeimantos I would think that the cult could be a by-product of 

Adeimantos’ being appointed to a high position at the synedrion of the 

League of Corinth; on the other hand, we have to leave open the 

possibility that in his case the cult honours could precede the secular ones 

of 302/1 and be associated with his generalship of the Athenian 

countryside.

The Athenians already had a precedent for these cult honours in 

the cult which had been voted for Hephaistion; only that Hephaistion had

For Oxythemis: IG l^  558; for Adeimantos: Moretti, ISE9. 
Naturalization II, pp.124-6.
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never been of benefit to Athens. At least with regard to Oxythemis we

know that an important service, concerning some prisoners, was expected

from him. Still, there is no means of establishing whether these cult

honours were a product of Athenian initiative or whether Demetrios had

suggested or even demanded cult honours for certain of his officials.
*  *  *

Attribution o f the highest honours
The highest honours - crown, proedria, sitesis, statue and citizenship 

- for officials are rare: we know of four or five cases all in all, the first 

one is the one already mentioned for Asandros in 314 and the last c. 295/4.

Apart from Asandros the other recipients of the highest honours 

were officials of Demetrios: Asklepiades of Byzantion who was honoured 

c. 304/3, Herodoros in 295/4 {IG t f  646), Aristonikos of Karystos possibly 

between 307 and 304 {IG  t f  385) together'^knother whose name and 

services have not been preserved {IG 11̂  648).78

The decree for Asklepiades {IG 11̂  555) is quite peculiar in the 

sense that it does not provide a detailed justification of the megistai timai 

although the procedure is described elaborately (11.13-26). Furthermore, 

the statue is going to be set up in Byzantion, and not in the Athenian 

agora. This provides us with the grounds to suspect that Asklepiades’ 

deeds had more to do with Byzantion and his being an official of 

Demetrios rather than the welfare of Athens. Such an interpretation fits 

neatly in the context of more extensive interference on Demetrios’ part 

from 304 onwards. One wonders again whether the Athenians had much 

choice in their bestowal of honours (at least on certain occasions).

Mention has already been made of how Athens denied access to 

Demetrios in 301 and how a few years later taking advantage of the

Aristonikos of Karystos, a famous ball-player who had been in the service of Alexander, 
was also awarded citizenship and sitesis and, presumably, a statue as well {IG 11̂  385). 
Osborne {Naturalization II, pp.128-9) dates the decree between 307 and 303, though he leaves 
open the possibility of the early 290s; rightly, he finds it difficult to believe that his extreme 
skill in ball-playing could be the motivation for his honours, in sharp contrast to the other 
beneficiaries; employing the evidence of an Eretrian inscription which testifies to cult 
honours for Aristonikos in the early third century, he concludes that he too had performed 
services ofoipolitical nature; I would in turn suggest that Aristonikos might have offered  
money as well, like the doctor Evenor of Akarnania in c. 307-303/2 {IGlŸ 374).
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internal turmoil caused by Lachares’ regime, he laid siege 4o the astu and 

made his way into Athens once again. Plutarch has preserved a quite 

vivid picture of the poli^  suffering during the siege, and how relieved 

they felt afterwards to be treated leniently by Demetrios. Therefore, it 

becomes understandable that they would honour anyone who had 

contributed to this; they probably thought that Herodoros (as well as the 

others) exercised decisive influence on Demetrios to this end. However, 

two things are notable about the Herodoros decree: its details and its 

emphasis on the maintenance of the democracy. The author of the decree 

does not fail to refer to the previous good will of Herodoros towards the 

king Antigonos and the Athenian demos (11.11-13). Ten lines (13-22) are 

devoted to describing Herodoros’ efforts during the negotiations between 

Athens and Demetrios. That his efforts were indeed very important is 

emphasised by their connection with the maintenance of the democracy. 

We encounter for the first time the clause connecting the re-acquisition 

of the astu (later on it will be the Peiraieus) with the maintenance of the 

democracy (11.22-5).
* * *

c) The honorands of the 280s

Officials o f Ptolemy
In the 280s we find three recipients of crown and citizenship but 

not of proedria, sitesis and statue. One of them, Philokles {Hesp. 9, 1940, 

p.352, no 48) was in the service of Ptolemy while Artemidoros {SEG 16.62) 

and Bithys {IG 11̂  808) were in the service of Lysimachos. Admittedly, 

only the decree for Artemidoros is preserved complete but I believe that 

all of the decrees involved very similar honours and are products of the 

same attitude towards officials. With the exception of the Philokles 

decree there have survived the final clauses which enumerate the honours 

and what we miss from the very bottom of the stele could not possibly 
refer to additional h o n o u r s .^ 9

79 M, J. Osborne {Naturalization II, p.l63, n.732) believes that Sostratos, the Ptolemaic 
representative who had negotiated with Demetrios Poliorketes (Kallias decree, 11.33-44) had 
received equally high honours with Philokles, though no decree has survived. Shear (“Kallias”, 
p.23) accepts Sostratos’ identification as son of Dexiphanes o f Knidos, a very wealthy and
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Additionally, we are in possession of something more than the 

beginning of a decree for another Ptolemaic official {IG i f  650), namely 

Zenon, dated to the 11th of Hekatombaion in the archonship of Diokles in 

286/5. He is referred to as commander of light vessels and his activities 

had something to do with grain. It seems to be beyond doubt, however, 

that we have here an honorific decree in the lost part of which crown and 

citizenship would have been conferred upon Zenon.

Shear’s reconstruction of Zenon’s activities runs as following: the 

troops of Kallias had sailed from Andros on board Zenon’s light vessels 

while the two had later closely co-operated during the harvest operations 

in Attika: Kallias had been in charge of the protection of the Attic 

harvest while Zenon would have been responsible for the delivery of 

^o cçii grain; Habicht, on the other hand, thinks that Zenon was 

responsible for the transportation of foreign grain to Athens and not for 

the gathering of her own harvest^O Similarly Osborne excludes the 

synchronisation of activities proposed by Shear because, in his view, this 

is solely based on Shear’s false dating of the revolt in 286.̂  ̂ Although, I 

agree that Shear’s dating is wrong this does not have to exclude the 

possibility that Zenon was present in the waters of Attika a year earlier, 

or that he had in some way supported Kallias. Osborne seems to take it 

for granted that the decree for Zenon should immediately follow his 

activities, in the course of the same archon year. Notwithstanding the 

fact that the evidence is inconclusive, it is not inconceivable that Zenon 

had at least supervised Kallias’ activities (according to Osborne he was

important Ptolemaic official and concludes that the simple reference to him in the Kallias 
decree indicates that his status was higher than that of the mercenary leaders Kallias and 
Zenon. In support of this he cites Strabo (XVII.1.6) who refers to Sostratos as one of the 
philoi basileon and as the one who dedicated the Pharos in Alexandreia). Such a view, in fact 
corroborates Osborne’s view about high honours for him but I have to remain sceptical, and 
in any case the mere absence of a decree renders the discussion pointless. Nonetheless, it 
would indeed be quite peculiar if the Athenians had not voted crown and citizenship for 
Sostratos. On the other hand, it is an insoluble problem whether a statue would have been 
included. To my mind, however, it seems that we should abandon any parallelism with 
Philokles: Sostratos’ status did not call for the highest honours in the 280s.
80 “Kallias”, pp.21, 63, 69; in 11.17-8 Shear restores: è7ci)ieA,eÎTai [ttic; GUVKop.i8f|(; t o ] \ )  aixou  
Tcoi ô f ij ic û i ÔTcœç ü [v  àa(()aA ,éC T T aT a elC T ]K O )aiÇ riT ai auvaycovu^ô-; contrary to this, Habicht 
prefers to restore [ K a l  x f jç  K o p iô f j ç  t o ] . . .  and ô i à  instead of e l ç  in 1.18 {Untersuchungen,
g^.48-50).

Naturalization II, p.l63, n.728.
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the third in command Ptolemaic officer in the Aegean) and continued to 

be of use to Athens in the course of the next archon year by importing 

grain.

An absolutely precise date for the decree for Philokles is 

impossible. Though we lack information as to whether and to what 

extent Philokles was involved in the activities of the other Ptolemaic 

officials (Sostratos, Kallias and possibly Zenon) in the Aegean during and 

after the revolt of Athens in 287, it seems possible that he would be, 

especially in the perspective of Osborne’s and Merker’s restoration of the 

hierarchy of the Ptolemaic officers in the Aegean according to which 

Philokles was the senior Ptolemaic officer; moreover he would probably 

have acted as the co-ordinator of action.^2

There has been preserved a similarly undated statue base {IG 11̂  

3425) with the name of Philokles inscribed which causes additional 

problems of interpretation. Both Shear and Osborne believe that the 

decree and the statue belong to the same context but they part company 

as to the date. M. J. Osborne actually believes that the statue must have 

been referred to in the lost part of our decree and thinks it should be 

dated in either 286/5 or very soon afterwards.^3 Shear, on the other part 

deems it possible that both the decree and the statue belong to 279/8 in 

the context of the celebration of the first Ptolemaia, established by 

Ptolemy II Philadelphos in honour of his father to which Athens was 

invited to send theoroi^^ a decree of the League of the Islanders {SI(j  

390) informs us that Philokles and Bakchon transmitted the same 

invitation to the Islanders and Shear believes, quite plausibly, that it was 

Philokles who conveyed the invitation to Athens as well, perhaps in

Naturalization II, pp.162-3 and n.729; Zenon was the commander of the afracta ploia and a 
subordinate of the nesiarch Bachon, who must have been subordinate of Philokles the 
nauarch, “almost certainly the senior Ptolemaic officer in the Aegean.”. I. L. Merker (“The 
Ptolemaic Officials and the League of the Islanders”, Historia 19, 1970, 141-160, pp.148-9, 153) 
also propounds seniority but he deems the evidence inconclusive as to the application of the 
term nauarch to the office held by Philokles; he concludes, however, that the office held by 
Philokles was “in effect that of Viceroy of the Ptolemaic possessions in the North”. 
Otherwise, Merker’s restoration of hierarchy is identical to that of Osborne.
83 Naturalization II, p.l63.
84 Kallias decree, 11.55-64; “Kallias”, pp.33-4, 44. This celebration, however, is not to be 
identified with the Ptolemaia mentioned in the Kallias decree; see, p.l97 and n.54.
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person. He goes on to suggest that this would have been the occasion for 

Philokles’ honours and not 286/5 since Sostratos was then the chief 

Ptolemaic envoy.85 However, it still seems to me quite possible that 

Philokles was awarded some kind of honours immediately after the 

revolt, for the reason I suggested above.

It is not imperative that the citizenship decree and the statue 

should have emanated from the same occasion. Philokles demonstrated a 

continuous activity in the Aegean and Athens kept in contact with the 

Ptolemaic court after the death of Ptolemy I; thus, if the decree belongs 

to the mid-280s, the statue could be dissociated from the revolt of 287 

and its immediate aftermath, and be placed in c.280 - 277.86 If we can 

discern two steps in the bestowal of honours upon Philokles, then it seems 

reasonable that the second one would have involved higher honours. On 

the other hand, it has to remain a possibility that both the decree and the 

statue came as a pair, in which case I would adopt Shear’s view and date 

them to the context of the first Ptolemaia, or slightly later, when we have 

evidence of extensive dealings between Egypt, Philokles and the Greeks.

An additional important factor that should be taken into account is

that although Philokles was in the service of the king of Egypt and his

help to the Athenians would be under the auspices of the king, he was

also the king of Sidon and precisely this status could have called for the

same treatment with the Thracian rulers.
* * *

Officials o f Lysimachos
It appears that through the agency of his officials Lysimachos had 

established a much more regular contact with Athens than Ptolemy, after 

the revolt. This should be seen in the light of Lysimachos’ need to find 

allies in mainland Greece against Pyrrhos and also in the light of Athens’ 

claims on Lemnos and Imbros, which would inevitably bring about 

successive negotiations.

85 “Kallias”, p.34, n.79.
86 Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.77, n.6.
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There have been preserved decrees for two officials of Lysimachos, 

Artemidoros of Perinthos and Bithys of Lysimacheia.

It is reported in the decree for Artemidoros {IG 11^ 662 4 - 663) that 

he had been sent as an ambassador to Athens more than once (11.5-9). The 

precise nature of his services is not recorded; only a vague reference to 

his being a friend and in the confidence of king Lysimachos and to his 

eunoia towards the king and the Athenian demos, both in Athens as well 

as in the course of Athenian embassies to Lysimachos’ court. C. Habicht 

has plausibly suggested that these repeated missions should involve the 

Athenian claims on Lemnos and Imbros, (the vital grain suppliers of 

Athens). This view is corroborated by the fact that there is no mention 

of a request for corn and money while others decrees of the period are 

quite explicit about this problem.

Bithys of Lysimacheia, an important member of Lysimachos’ court, 

is honoured in IG  808. Until very recently his identification had been 

problematic, but a new inscription from Kassandreia settled the issue and 

the decree can now be dated in the 280s.̂ 7

The Athenian decree apparently contained information of a 

military nature, although only eis tagma katachorizei is crucially 

preserved from the motivation clauses. The present tense employed most 

probably points to quite recent activity involving a squadron of soldiers 

(mercenaries?). Burstein suggests that Bithys’ presence in Attika could be 

connected with recruiting of Athenian mercenaries but he is unsure as to 

whether Bithys provided military assistance for the recovery of the Attic 

forts; rather he is inclined to discard the latter hypothesis and conjectures 

that “Lysimachus’ failure to support may well account for Athens’ 

inability to achieve her principal military goal, the recovery of the
Peiraieus”.88

What was then the reason that prompted the Athenians to honour 

Bithys? As it is preserved the decree does not provide any clue as to

87 See Appendices, Chapter III, 1. Bithys’ identity.
88 “Bithys”, p.45; Burstein draws a parallel with Philippides of Kephale assigning Athenian 
soldiers to mercenary squadrons (p.48, n.45).
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whether his assigning the soldiers in a squadron involves military activity 

in Attika or if it concerned recruiting soldiers for fighting in some other 

place in the North.

In any case, the assignment of soldiers to squadrons is Bithys’ final 

activity, and judging ex silentio it seems to me that his must have been a 

rather detailed decree referring to a very specific instance. I would 

further conjecture that since this was the last activity to be referred to, it 

did not result, at least not at the time the decree is passed, in military 

achievement. It could be that Bithys simply organised Athenian military 

activity by forming squadrons or that he brought mercenaries with him 

whom he enlisted in tagmata. On the other hand, I find it rather 

incredible that the Athenians would have honoured Bithys without his 

having come to Athens for some reason directly concerning her. 

However, unless new inscriptional evidence comes to light Lysimachos’ 

military help for Athens will remain a matter of speculation

The implications of a dating in the 280s are far reaching, firstly 

with regard to Lysimachos’ involvement in the affairs of mainland 

Greece and of Athens in particular. As Burstein has pointed out, IG  11̂  

808 is our only evidence for Lysimachos’ military help to Athens, which 

must necessarily be related to the Athenian struggle for the recapture of 

the forts. This in turn indicates that the Athenian cause was all too 

important for Lysimachos (perhaps more important than it was to 

Ptolemy in those years).
* * *

d) Perception of an officiars role
Attitudes towards the pbiloi
G. Herman, in an extremely illuminating article, has analysed the 

status of royal officials and the attitude of antiquity towards them.89 In 

brief, he has amply demonstrated that their being described as mere 

flatterers and parasites is clearly a distortion, and it is largely due to the 

inability of the poleis to come to terms with the notion of someone being

89 “Friends”, 103-149.
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in the service of a king (i.e. being inferior). More to the point, Herman 

has critically observed that Athenian inscriptions for royal officials (as 

well as others from Samos, Ephesos and Delos) until about the 280s 

systematically avoid recording the precise title or office they held in the 

court of the king whereas literary sources quite frequently provide us 

with the title and rank of the official in a king’s court. He concludes 

that this happens precisely because Athens did not hold a particularly 

high opinion of their position and thus avoided recording it in a public 

document. My own purpose is to add some observations as to the causes 

underlying the omission of an official’s title in an Athenian document.

Herman has observed the term philos can bear either a formal or 

an informal sense and it is not always easy to tell which sense is implied 

in each case. The first sense “implies informality, symmetry and equality 

between the partners involved” whereas '"philos as a rank or title implies 

an institutionalised, asymmetrical and therefore hierarchical 

relationship’’.^  ̂ I would think that the Athenians were quite conscious 

of the second type of relationship and consequently they were aware that 

the officials were acting on the king’s orders but they preferred to forget 

about it. Therefore, I would like to argue then that by recording on the 

stone that someone ‘was close to a king’ or that he was his philos the 

Athenians maintained an image of free benevolence towards Athens and, 

on the other hand, they kept hidden the fact that the officials were acting 

upon orders; in other words that favourable disposition might not be the 

motivation. A supplementary factor operating in the ‘omission’ of title is 

an issue that Herman himself has touched upon when he remarked that 

“from the viewpoint of the Greek cities the friends were a visible sign of 

monarchical rule”.91 In this manner, it was easier for the Athenian 

demos to incorporate the philoi in their citizen body.

Occasionally, the Athenians prefer to describe the official’s 

activities in some detail but without referring to the actual capacity in 

which he acted. Herman is right when stating that it is from the 280s

90 “Friends”, p.lll.
91 “Friends”, p.ll7.
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that we can observe a change in Athenian attitude towards titulature. 

However, I would like to draw attention to an exceptional case dating 

well before the 280s. The first sign of a change in Athenian attitude is 

provided by the decree for Adeimantos of Lampsakos which is one of the 

very rare occasions on which the precise title of an official is recorded, 

dating (probably) to 3 0 2 /1.^2 Adeimantos is explicitly referred to as 

appointed to some office or capacity {katastatheis) in the synedrion of the 

League of Corinth, probably that of proedros {ISE 9, 1.7).93 In fact this 

office and the activities pertaining to this are the cause of the honours. 

The decree refers to the invitation Adeimantos addressed to the 

Athenians and the other Hellenes to participate in the synedrion (11.10-2), 

and also contains one of the clauses that should have been included in the 

foundation decree of the L e a g u e .9 4  This office was, in every respect, a 

very honourable one: the leaders of the synedrion aimed at protecting 

Athens and the other Hellenes against foreign aggression. Furthermore, 

scholars have long since recognised that Adeimantos was an extremely

In IG 11̂  561 (dating to the same period) Philippos and lolaos are probably referred to as 
somatophylakes of Alexander; no reference has survived though as to the actual office they 
held at the time the decree was passed.

I. Calabi Limentani (“I proedroi nella lega di Corinto e la carica di Adimanto di 
Lampsaco”, Athenaeum N.S., 28, 1950, 55-66, pp.63-5) argued that the actual office to which 
the Athenian inscription referred was that of the strategos of the League who was the second 
in command after Demetrios; the basis of her argument was that such an important official as 
Adeimantos could not have been simply one of the five proedroi of the synedrion ; 
additionally, she argued, there was the restriction that the proedroi'wonXd have to come from  
cities participating in the League, and Lampsakos was not one of them. Objecting to this G. 
Daux (“Adeimantos de Lampsaque et le renouvellement de la ligue de Corinthe par Démétrios 
Poliorcète”, AE 1953-54, I, 245-254) pointed out that, according to the foundation decree of 
the League, the proedroi would be appointed by Demetrios for so long as the war lasted { ic f  
IV, I, 68, frg. 3,1.36); therefore this office in those particular times was quite important and it 
was not imperative that a proedros’ birthplace should belong to the League. Daux himself 
opts for the restoration proedros though he admits that this is somehow awkward in 
combination with 11.13-14 where we should rather restore proedreuorr, therefore he suggests 
synedros as an alternative restoration in 1.7, which would make Adeimantos acting in the 
capacity of proedros on that particular occasion. C. Habicht {Gottmenschentum , p.56, n.4) is 
also uncertain as to whether Adeimantos was a strategos or proedros. As a conclusion, 
however, I would point out that whatever we should restore, it is possible that Adeimantos 
was the strategos of the League.

For the importance of Adeimantos see L. Robert, “Adeimantos et la Ligue de 
Corinthe”, in Hellenica II, Paris 1946, pp.15-33; on the role of the proedros see Ic f  IV, I, 68, 
11.21-36.
94 It is obscure whether Adeimantos’ proposal directly concerned Athens; G. De Sanctis (“Un 
decreto del Sinedrio di Corinto”, RFIQ N.S., 19, 1941, 194-7, p.l96) suggested (and L. Moretti 
{ISE 9, p.l9) accepted) that a possible restoration of the lacuna after 1.15 could be èoc[v xlç ït|i 
èn ’EXàteiav] in the perspective of Olympiodoros’ liberation of Elateia in 302/1. But this 
restoration depends on a quite uncertain dating and, in any event, it seems to me more 
plausible that the clause should refer to an attack on Athens itself.
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important official, and perhaps the most influential person in the League 

after Demetrios himself.

The recording of the title must have also been connected with 

Adeimantos’ previous incorporation in the Athenian military leadership. 

Mention has already been made of the recently discovered inscription 

from Rhamnous {Ergon 40, 1993, p.7) in which it is reported that 

Adeimantos was appointed by Demetrios strategos epi ten choran\ his 

previous holding of an Athenian office would have assimilated him more 

to the Athenians and would have made his status of a philos less 

reprehensible.

The second instant in the development of the Athenian attitude 

towards titulature is marked by the case of Zenon. It is clearly recorded 

in the decree (11.11-2) that he was appointed {katastatheis) epi ton 

afrakton. Though rather descriptive, it is, nonetheless, a clear reference 

to Zenon’s office. Various factors could have contributed to this change. 

One of them could be the fact another Ptolemaic official so happened to 

be an Athenian citizen of a distinguished family. An even more 

important factor was the benefactions that Athens had enjoyed from 

Egypt. Whether Zenon had imported foreign grain or he had helped with 

the gathering of Athenian harvest, the result was the same: Athens had 

been saved from starvation. Perhaps, the major factor was the nature of 

the relationship between Athens and Egypt, or at least the way the 

Athenians perceived it. The vocabulary of the decrees passed after the 

revolt suggests that the Athenians regarded Ptolemy as their ally, since 

they were fighting a common enemy - Demetrios Poliorketes. 

Consequently, they could view a Ptolemaic official as someone who was

serving a common cause and not as a subordinate of the king.
* * *

From pToxeny to citizenship
The decrees of the first period (338- 320s) follow the pattern of the 

fourth and of the fifth centuries. Here, as in the case of the citizenship 

for Philip, Athens operates in the traditional framework of euergesia and
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proxenia she is accustomed to and can make an official of Philip her own 

proxenos. Did the Athenians truly believe that these people would 

promote their own interests? There is no way of giving a conclusive 

answer but to my mind it seems that again we should read the proxenies 

or citizenships conferred in the light of Athens’ perception of 

Macedonia’s position as being temporary and not as having reached 

definite supremacy.

Therefore, it should not in any way be accidental that no official of 

Demetrios or of any other king is recorded as having become proxenos of 

Athens; instead the honours consist of either a crown or citizenship or 

commonly both. What is then the underlying change of Athenian attitude 

towards the royal officials and, correspondingly, what does this imply 

about Athens’ perception of her position? A proxenos was supposed to 

promote the interests of the polis that attributed him the title in his own 

state. The first major difficulty is that most of the officials had actually 

ceased to be active citizens of their own state; they were moving around 

promoting Demetrios’ interests. Their place of birth was no longer 

important; it was who they were that mattered. Secondly, what were the 

odds that the officials of Demetrios or of any other king would be 

constantly interested in the fortune of Athens unless it was closely linked 

to that of Demetrios or the other kings? Royal officials could not be 

called upon at any time to provide their help as was the case with the 

traditional proxenoi. To my mind, it appears that the Athenians had 

become aware of the fact that these honorands promoted their interests 

so long as they coincided with those of the kings; therefore, they were 

aware that it would be pointless to make them proxenoi. One might 

object that they conferred citizenship upon them and their descendants, 

which bears a strong notion of perpetuation. In the past proxeny had 

always been practically orientated whereas citizenship bore a more 

honorific character: hardly ever was it expected to be implemented apart 

from the case of me tics and e x ile s .9 5  The important exception to this are

95 See Osborne, Naturalization IV, p.l48 and n.l48.
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the numerous citizenships conferred upon Thracian rulers and even their 

officials during the 360s. In their case the Athenians had acknowledged 

that these people could not be employed as proxenoi of Athens. 

Similarly, citizenship for royal officials in early Hellenistic Athens 

replaced proxeny and it acquired some of its attributes, while, in

Athenian eyes, it would have retained its prestige as the higher honour in

the scale of honours. It is precisely because, with regard to the promotion 

of Athenian interests, proxeny ceases to function that Athens starts to 

employ citizenship.

The Athenians then opted for honours which were very highly 

valued by the honorands themselves. Furthermore, there was indeed 

practical value in the bestowal of citizenship, especially when conferred 

upon officials of Demetrios; it created a situation that suited both. Athens 

expressed her favourable disposition towards Demetrios’ entourage and 

indirectly to him. In this manner the Athenians established the right 

connections that would help them transmit their problems to Demetrios, 

especially when he was away from Athens. At the other end of the 

spectrum, though, Demetrios could exercise his policy and transmit his 

will without even having to be present, through the agency of these

honorary citizens. This, in fact, is the major difference of these

citizenships from those conferred upon the Thracians; the latter had not 

asked for the honours and, furthermore, they were not in a position to 

interfere in Athenian political life. This in turn produces a major 

question: to what extent did Athenian citizenship operate in the interests 

of Athens and, conversely, to what extent did it operate in the interests of 

the officials and Demetrios? Could it be that this highly valued Athenian 

prerogative was more in the interests of the foreigners on whom it was 

bestowed? I would think that the balance was too precarious.

In the case of the honorands of the 280s Athens established the 

essential links in the courts of the kings that would help them present 

their requests about corn and money. But these were seen by the 

Athenians as the products of specific and chronologically restricted needs;
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they would cease the moment Athens would (hopefully) re-acquire the 

forts and the Peiraieus. The decrees refer to specific services, not to their 

being ‘close’ to the king. The recipients of honours in the 280s did not 

infiltrate Athenian life the way the officials of Demetrios had in the 

sense that they either were present very briefly during the revolt or they 

operated and exercised their influence far away from Athens.
*  *  *
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iii. Athenian honorands
In this section I intend to examine the ways in which and the 

extent to which the inflation of honours towards Demetrios and his 

officials affects the attitude of the Athenian demos towards Athenian 

leaders who had (in one way or the other as we shall see) promoted 

Athenian interests. My starting point is that in the early Hellenistic 

period for an Athenian leader to be able to promote the interests of his 

polis was an issue far more complex than it had ever been in the past: in 

this period there was a question of choices and to make the right one at 

the right moment was a major issue, and great risk was involved. On the 

other hand, if indeed an Athenian benefited Athens he was much more 

worth of praise and honours than in the days of the empire or even in the 

fourth century. It is only in this context that the bestowal of the highest 

honours can be absolutely justified. A brief survey of the Athenian 

honorands and their status as well as of the principal views on the subject 

is essential in order to provide the more general characteristics of 

Athenian honorific practice in this period.

From the Hellenistic period eight honorific decrees have been 

preserved in all for Athenian citizens who are recipients of the megistai 

tim ai (most probably the fragmentary decree for Eurykleides awarded 

him the megistai timai as well):

Lykourgos ; IG  i f  457 (S ic f 326) + IG  i f  513; [Plut.l X  Drat. Vit. 85If- 

852e.

Philippides of Paiania: IG  11̂  649 + Dinsmoor, Archons, pp.7-8.

Philippides of Kephale: IG  11̂  657.

Demosthenes: [Plut], X  Oral Vit. 850f-851c.

Demochares: ibid., 851d-f.

Kallias of Sphettos: Shear, “Kallias”.

Phaidros of Sphettos: IG  11̂  682 (SIG 3 409). 

Kephisodoros: B. D. Meritt, Hesp. 5 1936, 419-28.96

96 This is a list of decrees basically as provided by Gauthier, Bienfaiteurs, p.79; for 
Lykourgos I have preferred to adopt Osborne’s view (“Lykourgos Again?”, ZPE 42, 1981,172- 
174) who thinks that IG 11̂  513 represents the final section of IG II 457. However, in this 
chapter I prefer to follow the manuscript tradition which represents a fuller version.
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The first thing to be observed is that it is only Kephisodoros who 

was active at the beginning of the second century. Demosthenes was 

active until the late 320s, Lykourgos was prominent between 338 and 326; 

both of them had connected their name with opposition to Macedonia 

(although they did not necessarily follow exactly the same course of 

action). The rest were active before the Chremonidean War, and more 

specifically in the 290s and the 280s. It is not accidental that Athens 

resolves to honour these men who (as will emerge further below) pursued 

the same line of policy, namely multiple embassies to anyone who could 

prove useful or in any case men who had established connections with the 

kings. Apart from Lykourgos, all the rest had served, at least once, as 

ambassadors (after 338).^7

Turning to their status we come up with very interesting results. 

Lykourgos, Demosthenes and Demochares were rhetores with a 

distinguished political career; Philippides of Paiania had been a general 

but his diplomatic career was much more notable; Philippides of Kephale 

was a poet and a philos of Lysimachos as well as an unauthorised 

ambassador; Kallias had been an Athenian citizen and at the same time a 

philos and an official of Ptolemy. Actually, we are in possession of only 

one honorific decree for a man with a quite significant military career, 

Phaidros of Sphettos, but even his career goes much beyond the 

boundaries of the military realm.

The number is increased by one if we count among the honorands 

Olympiodoros as well; for the latter we do not actually possess an 

honorific inscription, but the information provided by Pausanias 

presupposes the existence of such an inscription. Employing the evidence 

of literary testimonia we have to include among the recipients of the 

highest honours the orator Demades who was honoured sometime after

Gauthier {Bienfaiteurs, p.81) notes that sitesis for Kallias and his descendants was not 
included among the honours and explains it in terms of his family situation which neither 
required nor authorised hereditary honours.
97 There is a notice in Pseudo-Plutarch’s X. Oral Vit. 841e-f of Lykourgos’ participation in 
an embassy to the Peloponnese and some other states, together with Demosthenes and 
Polyeuktos during “the second war of Athens against Philip”. Other than that there is no 
evidence of Lykourgos’ participating in an embassy after 338.
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335 (not much later) as well as Phokion; the latter was honoured 

posthumously but the precise date is disputable (Plut., Phoc. 38.5).

Philippides of Kephale, Demochares, Kallias, Phaidros and 

Olympiodoros were all active in the 280s, uniting their efforts to liberate 

Athens from Demetrios Poliorketes. All of them were engaged in 

multiple and diverse activities: embassies, stockpiling of weapons, 

securing of corn provisions or administration of Athenian finance. Times 

and the kind of warfare did not allow for pitched battles or, at any rate, 

for display of bravery. Only in the case of the Phaidros’ decree do we 

get a hint of military activity; but it is concerned with the gathering of 

the harvest rather than a collision of two armed forces (11.35-36). although 

this would have entailed minor conflict with some troops of Poliorketes 

who would be engaged to prevent the Athenians from gathering the 

crops.
*  *  *

a) Gauthier's interpretation of the decrees
At this point it is essential to summarise the main points of P. 

Gauthier’s work Les cités grecques et leurs bienfaiteurs which has broken 

new grounds in our understanding of the institution of euergesia in the 

Hellenistic period (as well as in our perception of the period in general).

Gauthier’s most important contribution to the understanding of 

honorific practices has been the fact that he refused to succumb to the 

notions of degradation and decadence with regard to the period following 

the classical (in sharp contrast with P. Veyne whose book Le pain e t Je 

cirque, as far as it concerns the Greek world, is based on these ideas); 

moreover, he established that the essential distinction to be made was the 

one between the early and the late Hellenistic period since, in his view, 

this is when important changes occur in the attitude of the poleis to 

honours. Gauthier’s starting point is that a distinction should be drawn 

between political history and institutional history without of course 

rejecting the influence that political events exercise on institutions and 

vice versa.
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As to Athens, he observes that between the fourth and the third 

centuries the changes to be observed in the institutions are less significant 

than the very fact of their continuity, a point that I wholly e m b r a c e .9 8  

Gauthier has indeed traced changes in Athenian attitude and mentality 

with regard to her leaders on the basis of a thorough examination of 

literary testimonia as well as of the lengthy honorific decrees awarding 

the highest honours to Athenian leaders.

For our purposes the most useful point of Gauthier is that in the 

fourth century the highest honours were confined strictly to victorious 

generals whereas in the early Hellenistic period there occurs an extension 

of the category of beneficiaries to include the orators as well.99 He has 

observed that the spontaneous character of honours in the fourth century 

had strongly favoured glamorous military victories rather than low- 

profile diplomatic successes. Conversely, he has connected the extension 

of the highest honours to the orators with Athens’ diminished role in the 

international scene; in other words, according to Gauthier, it is a result 

and a sign of her weakness. Moreover he regards this reformation (at 

least partly) as a result of the realisation by the Athenians of the risk 

they took in awarding the megistai timai to still young g e n e r a l s . ^ 0 0

Gauthier has contributed the most towards understanding the 

reasons that prompted Athens to give in to the demands of her citizens 

for honours, and also the underlying mechanism of the attribution of 

honours and has amply demonstrated that the pattern of relations 

between the polis and its leading men cannot be reduced to the 

oversimplified relation of someone being dominant and someone else 

being inferior. Instead, as is argued by Gauthier, at the same time that 

the polis yields to individual demands she turns the tables by actually

Bienfaiteurs, 4-5.
99 Bienfaiteurs, 95-103 for the highest honours for generals in the fourth century; the first 
man to be awarded sitesis and proedria was Kleon in the fifth century (Aristophanes, Hippeis, 
280-1, 702-4, 709, 766, 1404). Konon was the first general to receive a statue in the fourth 
century (Dem., XX.70). Iphikrates’ honours are referred to in Aes., III.243; Dem., XXIII.130, 
136; Honours for Chabrias are mentioned in Aes., III.243; Arist., Rhet 1411b; D.S., XV.33-4; 
Nepos, Chabrias. 1.2-3. Finally, honours for Timotheos are mentioned in Dem., XX.146-7; Aes., 
III.243.
100 Bienfaiteurs, p .l l l
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having them ask for their award, by making them subject to a dokimasia, 

and by making quite clear in the various honorific decrees that it is only 

within the framework of the polis and by the polis that a man can 

acquire honour and p r i v i l e g e s . ^ ^ l  Thus, distinguished members of the 

polis acquire the prominence and the honours desired but it is the polis 

who ultimately benefits from their abilities.

A closer examination indicates that Athens did not make a one 

hundred and eighty degrees’ turn and did not rush to reward prominent 

citizens. P. Gauthier has given due emphasis to the fact that megistai 

timai were attributed - at least in the early Hellenistic period - quite late 

if not at the end of a citizen’s career. The polid decision was a cold

blooded one, taken with caution. Actually, Lykourgos, Demosthenes and 

Demochares were rewarded long after their death. The rest were 

honoured quite late in their career, after they had proved their patriotism 

and continuous commitment to their polis by constant benefactions. 

Olympiodoros’ case is quite perplexing since he could have been awarded 

the highest honours immediately after his victory over Kassandros at 

Elateia in the 300s, but it is equally probable that he was awarded them

in the 280s after his recapture of the Mouseion Hill.
*  *  *

The law in IG i f  832
Osborne and Gauthier, based on the phraseology of the decrees, 

regard the delay and the broadening of the category of benefactors as 

part of legislation passed by Lykourgos, while in fact our first reference 

to categories of benefactors, be they foreign or citizens, comes from a

Bienfaiteurs, pp.77-89, 124-128. The demand (aitesis) is explicitly referred to in the 
decrees for Demosthenes, Demochares, Philippides of Kephale, Phaidros and Kephisodoros; it 
does not figure in the decrees for Lykourgos, Kallias and Philippides of Paiania, Gauthier 
{Bienfaiteurs, p.86-92) assumes that, with regard to Kallias and Philippides, this was an 
accidental omission and that they had submitted a demand while he leaves the case open with 
regard to the Lykourgos decree. This is though an argument drawn from analogy with the 
other decrees, which although rational enough, still does not offer solid proof. Gauthier’s 
case is strong enough with regard to the decree for Kallias which does bear a strong 
resemblance to the decrees for Phaidros and Kephisodoros in terms of the procedural details 
like the dokimasis, the decree for Philippides of Paiania is, in my view, more problematic;, I 
will return to the problem when discussing separately the individual cases.
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decree of 229 {IG i f  832) awarding megistai timai to Timosthenes of 

Karystos:

èTceiôf] Kal 01 vojioi 7tpooTaTxo\)aiv, ôoodç 

6 Ôfjpoç ô ’AGTjvalcov ipoTtaia axfiaavxaç f\ Kaxoc yfjv f\
Kazà QàXazzav ti èX£\)0epio[v è7c]avop06aavTaç 
fj xfiv lôlav o\)aiav elç xf)v K0ivf)v acoxTjpiav 0évxaç 
T] EÜepyéxaç Kal [oDpiPotXooç àyaQovç, y8vo)xévo\)ç 
èxliiTiaev alx[coi èp Ttpl'OTaveicoi, èTtipeX-eîaGai avxcov 
Kal [£K]y[6vcûv x]f|v (3o\)A.f)v Kal xôv ôfjpov, ôiôôvai ôè Kal 

0t)y[ax]£pcûv £[l]ç £y[ôoa]iv xôv [Ôfj]pov Tc[poî]Ka [ojariv àv (3o\)
(11.12-19).io2

Gauthier has underlined the diversity of activities of the honorands and 

has argued that this law must have originated in the period of the 

reorganisation of Athenian administration by L y k o u r g o s .1 0 3  in a 

previous, more detailed discussion of the problem Osborne has similarly 

argued for a date in the era of Lykourgos. Osborne’s starting point is 

that the law recorded in the decree of 229 is not necessarily different 

from the famous Prytaneion decree (IGl^ 77), dating probably in the 430s 

and which in its preserved clauses specifies as eligible for sitesis in the 

Prytaneion those who have a right either by inheritance or ex officia, the 

rest of the clauses would probably specify other categories. The category 

of the victorious generals, always according to Osborne, should go back to 

the 420s when Kleon was awarded sitesis in the Prytaneion; for the 

categories two and three he establishes 338 as the terminus post quem 

since it is then that eleutheria is lost; category four should certainly 

precede 307/6 (the date of the decree for Lykourgos) because there seems 

to be a standardised form of curriculum vitae, followed most notably in 

the decrees for Demosthenes and Demochares (two other famous

102 “because the laws so command: whoever the Athenian people - because they erected 
monuments of victory either on land or on the sea, or because they restored freedom, or 
because they offered their fortune to the common salvation, or because they proved 
benefactors and good councillors -  have honoured with dinner in the Prytaneion, the boule 
and the demos should take care of them and of their descendants...”.
1Ô3 Bienfaiteurs, pp.104-106. C. Habicht {Untersuchungen, pp.50-1 and n.28) thinks that there 
must have been some sort of legislation setting the attribution of the highest honours at the 
end of an Athenian’s public career, probably after his sixtieth year of age.
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o r a t o r s ) .1 0 4  it is particularly the eleutheria and soteria clause in the law 

that has led Osborne to ascribe the last three categories to the context of 

Lykourgos’ re-organisation of Athenian administration; he thinks that 

they echo Lykourgos’ frequent references to the same principles.^^^

Osborne believes that it was the spontaneous and highly contestable 

honours for Demades that provoked Lykourgos’ reaction who proceeded 

to codify the qualities of a benefactor in a law. I agree that the case of 

Demades would have made the Athenians to think more thoroughly on 

the qualities of their benefactors. But on the other hand, I think that, 

though the qualities of the benefactors are similar as well as the 

formulae, it is not imperative that we should see their employment as a 

result of a legislation. My basic point is that once a formula was 

employed for the first time, it could start being employed regularly. 

Osborne himself has argued that the various categories are attested at 

different dates: category two is supposed to be attested for the first time 

in 295/4 in the decree for Demetrios’ official Herodoros; category three 

in the decree for Asandros in 314; category four in 307/6 in the decree for 

L y k o u r g o s .1 0 6  He himself then has hinted at the possibility that practice 

can precede law, which is my main objection to both Osborne’s and 

Gauthier’s viewpoint. Furthermore, I think that the ‘managerial’ 

character of Lykourgos’ policy and his re-organisation of many aspects of 

Athenian administration leads scholars to assume that he was responsible 

for every change or innovation or law.

One would expect the first decree conferring honours on a citizen 

to have cited this law; particularly so if we remember that the initiative 

for this lay with an individual (Stratokles), and not a member of the 

boule.

A closer examination of the intriguing clauses of IG  11̂  832 in fact 

renders it very dubious whether there had ever been a law codifying the 

categories of benefactors. To start with, the clause refers to nom oiin  the

’’Entertainment”, pp.158-63.
0̂5 “Entertainment”, p.l65 and n.38. He also finds the same principles echoed in the famous 

law against tyranny of 337/6 {Hesp. 21, 1952, p.355ff).
0̂6 “Entertainment”, p.l64.
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plural, which is a quite vague formulation and not only does it not allude 

to a specific nomos in the singular, but could very well have the meaning 

of moral obligations rather than written laws. Along these lines I would 

add that the nomoi in the clause (be they written or oral) are syntactically 

connected with the epimeleisthai {Ml); they refer to the obligation of the 

boule and the demos to take care of those whom the demos honoured 

with sitesis as well as of their descendants. Between the verb prostattousi 

and its object epimeleisthai there is parenthetically inserted a long clause 

specifying those who were honoured by the demos. As a conclusion then, 

I am inclined to believe that there had never been a law specifically 

dealing with the definition and codification of the categories of 

benefactors. IG  i f  832 belongs to 229, the year that Athens seemed to 

have acquired independence, after thirty years; During the past years 

there had been hardly any important honorific decrees. It would be 

natural at the time they carry again an honorific decree to look in the 

previous decrees and retrospectively resume the qualities and categories 

of past honorands.lO^
*  *  *

b) Contextualising the decrees

Attitudes towards the strategoi and the rbetores after 338
What is then the climate after 338? Lykourgos’ speech against 

Leokrates bears out the view that only victorious generals should be 

honoured with a statue. As late as 330 Lykourgos takes pride in the fact 

that the Athenians are the only people who still honour only brave men; 

that is generals, and only they are placed side by side with the 

tyrranicides. Precisely at the same time Aeschines in his speech against 

Ktesiphon (243) connects the award of a statue with military achievement 

and he refers to the famous generals of the past, Chabrias, Iphikrates and 

Timotheos. Of course, one must bear in mind that it is specifically 

Demosthenes who is Aeschines’ target; by magnifying the role of the

^07 Osborne, (^Naturalization IV, pp.l53, 157, 163, 166, 172) has pointed out that it is precisely 
from 229 onwards that there are observed numerous and significant changes in the procedure 
and even the implementation of citizenship grants.
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generals he is trying to degrade his rival. Earlier on in his speech “On the 

False Embassy” (80) he had attributed to the ambassadors the role of 

peace-makers and had opposed them to those who won in the battlefield; 

the underlying principle was that achievements in peace-time were 

inferior compared to deeds in war-time. Furthermore, according to 

Aeschines it was only the ambassadors that were liable to euthunai 

whereas the generals got the doreai.

Dinarchus in his speech against Demosthenes in 323 (I. 14-7) 

contrasts the deeds of the generals with the embassies of Demosthenes. 

His account bears a certain similarity to that of Aeschines: both agree 

that the generals of the past were well worth praise and awards. It is 

specifically Demosthenes’ embassies (to Thebes) that are opposed to 

Timotheos’ deeds, and not embassies in general. But, if we take into 

account that it was basically through embassies of Demosthenes that 

foreign policy had been conducted in the recent past, then Dinarchus does 

speak about embassies in general. This is corroborated by the question 

he poses further down: “'O xoiobxoç, co ArmôaGeveç, 7ioXixT|g.... oo 

Xoyoig oXXa ëpyoïç peyaA.a xf]v tcoXiv  ayaGoc Troifiaaç” (17). The 

underlying principle is the old juxtaposition between logoi and erga, as 

Gauthier has remarked. Moreover, this passage is actually a criticism of 

Athenian policy prior to Chaironeia. It seems that in the 330s embassies 

are not as yet regarded as erga. The past is seen by Dinarchus largely as a 

result of the achievements of the Athenian generals. Reference to 

distinguished politicians is not entirely lacking but the impressions are 

overwhelmingly in favour of the generals; orators, according to 

Dinarchus, offered only the essential backing (1.72-5).

Gauthier taking into consideration this difficulty of the ideological 

environment of 330 has dated the supposed law after 330 (in which case, 

the law could not have been a reaction against the honours for Demades, 

or otherwise it would be a very delayed reaction). It seems to me, 

however, that nothing happened in the early 320s to compel Lykourgos 

or any other Athenian to change his mind on the importance of the
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generals. In the 330s, quite shortly after the battle of Chaironeia, and 

even until the Lamian War, the Athenians would probably believe that 

the issue of Macedonian domination would be settled on the battlefield. 

They were not ready to realise and accept the extent to which diplomacy 

was equally a battlefield, although they must have realised how much 

Philip had gained via diplomacy. It was a rather slow process, facilitated 

by the continuous changes in the balance of power among the Diadochoi.

Although Gauthier’s study has been fundamental in our 

understanding of the transition from military men to politicians, I would 

venture to modify some of his conclusions by placing the individual cases 

of Athenian honorands in their specific historical context. My starting 

point is that the appearance of various categories of benefactors should 

precede any form of categorisation. Moreover, I would associate the 

delay in the demand of honours not so much or not only with legislation 

but with specific external circumstances, in an attempt to interpret the 

changes in mentality under the perspective of specific political and/or 

military circumstances, which did not come into Gauthier’s field of 

examination. Although, I acknowledge the importance of the 

differentiation between institutional and political history, I also believe 

that the rigid application of this principle might prove misguiding or 

leading to half of the truth. Gauthier is interpreting aspects of the 

underlying mechanism of control on the part of the Athenian demos and 

associates it with democratic practice in general. My task will be to 

show that this mechanism was not solely the result of a ‘self- 

preservation’ feeling but also the product of particular historical context; 

in fact its employment might be much more opportunistic and

subconscious than thought by Gauthier.
* * *

The honorific decrees and the circumstances
Demades was the first orator to deal quite successfully with both 

Philip and Alexander; consequently, and most probably after 335, he was 

awarded a bronze statue in the agora and sitesis in the Prytaneion. (Din.,
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1.101; Apsines 1.300); these honours had been a spontaneous expression of 

gratitude for Demades’ successful negotiations first with Philip and most 

importantly with Alexander. Demades however was a controversial 

figure practising an overall policy which did attract criticism and his 

example must have showed the Athenians that an orator’s achievements 

or failures and their full impact might not always be immediately obvious 

and liable to assessment. Thus his honours had been attacked by 

Polyeuktos and Lykourgos {Against Kephisodotos, frgs.1-2) and at some 

point cancelled (probably after Alexander’s d e a th ) .1 0 8  it is possible that 

we could ascribe in this context some sort of legislation putting at a late 

date in an orator’s or a general’s career the right to demand honours 

from Athens, but it seems to me less clear whether Lykourgos codified in 

a law the qualities pertaining to a benefactor, thus establishing four 

categories of them.

In any event, Athenian mentality was not ready to accept such a 

turn in the estimation of an ambassador’s role even if Athens had escaped 

harsh treatment due to the diplomatic skills of this man; the honours 

were repeatedly contested and finally renounced. The whole incident is 

indicative of the confusion in Athenian mentality but it also marks a very 

radical step. Diplomacy then, under certain compelling circumstances, 

could indeed provide the route to a success commensurate to that of a 

general and provoke spontaneous honours.

However, Demades’ case established a precedent; as has already 

been mentioned, there have been preserved seven or eight honorific 

decrees awarding the megistai timai to Athenians engaged in multiple 

activities, of which diplomacy is predominant, but contrary to Demades’ 

case, quite late in their career.

The first orator to be honoured after Demades was the already 

dead Lykourgos in 306, on the initiative of Stratokles. There is no

108 [piut.], Mor. 820e relates that the Athenians turned the statues of Demades to pots and 
pans, which might be an exaggeration.
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demand by Lykourgos’ eldest son recorded in the decree, and I am 

inclined to believe that there was not any.109

It seems to be quite peculiar and particularly indicative of the 

dichotomy in Athenian political mentality that, on a motion of Stratokles, 

they award a (dead) Athenian orator and politician the highest honours 

whi Ic at the same time they go over the top in honouring a foreign ruler, 

two incompatible practices at first sight. From the viewpoint of the 

demos the decree represents a bold expression against Macedonian rule, 

but I would equally envisage it as an attempt to counterbalance the 

impact of the honours for Demetrios and to present their own model for 

a leader. Again we should distinguish Stratokles’ motives; he probably 

hoped that the Athenians would attribute him the same basic political 

ideal: opposition to Macedonia. Elaborating on the practical considerations 

of Stratokles, it is worth observing what it is that he is actually praising 

in Lykourgos. The decree does Kot vmudiemphasise his ideological 

opposition to Alexander, which seems to me rather peculiar, as describe at 

great length his fiscal and organisational activities: his accumulation of 

money and its distribution to the people, his rebuilding of the shipyards 

and of the walls, his stock-piling of arrows and other defensive weapons. 

Turning to Athens’ needs at that particular moment in 306, we discover 

that what Lykourgos had achieved during the 330s had to be done once 

again; Athens was on the verge of a major clash with Kassandros, and 

should the course of events take this path, the ruler of Macedonia would 

invest the city with a siege (which in fact happened in 304), in which case 

arrows and other weapons as well as plenty of money would be essential. 

Therefore, a plausible inference is that Stratokles was actually inspired by 

Athens’ pressing needs in that particular military situation; that the sort 

of details he provided in the decree were a result of his very pragmatic 

interests of the moment.

I. L. Merker has touched upon the issue of the connection between 

the honorific decree for Lykourgos and the fact that his son Habron was

109 There is no trace of a demand either in the manuscript tradition or in / G 11̂  513.
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in charge of the administration in precisely the same year; he has seen the 

decree in the perspective of an attempt “to claim a share of the 

inheritance” of the dead orator.ll^ This, however, is one aspect of the 

background that led to the bestowal of honours upon Lykourgos. Along 

the line of pragmatism and political necessity of the moment, then, I 

would think that Stratokles could have thought that honours for the 

father would secure the benevolence and co-operation of the son, which 

was essential to Athens’ survival at the time.

Had a law not existed, could Philippides of Paiania and Philippides 

of Kephale have obtained honours at an earlier date than 293 and 283 

respectively?

The case of the former is quite intriguing. Firstly, as in the 

Lykourgos decree there is no demand recorded; on the other hand, the 

final clause of the decree allows Philippides to add to the stele a detailed 

list of the epidoseis, the trierarchiai and the other liturgies he and his 

ancestors had performed (a right which, apparently, Philippides did not 

make use of), which has led Gauthier to conclude that Philippides had 

submitted a demand accompanied by a detailed list of his material 

benefactions.bl Still, it seems to me rather peculiar that, as in the 

Lykourgos decree, there is no trace of the procedure which is to be 

observed in all the decrees explicitly mentioning the demand as well as in 

the Kallias decree which does not. This seems to me to be an indication 

that Philippides had not in fact officially asked for honours.

It is the kind of career that Philippides pursued that is mainly 

responsible for the delay in his honours. The existing evidence shows that 

whereas he was engaged in constant lavish expenditure for his city he 

became politically prominent only very late in his life, at the end of the 

fourth century, by establishing connections with Kassandros. There 

followed the turbulent years of Lachares’ regime and the re-entrance of 

Demetrios, a sequence of events that did not leave room for honours. If 

indeed Philippides had at some point favoured Kassandros, (as the fact

110 “Habron the Son of Lykourgos of Boutadai”, AncW 9,1986, 41-50, p.49.
111 Bienfaiteurs, pp.90-1.
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that he proposed honours for Poseidippos, ambassador to Kassandros, 

indicates) then there would be no inclination towards honouring him in 

294 either. The decree is passed at a time that Demetrios is established 

on the throne of Macedonia but still it carefully avoids any details of 

Philippides’ political career. Extremely important though his material 

benefactions were, it would be singular if he had received the highest 

honours solely for these; but the span of time left in which an honorific 

decree could have been passed is very limited.

Philippides of Kephale’s contribution to Athenian welfare started 

off at the end of the fourth century and went on in Lysimachos’ court as 

one of his philoi for about twenty years. The services he rendered can be 

divided into two categories: close contact with Lysimachos which proved 

extremely fruitful for Athens and on the other hand lavish expenditure 

from his own pocket. Through him Athens obtained corn, mild treatment 

of Athenian captives, and the job of envoys was also facilitated. During 

this time Athens was under the firm grip of Demetrios and Philippides 

himself was away in Thrace: there was no possibility of the latter 

demanding honours. It is not self-evident that for him to be a philos of 

Lysimachos would instantly make him a worthy candidate; the honours 

for the various other foreign philoi in the past for much the same things 

must have played a considerable part in orientating Athenian mentality 

towards honouring him. On the other hand, it is significant that it is only 

after Philippides has returned to Athens and has performed an 

agonothesia that he asks for his timai Time for his honours, then, would 

be ripe only in the chronological environment of 283/2 (or a couple of 

years earlier).

Another aspect of the decree, indicative of its connection with the 

practical interests of the moment is the dominant position of Lysimachos; 

it would thus appear that he was on good terms with Athens. Yet his 

maltreatment of Lemnos (Phylarchus, FGH  81 F29) which was a vital 

grain supplier for Athens should have been a major issue. Therefore, I 

am inclined to see the decree also as an attempt to remind Lysimachos of
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his previous behaviour and point out to him an analogous course of action 
in the future.^^^

The posthumous honours for Demosthenes in 280/79 ([Plut], X. 

Orat V it 850f-851c) should not be interpreted in the perspective of 

legislation prescribing at a late date the honours for a distinguished 

personality. It is of course significant that the proposer was Demochares 

who was his nephew but it would be rather simplistic to attribute him 

just a wish to pay due respect to his uncle.l^^ it has frequently been 

commented that the honours for Demosthenes represent praise for the 

democratic constitution of Athens of which he had been an ardent 

supporter, and it has generally been ascribed to the context of 

‘nationalistic pride’ of those days. I do not deny that in praising 

Demosthenes, Athens is praising his opposition to Alexander and to 

Antipatros, but had only this been the motivation, the decree would have 

been even more fit in 285, immediately after Demochares’ return from 

the exile. Unfortunately, the last years of the 280s (and the 270s) are 

very obscure but it appears that Athens was going through difficulties in 

her effort to recapture the forts and the Peiraieus, perhaps even some 

thought of the possibility of reconciliation with Antigonos Gonatas. 

Demochares could have employed the decree to reinforce Athenian 

morale. I do not wish to push the evidence too far but there might be 

some connection with the fact that in 280 there took place a campaign of 

Sparta (under the leadership of Areus) and other Greek cities against the 

Aitolians, but in reality against Antigonos Gonatas. I agree with Habicht 

that Athens was too weak to participate and Demochares would have 

probably been aware of this weakness, but nonetheless a Greek hostile 

move would have given birth to hope.^^^

See Habicht, Untersuchungen, pp.79-80 for the deterioration of Athenian relations with 
Lysimachos after 285 and even more so after 284, when Lysimachos became king of 
Macedonia, Paionia and Thessaly; Audoleon (king of the Paionians) and Pyrrhos who were 
both Athens’ friends became Lysimachos’ victims. Habicht plausibly suggests that the 
successive Athenian embassies to Lysimachos, referred to in the decrees for Artemidoros and 
for Demochares, concerned mainly the restoration of Imbros and Lemnos to Athens.

Marasco, Democare, p.77.
See Justin XXIV.1.1-8 who clearly states that the declared aim of the campaign was that 

restoration of the status quo in the Amphictyonie Council, before the Aitolians had seized
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Demochares himself was a central figure in Athenian politics of 

the mid 280s who was honoured posthumously in 271/0 on the demand of 

his son. Why had he not asked himself earlier? Demochares was active in 

the Four Years War, but then he went into exile; hence, there is a 

considerable gap in his career whereas Philippides, because of his 

connection with Lysimachos already by the late fourth century, had been 

able to (continuously) demonstrate his usefulness even from abroad, while 

nothing of the sort happened with Demochares. He returned from the 

exile in the archonship of Diokles (286/5) and, of course he could not have 

demanded honours either in that year, or the next one, since this would be 

too early. There are only left a couple of years before our last reference 

to Demochares (his decree for Demosthenes), and it is possible that he 

died shortly afterwards; if he died later and supposing that there was a 

law on delay, Demochares was old enough to acquire his honours while 

still alive. Again then, a law on delay cannot explain the date of 

Demochares’ honours. Why did his son not ask earlier? I think that the 

answer probably again lies in the unstable political climate from the end 

of the 280s onwards and the precarious freedom of Athens. Apart from 

Eleusis, all the other forts and in every probability Peiraieus as well 

remained in Antigonos’ hands. A decree for Demochares whose career in 

the 280s had been devoted to the re-acquisition of the forts might 

provoke the reaction of Antigonos. On the other hand the decree is very 

close chronologically to the decree for Kallias and it could be set in a 

context of more intense preparations for war, with the help of Egypt.

A quite notable feature of the decrees for the three orators 

(Lykourgos, Demosthenes, Demochares) is their very pragmatic character 

in the sense of their very strong emphasis on the financial aspect of their 

career. Mention has already been made of the amount of details in the 

Lykourgos decree concerning his accumulation of weapons and money. 

Similarly, more than half of the decree for Demosthenes is dedicated to 

the numerous choregiai he performed on various occasions. Again the

control of Delphi, but he also makes it clear that the campaign was essentially directed 
against Antigonos; see Habicht, Untersuchungen, p.84.
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decree for Demochares insists on describing at length his rebuilding of 

the Walls during the Four Years War, his successful embassies and the 

amount of money he obtained through them. This pragmatic character 

has to be associated with the needs of Athens in those years. All three 

decrees were passed at times that Athens needed money either to face a 

siege or to re-occupy the forts and these needs determine the contents of 

the decrees.

The case of Kallias is quite intriguing: he had offered his services 

to the revolt of 287, but in his capacity as a Ptolemaic official. Did the 

Athenians regard him first and foremost as an Athenian citizen and 

attribute his status of Ptolemaic official only secondary importance? Or 

was the reverse the case? In Gauthier’s perspective, Kallias is regarded as 

a citizen of Athens, hence the delay in his honours. Shear, on the other 

hand, seems to imply that the Athenians regarded him primarily as an 

officer of Ptolemy when he comments that: “the fact that Zenon, and not 

Kallias, was praised at once in the first flush of success would suggest his 

seniority in command ”.11̂  My own view of the problem is that Kallias’ 

status was quite ambivalent and that the Athenians did not quite regard 

him as an Athenian citizen. At any rate, Kallias’ help had indeed been 

most valuable and it would be rather unusual if he had not been honoured 

immediately after the establishment of peace in the astu. We could 

suggest that Kallias received without delay some kind  of honours but not 

the highest ones. However, specific historical context does play a major 

part at the timing of the highest honours. Shear has advanced the quite 

possible framework of the negotiations with Ptolemy which led to the 

Chremonidean War. Accepting this, we can discern still another hidden 

aspect of Athenian mentality: Kallias was honoured precisely at the time 

that he contributed to an alliance that placed Athens in the lead after 

many years.

The military career of Phaidros of Sphettos was interwoven, or 

rather coincided with his political activities, but one gets the impression

115 “Kallias”, p.21.
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that the author of the decree regarded his career in the assembly more 

prominent than his military career. It is noteworthy that some fifteen 

lines (11.34-50) are devoted to his political convictions and activities. That 

the lines 37-50 were erased at the time of Philip V as a sign of protest 

against the house of the Antigonids is an indication that they referred to 

some sort of contact of Phaidros with Demetrios Poliorketes.H^ The 

chronological order of events in the decree precludes any possibility of 

these lines referring to military action since they refer to events 

following the uprising of 287. His appointment as first in rank hoplite- 

general in the archonship of Xenophon has already been explained in 

terms of the need to co-ordinate action while negotiations with 

Poliorketes were carrying on. Is it precisely in these activities that we 

should look for the reason for his demanding honours only in the 250s 

when Athens was actually ruled by Antigonos Gonatas, while his probably 

younger brother Kallias had been honoured in 271/0? The decree for 

Kallias points to good Athenian terms with the king of Egypt or rather to 

their reinforcement. On the other hand, there was a rising hostility 

between Ptolemy II and Antigonos Gonatas. Hence, it would be 

inconsistent or rather unwise to honour Phaidros who though he had co

operated with Kallias during the revolt of 287, had demonstrated a 

conciliatory mood towards Demetrios Poliorketes.

If there has to be a law (or laws) concerning benefactors before 

229, then this should rather refer specifically to Athenian citizens and it 

should rather define procedural matters, transplanting the procedure 

followed in the case of foreign benefactors. In fact, the first time that 

the aitesis and the interval of days specified by the law are referred to is 

in 283/2, in the decree for Philippides of Kephale. The dokimasia is 

referred to for the first time in the decree for Kallias in 270/69 but we 

cannot rely on Plutarch to conclude that it was not included in the decree 

for Demochares as well. I would rather believe that after the revolt of 

287, at the time of the resurgence of the democracy, the Athenian people

116 Livy, XXXI.44.4-6.
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would have taken pains to ensure that no Athenian citizen would acquire 

excessive prestige and they would have established the procedure of 

aitesis and then that of the dokimasia. As to a law on delay, the Kallias 

decree might be an indication to its existence but still it does not afford 

any conclusive evidence.
*  *  *

Change o f attitude towards diplomacy
The Athenian demos does appear to have modified to a 

considerable extent its disposition towards ambassadors or ‘politicians’ in 

general. Instead of seeing this as a result of weakness, I would suggest 

that these decrees indicate a positive reappraisal of the role of politicians 

and ambassadors by the Athenian people and, consequently, a new 

perception of events and of Athens’ position on the international scene. 

Now that Athens was actually striving for salvation and did not have the 

military apparatus to face its opponents in the battlefield, she could very 

well demonstrate flexibility in her attitude and express visible gratitude 

to people who facilitated her effort. Apart from the force of tradition 

which favoured andragathia in the battlefield (before 338), the fourth 

century did not present Athenians with the right opportunities to achieve 

an impressive diplomatic success (without this having to mean that the 

orators were reduced to a role of only secondary importance). Political 

issues were eventually resolved in the battlefield; on the contrary and 

particularly after 322 diplomacy became the real battlefield for Athens.

The people seem to have been past the stage of entertaining 

romantic ideas about military prowess and to have landed in reality. If 

we remember the antithesis between logos (word) and ergon (deed), we 

can conclude that to the Athenian mind the former logos, or embassy in 

our case, has acquired the status of ergon. They appear to have realised 

or to have admitted that diplomacy was at least as much a means of 

extracting benefits, particularly when they had to confront men who 

extensively employed diplomacy in order to secure their purposes.
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All of the decrees are exclusive in the sense that they are products 

of specific circumstances and almost all are linked with efforts to 

maintain democracy. The contradiction between maintaining democratic 

practices and honouring individual leaders is transformed into a 

presupposition; in order to retain democracy, individuals have to 

contribute and to be honoured.
*  *  *
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iv. Vocabulary of the decrees
In this final section I am going to deal with certain aspects of the 

vocabulary that the Athenians employ in their decrees; my purpose is to 

examine the image that Athens projects through her decrees with regard 

to her relations with the various rulers, their officials, her own citizens as 

well as the other Greeks; these in relation with the perception of her 

own position in the military and political scene on different historical 

occasions.

One should not imagine that the demos has from the start a fixed 

vocabulary tailored to suit the officials or the kings or the citizens. 

Similarly, there is no fixed pattern of what should be included in an 

honorific decree and what would be insignificant. The contents of a 

decree are dependent on the circumstances at the actual moment the 

decree is passed; with this I do not mean only the nature of the regime, 

but also Athens’ needs at the moment. Additionally, the contents depend 

on the nature of the services, the persons, the relationship of Athens with 

them, the perception of Athens of her role in the events.

An aspect of this interaction can be obtained through the 

comparison of the length of the decrees: how Athens moves from the 

extremely brief decrees of the 330s and the 320s to the (probably) 

lengthier decrees of Stratokles in the last decade of the fourth century to 

finally get to the much more detailed decrees for citizens in the third 

century. The lengthier the decree the more information we obtain about 

the honorand but also about the demos and the polid needs and situation 

at the time as well as her relations with the various rulers.

Decrees for royal officials are generally insufficient in terms of

details, which is not accidental but rather determined by the nature of 

services offered and by the part played by Athens. In any case, some of 

the decrees of the last years of the fourth century record the services of

the officials in a rather detailed manner, and I believe that it is not

accidental that these details normally concern military aid; on the other 

hand, the vast majority of the decrees concerns officials who have
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facilitated Athenian relations with the Antigonids by being close 

{diatribontes) to the king (Demetrios) or the kings (Demetrios and his 

father Antigonos), and it is legitimate to suspect that nothing too 

spectacular occurred.

A most useful measure of comparison are the decrees for 

foreigners who did not belong to a king’s entourage; most frequently, if 

not always, the recipient of honour was someone who had promoted 

Athenian interests in the past as well, most commonly in the days of the 

Lamian War; and then the decree tends to be much more verbose than 

those decrees for officials who had provided services of a general nature. 

Referring to the help the former honorands provided is for Athens a 

means to describe her own role in the events and take pride in her own 

glory.

Similarly, it is not accidental that the decrees for citizens are 

considerably more detailed than those for foreigners. The abundance of 

information has to be seen in relation to the services offered to Athens as

well as the Athenian perception of the citizens’ role in the events.
* * *

a) The attitudfe_ajid_tlie role of the kings
Philip and Alexander
It has already been mentioned that there have not been preserved 

the honorific decrees for Philip, Alexander and his Diadochoi; thus, with 

regard to inscriptional documentation of the relations between Athens 

and the kings, we have to content ourselves with the impression we can 

gather from other decrees. Consequently, more will be said in the section 

dealing with the role of the officials.

As far as concerns Philip, next to nothing can be deduced from the 

decrees for his officials; they are completely silent about the attitude of 

Philip towards Athens and vice versa.

Similarly, little can be said about Athens’ attitude towards 

Alexander (always as it is reflected in the decrees); furthermore,
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whatever knowledge we have is derived from decrees dating long after 

Alexander’s death.

It is interesting to compare the decree for Ainetos of Rhodes {SEG 

21.310), passed in 319/8, with the decree for Lykourgos, passed more than 

ten years later. The Ainetos decree is perhaps the only Athenian 

document that refers to Alexander without any pejorative connotations. 

On the contrary, the fact that Ainetos fought nobly by the side of 

Alexander in Asia is one of the motivations for his honours, the other one 

being his previous relationship with Athens (11.14-8).

Osborne plausibly suggests that this decree must have been passed 

after the edict of Polyperchon proclaiming the restoration of the status 

quo had become known to Athens;!!’/ furthermore Ainetos would 

probably have fought by the side of Polyperchon in Asia. Thus the 

decree can be interpreted as a friendly gesture to the Macedonian regent, 

and the reference to Alexander’s campaign becomes much more 

understandable.

This decree may not represent the true sentiments of Athens 

towards Alexander, which may be, nonetheless, reflected in the decree for 

Lykourgos. The epigraphical version of the decree provides us with 

considerably more details at this point than the manuscript version of the 

decree, which, in any case, summarizes the whole situation; Alexander 

aimed at ruling over all the Greeks after having established his authority 

over the wKole of Asia: “’AA,e^av0po\) xe xob PaotkAcog aicaaav )aèv xfjv 

’A a la v  KaxeoTpa^pAvot), Koivfi ôè Tiaai xoig ''EXXriGiv èTiixàxxeiv 

àÇiouvxoç,” ([Plut], X. Orat Vit. 852d). The epigraphical tradition rather 

presents the situation as more definite: “Kal (popcov K[al KivÔbvcov 

peyccX-cov xobg] Ttepiaxocvxcov ’AX,e[^ocv0pcoi abxœv

è7ciKpaxf|aa]vxi” {IG  i f  457, 11.9-11). Nevertheless, the stone goes on to 

present the reaction of Lykourgos in this period: “5i[exAA,8i

Avavxiobpevog UTièjp xou bfipou àÔiàcpBopov K[al ave^Aleyicxov abxov 

UTrAjp xf|g Tiaxplôog Kal xijg xco[v 'EA.A,f|vcov octcocvxcov acoxripiag] Ôià 

Tcavxog xob plot) 7rap[A%mv Kai bJcAp xob xf]v 7c6A.iv] AX,et)0Apav e iv a i

1!  ̂ Naturalization II, p.97.
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Kttl ai)T[ôvo|j,ov m a rji  jXTixavfji ocycûvilÇô^Evoç” (11.13-7). These lines 

point to continuous external pressure exercised on Athens and the 

continuous threat to her freedom, but they emphasize that Alexander did 

not succeed.

Both versions present a quite unfavourable aspect of the Athenian 

relations with Alexander on a specific historical occasion: “è^aixfjaavTOç 

AoKobpyov d)ç è v a v iia  TupdiTovia abxco, o ù k  è^éôcDKSv 6  Ôfjpoç < ôià  

xôv> Ttap’ ’AXe^dvôpoo) (pô(3ov” ([Plut.], X. Orat Vit 852d). More 

emphatically, the stone records: “ô ôfjpoç àTtéyvco pf| a\)yxœ pfiaai”, 

presenting this attitude as a result of the demos' appreciation of 

Lykourgos’ policy (11.17-9). The incident is the well known demand of 

Alexander to surrender certain rhetores whom he thought responsible for 

igniting the revolt of Thebes in 336/5. As K. Rosen has observed, these 

lines are indicative of the new relationship established between 

state/community and sovereign: it is obvious that Alexander has 

forcefully invaded Athenian political life.BS It is important to note 

though that, on the other hand, the demos does not fail to take pride in 

the fact that it steadfastly resisted his demand to surrender Lykourgos in 

335. The implications of such a statement are far-reaching: Alexander’s 

demand was part of his plan to rule over the Greeks; thus the refusal of 

the Athenians to succumb to the demand is translated into resisting his 

plans to establish his rule over the Greeks.

It is also interesting that the people chose not to refer to 

Macedonia in general, but specifically to Alexander. It is possible that in 

doing so the Athenians had in mind the Macedonian origin of Demetrios 

Poliorketes himself; it would be rather clumsy to refer to Macedonia as a 

whole.

Even more than Alexander, it is Antipatros who attracts Athenian 

attacks. In the decree for Timosthenes of Karystos {IG 11̂  4674-Add., 

p.661 = Osborne 43) the Lamian War is defined as the war against 

Antipatros (1.7; the word Antipatros is entirely restored but the stoichedon

” Ehrendekrete, Biographie und GeschichtsschreÜttng. Zum Wandel der griechischen Polis 
im fruhen Hellenismus”, ChironXl, 1987, 277-292, p.292.
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Style of the decree renders the restoration fairly certain). Again here, we 

note the same preference for attacks on a personal level rather than on a 

national one.

Antipatros is the object of a rather bitter attack in the decree for 

Demosthenes ([Plut.], X. Oral V it 850a-851c); it is not so much that 

Demochares (the proposer of the decree) employs pejorative phraseology 

as that he provides us with details of Demosthenes’ death which was the

result of the man-hunt that Antipatros had unleashed (851c).
* * *

The role o f the Antigonids
As we shall see in more detail further below (in the discussion of 

the vocabulary employed for the officials), Antigonos and even more so 

Demetrios are ever present in the decrees passed for their officials. The 

motivation for the latter’s honours is, most frequently, their connection 

with the kings and their favourable disposition towards them. On the 

rare occasions that we get better information the kings are presented as 

the saviours of Athens and the champions of Greek liberty or even of 

democracy {demokratia), which is to a certain extent the result of 

Antigonos’ propaganda. On the other hand, the Athenians of the time, 

given the fact that Demetrios had liberated them from Kassandros, would 

have viewed the proclamation of Antigonos as a sincere intention.

A decree unique in the phraseology employed for Demetrios is the 

one passed by the ethelontai epilektoi, probably in 303/2 {ISE 7, 1.2) where 

the king is called Méyaç. The same decree provides us with far more 

details about Demetrios’ campaign of liberation of the Greeks than any 

other decree (11.2-11). In fact the authors of the decree seem to be more 

interested in describing Demetrios’ role with respect to the Greeks and to 

themselves rather than to Athens: “... èX.e'üGépœae xf|v] %d)pav xcov 

’AOrjvaiœv Kai xœv aX[X(ov TiX-eiaxcov 'EX,Xfivcov, vbv ôè Tcajpayeyovev 

PoT|0f|ocov pEToc ô'üv[àpecûç Kal pelÇovoç Kal tcov è^Opcov 

Tcepi]yevôp8voç JtoXXàg pèv îjôri 7t6>.[8iç 'EA.X,T|vlôaç 7cpoar|yày8TO xfji 

ta m o v]  paaiX,8lai, KtvÔuvov Kal 7iôv[ov aùxôç pèv Tudvxa UTcopevcov,
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xoi)ç Ôè jiex’ a\)]xoo) xijacov Kal Tcepl 7cXEicxo[D Tcoio'op.evoç xfjv 

acûXTjpiav al)xœ v xovxcov ôè]...” (11.4-9).

I have alluded elsewhere to the possibility that this selected corps, 

which had fought by the side of Demetrios, was linked with him with a 

special bond and was instrumental in the maintenance of his authority; 

this would go a long way towards justifying the laudatory phraseology.

A method of expressing the falling out with Demetrios and his 

house was to drop altogether the title of the king in official documents, 

as Shear has observed in the decree for Kallias.^19 The same kind of 

damnatio is observed in the decree for Strombichos {IG i f  666+Add., 

p.663, 1.8) as well as in the decree for Philippides of Kephale {IG  i f  657,

11.16-18). This is an interesting formulaic development, if we remember 

that the title of Alexander was not omitted in the Lykourgos decree. The 

clearest example of damnatio memoriae is offered by the Phaidros 

decree, although this occurred quite late, in 200; all lines referring to 

Demetrios were deliberately erased when the Antigonid descendant,

Philip V, king of Macedonia, invaded Attika.
* * *

Lysimachos and the Ptolemies in Athenian life
The decrees dating after 287 reflect the significant role played by 

the kings Lysimachos and Ptolemy in Athenian life and the survival of 

the polis. I have analysed before how Athens came to the point of 

regarding the kings much more cold-bloodedly, as a source of benefits. 

The kings assume importance because they offer substantial gifts and 

services; on the other hand, particularly in the decrees for citizens, the 

demos and the honorands attract a greater share of attention.

It is undeniable that Lysimachos is a powerful presence in the 

decree for Philippides of Kephale. It is implied that Lysimachos’ word 

was the ultimate authority on which the people relied to honour 

Philippides(11.36-8). In the past the Athenian demos relied on the 

information provided by generals and/or ambassadors in order to vote

119 ’’Kallias”, pp.16-7.
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honours for someone; in the case of Philippides of Kephale it is 

Lysimachos who assumes this role.

Although Philippides is only the intermediary between Athens and 

Lysimachos and not the real benefactor, he is nonetheless represented as 

such. As much as it is Lysimachos who bestows the gifts, nonetheless, the 

author of the decree persistently lays emphasis on Philippides’ soliciting 

the gifts of Lysimachos. In 11.10-2 it is Philippides who secures a gift of 

10.000 medimnoi of wheat and not Lysimachos who offers it; similarly 

with the Athenian captives: Lysimachos forgives them but Philippides 

secures their acquittal (11.20-1).

It is perhaps noteworthy that the Athenians make no mention of 

Lysimachos’ motives for his donations to Athens, his eunoia for instance. 

In contrast the decree for Kallias of Sphettos refers to the eunoia of king 

Ptolemy I, in compliance to which Kallias acted during the Athenian 

revolt (11.22-3). Ptolemy I and his son Ptolemy Philadelphos are commonly 

referred to as the object or in connection with various missions 

undertaken by Kallias, the result of which were important material 

benefits for Athens. The importance the Ptolemies had assumed in 

Athenian life is also indicated by the prolonged reference to the 

celebration of the Ptolemaia in honour of Ptolemy I and Kallias’ 

participation in it (11.55-62).

It is worth noting that the Kallias decree describes at length the 

initial stages of Kallias’ campaign to Attika without recording from the 

start that he was acting on Ptolemy’s orders; instead, we have to get to

11.22-3 to be informed that he was acting in compliance with Ptolemy’s 

eunoia towards the demos. Further below (11.32-9), it is recorded that 

Ptolemy dispatched Sostratos to accomplish the best for the polis, 

moreover, it is recorded that in the ensuing negotiations Kallias acted in 

the best interest of the polis alone; nothing is mentioned about the 

interests of Ptolemy. Similarly, when Kallias was stationed at

Halikarnassos he worked eagerly for the success of the Athenian 

embassies (11.71-4); his relationship with Ptolemy is again ignored.
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The decrees for Philippides and Kallias illustrate the tension within 

the activities of someone who was simultaneously an Athenian citizen and 

a philos of the king. On the one hand Philippides and Kallias were

attributed a central role in the events and were praised for their

remarkable achievements for the sake of the polis, on the other, it could 

not be hidden the fact that it was through their relationship with a 

foreign ruler that they benefited Athens and, moreover, that they also 

served the interests of the king.

The Philippides and the Kallias decrees refer to the urgent need to 

recapture the forts with the help of the kings Lysimachos and Ptolemy 

respectively, a need that is also recorded in the decrees for Spartokos and 

Audoleon. A difference in the vocabulary is that the decrees for the 

Thracian rulers emphasize that these kings share with the Athenians the 

feelings of joy for the liberation from Demetrios: ... Gt)vf|G]8T| xoîç 

xou 6f|[p.]o[u {IG i f  653, 11.̂ 2-̂ ; more elaborately,

Audoleon’s fate is linked with that of Athens: “oDvfiaGri xoîç

Yeyevriiaévoiç ei)xi;%f|p.aoi vo)ilÇcov e îv a i Koivijv Kal abxcoi xfjv xfjç 

7côX,8Cû(; acûXTipiav” {IG i f  654, 1.18-21) The Athenians then probably 

thought that these people with whom they have enjoyed a long standing 

friendly relationship share their keen interest in £>-eu0epla. Lysimachos 

and Ptolemy, on the other hand, are seen more as a source of benefits, 

without sentimental connotations.

Progressively, Ptolemy II Philadelphos assumed the role that the 

Antigonids had once propagated for themselves: that of the liberator of 

the Greeks, a role that is stressed in the decree of Chremonides {IG  i f  

687, 11.16-9): “o xe paaiX,8i)ç fIxoX8paîoç àKo?io<)0coç X8Î xœv Tcpoyôvcov 

Kal X8Î x% àÔ8X,(pfjç 7tpo[a]ipéo8i (pav8pôç èoxiv GTto'üÔà^ojv UTcep xfjç 

KOivfjç x[œv] 'EX,X,f|vcov 8X8O08plaq”. It is interesting that the same role 

is applied retrospectively to Ptolemy’s ancestors, that is his father 

Ptolemy Soter. The latter, although at some point he had tried to present 

himself as liberator of the Greeks, had not demonstrated commitment to
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the cause. Nevertheless, the ancestral good will served to intensify 

Philadelphos’ good will.
* * *

b) From eunoia Xo action: the development in the role of 

officials

Eunoia towards the demos
It has already been mentioned that the decrees for Macedonian 

officials passed after the battle of Chaironeia and until 322 are extremely 

brief. This brevity should not be seen as accidental; furthermore, it 

should not be seen only as the first step towards a more detailed, 

biographic type of decree while the decrees are still formulated along 

traditional lines. This represents part of the explanation but, at any rate, 

I think that the most important reason is that these honorands had not in 

fact offered services on specific, pressing circumstances, but they had 

simply demonstrated their good will towards the Athenians who arrived 

at the Macedonian court. The measure of comparison are the decrees 

passed for people who were not connected with the Macedonian court 

and had provided Athens with corn: they are certainly much more 

detailed and illuminating.

It has also been pointed out that the award of proxenia to certain 

of these Macedonians, apart from being a sign of the operation of 

tradition, indicates, above all, that Athens has not accepted Macedonian 

supremacy as being a definite fact. Tradition surely operates in the 

formulation of these decrees but it should not be seen as a mechanical 

reaction, but as one which is the result of a certain conscious attitude.

The common motivation for the honours is the eunoia towards the 

Athenian demos, nothing is as yet said about their eunoia towards the 

king (which becomes quite common later on). For instance in the 

citizenship decree for Amyntor we read* “[v èTuaivéaai] ’A)a\)VTOpa 

[èTteiôfi ebvoijav èvÔ8iKv[t)Tai Ttepi ’A0]r|vaiot)q” {IG i f  405, 1.9); or in 

the proxeny decree for the son of Andromenous: “... ÔEÔôxOai xcoi ôf^œ i 

[è]7C8lÔfl .....1  0[ç ’A]vôpop[8]v[0'ÜÇ  ]o[. TÔ]V Ôf|pOV [x]ÔV ’A0T|V[a]i[CÛV
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  k ]oc[ i ] èTcijaeXeîxai ’A0r|vai[cûv xœv oc(piKv]o'o[|i]evcov œç Oi>.i7C7rov
[Tüpàxxcov ày]a0ôv K xi 5<)[vax]ai ’A0r|v[aioi(; 7rap]oc [0]iA,i7C7co\), ...” {IG 

i f  240,119-15). I would venture to suggest that this latter decree indicates 

that the honorand had offered his services in the course of Athenian 

missions to Macedonia whereas the nature of Amyntor’s services is quite 

vague, and it is quite dubious whether he had offered any. That Amyntor 

was awarded a higher honour, - the citizenship -, is a result of his high 

status (in all probability he was Hephaistion’s father).

The demos still demonstrates ‘selfishness’, one could say, and 

envisages the actions of the Macedonians solely from the perspective of 

its own benefit. An additional explanation of a different nature is that 

the Athenians would have still not acquired a clear idea of the 

relationship between a king and his entourage, his philoi, which in any

case had not yet fully developed.
* * *

Eunoia towards the Antigonids
It is devastating that from almost every decree proposed by 

Stratokles and others for officials of Demetrios only the first ten lines or 

so have been preserved, which prevents us from having any clear idea of 

the length of the decree or acquiring precise knowledge of these men’s 

services. However, judging from the preserved extant decrees they 

should have been rather brief but not as brief as those of Demades.

In these decrees the officials’ eunoia towards Demetrios (and 

almost always towards his father Antigonos) is almost invariably strongly 

emphasized, which consists a marked difference with the vocabulary 

employed for officials of Philip and Alexander. Various factors 

contributed to this change of vocabulary: these honorands played a major 

part in the application of Demetrios’ policies and they were present in 

Athenian life, playing a very energetic role. Thus the Athenians would 

have obtained a clearer picture of the relations between the king and his 

philoi
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Most of the times the favourable disposition of the officials 

towards Antigonos and Demetrios is mentioned before their good will 

towards Athens. Even so, this is presented as a result of their being close 

{diatribontes) to the kings.l^O This in turn indicates that the Athenians 

were very well aware of their debt towards Demetrios and their 

(continuous) dependence on him. In these decrees the demos appears to be 

solely the object of the officials’ eunoia, without actively participating in 

the events.

The commonest form, describing the status and the activities of the 

Antigonid officials, is ôiaiplpcov A-éycov Kal TcpocxTCov xa apiaxa; in 

most of our cases no specific services are recorded. On a couple of 

occasions, however, there are significant variations of the form; in the 

decree for Medeios we find the common form ôiaxplpcov Xéycov Kal 

Tüpàxxcov xôc dpiaxa (11.12-3), but it is also recorded that xpfjcipog fjv Kal 

ebvouç [xfji xob 6f||iou a]coxr|plai (11.19-20); it is in particular the word 

%pf]ai|xoç which denotes that Medeios had offered more substantial 

services than others. A confirmation of this view is provided by 11.16-8 

which record that Medeios was dispatched to Greece to liberate the polis 

and the other Greeks: èÀ,e\)08pœaovxa xf|v 7c6A,iv Kal xobç dlXouq 

"EXXpvag. The importance of Medeios’ services is further emphasized 

by the repetition, in a slightly variant form, of the clause concerning his 

continuous commitment to the interests of the demos, both by word and 

deed: “ôiexéXei A.éycov Kal Ttpàxxcûv xoc aupcpépovxa xœi Ôfipcoi” (11.20- 

1).

Similarly, in the decree for Apollonides (76? 11̂  492) we find at first 

the common formula (being close to the kings, he says and does whatever 

is best for the demos, 11.18-9) but immediately afterwards the decree 

returns to the subject of Apollonides’ deeds, this time in the context of 

his mission to Greece (11.20-2).

120 IG i f  471, 11.14-5; IG i f  492, 11.17-9; IG i f  495, 11.11-2; IG i f  498, 11.11-2; IG i f  555, 11.2-3;
/ G i f  560,11.7-9; / G i f  562,11.3-5; D51, 1.2
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The decrees for officials tend to be much more verbose when they 

concern people who offered substantial military help to Athens;^21 jn 

other words they concern occasions when Athens’ fortune was at stake 

and, furthermore Athens had, presumably, on these occasions a much 

more active role in the events. The length of the decree is directly 

relevant to the importance of the services offered, and, apparently, the 

Athenians employed detailed description of one’s activities as a means of 

expressing their gratitude.
* * *

The pragmatic character o f the decrees in the 280s
In the 280s the dccvtrihouf seems to disappear from the 

vocabulary of the decrees (admittedly very few); in this period what 

matters the most is what the officials actually do for Athens in very

specific instances.122

With regard to Bithys of Lysimacheia, the first part of the decree 

in his honour is lost to us; therefore we cannot know whether it contained 

any information about his relationship with Lysimachos. However, what 

is preserved concerns only his disposition towards the Athenians: “Kai 

è[a]xiv TCEpl TTOcvxaç ’A0r|va[i]o[\)ç àvfip àyaGôç Kai ebv[oDç] xœi ôf|)icoi 

(IG  11̂  808,11.10-1).

In the Artemidoros decree instead of the diatribon term we find a 

different formula describing his relationship to the king: it is emphasized 

that Artemidoros is a friend and in the confidence of Lysimachos {IG  11̂  

662,11.6-7) which is a more elaborate formula and even elevates the status 

of Artemidoros. Immediately afterwards the decree refers to his 

embassies to Athens and to his eunoia towards the king and the demos (in 

this order), specifically in the course of these missions. Moreover, it is 

stated that Artemidoros “[ ... xpfjaipoq 'pv xœi xe |3aaiX]ei Ai)Gip[ax(oi 

Kai xco[i Ôfipcûi xcoi ’A0]Tjvalcùv” {IG  11̂  663 = 2nd copy, 11.4-5); the

121 IG i f  492, 11.8-11, 14; IG 11̂  498, 11.15-20; IG i f  503, 11.13-7; IG i f  553, 11.2-10; IG  i f  558, 
11.11-4; I G l f  559+568+Add., p.662,11.7-10; D51,11.3-5; 16.58 (possibly).
122 Eunoia towards the demos alone does appear in the decree for Philokles {Hesp. 9, 1940, 
p.352, no.48), but the greatest part of the stone is lost and, therefore, we do not know whether 
there was any reference to his relationship with Ptolemy.
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chresimos should again denote very specific services. In this clause it is 

implied that Athens and Lysimachos share a common cause; thus Athens 

places herself on the same level as Lysimachos.

The actual office of the Ptolemaic official Zenon is recorded but 

nothing about his relationship with Ptolemy. He appears to be honoured 

largely as a result of his help to Athens on a very specific occasion and, 

on a secondary level, because of his help towards various Athenians he 

encountered. We do find the formula ebvoug œv but this concerns 

strictly Zenon’s attitude towards the Athenian people {IG i f  650, 1.12). 

More elaborately, Zenon says and does whatever best he can for the sake 

of the poll’s: “X,éycov Kal TtpocxTCOv ocyaGov o xi ôbvaxai 'OTcèp xfjç 

7tôA-8Cûç” (11.15-6).

A pragmatic reason for this different treatment is that there were 

repeated, very delicate transactions (concerning the restoration of Lemnos 

to Athens) between Athens, Artemidoros and Lysimachos for which 

confidence between the king and his official was instrumental whereas 

contact between Athens and Zenon was much more limited and it was a 

result of specific orders of Ptolemy.

The decrees for Artemidoros and Zenon betray, however indirectly, 

a different kind of relationship between Athens and Lysimachos on the 

one hand, Athens and Ptolemy on the other. More specifically, Athens 

was in more need of Lysimachos than of Ptolemy, since she expected 

from Lysimachos the return of Lemnos, her basic grain supplier.

In contrast with the image presented in the decrees for officials of 

Demetrios, after 287 and as a result of the pride for the restoration of 

freedom in 286, it is underlined in the Zenon decree that the demos had 

an active part in the events whereas in the past it had been a mere 

spectator in most of the cases. The means of expressing this participation 

is the use of compound verbs starting with the preposition syrr, it is thus 

stressed that foreign help and Athenian effort contributed to an equal 

degree to Athens’ salvation: “a'üvaycûviÇôp.evoç xfji xot) bfifroo 

acoxripiai”.
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The afore-mentioned decrees show Athens presenting herself as an 

independent power; in effect, Athens also presents herself as an ally of 

Lysimachos and Ptolemy against Demetrios Poliorketes. This was an 

illusion but, nonetheless, it is important that this is how Athens perceived 

her role.

The collective character of the effort for Athens’ salvation in 287 

is again underlined in the decree for Strombichos {IG t f  666+Add., p.663) 

some twenty years after the revolt: Strombichos was auvalxioq (1.13), and 

he GUVETtoXtopKEt (1.14) the Mouseion Hill. It is significant that it is the 

demos as a whole that appears to have persuaded Strombichos to change 

sides (1.10) and not one of its representatives. In this manner it is implied 

that Strombichos was bound to the entire body of the Athenian demos.

The justification of the honours operates on two levels: description

of Strombichos’ motives as well as description of his activities; we find a

u n iq u e  fo r m u la  w h ic h  b e tra y s  h is  p r e v io u s  h o s t ile  a ttitu d e  : olôpEVOÇ

ÔEÎV )if| èvioxaaG ai xcoi xfjç ttôàecûç GupcpÉpovxt (11.12-3); instead of the

chresimos there is the more elaborate variant xàç Xoinàq xpEiaç

ocTtpocpaoiaxcûç TtapaaxôpEvoç (1.16).
* * *

c) Athens and the citizens
The form of long narrative
The Athenian citizens awarded the megistai timai were engaged in 

multiple and diverse activities: legislation, re-organization of finance, 

building programs, embassies, negotiations with the kings, defence of the 

chora.

In fact that there appear decrees for Athenian citizens who are 

engaged in multiple activities, other than military engagements, is partly 

the result of the widening of the category of foreign benefactors and the 

services they offered and partly the result in the increase of the 

opportunities and the expansion of the field of activities that the 

Athenian leaders were presented with. The fact that foreigners had been
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honoured for various reasons would have made the demos appreciate the 

role of its own leaders and want to commemorate it.

I. Calabi Limentani has observed that the style of the decrees for 

citizens assumes the form of a narrative of res gestae in which the 

difference between citizen and foreign benefactor tends to become 

abolished; this type of decree for citizens commences in 307 with the 

decree for L y k o u r g o s .1 2 3  i would agree that there is a similarity in the 

form of narrative but, on the other hand, the citizen decrees stand out by 

the amount of details they provide. Moreover, the range of the citizens’ 

activities is far wider, although there are common elements, like soliciting 

gifts of corn and money, manifestly illustrated by the cases of Philippides 

of Kephale and Kallias of Sphettos.

A reason for the abundance of details in the decrees for citizens 

could very well be that a citizen candidate was in a position to provide a 

more detailed account of his achievements but Gauthier has demonstrated 

that foreign candidates were in a position to feed the demos with 

sufficient information, either presenting themselves to the ekklesia or the 

boule or through the agency of an Athenian citizen.

Another reason could be that, since they were voted at the end of 

the citizens’ career, a substantial amount of information had been 

accumulated. Yet, these decrees insist on very elaborate details, and the 

question is why and how these details came to be considered important 

enough to be inscribed on the stone; their mere existence does not offer 

enough reason.

The long detailed narrative serves more than one purpose; firstly, it 

aims at rendering the decrees non-assailable and absolutely justifiable in 

the eyes of the demos. Employing the conclusions of Gauthier as to the 

superimposing of Athens over powerful individuals, we can discern still 

another aspect of the Athenian mentality. The Athenian demos has come 

to regard the attribution of the highest honours to citizens and the 

consequent increased prestige they provided them as more of a threat to

123 “Modalité della comunicazione ufficiale in Atene. I decreti onorari”, QUCQ N.S.16, 1984, 
85-115, p.lOO
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the powers of the polis than the honours for officials; when honouring an 

official the Athenians do not feel obliged to digress into the most 

minuscule details of their activities. Providing as many details as possible 

about a citizen’s career is a means for Athens to exert as much control as 

possible over his achievements whereas those of a foreigner are regarded 

much more cold-bloodedly. There are also other aspects of the long 

narrative type which need emphasizing. Apart from justifying the 

attribution of the highest honours, recording the honorand’s deeds in 

detail is also a means of taking pride in a citizen’s achievements. 

Furthermore, in the face of all these powerful officials and kings, the 

Athenians assert the role and the notable qualities of their own 

representatives.
*  *  *

The ancestral eunoia
The decrees for Lykourgos, Philippides of Paiania and Phaidros 

introduce the subject with a reference to their ancestors’ eunoia towards 

the demos. The latter two decrees in fact dedicate quite a substantial 

portion of the whole text. In this respect, the honorand’s behaviour is to 

be seen against the background of a family tradition of achievements for 

the benefit of the Athenian people. Moreover, there is thus provided a 

link with Athens’ past history, which becomes manifestly evident in the 

Phaidros decree where significant instances of his father’s career are 

recorded, dating to the period of Kassandros’ rule over Athens.

After the recording or the description of the ancestors’ eunoia 

there comes as a natural consequence the eunoia of the honorand himself. 

In this perspective, it is rather surprising that the decree for Phaidros’ 

brother Kallias ignores completely his ancestors while, apparently, there 

were a lot to be recorded. Not only that, but there is no introductory line 

on Kallias’ favourable disposition towards the people, which seems 

otherwise to be the norm. Instead, the proposer is eager to get right to 

the point: Kallias’ campaign to Athens as soon the revolt against 

Demetrios Poliorketes broke out. The implication is that the Athenians
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distinguished Kallias from other Athenian recipients of the highest 

honours; rather they had come to regard him more as a Ptolemaic official 

whose help proved to be extremely valuable on a specific occasion and 

less as an Athenian citizen.
^ ^

The abstract qualities o f the bonorané^^
In the motivation clauses alongside the arete we find qualities such 

as dikaiosune (in the Lykourgos decree), eutaxia (in the decree for 

Philippides of Paiania) and philotimia. Philotimia words 

{philotimoumenos, philotimos) are found in the decrees for Philippides of 

Paiania, Kallias and Phaidros. These abstract qualities are combined with 

phrases such as KaX-coq Kal (ptXoTl)acoq, brcèp xob ôfmoo or vnkp  xfjç 

koXecûç,, distributed all over the decree. More specifically, each kind of 

activity is almost invariably related to the benefit of the demos, we read, 

for instance about Lykourgos: “vop^ooq xe noXXobg Kal KaX,oi)ç eGtike 

xp Ttaxpiôi” ([Plut.], X. Orat. V it 852a). On Demosthenes’ career we read: 

“ebepyéxTi Kal cuppobXm yeyovoxi Kal KaX,cov xcp 5fip.cp;

0a)vap.8iq àç aoveaxfjaaxo xœ ôfmco” ([Plut], X. Orat Vit 850f, 851b). 

Philippides of Paiania “eaxpax[fi]yrja[ev K]aÀ[ôg K]al a[\)]p(pe[p]ôvx[co]ç 

[x]coi ôfipcût; Kal à[y]covo0[é]xr|ç alpeBelç 7r£[7c]ôriK8[v xo]i)ç àycov[a]ç 
xoîç 08OÎÇ [7T]àvxaç KaXœg Kal (pt^ox[tp(o]q; [7cp]8o(38l[aç] K[a]X[à]ç Kal 
at)p(p8po<)G[ag xcoi] ôfipco[i 7t8]Tcpéa[38\)[K8v]” {IG  i f  649+ Dinsmoor, 

Archons, pp.7-8,11.24-5, 30-1, 34-5).

It is important to note that the decree for Kallias persistently 

ignores his career before 287, and this is because he operated outside the 

framework of the polis. On the other hand, the decree lays emphasis on 

his expedition to Attika; it was precisely in the course of this expedition 

that Athens presented herself as an ally of Ptolemy. It is also in the 

Kallias decree, more than any other, that we find the greatest 

concentration of phrases relating emphatically the activities of the 

honorand with the benefit of the polis (11..29, 32, 38-9, 43, 51-2, 58, 62-3,

The main concern of the demos and the most important quality of the citizen honorands 
is their commitment to the democracy; this is an issue I will deal with in the conclusion.
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72-3). The obvious interpretation relates to the nature of his services and 

the circumstances in which they were offered: Kallias contributed the 

most to the liberation of Athens, which must have been viewed by the 

contemporary Athenians as the most important exploit that one could 

accomplish; the author of the decree meticulously describes the extremely 

difficult circumstances pressing Athens at the time.

The decree for Philippides of Kephale, with regard to his career 

before 287, simply enumerates his benefactions without reminding us 

each time who was their recipient (i.e., the demos or the polis). I suspect 

that this ‘omission’ was not accidental, and I would interpret it as a result 

of his operating outside the framework of the polis, and even without its 

authorization. On the contrary, the clause referring to his help after the 

revolt of 287 connects it with the salvation of Athens: “ôiexexéXeKe 

7,Éy(ov Kal Tcpaxxcov xoc copcpÉpovxa xei xfjç noXemq acoxTjplai” (11.32- 

3); similarly, his agonothesia (after his return to Athens) was undertaken 

for the sake of the demos and the sacrifices were attended to for the sake 

of the polis (11. 41, 46).
*  *  *

0iXoTipia
D. Whitehead has asserted that philotimia words were integral to 

the language of achievement and reward in all Athenian honorific 

decrees, not only for the classical period but for as long thereafter as such 

decrees were enacted. ^Taking all types together there are well over 250 

stelai upon which the philotim ia phraseology is completely or partially 

preserved ....”.̂ 25 This is a most useful observation, but a generalisation 

nonetheless, which needs to be analysed in detail. More specifically the 

principle does not strictly apply to royal officials. Out of all the 

preserved extant decrees for royal officials in our period only three 

record philotimia as one of the attributes of the honorand; Asklepiades 

seems to have been a very important personality, Neaios had offered 

military help, and Herodoros was awarded the megistai timai. Philotimia

125 ’’Philotimia”, p.62.
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words in these texts have either a general sense or the sense of military 

valour (the Neaios case).

On the other hand, in the case of citizens awarded the megistai

timai, the occurrences of philotimia words concern, for the most part,

spending or providing money for the polis. This equation is manifestly

illustrated by the case of Philippides of Paiania: his eunoia and philotim ia

are demonstrated by his generosity in the epidoseis, the trierarchiai, the

choregiai K a l xaîç aXkaig [X]8[ixo]a)py[la]i(; K a l (pt[Xo]xipl[a]tg Tcàaaiç

{IG  11̂  649, 11.20-3). Similarly, Kallias (as a result of his meeting with

Ptolemy) “(piXoxipœç h%Èp xfiç nolemg èKÔpioev xœi ôfipcûi apyDpiot)

jièv xaXavxa TcevxfjKovxa, TtDpœv ôè ôiapupiouç |X80lpvot)q Ôcop8àv”

(11.51-3). The liturgies undertaken by Phaidros were performed

(piA.oxl|icoç {IG i f  682, 11.61-2) and the games during his agonothesia were

worthy of the demos' philotimia (11.55-6); this latter also involves money

expenditure. On certain other occasions the philotimia conveys the

notion of ‘striving eagerly’, as when Kallias strove eagerly for the success

of the Athenian embassies (1.72) or when Phaidros attended to military

preparations (11.23-4); the fact remains, however, that the abstract notion

of philotimia is commonly connected with very pragmatic interests, i.e.,

provision with money and/or corn.126
* * *

d) Athens and the Hellenes
The role o f Athens in the Lamian War
The decree or rather the decrees for Euphron of Sikyon (7 6 rlf 448) 

present great interest in more than one respect; there are reflected the 

Athenian view of the Lamian War a few years after the defeat as well as 

the Athenian view of the regime after 322.

Euphron had offered substantial services during the war (11.14-5) 

and as a result he was honoured while it was still in progress (in the 

archonship of Kephisodoros in 323/2). The second decree records that the 

honours for Euphron were annulled by those who conducted Athenian

126 por this link see Whitehead, “Philotimia”, pp.64-5.
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politics during the oligarchy (11.61-3). The re-affirmation of the honours 

in 318 is commonly viewed as a means of the restored democracy to 

express its strong disapproval of the regime established after 322.127

With regard to the information provided for the Lamian War it is 

interesting that the re-affirmation contains a lot more details about 

Euphron’s activities during the war than the original decree. In the latter 

it is only recorded that Euphron brought Sikyon into the Athenian 

alliance (11.9-13), first among the Peloponnesian cities, whereas the re

affirmation describes the events that preceded the alliance between 

Athens and Sikyon: how Euphron returned from exile to expel the foreign 

garrison from Sikyon. Perhaps, it was precisely the defeat that further 

highlighted the importance of Euphron’s contribution.

The most interesting feature of the account of the Lamian War 

concerns the way in which the role of Athens is presented. Again, there 

is a quite important difference between the two decrees: the leading role 

of Athens is strongly emphasized in the second decree, but much less so 

in the first: “[Kal ETtl tou 7roX,8p,o]\) zov 'EX,A,t|vikou, ov èv£ax[fiaaTO 6 

ôfjpoç 6 ’AGijvalcov b]7tep xœv 'EXA.f|V(ov” (11.44-6). The Lamian War is 

represented as a war of the Greeks undertaken by Athens for the sake of 

the Greeks.

The phrase auvépri xfji 'EXXaSt axt)%T|[G]a[GT|i (1.53) is employed 

to describe the defeat at Krannon; its result was the enslavement of 

Hellas, not just of Athens (1.57). It is noteworthy that the second decree 

does not end the account of Euphron’s services with the defeat, but goes 

on to cite his devotion to the democracy which led him to choose a noble 

death after the war.

Athens then did not assert her leading role at the beginning of the 

war but a few years later, despite the defeat and its deplorable r e s u l t s . ^ 2 8

^27 Osborne, {Naturalization II, p.l07) argues in addition that apart from the ideological 
background, the decree was designed to serve as an incentive to Sikyon to resist Kassandros’ 
attack,
128 Hyperides’ Epitaphios emphasizes the leading role of Athens (and of Leosthenes) already 
in 322 (a year after the outbreak of the war). It is plausible to suggest that the second decree 
for Euphron was influenced by this speech and its ideological attributes; like the speech of
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It is conceivable that, after the death or the exile of those who had been 

politically active during the regime of 322, and given the fact that 

Polyperchon had proclaimed the return to the status quo as it had been in 

338, the Athenians would feel that the defeat had, after all, only 

temporary effects and that the democratic constitution had been re

established for good (11.63-4).129

More than ten years later, in the honorific decree for Timosthenes 

of Karystos {IG 11̂  467+Add., p.661 = Osborne 43), passed in 306/5, the 

demos still stresses the leading role of Athens in the Lamian War as well 

as her role of protector of the Greeks. It has to be observed that 

Athenian memory is at this point significantly selective; there is not the 

slightest hint at the defeat. Furthermore, it is rather surprising that while 

Athens is seriously threatened by Kassandros and while Timosthenes has 

offered his services on this particular occasion, the author of the decree 

chooses to focus on his services of the past, during the Lamian War, the 

Hellenikos polemos as it is referred to in the decree, while the ongoing 

war seems to be of little concern to the author. The war against 

Kassandros was probably regarded as a sequel of the war against his 

father Antipatros and, therefore mention of the Lamian War was quite 

appropriate. Still, it is undeniable that the past appears to be more 

important, which becomes understandable if we take into account the 

fact that the Lamian War was Athens’ war whereas in the war against

Kassandros Demetrios had the lead.
* * *

Athens and the Hellenes in the period of Demetrios 
Poliorketes

Hyperides the second decree for Euphron lays emphasis on the role of Athens as champion of 
the Greeks.
129 The war against Antipatros is again defined as Hellenikos in the honorific decree for 
Nikandros and Polyzelos {IG 11̂  505, 1.16), in IG iF 506, 11.9-10 and finally in Plutarch, Phoc. 
23.1 N. G. Ashton, (“The Lamian War-5/2/ magni nominis umbrd\ JHS 104, 1984, 152-157) 
provides us a with a pattern of the distribution of the terms Lamiakos and Hellenikos 
polemos both in literature and in inscriptions; the latter term is to be found solely in 
inscriptions with the exception of a single passage in Plutarch and precedes chronologically 
the use of the term Lamiakos, the origins of which are to be found in the historical work of 
Hieronymus of Kardia.
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Another aspect of the relationship of Athens with the Greeks can 

be observed in a number of decrees for officials of Demetrios. Athens 

and the Greeks are again united, but this time under the auspices of 

Antigonos and Demetrios.

In certain decrees the fate of Athens is connected with that of the 

other Hellenes, the help the officials provided to Athens is seen in the 

wider context of the liberation of the Hellenes from Kassandros. 

Oxythemis of Larisa is honoured so that others will strive in conformity 

with the kings’ will and the freedom of the Greeks {IG i f  558, 11.13-4). 

This should be seen as a result of the extensive propaganda of the 

Antigonids for the liberation and autonomy of the Greeks in g e n e r a l . D O  

However, it has to be noted that there is almost always distinction in the 

unity; the decrees, though they refer to the demos in conjunction with the 

Hellenes, at the same time carefully distinguish between the two groups. 

Medeios has been dispatched to liberate the polis and the rest o f the 

Greeks (in this order; 11.17-8); the polis of Athens is part of the Greek 

community even if she still has to be seen as a separate entity. The same 

distinction occurs in the decree for Apollonides; he does what is best for 

the kings, the demos and the rest of the Greeks (11.20-1); similarly, 

Osborne 63 is supposed to serve as an incentive to act in the interest of 

the Athenian demos and for the salvation of the other Greeks (11.5-7).

In the honorific decree for Adeimantos of Lampsakos it is stated 

that he continuously acts in the interest of the kings, the Athenian demos 

and the other allies; furthermore, he has asked all the Hellenes to 

participate in the synedrion at the Isthmos {ISE 9, 11.11-3). E. Badian and 

Th. R. Martin have pointed out that this clause “would prima facie imply 

that the Athenians and the other allies were not members of the group, 

which would be absurd in the perspective of Athenian relations... The

130 IG i f  492, 11.20-2; IG i f  498, 11.15-20; IG i f  555, 11.3-4; IG i f  558, 1.11-4; IG i f  
559+568+Add., p.662,11.7-10; ISE 9.
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Athenians and the allies are to be seen as constituting the Hellenes in the 

context of an Athenian d e c r e e .” 131

Although I agree with Badian and Martin that it is inconceivable 

that Athens would not have participated in the League of Corinth in 302, 

given her close association with Demetrios, I think that the Hellenes of 

the decree are a wider group, to which Athens and the allies belong:

Kal 8\)vo[laç xfjç Ttepl xov Ôfjpov xov ’A]0r|vaicov Kal [x]o[l)g 

GDpnaxoog Kal ôcTtavxaç xoùjç ...” (11.23-5). More

specifically, the symmachoi should be the allies of Demetrios and, 

consequently, it seems to me that the way in which the word Hellenes is 

employed in the decree indicates that it refers to those Greeks who would 

not, as yet, participate in the League of Corinth, but the Antigonids and 

Athens expected them to join it at some point in the future. The 

Antigonid propaganda then makes its presence felt in this Athenian 

decree.

At any rate, there is still distinction in the unity; it is significant 

that the Athenians insist again on singling out themselves. The Athenians 

would have been surely aware of the fact that the liberation of their polis 

had been part of the wider plan for the restoration of Greek autonomy, 

but on the other hand they were justified in singling out themselves since 

their polis was used by Demetrios practically as his capital. It is even 

possible that their strong ties with Demetrios, stronger than with any 

other Greek polis, would have made them feel that they would have a

more prominent position in the League than the other Greek cities.
* * *

The Cbremonidean War
Athens was again involved in a struggle for Greek freedom in 

268/7, but this time she was not the head of the coalition; the decree of 

alliance with Sparta (proposed by Chremonides) presents the war as a 

joint struggle. The introductory clause serves as a reminder of the 

glorious war of Athens and Sparta against the Persians; thus the present

131 ’’Athens, Other Allies, and the Hellenes in the Athenian Honorary Decree for Adeimantos 
of Lampsakos”, ZPE^\, 1985,167-172, pp.l70,172.
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war is aligned with the glorious past {IG 11̂  687, 11.8-13): “TtpOTEpojx p,èv 

’A0rivaioi Kal AaK£Ôai)j,ôvioi Kal ol c<))ipa%ot ol eKaxépœv (pi^lav 

Kal at))i|j,axiav KOivfiv TtoiTjadpevoi Ttpôç éa\)Toi)ç, noXXotq Kal 

KaXovq ocycûvaç fiycovlaavTO \isx 0LXXr[k(ûv jtpôç lohç  

Kaxaôot)X,ot)o0ai xàç TiôXeiç è7cixeipoi)VTaç, œv èauxoiq xe ôôÇav 

èKxfjaavxo Kal xoîç àXXoiq "EXXt[üiv TtapeaKevaaav xf]v 

èXe'ü0eplav”. It is interesting that the decree refers vaguely to those who 

attempted to enslave the Greeks; thus, it becomes easier to include 

Ptolemy who was in fact a Macedonian descendant.

The goal of the alliance is again the liberation of the Greeks, but 

the following clauses introduce the new most important factor: Ptolemy 

II. Fifteen lines (11.14-28) of the text (almost half of it) are dedicated to 

describing Ptolemy’s pfoairesis, who is presented as the moving force 

behind a series of alliances. The ultimate purpose of the alliance is to 

achieve homonoia (11.31-2).̂ ^̂

At any rate, a fragment of Hegesandros of Delphi {FHG IV, p.415, 

frg.9) suggests a different perception of Athens’ role by the 

contemporary Athenians: “ol ôè ÔTUiaycoyouvxEÇ, (ptjalv, ... , xaXXa pèv 
EcpacKOV Ttdvxa Eivai koivoc xc5v 'EX>if)vcov, xf|v 5’ ETtl xov obpavov 
ocv0pœ7toiç (pépODaav ôôôv ’APrivalouç Elôévai p6vot)ç”. It would 

appear then that Athenian leaders insisted on asserting the different or 

even superior position of the Athenians v is -v is  the rest of the Greeks. 

This attitude is not irreconcilable with the image presented in the 

Chremonidean decree; neither Sparta’s nor Ptolemy’s role could be 

minimised. Athens was in need of both, and in an official document 

Athens could give out a more balanced attitude. Internally, however, the

politicians could magnify Athens’ role.
* * *

e) Athens and the chora

3̂2 Erskine, ( The Hellenistic Stoa, p.94), has observed the coincidence between Stoic ideals and 
Ptolemaic propaganda; there is also a fragment of the comic poet Alexis Hypobolimaios in 
which Ptolemy, Arsinoe and homonoia are grouped together (Kock, CAP, vol.II, frg.244). It is 
not easy to tell the extent to which the decree echoes Ptolemy’s propaganda or Stoic ideals, 
popular in Athens at the time. A solution is to say that the Athenians saw in Ptolemy the 
embodiment of their own ideals.
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One of the most acute problems of Athens in this period was the 

presence of foreign garrisons either in the Peiraieus and the forts or in 

the astu itself or even in both the chora and the asta Kassandros had 

employed the garrisons to subvert the democratic constitution and keep a 

watchful eye on the Athenians. When Demetrios liberated Athens from 

Kassandros in 307, the chora became the theatre of military operations, a 

situation which continued throughout the Four Years War as well as later, 

during the regime of Lachares.

The fragmentation of Attika then or rather the separation of the 

astu from the countryside and the Peiraieus would have been considered 

by the Athenians as the most important symptom of weakness; lack of 

access to the chora, and especially to the harbour, posed a constant threat 

to the survival of the astu or rather to their democratic constitution itself. 

Consequently, a constant problem of the Athenians was to either obtain 

or maintain control of the chora. Yet, the issues of peace, control of the 

chora and, finally, that of the constitution often clashed.

The keen interest to keep the astu and the chora united appears for 

the first time in the decree of the deme of Aixone in honour of 

Demetrios of Phaleron {IG 1201). According to the decree, Demetrios 

reunited the astu with the chora, thus restoring peace in Attika; no 

mention is made of the means employed. No allusion is made to the fact 

that peace was made at the expense of independence and of the 

democratic constitution. On this occasion then peace and democracy were 

two conflicting issues.

In certain decrees dating to the period of the Four Years War the 

salvation {soteria) of the demos is mentioned. The countryside had 

witnessed extensive warfare; even worse, Athens found herself in deadly 

danger in 304 when the astu was besieged, and it took Demetrios’ 

intervention to drive Kassandros out. There is no mention though of the 

unification of the astu with the chora, and the explanation lies probably 

with the fact the forts were indeed threatened or even occupied at some
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point by Kassandros but not for long; most importantly the Peiraieus had 

remained in Athenian hands, or rather in the hands of Demetrios.

The Athenians were not unconscious of the fact that a defeat 

would bring about the establishment of Kassandros in control of their 

affairs (to say the least). The soteria of their polis was part of the 

liberation of the Greek poleis in general; on a couple of occasions 

eleutheria is coupled with the demokratia^ but it is not specifically the 

demokratia of the A th en ia n s.1 ^ 3  One should not hurry to draw the 

conclusion that the Athenians had adopted a universal approach to the 

issue of freedom; there is again echoed here the Antigonid propaganda of 

freedom and autonomy for the Greeks.

In the decree for Herodoros in 295/4 the unification of the astu 

with the harbour is a result of the peace treaty with Demetrios; the 

demos expresses the wish that this will lead to the restoration and the 

maintenance of the democracy. But Demetrios had installed a garrison on 

the Mouseion Hill; this kind of democracy then was connected with the 

presence of a foreign garrison in the polis itself, which are two 

irreconcilable issues.

The decree is drafted from the viewpoint of one of those who had 

asked for refuge in the Peiraieus and had later taken sides with 

Demetrios against Lachares. It is significant that it refers to the re

acquisition of the astu (1.24) and not of the Peiraieus; the astu then, as the 

decree implies, had been in hostile hands. It is inevitable that the decree 

would adopt such a view since it was expressing gratitude for the 

liberation from Lachares.

The reference to the democracy indicates that the author of the 

decree held the view that the regime in the astu had not been democratic 

and, on the other hand, he hoped that Demetrios would restore 

democracy, a hope that proved to be false.

133 Osborne 51 for Nikomedes of Kos (c.306-303/2), 1.4: lœ v oTcep %% 8r)p.[oKpaTlag 
aüaxp]aT8UO|iévcûv; IG 11̂  559+568+Add., p.662, 11.7-10: aTteaxaT-jievoq eiç xf v̂ EA.laôa 
CTuvTiycûvitî êxo brrep xfjç èA-euOeplaç Kal xfjq ÔTHioKpaxlaç.
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After the revolt of 287 there occurred a marked transformation in 

the connotations of the unification of the astu with the chora.

The astu was liberated from the garrison of Demetrios Poliorketes, 

but this was a very precarious kind of freedom; the position of Athens 

and her constitution were in danger as long as the forts in the countryside 

and the harbour were in foreign hands.

In the decrees for the Thracian kings Spartokos and Audoleon the 

phrases 6 ôfjp,oç KeKopiaxai to  aaxt) {IG i f  653, 11.22-3) and 

Koiaiattiiévot) xou Ôfipoo) xo aaxu {IG i f  654, 11.19) are employed to 

denote the expulsion of the garrison from the Mouseion Hill. In the 

decree for Philippides of Kephale, however, we find instead the phrase 

Kop,iaa)iévot) xou 6f)p.ot) xf|v èA^euGeplav {IG i f  657, 1.31). Has the 

freedom of the astu come to be identified with freedom in general, albeit 

of a very precarious nature?

The decrees for Audoleon and Spartokos as well as the decrees for 

the Athenians Philippides of Kephale and Kallias reflect the extreme joy 

of the people felt for the liberation and at the same time the strong 

anxiety for the future which is the result of the lack of provisions and 

money. The decree for Audoleon, passed a few months after the decree 

for Spartokos, is much more explicit. Like Spartokos, Audoleon has 

promised to provide for the needs of the demos, but the decree for 

Audoleon explicitly establishes that these needs concern the recapture of 

the Peiraieus and the freedom of the polis (11.33-5): “...èTc[a]vYéA,A,exai Ôè 

Kai elç xô Xoi7cô[v] 7uapé^ea0ai xpelaç auvepycov [e]ïç xe xf)v xoô 
Tleipaiécoç Kop,i[ôfi]v Kal xf|v xfjç Tiô^ecûç èXeuGepifajv.” The 

Athenians then did not feel completely free without having control of the 

Peiraieus. Furthermore, it is significant that the people do not refer to 

the forts, which indicates that Peiraieus was regarded as the most 

important factor of freedom* The need to recapture the forts is recorded 

in the decree for Philippides of Kephale but here again the Peiraieus 

assumes greater importance by being mentioned before them (11.35-6).
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The Peiraieus is once again singled out in the decree for the ex-archon 

Euthios in 282/1; the demos promises to reward him with more honours as 

soon as the Peiraieus and the astu are again united {ISE 14,11.29-31).

In 283/2 and after the fort of Eleusis had been re-captured, the 

need to regain control of the harbour and the other forts had become 

much more pressing. In the decree for Philippides we read that corn and 

money were essential for the maintenance of the dem oi freedom and the 

recapture of the Peiraieus and the forts as soon as possible. “ÔTtcoç àv 

ôiajiévei 6 ôfjiioç èA.E\)0Epoç cov Kal xôv IlEipaiôc KO}xiaTiTai Kal xà 

(ppobpta xfjv xa%iaxr|v” {IG  i f  657, 11.35-6).l34 it has to be observed 

that the freedom of the demos is distinguished from the problem of the 

Peiraieus and the forts; it is perhaps for the maintenance and stabilisation 

of freedom that the unification with the chora is deemed essential.

Why is it that the re-acquisition of the Peiraieus is deemed more 

important than that of the Attic forts? Apart from the fact that lack of 

control over the harbour precluded the possibility of the maintenance of 

a sizeable fleet (Athens’ most valuable asset), the reasons should be 

looked for in the political history of Athens at the beginning of the third 

century. The political separation of the astu from the harbour, caused by 

the regime of Lachares, had provided Demetrios Poliorketes with the 

opportunity to re-establish his control over Athens and a more restrictive 

one than in the past. The loss of the harbour then would have been 

viewed as the cause of the loss of freedom.

It is important that neither the decree for Audoleon nor the one 

for Philippides refers to the maintenance of the democracy; the 

predominant goals of the Athenians are E^EDGEpta and acoxTipia, slogans 

which are also echoed in the decree for Strombichos {IG  II 

666+Add.,p.663, 11.9, 11, 14). This does not have to mean that the 

Athenians were too preoccupied with their immediate need to recover the 

forts and the Peiraieus to give any thought to the constitution. On the

D 4 jt seems that the archon year 283/2 had witnessed intense activity aiming at recapturing 
the forts: it is recorded in the Kallias decree (11.44-9) that when Ptolemy II ascended to the 
throne, in 283/2, the Athenian generals requested from Kallias to secure the king’s help in 
corn and money as soon as possible.
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contrary, eleutheria was the absolutely essential prerequisite for the 

existence and operation of the democratic constitution. The term 

“eX,e'o0£pia” is employed to cover the issue of “ÔTjpoKpaxia”; the latter 

seems to have acquired the meaning of freedom from foreign military 

presence.

Scholars frequently comment that the decrees of the 280s bear a

strong ‘nationalistic’ pride; I would rather modify the observation,

without of course denying it. The democratic ideology is undeniable but

these same lines betray a strong anxiety for the survival of the

democratic constitution; the Athenians are perfectly aware that they

might lose it again at any moment and they feel insecure.
* * *
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y. Concluding remarks

Athens demonstrated a notable flexibility in their employment of 

the institution of euergesiar, she modified the institution initially to 

accommodate a king with superior military power (Philip), but also later 

on the institution is adaptable to the circumstances and to particular 

individuals. It has already been noted how Athens after having passed an 

exceptional and extravagant period with Demetrios Poliorketes, came to 

the point of honouring the kings in the same way she had honoured 

officials of Demetrios and identically with the Thracian rulers. This 

change of attitude has been explained in terms of the resurgence of 

Athens in the 280s. Pausanias (1.9.4) attempted to single out Ptolemy as 

the benefactor par excellence in the eyes of the Athenian people, but if 

his estimation is correct, the Athenians did not express it via the honours 

they attributed him. Pausanias has commented upon the, in his view, 

diametrically different motivations of the Athenians in honouring the 

kings (Philip and Alexander’s Diadochoi); the honours for Philip were the 

product of flattery; those for Lysimachos were the product of the 

interests of the moment; Ptolemy is singled out as the only king to be 

truly regarded as a benefactor. Flattery then, practical interest and 

genuine gratitude were three different factors and probably mutually 

exclusive according to Pausanias. Firstly, I would like to argue that at 

least the last two could operate together on different occasions. Secondly, 

it is worth commenting on the ‘Egyptocentricity’ of the passage. 

Pausanias writes at a quite late date, employing testimonia referring to 

the alliance between Athens and Ptolemy in the Chremonidean War and, 

perhaps, even to their continuity after the war. In fact, in the early 

Hellenistic period, it is only with Ptolemy (among the Diadochoi) that 

Athens concluded a genuine alliance (there had been one with Kassandros 

in 317 but this could hardly be characterised as a genuine one; the other 

one with Demetrios Poliorketes turned out to have been conducted under 

false pretences); in other words, it was only with Ptolemy that Athens had 

officia lly  been of the same status.
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* * *

In the case of the royal officials Athens employed invariably the 

citizenship as a means of expressing her good will towards the kings as 

well as getting material benefits. The tantalising problem is whether this 

practice proved to be more to the interest of the kings rather than of 

Athens, thus causing a disturbance in the balance in the exchange of 

favours. Surely, there was always an inherent risk in the practice of 

bestowing honours upon men who had such powerful connections.

It is in particular with regard to the citizenships obtained by the 

officials of Demetrios Poliorketes that there is good reason to believe 

that the balance was indeed disturbed after 304, when Demetrios openly 

and extensively interfered in Athenian life. In the case of the officials of 

the other kings, however, the balance was preserved, mainly because the 

kings and the respective officials were far away from Athens. It can 

hardly be accidental that from the 280s there have been preserved only 

four honorific decrees for royal officials, which indicates that the number 

of officials coming into contact with Athens had been considerably 

reduced.
* * *

The influx of honours for foreign kings and their officials was a 

factor which exercised important influence on the attitude of Athens as a 

polis towards her leading citizens and, vice versa, the Athenian leaders 

were partly prompted to ask for honours because of their influx for 

foreigners. It was not however a mechanical reaction, simply the increase 

in the number of foreign honorands spreading down to the citizens. The 

ground was prepared by the challenging political circumstances which 

provided the opportunity of excellence in diplomacy.

The Athenian leaders would have obtained a clear appreciation of 

their role in the events. Their reaction was in fact identical with that of 

their fourth century military counterparts; only that they asked, or in any 

case were honoured for a different and even more complicated kind of 

contribution to the welfare of Athens. The demos, on the other hand
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would have been aware of the complexity and difficulty of the 

circumstances and would not have been reluctant to attribute its leaders 

their due share of honours. Moreover, it is conceivable that being 

surrounded by all these powerful, foreign men, the Athenians would have

also aimed at singling out their own leaders.
* * *

It is significant that the Athenians did not invariably set out to 

honour in identical manner everyone who had provided important help of 

some sort. Whenever someone other than a king or a royal official was 

concerned they appear to be much more reserved. The honours for the 

metics Nikandros and Polyzelos as well as those for the mercenary leader 

Strombichos reveal that the status of a benefactor played a major part 

and that, at least with regard to the resident non-Athenians, Athens could 

retain a balanced attitude no matter how great their contribution or how 

pressing circumstances had been.

Although Nikandros and Polyzelos had offered substantial amounts 

of money, contributed to the rebuilding of the walls, and even 

participated in the war against Kassandros, they only got a crown of 

thallos, isoteleia and enktesis, not citizenship {IG i f  505,11.28-40).

The case of the mercenary leader Strombichos can be 

accommodated in the more general context of balanced attitude towards 

benefactors in the 280s. Strombichos, who belonged to the guard of the 

Mouseion Hill, betrayed Demetrios and took sides with the Athenians in 

the revolt of 287 (IG  i f  666+Add., p.663 + IG  11̂  667, 11.7-15). However, 

the Athenians did not recognise his good services immediately, in sharp 

contrast with their treatment of royal officials in the same period; instead 

they voted citizenship for him only in 266, after he had once again 

offered his services to the war (most probably the C h r e m o n i d e a n ) . i 3 5

The underlying principle of this markedly different treatment is 

the mercenary status of Strombichos; perhaps, we could even add that his

135 Osborne {Naturalization II, p.l64 and n.739) maintains that there is no reason to believe 
that Strombichos was not in some way honoured shortly after the revolt; he even conjectures 
that Demochares would have been inclined to discriminate in favour of truly high rank 
officials.
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very betrayal of Demetrios would render the Athenians^as^to his 

commitment and devotion to Athens as well, especially more so if he had 

been bribed (which is quite possible). Last but not least, the fact that 

Strombichos was not associated with any king would have made the

Athenians less inclined to honour him.
* * *

The vocabulary of the various decrees reflects the different 

patterns of relationships established under different historical 

circumnstances between Athens on the one hand, the kings, their officials 

and the Athenian citizens on the other. The pattern of foreign relations 

can be schematically arranged as following: from 338 to 322 the Athenian 

demos prevails at the expense of the Macedonian kings and their officials; 

the situation changes dramatically in the period of Demetrios Poliorketes: 

the Antigonid kings are dominant while the (Zernov ̂  interests form part or 

even are subordinate to the plans of the kings; quite frequently, the 

motivation for the honours is first and foremost their relationship with 

the Antigonids.

In response to the balanced distribution of honours after 301 and, 

especially, after 287 the decrees employ a vocabulary that indicates the 

new status and attitude of Athens. The presence of the kings is always 

strongly felt but by now the demos' interests receive an equal or even 

greater share of attention; moreover, it is for very pragmatic reasons that 

the beneficiaries receive their honours. Similarly, in the decrees for

citizens, the demos is depicted as an all powerful entity.
* * *
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CONCLUSION
Athens’ change of status on the international political scene has 

often caused historians to view the policies Athens pursued 

in the Hellenistic period in terms of insignificance and even of decadence. 

My aim in this thesis has been to present the ways in which the Athenian 

leadership responded to the new political reality and to demonstrate that 

the diplomatic means employed are of great historical interest.

Far from employing the concept of decadence, I prefer to view 

Athenian diplomacy in the perspective of adaptability to the 

circumstances.

Adaptability basically implies employing already existing 

practices, but modified in order to suit the needs of the moment. This 

flexibility should be understood as an attempt to match Athens’ needs to 

the policies of Philip, Alexander and the Diadochoi. The major factor that 

distorts our appreciation of the ability of Athenian leaders to adjust to 

the circumstances is their having been obliged to conduct diplomacy from 

a militarily, and even politically, inferior position. The flexibility itself 

brings along the image of servile conduct: certain aspects of adaptability 

can sometimes be regarded as compromising democratic values or even as 

leading to the destruction of the Athenian democracy. The major 

difficulty has been to avoid labelling individual leaders and policies as 

‘pro-Macedonian’, oligarch (or even patriot) and to try instead simply to 

present and analyse crucial aspects of their role in the formation of 

foreign policy.

The politically necessary has often been weighed against the 

honourable policy and found to be wanting. Yet, it is important to accept 

the principle of political necessity without applying any pejorative 

evaluation to it; otherwise our picture of Athenian politics becomes 

distorted.
As emerges from our examination of Athenian leadership the 

process of adaptation was rather slow at first. Although rhetores like 

Hyperides and Dinarchus had diagnosed a crisis in Athenian leadership.
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they were not led to propose drastic changes; only an improvement in the 

existing structure. Foreign policy remained in the hands of the two 

traditional groups, the rhetores and the strategoi. The first change to be 

observed, one that involves only practical aspects in the exercise of 

diplomacy, is the expansion of the generals’ diplomatic responsibilities 

without diminution of the rhetores' diwüioniy. The fact that military men 

undertook embassies was far from being a novel practice: it had also been 

the practice in the fifth century. Progressively, military men assumed 

more and more responsibility in the various negotiations. Similarly 

military command was also formed according to the needs of the

moment, which had also been the case in the past, often leading to the

concentration of duties.

After 338 and until 323 diplomacy followed the traditional path of 

the attribution of proxeny or citizenship to the king’s officials. Phokion 

and most probably Demades facilitated Athenian diplomacy by forging 

bonds of xenia with the Macedonian court; xenia as a political means was

certainly not a novelty. As a matter of fact there is very little in this

first period to indicate changed political behaviour or even disregard for 

democratic institutions, although certain of the honours passed became 

the subject of debate.

On the contrary, under the guidance of Lykourgos, Athens took 

steps towards reinforcing democratic feeling. It is in this period (in 336) 

that Eukrates proposed the law against tyranny, which indicates strong 

fear and at the same time represents an attempt to safeguard the 

constitution against Macedonian aggression (though not explicitly 

mentioned):

“èàv  xiç èTcavaaTaxfii xœi Ôfmcoi èjul xupavviÔi xf)v 

Ôr|)ioKpaxiav xf)v ’AGfivTjaiv KaxaXuGT|i... |o,f| è^eîvai ôè xœv 

pot)X,8t)xc5v xœv xfjç Poulfig xfjg ’Apeiot) nocyot) KaxaXEXu<n>èvou 

xot) Ôf|)io\) f| xfjç ÔT|p,OKpaxlaç xfjç ’AGfjvriaiv ocviévai eiç  ’'Apeiov

n ày o v ”;!^^ the relief of the stele depicts the Demos being crowned by

136 Meritt, Hesp. 21, 1952, .355-359, no.5, 11.7-15; M. Ostwald, “The Athenian Legislation 
Against Tyranny and Subversion”, TAPA 86,1955,103-128.
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Demokratia. The interest in Demokratia is quite strong in the late 330s: 

there is a dedication to Demokratia by the boule of 333/2 as well as 

public sacrifices by the generals in the next couple of years {IG i f  1496, 

11.131-2, 140-1). Raubitschek has observed that in the same period 

Alexander was establishing “democracies” all over Greek cities, that is, he 

was openly interfering with their constitutions.!^^

Athenian politics became extremely complicated and highly 

controversial after the battle of Krannon in 322. From this point 

onwards, part of the process of adaptation should be understood as an 

attempt to enter the power game among the Diadochoi.

Athens’ second defeat inevitably affected the way the people 

envisaged their relations with Macedonia; there could be no doubt as to 

Macedonia’s superiority, all the more so since Antipatros openly 

interfered with the constitution. Consequently, the people who had 

developed contacts with the Macedonian court would be viewed with 

suspicion.

Up to 322, a large part of foreign policy was conducted in terms of 

euergesia relationships, supposedly operating on a basis of reciprocity of 

interests. After 322 those who undertook the responsibility of Athenian 

politics were obliged to develop a policy to fit the in fact unequal philia 

pattern of relationship established between the kings and their entourage.

Adjustment of the concept euergesia operated on two fronts: that 

of Athenian citizens vis-à-vis the kings and that of foreign benefactors 

vis-à-vis the polis. It was not always clear whether Athenian politicians 

were more ‘friends’ of the kings than representatives of the Athenian 

interests; the boundary between diplomatic manoeuvring for the sake of 

the people and personal gain occasionally appeared to be transgressed.

As to the relations with the kings’ officials and philoi the 

Athenians were very quick to perceive that they had to cultivate their 

good will in order to secure the kings’ good will. Attribution of honours 

to the officials of a king was certainly not a novelty. Contacts with the

’’Demokratia”, Hesp. 31,1962, 238-243, p.242.
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right persons in the right places was, as it had always been, an all 

important factor in politics; only now the place was the court of a king 

and not another polis or state. Adaptability consists in conferring solely 

citizenship and not proxeny; as has been explained, these officials were 

not acting as representatives of a particular polis or state.

The overt shift from previous practices is marked by the 

attribution of divine honours to Demetrios Poliorketes and his father 

Antigonos. The Athenians responded to the situation created in 307 by 

adopting a practice that had already been established in the Greek cities 

of Asia Minor. The aspirations of Alexander to divinity would have 

shown the Athenians that divine honours would be most welcome by a 

monarch. In fact, this is the only period for which the view could be 

sustained of degenerate political conduct by certain Athenian politicians. 

On the other hand, the people did react to Demetrios’ demands and I 

believe that their reaction deserves our attention more than their failure 

to impose their will.

It has to be stressed that the last decade of the fourth century was 

an exceptional period from the perspective of political attitudes towards 

a powerful ruler. Athens, though needing to cultivate the good will of 

Alexander’s Diadochoi continuously, did not really go to extremes at any 

time except the last decade of the fourth century.

Another aspect of adaptability is Athens’ tendency, especially after 

301, to change the direction of her diplomatic efforts according to which 

of the kings was the most powerful and most valuable to her.

Our sources do not provide a clear picture of the Athenian people’s 

reaction to the various policies pursued by their leaders or to the various 

political upheavals. Generally speaking, they seem to have been willing 

to accept modifications or even shifts in practice as long as they 

benefited from them and as long as they could exercise some control over 

policy.
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Both Phokion and Demades were accused of subverting the 

constitution by later writers as well as by modern historians. Whether 

contemporary Athenians held the same opinion is a different matter. The 

same writers seem to imply that the people believed that Demades and 

Phokion worked for Athens’ benefit. It was only in late 318 that 

Phokion’s policy became so ambivalent that it was regarded as 

treacherous.

Formation of foreign relations on the basis of philia between the 

king, his officials and Athenian leaders transgressed the limits especially 

after 304 and until 301. It was no longer a question of adapting Athens’ 

needs to Demetrios’ plans; adaptability was transformed into obedience to 

his demands.

On this matter we are better informed about the people’s attitude. 

The vocabulary employed in the decrees from 286 onwards reveals that 

the people deeply resented what had happened between 303 and 287 and 

that their democratic beliefs were as strong as ever. The policies of 

Stratokles and his like after 303 were regarded as destructive for the 

demos, Pseudo-Plutarch connects Demochares’ exile with the katalysis of 

the demos. “6cv0’ mv è^étieaev utto tcùv KaxaXuaocvxcov xov ôfjpov” 

([Plut.], X. Oral Vit. 851e).

The decrees conferring the highest honours upon Athenian citizens 

almost invariably emphasize that demokratia was the framework and the 

ultimate goal of their activities. Already in 307, in the decree for 

Lykourgos it is recorded that he conducted his policy blamelessly èv 

EÀEuOÉpa Kal ôrmoKpaxo\))iévT| xfj ttoXei ([Plut.], X. Oral Vit. 852d). 

The statement comes as a conclusion of the immediately preceding clause 

where the conflict with Alexander was recorded, emphasizing that the 

king was not able to enforce his will on Athens. Eleutheria is coupled 

with demokratia once again in the decree for Demosthenes but in a 

slightly different context. Eleutheria and demokratia do not form simply 

the framework of the politician’s activities; they form his goal: xm ôfipcp 

aopPobXcp yEyovoxi Kal TCETcoX.iXEupevco xcov Ka0’ èauxôv Tcpôç
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èXe'üGeplav Kal ÔTmoKpaxiav àp iaxa  ([Plut.], X. Orat Vit. 851c).

It is particularly after 287, after having experienced all sorts of 

policies and upheavals, that the Athenians define the essential qualities of 

their leaders at the same time as they describe their deeds and their 

transactions with the various monarchs. Philippides of Kephale never 

acted against the democracy either by word or deed: “...[o\)0]èv 

bTrevavTlov Tipôç ôrmoKpaxiav o'üôeTrœTtoxe [è7colTi]ae[v o]i3[x8 Xoymt 

obx]e ëpycûi {IG 657, 11.48-50). The decree for Demochares insists on 

making it clear that he took no active part in any oligarchy and did not 

hold any office during the katalysis tou demoiz “(puyovxi jiev tn ep  

ôriiiOKpaxlaç, pEX£a%T|KÔxi ôè obôepiâç Ô7.iyap%laç o\)ôè àp%f|v 
o\)Ô8p.lav fipxoxi KaxaX,8X,t)KÔxoç xou ôfiiaoa)- Kal pôvco ’A0r|vaicûv xcov 
Kaxèc xfjv a\)xf)v fiA-iKiav TroXtxEUoapévcov pf) p8p8X,T|KÔxi xf|v 
Tcaxpiôa kiveîv éxépco TioXixEupaxi f[ ÔripoKpaxla”

The proposer of the Kallias decree employs similar phraseology in 

order to demonstrate the commitment of the honorand to the democracy. 

Again, we observe the same ‘negative’ approach to the issue. The author 

of the decree does not state at this point what Kallias actually did  for the 

democracy, but that he did not act against the laws and the democracy of 

all Athenians: “x8i TraxplÔi KaXXiaq o\)08Tc6 tco0’ t)<TC>op8ivaç 

[...]8[....K]axaX8Xt)p8vou xoo ôfipot) àXXà Kal xf)v obolav  xfjv eauxou  

7ipoép8voç ôôaiv ÔoGfivai èv X8Î ôX iyapxlai œax8 prjôèv \)7C8vavxlov 

Trpâ^ai pf|X8 xoîç vôpoiç pf|X8 X8Î ôrjpoKpaxiai X8Î àtcàvxcov 

’A0r|valcov” (Kallias decree, 11.79-83). This latter expression is unique and 

one that gives additional weight to the issue of democracy.

Eleutheria, demokratia and the laws are grouped together once 

again in the Phaidros decree (about thirty years after the revolt of 287): 

Kal xf|v TTÔX̂iv 8l8U08pav Kal ÔT|poKpaxo\)pévT|v abxovopov 
7iap80CDK8v Kal xobç vopouç Kuplouç xoîç p80’ èaoxov” {IG  i f  682,

11.38-40). Freedom and democracy are translated into free operation of 

Athens laws, without external interference.
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The fact that Athens experienced two oligarchies based on 

limitation of citizenship rights (in 322 and in 317) and certain other 

periods which bore non-democratic features often leads to the false 

assumption that the Athenians had lost faith in the democratic 

constitution. External interference with the constitution, however, does 

not necessarily lead to loss of democratic beliefs. On the contrary, our 

evidence demonstrates that despite all these upheavals, or perhaps 

because of them, the faith of Athenians in their demokratia emerged as 

strongly as ever, so strongly that it led them to one final, major

confrontation with Macedonia - the Chremonidean War.
* * *
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APPENDICES 
CHAPTER I

L The causes and the date of the Chremonidean War

The war of Athens, Sparta (and her allies), and Ptolemy II against 

Antigonos Gonatas was named Chremonidean, after the proposer of the 

Athenian decree of alliance with Sparta. Yet, this does not automatically 

entail that it was principally Athens’ war; as will be shown, the situation 

was much more c o m p lic a te d .^ ^ S

The traditional view had once been that Athens had been a pawn in 

the struggle of the D ia d o c h o i .1 3 9  Will and Gabbert saw the war as a 

preventive measure of Ptolemy II against the growing power of 

A n t i g o n o s . 1 4 0  Habicht, on the other hand, challenged all these views 

arguing that it was Athens’ war in order to regain control of the 

Peiraieus.1^1 Hammond and Walbank, however, have pointed out that 

this view ignores the fact that the alliance between Sparta and Ptolemy 

antedated that between Athens and S p a r ta .1 ^ 2

In his forthcoming thesis on the Ptolemaic policies outside Egypt A. 

Meadows analyses the forms of Ptolemaic propaganda and control of 

Greece in the fifteen years or so preceding the Chremonidean War and 

demonstrates that Ptolemaic influence on Greek affairs was considerable. 

With particular regard to the war. Meadows underlines that in the 

Chremonidean decree there are visible signs of Ptolemaic policy and 

propaganda: Athens, after having concluded an alliance with Ptolemy, 

urges the Greeks to follow her path, thus undertaking the responsibility 

to carry out Ptolemy’s policy; the Spartans concluded an alliance with 

Athens because they were friends and allies of Ptolemy {IG i f  687, 11.19- 

23): “Ô ôfjpoç ’ABrivaicov aujapaxiav TcoiTjadjxevoç %pôg abxov Kal

138 The name Chremonidean is found for the first time in Hegesandros of Delphi {FHG IV, 
p.415); L. Prandi (“Perché “guerra chremonidea”? Egesandro di Delfi FHG IV p.415 fr.9 e la 
fortuna di un nome”, Aevum 63, 1989, 24-29) argues that the passage bears an attitude hostile 
to Athens and that Hegesandros employed a name that he found in a philo-Antigonid source.
139 See Will, Monde hellénistique, p.220 for previous views on the causes of the war. 
l*̂ !! Monde hellénistique, pp.220-4; Gabbert, Antigonus Gonatas, p.l73.
I'̂ l Untersuchungen, p.lOS.
142 Macedonia III, p.279.
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Toi)ç Xoi7coi)ç "EA.A-Tivaç è\|/f|(pioxai 7üapaKaA,eîv Tupôç xf|v a\)Tf|v 

Trpoaipeaiv cbaavxcoç ôè Kal AaK eôaipôvioi cplXoi Kal al)p.|ia%oi tot) 

PaaiXècog ôvxeç nxoXE|iaioD Kal %p6g xôv Ôfjjiov xôv ’A0T|vaia)v e la lv  

è\|/ri(pio)j.évoi aDm aaxlav”.

How can we explain then Ptolemy’s minimal contribution to the 

war? His lack of commitment can be explained by the general military 

situation: Antigonos kept garrisons at strategic locations thus preventing 

Ptolemy from taking more active steps.l^^

We cannot say that Athens and Sparta were pawns in Ptolemy’s

hands. Both these cities had their own very strong motives. In this

perspective Habicht is right: it was as much Ptolemy’s preventive war as

it was Athens’ struggle to recover the Peiraieus. Hammond and Walbank

have given the best description of the situation: “in 268/7 these

convergent interests came t o g e t h e r ” .1^4

* * *

The allocation of Peithidemos in whose archonship there was 

signed the alliance between Athens and Sparta is essential for the dating 

of the Chremonidean War. Habicht, Heinen and Osborne date the 

archonship of Peithidemos and the beginning of the war to 268/7.1^  ̂

Meritt on the other hand, insists on allocating Diogeiton to 268/7 and 

Peithidemos to 265/4 on the assumption that Peithidemos should start a 

secretary cycW^^ Heinen refutes Meritt’s view by pointing out that 

Diogeiton is mentioned in an inscription from Thermo, dating to 240 {IG 

IX I, 2, 73).!^  ̂ More recently, Meritt attempted to restore the name of 

Peithidemos in an inventory of the Asklepieion {IG 1534B, 1.145), 

dating to 265/4, but only P can be read with safety, perhaps also E

4̂3 Gabbert, “The Grand Strategy of Antigonus II Gonatas and the Chremonidean War”, 
AncWe, 1983,129-136, pp.I29-31.

Macedonia III, p.280.
145 Habicht, Untersuchungen, pp.95-112, 133ff; Heinen, Untersuchungen, pp.95ff;
Naturalization II, pp.165-166 and n.750.
146 Athenian Year, Berkeley 1961, p.223; “The Archons of Athens”, pp.161-91.. According 
to the principle of secretary cycles, each year the secretary should be assigned according to 
tribal order until all tribes were represented; but, as M. J. Osborne has pointed out (“Nikias 
Hysteros”, pp.275-95), this rule was quite often breached in the third century.
147 Untersuchungen, pp.115-117.
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whereas all the rest is completely restored; his assumption therefore has 

hardly any basis at all, as S. B. Aleshire has shown.1^8

The Chremonides decree then has to be dated with the help of 

external evidence rather than internal. Habicht has underlined that IG  i f  

665, 1.7 and IG  i f  666, 1.8 (266/5) provide irresistible proof that the war 

was already in progress by the time that these decrees were carried out. 

S. V. Tracy, who accepts Heinen and Habicht’s dating of Peithidemos, also 

thinks that these two decrees indicate that if not war, at least preliminary 

hostilities were in progress.l^^^ In fact, even Meritt in his aforementioned 

recent article (p.83) accepted the possibility of preliminary hostilities, but 

according to his dating they would have to be really protracted (c. three 

years).

As to the end of the war, Heinen ardently supported a low date, in 

the spring of 261, which finds in agreement the scholarly c o n s e n s u s . l^ O  

Additional evidence is provided by the Amphictyonie lists, according to 

which Athens did not send representatives to the Pythia at Delphi in the 

archonship of Peithagoras. Given the hostile relations between Aitolia 

and Antigonos Gonatas, dispatching representatives to the Pythia is 

commonly seen as a sign of independent policy; Athens then could not 

have sent representatives after her subjection to Antigonos Gonatas. 

Etienne and Piérart moved Pleiston’s archonship to 262/1 and that of 

Peithagoras to 261/0, thus placing the capitulation of Athens shortly after 

the Pythia of 262/1.1̂ 1

J. Gabbert opts for a shorter chronology of the war based on the 

assumption that Athens could not withstand a siege for long but she is not

Meritt, “Mid-Third-Century Athenian Archons”, Hesp. 50, 1981, 78-99, pp.83-84; Aleshire, 
The Athenian Asklepieion. The People, Their Dedications and the Inventories, Gieben 1989, 
p.250 (inventory V, 1.5), pp.293-301.
149 "A Fragmentary Inscription from the Agora praising Ephebes”, Hesp. 59, 1990, 543-547, 
p.545.
150 Untersuchungen, pp.139-40, 180-89, 199-202; Habicht, Untersuchungen, pp.95-112; id., 
Athen, p.l43; Will, Monde hellénistique, pp.224-5; Hammond and Walbank, Macedonia III, 
pp.276-89
151 “Glaucon”, pp.59-62.
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absolutely p o s i t i v e . 1 5 2  Although our information on the course of the war

is obscure, it seems that there were three campaigns until Areus’ death in

265/4, in three successive summers (267, 266 and 265). After Areus’

death, it is possible that there was enough diversion in the North for

Antigonos Gonatas to delay the capitulation of A thens.1^3

*  *  *

2. The problem of the recovery of the Peiraieus

The need to recover the Peiraieus is ever present in the Athenian 

decrees. There was at least one attempt to recover Mounychia by 

treachery (Poly., V.17.1) and it is possible that there was also a direct 

assault.l^^

It is a major crux whether Athens ever regained control of the 

Peiraieus and if so for how long. The basic evidence employed is a 

passage of Pausanias (1.26.2): “’OX\))i7cio0d)pco ôè xôôe pèv ëaxiv ëpyov 

péyiaxov xcoplç Tobxcov œv ënpa^e Ile ip a ià  Kal Mouvt)%ta 

àvaacoaàpevoç- TtoioDpevcov Ôè MaKeôôvcov Kaxaôpopf|v èç EXeootva  

’EXeDaivioDq CDvxa^ag èviKa xobç MaKeôôvaç”. Habicht translates 

the anasosamenos as saved or p r e s e r v e d . ^ 5 5  u. Bultrighini, on the other 

hand, examining the use of the verb in Pausanias concludes that it should 

be taken to mean r e c a p t u r e d . 1 5 6  The problem with this view is that

Antigonus Gonatas, p.l64; “The Anarchic Date of the Chremonidean War CJ 82, 1986, 
230-235.

Justin, XXVL2.1-8; Paus., III.6.4-6; D.S., XX.29; Hammond & Walbank, Macedonia III, 
pp.280, 283-6 and n.2.

In the same context as the abortive attempt to recover Mounychia by treachery Habicht 
{Untersuchungen, p.98) tentatively places the death of Chairippos (recorded in a private 
epigram: ISE 13) who fell under the walls of Mounychia. Moretti {ISE, p.27), though he is 
inclined to date the decree in 287/6, notes that Chairippos’ name does not figure among the 
names of the commanders fallen in the attempt recorded by Polyaenus; moreover, the 
epigram records that Chairippos fe ll under the walls and not in Mounychia. Finally, he does 
not exclude the possibility of a date in 307/6 or in 295/4. The problem is inconclusive, but I 
would think that there would have been more than one attempt to regain Mounychia and the 
Peiraieus, and, accepting that Chairippos’ death did occur in the 280s, I would rather assign it 
to a different context than that of the incident recorded by Polyaenus; Chairippos’ way of 
death rather indicates a direct assault. Trying not to push the evidence too far, I would 
venture to say that an open assault on the walls would have preceded an attempt by means of 
treachery; conversely, I would believe that the death of eight generals and four hundred 
hoplites would have excluded the possibility of a future direct assault.

Untersuchungen, pp.102-6.
156 “Pausania 1, 26, 3 e la liberazione del Pireo”, RFIC, N.S. 112, 1984, 54-62. Gauthier (“La 
réunification”, p.371) also thinks that Peiraieus was recaptured but via negotiations and not 
military offensive.
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Pausanias lays emphasis, in the previous clause, on Olympiodoros’ 

recapture of the Mouseion Hill and then on his victory over the 

Macedonians at Eleusis (the xôÔe should be understood to refer to the 

previous clause where there is described Olympiodoros’ recovery of the 

Mouseion). A recovery of the Peiraieus in the 280s would have been his 

greatest deed, and it would have been worth much more detailed 

description.

Apart from this passage there is no solid evidence that the 

Peiraieus was ever recovered by Athens. Gauthier attempted to employ 

as additional evidence the phraseology in the Buthios decree, passed in 

282/1; Athens promises to reward Euthios with more honours as soon as 

the astu and harbour are united {ISE 14, 11.29-31). Gauthier thought that 

these lines were indicative of imminent recovery.l^^ It is true that c. 

283-282 there was intense activity, but this does not prove that the 

harbour was, after all, recaptured.

Moreover, Gauthier identified Nikias Hysteros, whose archonship 

was divided in two, (a sign of change of government) with the Nikias of 

282/1, arguing that the miniature prytany year was introduced in order to 

incorporate in the affairs of the polis the citizens of the Peiraieus. 

This argument has been adequately refuted by Osborne who pointed out 

that it was based on a misunderstanding of the Phaidros decree: “Kal èjcl 

NiKiot) p,èv dpxovToç azpazr\yoq vko xob 0f|)io\) x8ipOTOvr|0elç ôlç 

Tcocvtcov œv 7TpoafiK8v 8Jr8p8Xf|8T|”.159 Gauthier ignores that the ôlç 

qualifies the X8ipoTOvri08lç; Phaidros was elected twice as a strategos in 

the archonship of Nikias I, the archon of 296/5.

Habicht cites three more testimonies pertaining, in his view, to 

evidence for Macedonian control of the Peiraieus after 281.1̂  ̂ A letter of 

the philosopher Epicurus informs us that the official of Lysimachos, 

Mithres (previously held in captivity at Corinth by Antigonos’ brother

“La réunification”, pp.349-66. 
“La réunification”, pp.378-94. 
“Nikias Hysteros”, pp.279-80. 
Untersuchungen, pp.99-102.
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Krateros), is now at the Peiraieus and Epicurus is apparently negotiating 

his release (PHerc 1418, col.33). Habicht dates the letter c.280-277 whereas 

both Gauthier and Reger believe that a date before Lysimachos’ death in 

281 is more likely, since it is then that Mithres would have been of more 

use to his captors; both, however, prefer not to push the argument too 

far^Gl

The second testimony is more intriguing. In the Amphiareion at 

Oropos, Hierokles, appointed by Antigonos Gonatas in charge of the 

Peiraieus, discusses with the exiled philosopher Menedemos of Eretria a 

plan to recapture Eretria which had revolted from Antigonos (Diog. Laer.,

11.127). Habicht dates the discussion to c.273/272 whereas Reger 

vigorously propounded a date after 268, in the course of the 

Chremonidean War.162 Reger’s argument runs as follows; Menedemos 

would not have asked refuge at Oropos between 273 and 268 because 

Eretria and Oropos were on friendly terms at the time, as is indicated by 

their common participation in the Delphic Amphictyoneia. Secondly, 

Menedemos was at Delphi in 268, probably involved with the 

Amphictyoneia, and it is unlikely that he would have been entrusted this 

responsibility if he had been an exile. Finally, given the favourable 

treatment of Eretria by Antigonos, Reger thinks that it is unlikely that 

she would have revolted in 274/3 when other Greek cities did; on the 

contrary, a breach in the relations of Eretria with Antigonos occurred 

early in the Chremonidean War, when a cult of Arsinoe Philadelphos is 

attested in Eretria. The conclusion is then that the discussion between 

Hierokles and Menedemos took place during the war and so did 

Hierokles’ appointment epi tou Peiraios.

Admittedly, Reger’s argument is quite forceful but, nevertheless, 

even if we remove this testimony as evidence for Macedonian control of 

the Peiraieus, there is still no evidence pertaining to the contrary. In any

6̂1 “La réunification”, pp.374-7; Reger, “Athens and Tenos”, p.373. 
162 “Athens and Tenos”, pp.374-8.
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case there is hardly any objection that Antigonos had control of the 

harbour during the war.

Finally, as Habicht has suggested, the terms imposed on Athens by 

Antigonos are quite illuminating: Pausanias and Apollodoros record the 

installation of a garrison on the Mouseion Hill but nothing is mentioned 

about the Peiraieus, which indicates that there was already installed a 

Macedonian g a r r i s o n . 1 ^ 3

*  *  *

163 xhe most recent solution to the problem is the one suggested by G. Oliver in his PhD 
thesis, namely that Athens never regained full control of the Peiraieus but, nonetheless, some 
sort of compromise was achieved and Athens managed to have access to the harbour.
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CHAPTER II
1. Lykourgos* office

The entire career of Lykourgos is summarised in the decree in his 

honour, carried by Stratokles of Diomeia. This has been preserved both 

in manuscript and in the epigraphical tradition. Pseudo-Plutarch has 

preserved a full version but we are in the dark as to its resemblance to 

the original. On the other hand we possess two fragments of a decree {IG 

t f  457), and another fragment {IG 513) has recently been identified by 

Osborne as belonging to the same decree364

Scholars are agreed that they cannot put their finger on the exact 

office that Lykourgos held or on the duration of the tenure of his office. 

The inscribed stone is broken precisely at the point where the office 

would have been mentioned whereas Plutarch’s text calls him “xapiaç 

xfjç KOivfjç TTpoaôôot)”. Hyperides’ reference to the office is quite 

interesting because it seems to be that of xaplaç 6 èTcl rfj ôioiKTjaei (5. 

col.18 and frg. 118).̂ ^̂  Moreover, there is an inscription, dated to c. 334- 

326, where Xenokles is referred to as K<a>T[aoxa08lç Ô’ è]7Ci xfji 

Ôioi[KT|aEi xfjç TijôXecûç (according to Meritt’s restoration), which seems 

to confirm the view that there was established an office dealing with the 

dioikesis}^^ Additionally, in IG  11̂  513, 1.6, which refers to the official

164 “Lykourgos Again?”, ZPE^l, 1981,172-174. A. Oikonomides (“The Epigraphical Tradition 
of the Decree of Stratokles honoring ‘Post Mortem’ the Orator Lykourgos. IG 11̂  457 and IG 
i f  513”, AncW  9, 1986, 51-54) has set the three versions side by side but his commentary is 
disappointingly brief. However, he remarks that the decree as provided by Plutarch is more 
verbose than the version preserved on the stone and as a consequence he does not seem to put 
much credit on the manuscript tradition. Contrary to this view I would maintain that what is 
preserved in IG i f  457 is quite similar both in length and in content with Plutarch’s text, in 
particular the introductory clause and frg. b of IG II 457. In fact IG 112 457, frg.b is more 
detailed with regard to the overall policy of Lykourgos towards Alexander (11.9-20). 
Unfortunately, frg a very conveniently breaks down at the most crucial point where there 
should have been the clause referring to the fiscal activities of Lykourgos as well as to his 
offices.

Hyp., V. col.18: [ xoû ô]è èrciov-
[xoç.... è]:ii xf)v ô i -  

[oiKrjaiv xfi]v avxov 
cxTiaaav [x a |i]la v  Ê%Ei- 

poxôvTia[8v \)7t]oA,ap- 
Hyp., frg 118: xa^Oelg 5’ ettI xfi ôioiKTiaei xcov xpqpaxcov eupe Ttôpouç.

166 “Greek Inscriptions”, Hesp. 29,1960, p.2, no.3.
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who was responsible for disbursing the funds for the statue, Osborne 

restored [ôoûvai xov èni xfji ôioïKfjaei Kex£ipo]xovr|pévov. On the 

other hand, no such office is mentioned in the Athenaion Politeia (written 

in the 320s), which would lead us to think that an office dealing with the 

ÔioiKT|aiç existed already by the 330s, but had not y e t been regularised 

J. J. Buchanan’ s view is that Lykourgos’ office “was an extraordinary 

office..., a token, as it were of a coalition government wherein party 

differences were to be put aside in favor of getting on with the necessary 

business at hand”.i67 Furthermore, Buchanan denies any identification 

with the office of 6 87tl xf\ bioiKfjaei on the grounds that the first secure 

reference to this occurs in 307/6 (IG  11̂  463). However, as B. D. Meritt 

has put it “there may well have been no fixed title until after the 

restoration of the democracy in 307/6”.

Though I would not like to stress the evidence too far, it could be 

significant that the manuscript records “yevopevoq” = appointed with 

reference to Lykourgos being “xapiaç xfjç KOivflç 7rpoa6ôo\)”; further 

below Stratokles seems to emphasize the legitimacy of his tenure of 

office by advancing the participles “alpeGelç bjto xob ôfjjiot)” and 

“X8ipoxovT|08lç”. None of these clauses mentions the exact title of 

office. It would seem then that the career of Lykourgos was marked by a 

series of offices created ad hoc. In this perspective, Rhodes’ suggestion 

that the office of Lykourgos may have been created especially for

Lykourgos, not by law but by decree, seems quite plausible.168
*  *  *

2. The position  of D em etrios Phalereus

Demetrios of Phaleron was established by Kassandros as an 

8̂Tttp8XT|XTi(;̂  (superintendent) of Athens (D.S., XVIII.74.3). IG  i f  1201 

(1.11) informs us that he was elected to a certain position, most probably 

that of the nomothetes, a restoration advocated by Dow and Travis; 

[vopoGéxTjç al]p8G8iç UTtô xob ôf)po[t) xcov ’AGrjvalcov, vopoug] 8Gtik8v

^̂ 7 Theorika. A Study o f Monetary Distributions to the Athenian Citizenry during the Fifth 
and the Fourth Centuries B.C., New York 1962, pp.75-7.

Athenaion Politeia, p.516.
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KaX[ovq K a l a D jK p ép o v T a ç  xfii 7c6A,e]i, which finds support in his 

extensive legislative activity and in the fact that Cicero placed Demetrios 

next to Solon for his legislative work (Cic., De rep. 2 1-2).169 in any case, 

I believe that the etheken excludes the possibility that this particular 

office was the strategia, the most popular restoration before Dow and 

Travis’ restoration.

It was also commonly argued, on the basis of IG  11̂  2971, that 

Demetrios held numerous times the strategia. Recently, however, S. Tracy 

removed the inscription from the period of Demetrios Phalereus to redate 

it in the 250s and has it refer to Demetrios Phalereus’ g ra n d so n .I7 0  Thus, 

we only know with reasonable certainty that in 309/8 Demetrios held the 

archonship and that in 308/7 he was a strategos (Poly., IV.7.6). The 

removal of this crucial evidence, however, does not exclude the possibility 

that Demetrios had held the strategia more than once. An argument for 

successive strategiai is that Demetrios would wish to control military 

affairs, which seems reasonable en ou gh .I71  On the other hand, the 

Macedonian garrison at the Mounychia would provide enough support 

without Demetrios being a strategos. In the present state of evidence, I 

would only risk to suggest that there would be more need for Demetrios 

to hold the generalship after Kassandros’ enemy, Antigonos 

Monophthalmos had launched a campaign of liberation of the Greek 

cities and, consequently there was more need of control over the restless
A th e n ia n s .I7 2

*  *  *

3 . Philosophers as envoys: X enokrates and K rates

169 See S. Dow & A. Travis, “Demetrius of Phaleron and his Law-Giving”, Hesp. 12,1943, 144- 
161 for a detailed discussion of previous restorations and the title under which Demetrios 
governed Athens.
1^9 This information is still nowhere in print, but I was informed that Tracy is going to 
publish it in the next volume of the Boiotika.
1̂ 1 Williams, Athens without Democracy, p.l98.
1^2 It is certain that Demetrios was interested in military affairs since among his treatises 
there was included a book titled ZrparriYiKCov, a fragment of which is most probably 
recorded by Polybius (X.24.7); Demetrios deals with assignment of a specific place and duty to 
every soldier in a military camp.
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In 322, in the second mission to Antipatros there was included 

Xenokrates, the head of the Academy. It is a puzzle why the Athenians 

should decide to dispatch a metic - something quite unusual- and one 

rather hostile to Macedonia.^^^ According to Plutarch {Phoc. 27.2) he was 

the only one to protest against Antipatros’ demands. G. Maddoli 

maintains that dispatching Xenokrates was a way for the Athenians to 

have their true, uncompromised feelings expressed nobly, whereas the 

other envoys could only compromise for what was expedient, which is a 

quite reasonable point.174 Whitehead also believes that Xenokrates had a 

role different from that of his fellow envoys; Xenokrates was a 

“supernumerary representative” actually treated as such by Antipatros: he 

persistently ignored him.l^^ Whitehead’s view is that Xenokrates’ 

rejection of Antipatros’ terms would “have been no obstacle to their 

reception and confirmation by the ekklesia on the recommendation of 

their citizen ^peapeuxai'd However, it seems to me that in employing 

Xenokrates Athens, first and foremost, consciously attempted to take 

advantage of her cultural prestige or rather to remind Antipatros of it. 

Their past experience of the lenient treatment of both Philip and 

Alexander towards their polis would have made them aware of the effect 

their cultural prestige exercised on Macedonian m o n a r c h s . i^ ^  On the 

other hand, use of their cultural prestige by the Athenians does not 

exclude the interpretation offered by Maddoli; it seems that Xenokrates 

had a reputation of speaking freely his own mind, regardless of the 

circumstances or the persons he was addressing, a characteristic of which 

the Athenians would have been aware.l^^

^̂ 3 xhe only precedent could be the supposed embassy of the orator Lysias, another metic, to 
Dionysios I of Syracuse in 393 (Lysias, 19.19-20)
174 “Senocrate nel clima politico del suo tempo”, DialArch 1 ,1967, 304-327, p.308.
175 “Xenocrates the Metic”, R h M m , 1981, 223-244, p.241.
176 According to Cloché (“Phocion”, p.l66) Xenokrates would have been elected in order to 
placate Antipatros’ violent disposition by means of his great personal (my italics) prestige. 
Although, this could operate (in fact it did not), I believe that Xenokrates was more valuable 
as a symbol of Athens’ cultural glory rather than perse.
177 PHerc 224 =  Philodemus Rhetorica II, p. 173 (Sudhaus): xov 6è 5evo[KpaxT|v, cog] elœOei,
5ia7t:e[paiveCT0(Xi] Tcpôç Géaiv èv ’A[Ka6rmia, xov ocùxov xpô[7cov ]xe<70ai Kal xo [aicoTcâv
Ktti Xéyeilv ’Avxi7rcx[xp -
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A philosopher was dispatched as an envoy once more quite a few 

years later: in 286: Krates, a popular Cynic philosopher, was sent to 

Demetrios Poliorketes to negotiate the lifting of the siege of Athens, a 

mission which according to Plutarch {Demetr. 46.1-2) was quite successful. 

T. L. Shear has accepted the validity of Plutarch’s notice pointing out that 

the imminent arrival of Pyrrhos and of the Ptolemaic representative 

would have been a crucial factor in Krates’ success.^^8 As has already 

been pointed out, the negotiations and their content were much more 

complicated than this particular passage of Plutarch would allow us to 

assume and, at any rate, it is quite obscure when the siege was lifted and 

even more so whether Krates was the chief person responsible for the 

lifting of the siege. As it is, our information does not allow us to 

conclude with safety whether Krates was sent alone to Demetrios. My 

own view is that if Athens had chosen to sent a single envoy to 

Demetrios, it is unlikely that they would have chosen a non-political man, 

a practice quite extraordinary up to that time.

Dispatching philosophers as envoys became a quite widespread 

practice in the later Hellenistic period.^^9 the case of Xenokrates and, 

even more so, of Krates we encounter the birth of this phenomenon, but 

as far as concerns the impressive success attributed to Krates by Plutarch, 

it is possible that Plutarch is applying to him, retrospectively, the prestige 

that philosopher - envoys acquired in a later period.
* * *

178 “Kallias”, pp.74-7.
179 Habicht, Athen, p.240; the most notable embassy undertaken by philosophers is dated to 
155, when the heads of the Academy Kritolaos, Karneades and Diogenes carried out 
successfully a mission to Rome.
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CHAPTER III

1. Bithys’ identity

Until very recently there was a debate as to the precise identity of 

the official Bithys and, consequently, as to the date of the decree in his 

honour. Most scholars and among them M. J. Osborne identified Bithys of 

IG  11̂  808 with an officer in the service of Demetrios II who was known 

to have defeated Aratos of Sikyon at the battle of Phylakia in the mid- 

230s (Plut., Aratus, 34). Objecting to this dating S. Burstein alone 

suggested that Bithys should be identified with one of the members of 

Lysimachos’ entourage, who is depicted as a parasite in Phylarchus 

(Athen, XIV.614f; also id, VI.246e).180 Burstein had employed the 

evidence afforded by certain formulae in the decree, such as the form eis 

ten proten ekklesian, the stated price formula and finally the accidental - 

in his view - omission of the judicial scrutiny. Osborne, on the other 

hand attempted to refute his arguments by showing that the first formula 

appears in at least one quarter of the decrees of the period 262-232; as to 

the price formula he argued that differences in terminology are 

insignificant; as to the omission of the judicial scrutiny he argued that it 

can only be explained if the decree is dated after 262, since the scrutiny is 

a regular component of the decrees dating to the period 286-262 but not 

of those dating to the period 262-229.^^  ̂ Although, I agree with Osborne 

that the presence or absence of procedural clauses such as the latter are 

of extreme importance, there had been precedents, as in the decree for 

Herodoros, albeit very rarely. As to his other arguments, I think that the 

only thing he has demonstrated is that the evidence of epigraphic 

formulae is indecisive. A. S. Henry argued against Osborne that the

180 Naturalization II, pp.174-6 (see also his previous article “The Last Athenian”, AncSoc 5, 
1974, 83-104); Burstein, “Bithys’, 39-50.
181 One of Osborne’s arguments against a dating of the decree in the 280s was that the decree 
for Philippides of Kephale did not provide us with any evidence of Lysimachos’ military 
involvement in Attika {Naturalization II, p.l75); but the decree for Philippides evolves around 
actions and benefits that were brought about only because of him, either directly or 
indirectly.
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formula eis ten proten ekklesian and more so that of the specified price 

are without parallel after c.270.182

At any rate, a recently discovered inscription from Kassandreia

{SEG 38.619) has caused a turn in favour of Burstein’s view: Lysimachos

donates pieces of land to Limnaios whose neighbour is Bithys Kleonos

According to M. B. Hatzopoulos the inscription should be dated after 285

and before 284/3 (on the basis of its representing Lysimachos as master of

Chalkidike distributing land.).183 It would be too much of a coincidence if

two people had the same patronymic while it is much more economical to

assume that we deal with one and the same person.
* * *

2. The non-democratic honours for Phokion
We possess literary testimonia referring to honours for Phokion, 

the date of which are quite obscure and, consequently, so is the political 

climate that favoured their attribution. Plutarch is our only source which 

specifically refers to a bronze statue erected in Phokion’s honour after 

his death. Concluding his L ife  o f Phocion (38.5) he states that the 

Athenian people deeply regretted their treatment of Phokion and not 

long after his death they restored his reputation by awarding him a 

bronze statue.

Apart from that there is a reference to doreai proposed for 

Phokion by Meidias ([Plut.L X  Oral Vit 850b). According to this passage 

Hyperides brought a graphe paranomon against Meidias in the archonship 

of Xenias, but his motion was unsuccessful. The greatest difficulty with 

this passage is that Xenias is completely unknown as an archon. The 

majority of scholars has attempted to discard this evidence and thought

^82 “Bithys, son of Kleon of Lysimacheia: Formal Dating Criteria and IG II 808”, in E. M. 
Craik (ed.), ’Owls to Athens’, Essays on Classical Subjects Presented to Sir Kenneth Dover , 
Oxford 1990, 179-189. Recently, P. J. Rhodes (“One Treasurer Oligarchic, Many Treasurers 
Democratic?”, in Tria Lustra. Essays and Notes presented to John Pinsent, {LCM), Liverpool 
1993, pp.1-3) has neatly summarised the considerable difficulties presented by attempts to date 
an inscription based on certain epigraphic formulae and has drawn attention to the need to be 
“very careful in basing arguments on the absence of a standard clause from certain texts”. 
However, with particular regard to the problem of Bithys he thinks there is sufficient ground 
to agree with Henry.

Une Donation du roi Lysimaque, (Meletemata 5), 1988, pp.18-21, 38-9.
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that there must have been some confusion with a decree proposed by 

Glaukippos, Hyperides’ son, against Meidias (a different one) who had 

also proposed doreai for P h o k io n . i8 4  a . Schaefer first emended the 

archon’s name from Xeniou to Euxenippou, thus dating the decree in 

305/4 and, consequently, dismissing Hyperides’ name as proposer of the 

decree; instead, he suggested that Glaukippos, Hyperides’ son was the 

proposer while Meidias was the son of the well known rival of 

Demosthenes.i^^ Some sort of support of this view was provided by a 

passage in Plutarch {Phoc. 4) where Glaukippos appears to have spoken 

bitterly against Phokion. F. Robert accepted Schaefer’s position, but 

thought that there must surely have been honours for Phokion during the 

regime of Demetrios Phalereus which were annulled in 307 with the 

coming of Demetrios Poliorketes only to be proposed anew by Meidias in 

305.186

Tritle is the only commentator not to dissociate the decree from 

Hyperides, although he admits that the archon’s name has to remain an 

obscurity; he attempts to date the decree based on historical probability. 

He believes that the only appropriate context for this decree would be 

340/39 when Phokion had prevented Philip from capturing Byzantion 

while the 330s or the 320s should be dismissed since there would be little 

occasion for doreai for Phokion or any other Athenian commander; 

Hyperides would have had first hand knowledge of the events since he 

was a syntrierarch at the time.187 Although I agree with Tritle that there 

had been such a decree by Hyperides, I do not see why a date in the 330s 

or the 320s should be excluded. To have precise knowledge of someone’s 

activities, in our case Phokion, did not form a necessary prerequisite to 

bring against him a graphe paranomon. Additionally, it is not imperative

184 Bearzot, Focione, p.249, n.24.
185 “Des jüngeren Meidias, ehrendecret fur Phokion”, Philologus 9,1854,163-165.
186 “La réhabilitation”, pp.526-35. J. Traill as well (“The Bouleutic List of 304/3 B.C.”, Hesp. 
35 1966, 205-240, pp.234-235.) accepts the dating of the decree but expresses his doubts as to 
the identification of Meidias; he underlines that the name ‘Meidias’ was quite common in the 
deme of Anagyrrhous.
187 Phocion the Good, pp.150-1.
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that Phokion would have been honoured as a commander. On the other 

hand, it was precisely the 330s that witnessed the highest honours for 

Demades; it would not be surprising if the proposed honours were a result 

of Phokion’s participation in the embassies to Philip and Alexander. At 

any rate, I think that we can only secure a terminus ante quem  for the 

decree, that is 322, the date of Hyperides’ death. We do not know the 

precise nature of the doreai, but it is not impossible that they would have 

included a statue.

If we insist on retaining Hyperides’ name as the proposer of the 

graphe, then are we allowed to suggest that, nonetheless, another Meidias 

had proposed honours in 305 which provoked Glaukippos’ attack? As 

Tritle has observed, X  OratVit. 850b referring to the bitter things 

Glaukippos said against Phokion, is very general and does not afford any 

conclusive evidence. In fact, Tritle has suggested that the occasion for 

this would have arisen in 317 when Phokion was honoured with a statue. 

For reasons I will analyse below, I find it implausible that the occasion 

for Glaukippos’ attack would have been a supposed renewal of honours in 

305.

F. Robert at first and recently C. Bearzot have thoroughly discussed 

the rehabilitation of Phokion by Athens after his death, trying to relate it 

to specific political circumstances.188 Robert places the decision for the 

bronze statue referred to by Plutarch in the wider context of the 

negotiations with Kassandros in 317. Using basically the relevant passage 

of Diodorus (XVIII.74.1-2) he concludes that the oligarchic partisans of 

Phokion prevailed in the discussions of the ekklesia and took advantage 

of their predominance to promote the honours for Phokion; Robert 

believes that negotiations for an armistice and distribution of honours are 

not necessarily incompatible practices but he does not examine whether 

there was an ulterior motive, i.e an attempt to win Kassandros’ favour.189 

Both Robert and Bearzot believe that the honours of 317 were annulled in

188 Bearzot, Focione, pp.242-55.
189 “La réhabilitation”, p.529.
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307; therefore, the decree of Meidias dating, in their view, to 305 

represents only a re-affirmation. However, Bearzot is differentiated in 

that she prefers to place the attribution of honours in the period of 

Demetrios Phalereus and not in the one immediately preceding it. Her 

basic argument is that the passage of Diodorus does not testify to a 

predominance of the oligarchic elements among the Athenians just before 

the establishment of Demetrios P h a le r e u s ;^ 9 0  furthermore, Bearzot 

discards Plutarch’s testimony that it was the people as a whole who, 

changing radically their minds, restored the memory of P h o k i o n . l ^ l

To my mind Bearzot’s view is the most plausible one: Plutarch 

would have certainly presented the memory of his hero as having been 

completely restored in the eyes of the people, and I think that the 

negotiations with Kassandros were far from being the appropriate context 

for carrying an honorific decree.

The supposed re-affirmation of 305 demands further examination. 

The existence of such a decree, I believe, would imply a tremendous 

dichotomy in Athenian mentality.

According to Bearzot, the reconciliation between Kassandros and 

Polyperchon in 309 or in 308 led to obliteration of Phokion’s memory and 

the fervent democratic climate of 307 led to the annulment of the 

honours; the re-affirmation of 305 lay with the partisans of Phokion.

I find it incredible that the environment in Athens of the last 

decade of the fourth century favoured the proposal of honours for 

Phokion. Why would the Athenians have changed their evaluation of his 

activities? In fact, the feeling against Macedonia was more hostile than 

ever, and Phokion had been regarded as its supporter. Therefore, we have 

to dismiss any hypothesis of re-affirmation of the honours for Phokion in 

305; the statue for Phokion coupled with the statues for Demetrios

^90 “La réhabilitation”, pp.531-2; Focione, pp.245-6. 
Focione, p.248.
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Phalereus ..are the only honours for the period which are not an

expression of genuine gratitude on the part of the demos)^'^
*  *  *

3. The inconclusive case of Olympiodoros

I have already noted that the glorious career of Olympiodoros is 

alluded to solely by Pausanias (1.26.1-3; X.18.7; ibid., 34.3). C. Habicht has 

observed that the account of his exploits as provided indicates that 

Pausanias’ source was an honorific decree, but to my mind this does not 

seem quite clear.193 if  all the details provided by Pausanias come from a 

single honorific decree, then this should have been passed after 287. On 

the other hand, Pausanias could have employed the testimony of another 

source, most probably the historical work of Demochares who was an 

exact contemporary of Olympiodoros. The account of Olympiodoros’ 

achievements covers a long period in his career, if not the whole of it; 

Pausanias starts from the recapture of the Mouseion Hill to proceed with 

his rescuing of the Mounychia Hill and to culminate with his leading the 

Eleusinians against the Macedonians. Pausanias mentions that there was a 

statue of Olympiodoros as well as a monument in the Prytaneion and 

connects them with Olympiodoros’ achievement at Eleusis. This in turn 

suggests that either there was no honorific decree in 287 rewarding 

Olympiodoros with a statue or if it did exist it had not come to Pausanias’ 

knowledge. Immediately afterwards Pausanias refers to the statue 

awarded Olympiodoros by the Elateians when he had repulsed Kassandros 

and it is fairly certain that their decision was spontaneous. It is possible 

then that the Athenians imitated them, especially if we think that his 

victory over Kassandros was the first over a Macedonian ruler, counting 

out those minor successes in the first year of the Lamian War. Such a 

date could have far-reaching implications for the Athenian mentality 

lying behind the attribution of honours as well as for the assumption of a

^92 por the 360 statues erected for Demetrios Phalereus see Strabo IX.1.20; [Plut.], Mor 820e. 
Although this number seems to be a gross exaggeration, the statues should have been 
numerous.

Pausanias, p.92.
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legislation arranging for an Athenian citizen to demand honours from the 

polis only at the end of their career. Two possibilities are open: either 

Olympiodoros was honoured early and no such legislation existed or it 

existed but the Athenians would override it in order to attribute the 

honour proper to a military exploit. As I have argued in the third 

chapter, there is no need to envisage such a legislation. Olympiodoros 

was honoured early in his career as a result of a glorious military victory. 

It was only because of the lack of military encounters that spontaneous 

honours for strategoi did not appear, and not because of any fear of the 

power young, ambitious generals could acquire as Gauthier t h o u g h t .^ 9 4

*  *  *

Bienfaiteurs, p.ll2.
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Appendix of Documents 

I. Decrees for Athenian citizens

Decree for Lykourgos (Plut., X.Orat  Vitae 851£--.852e),

ADKOcppcov ADKOt)pYO\) Bo'üTotÔriç ocTceYpdij/aTO a\)Tco e iv a i alxriaiv èv 

Tcp'oxaveicp Kaxd xf|v ôoGeîaav Ôcopsdv vno xov Sfipoo) AvKodpYco 

BoDxd6T|" èTil ’AvaÇiKpdio'ü dp%ovxoç, èjcl xfjç ’Avxioxlôoç ëKXTjç 

TtpDxavelaç, ExpaxoKXfjç E\)0DÔf|)j-o\) Aiop8iei)ç eÎTuev èîceiôf] 

A v K O V p y o q  A'OKÔçpovoç BoDxdÔTig TiapaXapœv Tcapà xœv kavxov 
TcpoYÔvcûv olKEÎav 8K TcaXaioi) xfjv Tupôç xôv ôfj)iov 8i3voiav <...>, Kal 

01 TupÔYOVoi c l AoKotpYOD, A'üKopfiÔTjç X8 Kal AoKODpYog, Kal Çœvx8ç 

èxificovxo l)7TÔ xoo ÔTiiiOD Kal x8À8Dxf|GaGiv aoxoîç Ôi’ dvôpaYCxGlav 

8ÔCÛK8V 6 ôfipoç ÔTipoalaç xacpdç èv K8pa)i8iKCp- Kal Adkoopyoç adxôç 

EoXiX8 0 op8 voq vojiooq X8 noXXobg Kal KaA,ol)ç ëGr|K8 xfi Tcaxplôi, Kal 

Y8VÔ)I8V0Ç xfjç KOlvfjÇ TCpOaÔÔO'ü xap,laç xfj 7CÔX,8l èTcl xp8Îç 

7i8vxa8XTipiôaç Kal ôiavEipaç èK xfjç KOiv% npocoôou |i\)p ia Kal 

ÔKxaKiaxiXia Kal èvaKÔaia xd lavxa- noXXà ôè xœv lôiœxœv Ôià 

7tlox8œç Àapœv Kal TcpoÔavElaaç Kal eIç xo'üç xfjç 7côA,8œç Kaipoi)ç 

Kal xoo ÔTiiiox) xd Jtàvxa é^aKÔaia Kal 7C8vxf|K0vxa xdXavxa- ôô^aç 

Ô8 djcavxa xauxa ôiKalœç ÔiœKTjKévai TcoXXdKig èoxEcpavœGrj otto xfjç 

TCÔÀEœç* 8 X1 ôè alp8G8lç 1)710 xoD ôfip.o'ü xpfm axa noXXà av\T\yayE\ 
8iç xf|v aKpÔTco^iv, Kal TrapaoKEDdaag xfj Geco KÔapov, NiKaç xe 

oXoxpdooug TiofiTCEia xe xp^^d Kal dpY'Opd Kal KÔopov xp^ooGv Elg 

(C) EKaxôv KavT|(p6poi)g' XEipoxovT|GElg ôè èTcl xfjg xo0 noXè^ou 

TcapaaKE'üfig onXa p.èv noXXà Kal pEÀ,œv p'opidôag TtévxE dvTjVEYKEv 

elg xf|v dKpÔTCoXiv, xEXpaKÔaïag <ôè> xpifjpEig TcXœijio'og 

KaxEGKEdaoE, xdg pèv èTriCKEodcag xdg ôè è^ dpxflg 

va'üTcriYriadpEvog- Tipôg Ôè xodxoig f]p,lEpYoc Tiapalapœv xotg xe 

vEœaolKO'üg Kal xf|v CKEVoG^K^v Kal xô Gèaxpov xô AiovDGiaKÔv 

è^EipYdaaxo, Kal e t z e x e X e g e  xô xe axdôiov xô riavaGr|vaiKÔv Kal xô 

YX))ivdaiQV xô Kaxd Aôkeiov KaxEOKEÔaaE, Kal dA-\aig TroXXaîg
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KaxaaKEDaiq xfjv tcôA,iv  ’AA^e^ocvSpoi) xe xo0 PaaiXécoç

ànaoav  jxèv xf|v ’A alav  (D) KaxecxpapnevoD, Koivfi 6è n â a i xoîç 

"EXXt]giv èjTixdxxeiv oc^ioa)vxoç, èÇaixfiaa<vxo>ç ADKOvpyov œç 

èvavxla  Trpdxxovxa amœ, oi)K è^éÔcoKev 6 ôfjjxoç <ôid xôv> Tcap’ 

AXe^dvôpoi) cpôpov' Kal 6iôotq e\)0o)vaç 7roX,XdKiq xœv

TceTcoA.ixe'Ojaévœv èv èXe\)6épg Kal ÔTmoKpaxoDpévTi xfl TCÔXei 

ÔiexéXeaev dve^èXeyKXoq Kal dôœpoôÔKTjxoç xôv djcavxa %p6vov 

ÔTcœç dv elÔœoi Tudvxeç, ôiôxi xoi)ç TcpoaipoDpévo'oç tn èp  xfjç 

ÔT|)j,oKpaxlaç Kal xfjç èA.e'oBepiaç ôiKalœç 7coA,ixe'6ea0ai Kal Çœvxaç 

jièv Tuepl TcXelcxoD Tioieîxai Kal xeXei)xf|oaai ôè ôcTuoÔiÔœai %àpixaç 

ôceip.vf|axo\)ç- dya0fj TÙ%̂ | ÔeÔ6%0ai xœ Ôf^co èTiaivéaai jxèv

A\)KO\)pyov A'üKÔcppovoç BoDxdÔT|v àpexfjç ëvEKa Kal ÔiKaioa<)VT|ç Kal 

axfjaai aôxoô xôv ôfjpov xaXKfjv eiKÔva èv dyopg, %X v̂ ei tüox) ô 

vôjioç d7uayope\)ei \ii\ laxd va i, ôoôvai Ôè alxTjaiv èv npuxavelœ xœv 

èKyôvœv d el xœv AuKoôpyou xœ TrpeapDxdxcp elg ôcTiavxa xôv %p6vov 

Kal e îv a i KÔpia Tudvxa xd \j/r|(plapaxa a\)xo\), d va0eîva i Ôè xôv 

ypam iaxéa xoô ôtiiioo) èv cxf|Xaig Ai0ivaiç Kal axfjaai èv dKponôXei 

7[XT)clov xœv dva0T)pdxœv elg ôè xf|v dvaypacpfjv xœv cxT|Xœv ôoDvai 

xôv xap lav  xoô TuevxfiKovxa ôpa%pdg ek xœv elg xd <Kaxd>

i|/T|(plGpaxa dvaXiGKopèvœv xœ ôfipcp.

Decree for Philippides of Paiania {IG 11̂  649 + Dinsmoor, 

Arcboüs, pp.7-8. 293/2).

[’Etc]! ’0[X'ü)i]7Ci[o]ôœpo['ü] d[p]%o[vx]og dvaypacpéœg ôè ’Etc[ik

ol)]po[D xo]!) ’E7cixé^o\)[g] P[apv]oDaio\), èjcl x% navô[io  

vi]ôog ôeK[dx]T|g 7cp\)[x]ave[ia]g MoDv[i]%cœvog [e]vr|i [Ka 

l  vé]ai, 7Cpœx[T|]c [x]fjg 7cpt)xa[ve]!ag èKKXrjaia xœv [7c]po[é 

ôpœ]v èTce\j/fi(pi[Ç]e(v) NiK6(3o[\)X]og N ik!g\) 0pedppi[o]g [k 

a l  G]DVTCpôeÔpoi' ëÔo^ev [xœ]i ôfipœi ZxpaxoK[Xf)]g E[!)

0\)]ôfi|io'ü Ai[o|ie]et)[g eî]7ce[v è]7ceiÔf] oï xe Tcpôyovoi [o 

0tXiTCTc[!]ô[oo ô]iex[éX,]ea[a]v dvôpeg dya0ol ôvxe[g tc 

xôv Ôfjp[Gv x]ôv ’A0[T|]va[!]œv Ka[l] èv Tcdaiv xoîg [Kai 

p]Gig d7CG0eiK[v]\)pe[v]G[i] x[fi]v eôvoiav  Kal xf]v (piXo[x
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i)i]lav, KoXXàq [)a]èv Kal [XE[y]àXaq xpelaq 7iapéo%ov[T 

0 t]cûi ôfiiicûi, KoXXà ôè e[l]ç [xa]q è7ciÔô[a]e[i]ç Kal xpi[T|p 

ap]%lag Kal %[op]T|ylag ko[i t]ôcç à[XX]aq XeiTODpylalg 

8K t]cûv l[ôi]icû[v %]pf)p.aT[a] oc[vf|X]coa[av], œv \)7ro^vfi|aaxa è[v 

t]oî[ç l£]p[oîç] xfjç [7ü]ôX[e]cû[ç xp[l7roÔEÇ Kal x’ àXXa àv[a0  

fmJaxa Ka[xaX,]éXEi[7cx[ai* Ka]l oxpaxriylaç KaX,àç [Kal 

èv]Ôô[yo'üç [E]axp[ax]f)[Y]T|c[av] Kal Kaxà yfjv Kal Kaxà 0[à 

Xax]xa[v* K]al a[\)]xôç 0[i]A<i[7r7i]iÔT|ç TCEpl juXEiaxoD 7To[i

0]l))iEv[o](; [x]f]v [<)]7càpxo\)o[av] a t x ô i  xœv Tcpoyôvœv 7rp[o 

ç] xôv [ôfi])io[v EÏ]v[oia]v [K]a[l cpJiXoxiplav ôiaxExéXE[K 

EV OC]7:OÔEI[KV'()])IEVOÇ EV X[E x]aîç èTTlôÔOEGlV Kal x[p

1]ripapxia[iç K]al [x]opr|yi[a]iç Kal xaîç àXXaiq [X]E[ix

0]\)py[la]iç Kal (pi[Xo]xi|ii [a]iç Tiàaaiç- Kal %[E]ipox[ov 
ti]0eI[ç axpaxjTjyôç [è]7cl xô [v]aa)xiK0v èoxpax[f|]yTia[Ev 
K]aX[œg K]al a[i)]v(pE[p]ôvx[œ]ç [x]œi Ôf||xœi* Kal pao[i]XEi)[ç & 
v] xàç XE 0DG[l]aq [ôcTilàaaç ô[a]aç TcpoafjKEv aôxôv [\)7i]E[p 
x]% TcôÀEœg xe0[hk]ev EÔa[E]Pœç Kal Ka[x]à xà 7c[àx]pia, k 
a l x]œv aXX[œv] à7càv[xœv x]œ[v] èv xeî ap%EÎ ôaa ol [v]ô)j,[o 
(j a[\)]xcû[i 7c]po[a]éxax[xov è]7c[i])XE)j.ÊA,r|xai KaA,œg Kal à[ô 
œJpoôoKTixœç- Kal à[y]œvo0[è]xT|(; alpE0Elç 7ie[7c]ôtike[v 
xo]i)ç ocycûv[a]ç xoîç 0eoîç [7i]àvxaç KaXœç Kal cpiX,ox[i
)iœ]ç, Kal xàç àA,Xaç è7c[i)iEA<]Elaç Tcàaaç è(p’ ôaaç [aôxô 
v] ô ô[fj]}XGÇ [fi] fi PooXri [K]E%E[ip]oxôvT|KEv E7ri)iÊ èA,T;[xa
1] ÔiKaiœ[ç* K]al [7cp]EoPEl[aç] K[a]X[à]ç Kal a\)V(pEpG\)a[aç 
xœi] Ôfi|iœ[i 7rE]7rpéa|3E'ü[KEv]- Kal àyœviaxTiv ô atxôç [b 
Tcèp x]œv [x]eî 7ra[xp]lôi G[GV(p]Epôvxœv èv Tcàaiv xoîç [k  

aipGÎç] Tuapéaxrixai- ÔE[ôô]%0ai xœi ôfijiœi è7caivé[a
a i 0iXiJ[]T[lÔT|v OiXG}j,f|[XG]D n aiav iéa  xfjç xe xœv Tc[p 
oyôvœv EÔxa^iaç Kal àpE]xfjç ëvEKa Kal (pi^Gxi)i[i 
aç Tcpôç xôv ÔfjjXGv, Kal axE](pavœaai ai)xôv xpoacoi [a 

XE(pàvœi àjiô HHH ôpa%p.œv" K]al [à]vEi7iEÎv xôv axé(p[a 
VGV AiGVGolœv xœv èv àaxjEi Kal AT|)iT|xpiE[l]œv xp[a 
yœiôœv xœi àyœvi* xfjç ô’ àv]ayGpEi)OEœç è7iip.EXT|0[f| 
vai xôv àyœvG0£XT|v axfja]ai Ô’ atxol) xôv ôfljiGv Ka[l 
E iK Ô va xaX,Kfjv èv àyopài]- EÎvai ô’ aôxœi Kal èKyô[v
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(ov àsi  xœi 7i:peapt)Tdxcûi aJiTrjaiv èv Tip'oxavelcoi [k  

a l  Tcpoeôplav èv Tidai xoîç] ocycoaiv oîç f] kôXiç xi [0 

rjaiv  àvaypdxj/ai ôè x ô ô e  xô] \j/fi(piap,a xôv dvaypaqté  

a  èv axf)X,aiç XiBlvaiç Ka]l oxfjaai x t |v  p.èv èv ’AKp[o 

7iôX,ei, xf|v Ôè Tuapd xf]v eiK]ôva- e îv a i Ôè 0ili7i7ri[ÔT| 

i  èv xaîç axf|A.aiç 7ipoaav]avayp[d]\|/aa0ai <ç> xdç ei)ep[y 

e o la ç  Kal èTiiÔôaeiç Kal] xpiTjpapxiaç Kal x[d]ç d[X 

l a ç  XeixoDpyiaç xdç yey]evT|p.èvaç xoîç 7cpoyôv[o 

iç  Kal éaoxcof xô ô’ dvdX,cù)i]a xô elç xf v̂ Tcôriaiv xo[i) a  

xecpdvoi) Kal xfjç eiKÔvoç] Kal xfjv dvaypacpxjv xcov [a 

XT|Xûov jaepîaai xôv èjil xfj]i ôioïKfjaei.

Decree for Philippides of Kephale ( IG 11̂  657. 283/2).

[è]7il Ei)0ioi) dpxovxoç èTci xfjç ’A[Ka|iavxiôo]ç xp[ixr|ç] 

[7c]p'üxaveiaç, e î NaDai)xévT|ç NaoaiKÔôoo XoXap[yei)] 

[ç] èypap.)idxeDEv BoTjÔpop,icovoç ôyôôei èjcl ôéK[a, è] 

[v]dxEi Kal ÔEKdxEi xfjç TrpDxavEiaç- èKKXrjaia Kop[l] 

xcov Tcpoéôpcov è7TE\|/ficpiÇEv 'lEpo)xvf||j,cov T eia ijidx  

01) èK KoiÀTIÇ Kal ODpJlpÔEÔpOl" EÔÔ EV xfjl PooXeî K 

a l  xœi ôfmcûi- NiKTjpaxoç OiXèoo KecpaXfjBev e îtü e v  è 

TCEiôfj OiA-iTcmÔTjç ÔiaxExèÀEKEv èv Tcavxl Kaipco[i] 

d7COÔElKVl))0,EVOÇ xf|V TTpÔÇ xôv ôfj)J,OV Eovoiav Kal d  

7coÔT|)j,f|oaç Tcpôç xôv PaaiA,éa A i)ai)iaxov Tcpôxepôv 

XE ôia^EX0Elç xœi p aa i^ eî èK Ô |iioE v  xœi ôfijxcoi ôco 

pedv Tiopcov jiEÔiiivoDç ’A x x ik o ô ç  poploDç xoi)ç ô ia  

ôoBévxaç Tcdaiv ’A0T|valoiç ek ’EÔKxfjjiovoç dpxovx 

oç, ÔieXèxBTi ôè Kal ÔTièp KEpalaç Kal loxoô ÔJicoç dv 

ÔO0EÎ xfjl 0ECOI elç  xd navaB fjvaia  xœi Tcé7iX,coi d èKO 

|iia0T| èTc’ ’EoKxfiiiovoç dpxovxoç* Kal viKTjaavxoç Ao 

aijidxoi) xoô pacTi^ècoç [xfi]v jxdxrjv xf]v I\|/œi yevo^èv 

T|v Tcpôç ’Avxiyov[ov Ka]l ATjjifixpiov xotç  p.èv xeX,edx  

fjaavxaç èv xœi k[ivÔ ôvco]i xcov tcoXix[co]v ë0a\|/Ev xoîç 

èaoxoi) dva>.œ}icx[aiv, ôaoi Ô]è aix|idXcoxoi èyévovxo, 

è)i(pavlaaç xcoi poc[aiA,EÎ Kal] Xapcbv aôxoîç d(pe[a]iv, x
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oi)ç )ièv po'üX,o|xév[o\)ç axpax]£\)£a0ai Ôi6 ikt|G£v ôk 

cûç àv  Kaxaxcopio0coaiv [èv] f|'y£poviaiç, xotg ôè Tcpoa 

ipo'üpévo'üç àTcièvai ajacpiéGaç Kal ècpôôia Ôoi)ç rca 

p’ éa'üxol) oc7téax£iX,£v oS ëKaaxoi fi(3[o]\)>.ovxo 7cX£io 

\)ç ôvxaç f \  xpaKoalo\)ç- 7cap£ixT)aaxo ôè Kal ôticoç a

V oc(p£0(oaiv Kal ôaoi xcov JcoÀixcov Kax£A.f)cp0T|Gav èv 

xfjl ’A a ia i £lpypèvoi vno ATmrixploo) Kal ’Avx[i]yôvo 

X) Kal xoîç ôc£l 7ü£pix'üY%àvo'üaiv 'A0T|valcov xpfiaiji 

oç cûv ôiax£À£Î Ka0ôxi av  ëKaaxoç aoxcov 7capaK0cA,£ 

î, Kal Kopiaapévot) xov Ôf|pov xf|v èA.£v0£plav Ôiax 

£xèl£K£ Xèycov Kal Tcpdxxcov xà avjicpèpovxa X£Î xfjç 

noXecoq ocoxrjpiai, Kal TuapaKaXcov xôv PaaiXéa |3ot|0 

£Îv Kal xpfipaaiv Kal aixcoi, ôtucoç àv Ôia|o,év£i 6 Ôfjji 

oç èX£v0£poç (OV Kal xôv n £ ip a ià  KO|aiaT|xai Kal xà 

(ppovpia xfjv xaxlaxrjv, Kal VTcèp xovxcov 7ü[à]vxcov jcoX 

XàKiç p£|iapxvpr|K£v avxcoi ô |3aai>-£vç Tcpôç xovç k 
[p]£ap£\)ovxaç ’A0T|vaicov %pôç éavxôv  Kal %£ipoxov 

[T|0£l]ç àYcovo0éxT|ç èjrl ’la a lo v  àp%ovxoç VTuf|KOva£

[v xcûi ÔJfijicûi è0£X,ovxfiç èKK xcov lôicov, xàç X£ Tiaxplo 

[vç 0vaia]ç ë0va£v xoîç 0£oîç i)7cèp xov ôfipov Kal xt]

[v  ]v £ÔcoK£v Tcàaiv A0T|valoiç Tiàvxaç xovç
[àyœvaç, Kal è7cl]0£xov àycova KaxaaK£vaa£v x£Î Arip 

[fixpi Kal X£Î KôpTjJi [TTpjœxoç V7co)ivT|pa xfjç xov ôfipov 

[èX£v0£plaç, è7r£p£kf|]0T| ôè Kal xcov àXXcov àycovcov Ka 

[l 0VGICOV VTcèp xfjç 7t6X£co]ç, Kal £iç xavxa Tiàvxa èK xœ 

[v lôlœv àva^ œ caç noXXà %p]f|paxa xàç £v0vvaç ôéôœ 

K£v Kaxà xo[i)]ç vôjiovç kcx[1 ov0]èv VTC£vavxlov 7rpô[ç ô] 

rmoKpaxlav ovÔ£7iœ7rox£ [è7coiT|a]£[v o]v[x£ X-ÔYœi ovx’] 

ëpyœi* ÔTcœç àv ovv cpav£pôv £Î [Tcàaiv, ôxi ô &npoç èjil] 

axaxa i %àpixaç àTcoôiôôvai x[oîç £V£pYéxaiç à^l] 

aç œv àv £V£pYexf|aœaiv, àya0£Î [xvx£i Ô£Ôôx0ai X£] 

î  P0VX£Î, xovç TTpoéÔpOVÇ OÎ àv  Xà[%œGlV 7CpO£Ôp£V£]

IV £iç xôv Ôfjjaov, ôxav è^éX<0œaiv a î  [èK xov vôpov fi|x] 
épai xfjç aixf]a£œç xpripaxiGai 7C£pl x[ovxœv £iç xf|]-
V TüpcûXTjv èKKÀT|Glav K a x à  x ô v  v ô p o v , Yvcb[pT|v Ôè ^vpPJ
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àXXecQai xfjç Po'üX.fjç elç xôv ôfjjiov, ôxi ôokeî x[eî P]

ODÀeî, èTcaivéaai OiXiTtTuiÔTjv îXoKXÉovq KecpaAffj]

08V àpexfjç ëvEKa Kal eùvoiaç fjç e%cov 5iaxeX,eî 7c[e] 

pl xôv ô% ov xœv AGrivalœv Kal axecpavœaai a\)x[ô]v [%] 

pDoœi axecpàvœi Kaxà xôv vôpov Kal àveiTieîv xov a  

xécpavov Aiov'oaiœv xœv lieyàXœv xpayœiôœv xœi ày  

œvi, axfjaai Ôè avxov  Kal eiKÔva %a>-Kfjv èv xœi 0eà[x] 

pœi Kal e îv a i aôxœ i alxriaiv èv TcpDxaveiœi Kal èK 

yôvœv à e l xœi TipeapDxàxœi Kal 7ipoeôpla[v] èv Tcàai 

[x]oîç àyœ ai xoîç f] ::ôXiT| xl0T|aiv xfjç ôè 7io[i]f|aeœç x 

ov GxecpàvoD Kal xfjç àvayopeî)ceœ ç è%i|ieXT|0fîvai 

XO'ÜÇ èjcl x'fji ôioïK'naei- àvayp àiya i ôè xôôe xô \|/ficpi 

G)o,a xôv ypap,|iaxéa xôv Kaxà TcpDxavelav èv axf|A,T|i 

kiGlvei Kal ax'Fjaai Jiapà xôv veœ xoô Aiovôao'o, elç  

Ôè XTjv àvaypacpfjv xfjç Gxf)A,T|ç p,eplaai xo'üç èm  x'Fji 

Ôio[i]KTiaei AA ôpa%|iàç [ek] xœv elç xà Kaxà n/'ncpiajo.ax 

a  àva^-iGKOfxévœv xœi ôf))iœi.

ô  ô'Pjpoç

Decree fo r Demochar^s_(Plut„ % orat yJt..^5ld-f).

àpxœv ri'üGàpaxoç- Aà%T|ç A'np.o/àpo'üç Ae'ükovoe'üç a lx e î ôœpeàv 

X'qv po'üXxiv Kal xôv ô'rjjiov xœv ’A0T|valœv AT(p.o%àpT|v Aà%T)xoç 

Ae'ükovoeÎ elKÔva xa^K-qv èv àyopa Kal aix'naiv èv Tcp'üxaveicp 

<ai)xœ> Kal xœv èyyôvœv à e l xœ Tcpeap'üxàxcp Kal TupoeÔplav èv Tiaoi 

xoîç àyœ ai, eôepyéxTj Kal G'üjiPoôA.œ yeyovôxi àya0œ  xœ Ô'nnœi xœ 

’A0T|vaiœv* Kal eôepyex'nKÔxi xôv Ô'rjjiov xàÔe npecpeôovxi Kal 

ypàcpovxi Kal jioXixe'üop.evco ... olKOÔop.'qv xei%œv Kal TrapaaKE'ü'nv 

ÔTiXœv Kal peA,œv Kal p,T|%avT||iàxœv Kal (E) ôx'üpœoajiévco xt|v TcôXiv 

èrcl xoô xexpaexo0ç 7coX,é|xo'ü, Kal elpf|VT|v Kal àvo%àç Kal G'ü)i|ia%lav 

Tioi'rjoajaévcp Tcpôç Boiœxoôç- àv0’ œv è^éîieaev “ütüô xœv 

KaxaX.'ücàvxœv xôv ôfj)j,ov Kal œç Kaxf|^0ev èm  AïOKX.éo'üç àp%ovxoç 

'Ü7CÔ xoD ôfijxo'ü, GDGxelXavxi XT|v ôioiKT|Giv Tcpœxcû Kal (peiaajiévcû xœv 

'üTcapxôvxœv Kal TcpeaPe'üoavxi %pôç AoGl|ia%ov Kal Xapôvxi xœ Ôf|p.œ 

xpiaKOvxa xàXavxa àpy'üplo'ü Kal jràXiv ëxepa EKaxôv Kal ypà\j/avxi
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Tcpeapelav Tcpôç nxoX£)iaîov elç Aiy^Ttiov, Ka0’ r\v èK7uA,el)aavT8ç 
TcevxfiKOVxa èKÔ)iiaav xàA^avxa àpyvpiov xcp Ôfmcû- Kal Ttpôç 

’AvxiTcaxpov TCpeaPevaavxi Kal Xapôvxi eiKoai xakavxa apy^ploo) Kal 

(F) ’EA.e'oaîva Kopiaa^évcp xœ ôfipcp- Kal xaDxa Tceiaavxi èXéaGai xôv 

ôfjpov Kal Tüpà^avxi, Kal (pDyovxi p,èv ônèp ÔTjpoKpaxlaç, jiexeaxriKÔxi 

Ôè o'üÔEjiiâç ôX iyapxiaç oôôè àp%f|v oôôep iàv fipxoxi KaxaXeXDKOXOç 

xoô ôfjpoD' Kal pôvcû ’AGrivalœv xœv Kaxà xf|v a\)xf|v fiXiKiav 

TioXixeDcapèvœv jifj jiepeXexriKOXi xf]v Tiaxplôa Kiveîv éxépco 

TuoXixeôpaxi f\ ôr||iOKpaxla- Kal xàç Kpioeiç Kal xotç vôpoDç Kal xà  

ôiKaaxfipia Kal xàç o t c la ç  Tcàaiv AGrjvaloiç èv ào(paX,eî jcoifiaavxi 

Ôià xfjç aôxol) 7ToA,ixelaç Kal jirjôèv ÔTcevavxlov xfi Ôr|)iOKpaxia 

TueTTpaxôxi pfjxe loyœ  pfixe epycp.

D ecree fo r  K allias of Sphettos. (Hesp.f Supp. 17, 1978, pp. 2-5.

270/69).

ô ôfjpoç 

KaXXlav 

0\))j,oxàpo\)

Zcpfixxiov

èm  Zœaiaxpàxo\) àp%ovxoç èm  xfjç riavôiovlôoç 8 k k x t|ç  

TTpDxavelaç e î ’AGrjvôôœpoç FopyiTiTcoD ’A%apvel)ç èypajap 

àx8D8V' rioaiôeœvoç ôyôôei èjcl ôeKa, )iià i K[a]l elKooxe[î x] 

fjç Tip'üxaveiaç- èKKXrjaia KDpia- xœv Tcpoéôpœv 87ce\}/ficpiÇe 

V ’ETTixàpriç OeiôoGxpàxoD ’Ep%iei)ç Kal a'üjiTipôeôpoi 

eôo^ev xeî poD^eî Kal xœi ôf^œi*

E ô /à p riç  E'üàpxo'ü Kovôi)Xf|Gev eÎKev èjceiÔfi KaXXla[ç] 

yevopévriç xfjç èTravaaxàaeœç ÔTrô xo0 ôf||io\) èjil xo

l)ç K axéxovxaç xf|v kôA-iv Kal xoi)ç |ièv  èK xoD àoxeœ ç  

oxpaxiœ xaç èypaXôvxoç, xoô ôè (ppo^ploo) xoD èv xœi 

M o'üaeiœi ëxi Kaxe%opèvoo Kal xfjç %œpaç èp jioXèpœ 

i oî)GTiç vno xœv èK xoo lle ip a éœ ç, Kal Ar|pr|xpio\) Tcapa 

y iyvop èvoo  e k  neXoTrovvfiaoD pexà  xoô oxpaxoTuéôo
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x> em  TO daxT), nvQ6\iE\oq KaXXiaq xôv k Iv Ô o v g v  x ô v  n 
epl xfjv Eo^iv Kal èTciXeÇàjxevoç xœv axpaxicoxcov %i 
Xioog xcov p£0’ a txo l) xexayjievcov èv ’'Avôpcoi Kal dvaô

oi)ç ô\|/œvia aôxoîç Kal aixopexpTiaaç TrapEyevexo 

t|06 )v  EÔ0tq elç xô daxo) xcoi Ôf|pcoi àKÔXoD0a Tcpdxxcov xeî xov 

|3aaiA<écoç nxoX ejiaiov Tcpôç xôv &npvv evvo la i, Kal è^d 

ycûv elç XT|v %dbpav xovç axpaxicbxaç xovç pe0’ avxov Tcpo 

eKd0T|xo xfjç xov aixov avvKop,iÔfiç jrdaav 7coiov)ievoç 

O7[ovôf|v ÔTicûç dv elç x t|v  jrôXiv aîxoç coç jrXeîcxoç elcK  

O)iia0er Kal èTueiôfi m payevôjievoç Arjpfixpioç Kal Tie 

pioxpaxoTieôevaaç èjioliôpK ei xô daxv, dycoviÇôpevo 

ç VTièp xov ôfipov KaXA,laç Kal èTce îcbv pexd xcov axpaxi 

coxcov xœv pe0’ avxov Kal xpavpaxlaç yevô|ievoç k I v ô v  

vov ov0éva VTioaxe?iA,ô)ievoç ovÔè èv èvl Kaipœi ëveKa 

xfjç xov Ôf]|iov oœxTiplaç- Kal xov (3aaiA,{iA,}éœç nxoXepal 

ov djiocTxelXavxoç lœ axpaxov xd avjacpépovxa Tipd^ovx 

a  xeî TiôXei, Kal Zœaxpdxov pexaTiepTiopèvov Tcpeapela

V Tipôç éavxôv elç neipaiôc )j,e0’ fjç avv0fiaei xd Tiepl xf|v 

elpf]VT|v VTièp xfjç TiôXeœç Tipôç Armfixpiov, VTiaKOVoaç e 

Iç xavxa xoîaxpaxrjyoîç Kal xeî (3ovXeî KaA,Xlaç Kal tt 
peapevœv vTièp xov Ôfipov Kal [7i]dvxa Tipdxxœv xd cvpcpèp 

ovxa xeî nôXer Kal GvpTiapa|i[e]lvaç èv xœi daxei pexd x 

œv axpaxiœxœv ëœç f] elpfjVT) a[v]vexe>.èa0r|- Kal dvaTcX,eva 

{a}aç Tipôç xôv paaiZ éa nxoA,ep.aîov xaîç TipeaPeiaiç xa

îç dTiocTxeX ô)ièvaiç vtiô xov Ôf|)iov avvayœviÇôjievoç 
elç Tidvxa Kal avvepyœv elç xd av)i(pépovxa xeî nôXer k  

al TiapaXapôvxoç xf]v PaaiA.e[i]av nxoXepalov xov veœx 
épov PaaiXèœç èTiiSTipfiaaç e[l]ç xô daxv KaXA,laç, Kal xœ
V axpaxTjyœv KaXeadvxœv avx[ô]v Kal èpcpaviÇôvxœv xd

Kaxd XT]v Ti6A.iv èv oîç fjv Kal TiapaKaA.ovvxœ[v] avxôv CTiov 

ô d a a i VTièp xfjç TcôXeœç Tipôç xôv paaiA.éa nx[o]Xe)iaîov ô[tc] 
œç dv pof)0eia xiç yévrixai xfjv xa%[l]axT|v elç xô daxv aix  

œi Kal xpf|)j,aaiv, Kal dvaTiX,evacx[ç] avxôç lÔl<a>i KaA,A,laç 

elç KvTipov Kal èvxv%œv èKeî xœ[i pjaaiZeî cpiAoxlpœç v  

Tièp xfjç TiôXeœç èKÔjiiaev xœi ôfijiœi dpyvpiov pèv xdAav
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xa 7cevxf|K0vxa, 7r\)pcov Ôè ôiapDploDÇ peôlpvoDç ôcopeôtv 

01 7cap8pexpfi0T|aav èy Af|Àoi) xoîç àTcoaxaX,eîaiv otco x[o]

V ôf|p,0D" Kal œç ô PaoiX etç Tcpœxov ènoei xot rixo[X]£|xaîa x[fi]

V 0 o a la v  Kal xo tç  ocyœvaç xœi 7uax[pl], \i/r|(pi[a]a[pevo\) x]o0 [ôf|] 

)ioD 08œpiav 7rép7i8iv Kai a^iœaavxoç î)7raK[o0Gai KaXXl]

av  àp%i0éœpov Kal àyay8Îv l)7rèp x[o]l) 0f|)ioD [xfiv 08œpiav, v] 
naKOVcaq 8iç xavxa (piX,oxlpœç K[aX]Xlaç koc[1 xôct| è\|/T|(pia] 

pévarj avxœ i vttô xov ôfmov 8lç xf]v àp%808œ[piav 7T8vxf|Kov] 

xa pvôcç àq)8lç Kal èTCiÔovç xœi ôf|[p,œi], avxô[ç xf|v )ièv 08œpla]

V àyayœ v èK xœv lôiœv KaX,œç Kal à[^lœç] xov Ô[f|]pov" [xfjç ôè] 0 

v a la ç  87rip.8lT|08lç VTièp xfjç 7côX8œ[ç] Kal xœv dX,A-œ[v] d7cd[vx]

œv œv 7üpoafiK8v )X8xà xœv 08œ[p]œv K[al x]ov ôf)p[o]v xôx8 [jrpœxo]

V xà nava0T )vaia X8Î Apxr|yéxi[Ôi] pèkXovxoç 7io[8Îv] à[(p ] o[v x] 

ô daxv 8K8KopiGxo, ÔiaX8%08lç xœi paaiX8Î K[aA.X,iaç VTcè]

p xœv ÔTTÀœv œv 8iç xôv ntnXov ëÔ8i 7uapaaK8vàoai [Kal èni] 

Ôôvxoç X8Î %oX8i xov PaaiA,{i}éœç 8[o]7:ovÔao8v Ô7i[œç dv œç] 

pèXxioxa X8Î 08œi yévTjxai Kal ol 0[8]œpol ol }X80’ [avxov %8] 

ipoxovT|0évx8ç 8V0VÇ d7C0K0)ilÇœa[iv] è[v]xav[0a xd ÔTĈ a- Kal] 

vvv èv AXiKapvaaœi Ka0T|cxT|Kœç v[7r]ô x[ov Paai^éœç n x o l]  

8p,alov K aX llaç  ôiax8A,8Î (piÀoxipo[v]p8vo[ç npôç X8 xdç tc] 

p8aP8iaç Kal xdç 08œplaç xdç vtcô xo[v] ôf|p[ov Tcpôç xôv paa] 

iXèa nxoÀ 8paîov dTCocx8XXop8vaç, Kal lô i[a i é]K[àaxov xœv] 

TcoXixœv xœv X8 Tcapayiyvojiévœv Tcpôç avxôv [xxjv Tcdaav 8Tc] 

ijié^8iav 7coiov|i8voç Kal xœv axpax[iœxœv xœv 8K8Î X8xay] 

pévœv p.80’ avxov, 7C8pl TCX8loX0V 7COlOV|X[8VOÇ xô avpq)8pov]

Kal K01V8Î xô xfjS TCÔX8œÇ 8VO%T|pOV k[...............16-17 ]

V X8Î Tcaxplôi KaXXiaq ovÔ87cœTCO0’ v<7c>op8ivaç [...]8[....k] 

axaX8Xv)i8vov xov ôfipov àXXà Kal xf)v o v a ia v  xf)v é[avxov] 

7üpoép8voç ôôoiv Ôo0fjvai èv X8Î ôA,iyap%iai œax8 p[T|Ôèv v] 

7C8VaVXl0V TCpd^ai p.f|X8 xoîç vôpoiç |lflX8 X8Î ÔT|pOK[paxl]

a i  X8Î è^ àrcdvxœv A0r|valœv ÔTcœç dv ovv 8iôœoi 7cdvx8ç [ol Po] 

vXô)i8voi (piXoxip8Îa0ai Tcpôç xf|v TcôXiv ôiôxi ô ôfjpoç [d8] 

l p,èp.vT|xai xœv 8V8py8XT|odvxœv éavxôv Kal %dpiv éKdaxo 

iç dTcoÔiôœaiv dya08Î xv%8i Ô8Ôôx0ai X8Î PovX8Î xovç tc 

poéôpovç 0ÏXIV8Ç dv Xd^œciv 7Cp08Ôp8V8lV 8iç xfjV èK<K>X,T|[G]
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la v  xfiv £K xo\) vojiot) xprm axlaai Jiepl t o v t c o v ,  y v q )) it |v  Ôè 

XXecQai zf\q poDlfig elç xôv ôfjp,ov, ôxi ÔOKeî xeî Poi)Xeî è[7i:] 

a iv é a a i KaXA<lav 0\))a,o%ocpo'o Ecpfjxxiov àpexfjç ëveKa Kal e 

ô v o ia ç  Tiv ëxcûv ôiaxeXeî Tcepl xôv Ôfjjiov xôv ’AGrivaicov Kal a  

xe(pavœaai aôxôv xpDoœi axecpàvcoi Kaxà xôv vôjiov, Kal à  

veiTceîv xôv axécpavov A io v 'ü g Icû v  xœv p.eyàX.œv xpayœiôœ[v] 

xœi àycûvi xœi Kaivœi- xfjç ôè Tcoifjaeœç zox> axecpàvoD Kal xfj[ç] 

àvayopeôaeœ ç è7ii|ieX,Ti0fjvai xotç  èTil xeî ÔioiKf]aei* axfjoa[i]

ôè aôxoD xôv ôfjp,ov Kal eiKÔva %aX<K>fjv èv xeî àyopài, eîvai Ô 
è Kal TcpoeÔpiav aôxœi èv àTiaai xoîç àyœai oîç f) Tiôliç x[l]
0Tiaiv Kal xôv àpxixéKXOva xôv èjil xà lepà %eipo<xo>voi)|iev[o]
V Kax<a>vé}ieiv aôxœ i xf|v jipoeôplav %eipoxovfjoai Ôè xôv Ô[fj]

|iov fiÔTi xpeîç àvôpaç è^ AGrjvalœv àjiàvxœv oixiveç è7ii)j,[eX,] 

fjcovxai xfjç xe Tcoifjoeœç xfjç eiKÔvoç Kal xfjç àvaGéaeœç* [è] 

a a y a y e îv  ôè Kal xotç  0ec|io0èxaç xf|v ôoKijaaolav xfjç ô[œp] 

eàç aôxœ i elç x<f|>v fjXialav èjceiÔàv a l  f)|iépai a l  èK zov vôp.[oo] 

Ôie^éA.0œaiv <ô>7c<œ>ç ô’ àv Kal elç xôv Xoitcôv %pôvov l)7i6p,VT||ia [ô] 

ia )iévei xœv Trecpi^oxijirmévœv elç xôv Ôfjjiov KaXXlai, àvay[pà]

\\fai xôôe xô [\|/fi](pia}xa xôv ypajajaaxéav Kaxà TipDxavelav [èv] 

cxfjXei XiGlvei Kal axfjaai Tiapà xfjv elKÔva. elç ôè xf|v àv[ay] 

pa(pf|v <K>al xfjv axfiX,T|v |iep ia a i xotç  èm  xeî ôioiktigtii xô [àv] 

à lœ |ia  xô yevôjievov.

Decree for Phaidros of Sphettos. (IG11̂  682. ca.255).

 leiav.. a a e  [--------------------------   ]

[... è]7ioEi6pKT|aev xfjç ei[..................  ]

[.)j,]evoç à  fjv èv xeî xœv èvavxiœv oonpa%la[i' 0 D ) io ]

[%à]pT|[ç] Ôè ô olôç xoôxoD, Tiaxfip ôè O aiôpoo %ei[poxovT|]

0elç axpaxTiyôç ôtiô xov ôfjpov èTcl xô vavxiK[ôv ë7iX,e] 

vaev  èTil xœv veœv àç ô ôfjjioç [xœi xœv MaKeÔôvœv axôXœi] 

avvé7ce)j,7iev elç xf)v A aiav, Kal GVVÔie7ioXèpiT|G[ev x] 

ôv TcôXejiov xôv èv KvTipœi Kal ëXapev "Ayvœva xôv T[f|io]

V Kal xàç vavç xàç \iez avxov, Kal èm  ripa^ipov^ov àp%ov[x]
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OÇ rXaDKÉTOD Ka0ei>.r|(pôxoç K<)0vov Kal Kaxayayovx 

oç èvxel)0ev xôc JcXoîa xfjv xe tc6A.iv eA.a(3ev Kal am ov  
rXaDKÉXT|v Kal xôc TcXoîa xôc jiex’ atxoD Kal TcapeoKet 

aaev  ocacpocA-eiav xoîç nXéox>ci xf]v 0ôcA.axxav K aa  

aôcvôpoD ôè TcoXiopKoijvxoç ’Üpeôv àTcooxaXelç ax 

paxriyôç èjcl xœv veœv xœv xfjç TcoXeœç xotç  TcoHxaç 

XO'ÜÇ Tckéovxaç èv xaîç vav&iv Tcapeixfjaaxo œoxe x 

œv o'üfipôcxœv jiôvo'oç ’A0Tivaioüç ôcA.eixo'opyfixoDç 

e îv a i xœv ëpyœv xœv Tcpôç xf|v TcoXiopKlav Kal ai) 

xôç ôè OaîÔpoç xfiv ai)X'nv a ïpeaiv  ë%œv xoîç Tcpoyô 

(yo}voiç ôiaxexéA.eKev éa'oxôv a^iov TcapaaKe'oôcÇœ 

V x'nç Tcpôç xôv ô'fjjaov eôvolaç* Kal èjcl NikIo'ü jièv ap 

Xpvxoç axpax'nyôç i)7cô xo'o ôf|p.0 D %eipoxovT|0elç èjcl 

XTjv TcapaoKei)T|v ôlç Tcôcvxœv œp Tcpoo'rjKev èTcepeA,f)0 

T| KaX,œç Kal (piA.oxipœç* Kal èrcl xtiv %œpav %eipoxovT|

0elç TcXeovôcKiç Kal èjcl xoùç ^évo'oç yevôpevoç xplç 

XTjv Tcôcaav èTcoifjaaxo OTco'üô'rjv ÔTcœç àv ol oxpaxiœxai 

œç àp iaxa  KaxaoKeDaaàpevoi Tcapè%œvxai xàç %pe 

ia ç  xœi Ôfipœi* TcpeaPeôaaç Ôè Tcpôç xôv PaaiXéa xôv 

nxoX epaîov èKÔpiaev xœi ô'ppœi aîxov  

Kal %pf|paxa- %eipoxovT|0elç ôè ôtcô xoD ôfipo'o èjcl xà 

ÔTcXa axpax'nyôç xôv èvia'oxôv xôv èjcl Kipœvoç àp%ovx 

oç ôiexèXeaev àyœviÇôpevoç OTcèp x'nç Koiv'rjç aœxripi 

aç, Kal Tcepiaxàvxœv xeî TcôXei Kaipœv ô'oaKÔXœv Ôiecpi) 

Xa^ev xfjv eipf|VT|v x'Pji %œpai aTcocpaivôpevoç à e l xà Kpàx 

laxa, Kal xôv aîxov èK x'nç %œpaç Kal xo'üç àXXo'üç KapTco'bç 

aîxioç èyèvexo elaKopia0'nvai, a'üpPoüXeôaaç xœi ôf|pœ

i a'üvxeA.éaai [ ......................................  ]

[...], Kal xfjv 7c6A.iv èA.e'ü0épav Kal ÔT)poKpaxoi)pevT|v ai) 

xôvopov TcapéÔœKev Kal xoi)ç vôpoDç K'üpio'üç xoîç pe0’

éa'oxôv [-----------------------------------------------]

[------------ ] ôiexéA,eae Kal A.éyœv Kal Tcpàxxœv àya0
ôv ô XI f|ôi)vaxo i)7cèp xoi) ôfjpo'ü [---------------  ]

[ ]
[.... ] %eipoxovT|0elç èjcl xà ÔTcka Tcpœxoç i)7cô xoô ôfjpo'ü
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axpaTrjyôç tôv èvia^xov xôv ekï Sevoçcovxoç apxovxoç 

ÔIEXÉÀEOGE Tcdvxa TCpàxXCOV dKO>.O<)0CÛÇ XOÎÇ XE VÔ|I01Ç Ka

l XOÎÇ xfjç po'üA.fiç Kai xov Sfnioo) \|/T|(pia)xaaiv [------ ]
[
[

[
[
[

Kal ocycûvoGêxtiç XEipoxovr|0Elç otuo xo0 0f]p.0D èTil NikIo 

0) dpxovxoç è7TEp,EXfi0Ti xcov XE 0DOICOV OTccûç dv govxeXeM  

[0coai] Tiôcaai Kaxà xd Tcdxpia Kal c l dycovEç 6 ç  KdXXiaxoi 

[yévcûjvxai Kal d^ioi xf ç̂ xol) ôfifio'o (piXoxi)a,iaç, Kal \)Ox[e] 

[pov] xoo 1)00 ©ojioxdpoo dycovoGéxoo XEipoxovT|0évxoç

[XÔ]V EViaOXÔV xôv è7C’ EÔPOÔXOO dpXOVXOÇ aOVETCEfXE
>-f]0Tl Kal XOÔXCOV TldvXCÛV, (paVEpdv dTTOÔElKVÔjXEVOÇ
è[i KÔLüiv fiv E%Ei Tüpôç XOV ôfjjaov E ovoiav Kal xdç àX
Xaç ôè Trdaaç X,Eixoopylaç A-E^EixoôpyrjKEv (piXoxlp,

cûç, Kal ôaai èTciôÔGEiç yEyôvaaiv èv xcoi ôfijacûi na
aCÛV p.EXEG%T|KEV K a l  ETCl TCdolV XOÔXOlÇ EGXECpd

vcDxai OTTO XE xfjç pooX^ç Kal xoô Ôf||ioo- dya0EÎ xô%Ei ôeôô

%0ai XEÎ PooX,EÎ, XOÔÇ TCpOÊÔpOOÇ OÎXIVEÇ dv Xà
Xcoaiv TcpOEÔpEÔEiv èv xœi ÔTijacoi, ôxav a î  fi|iépai

a î  EK xoô vo^oo £^f|Kœaiv, xprjjxaxlaai %Epl xoô

xcov, yvœjiTiv Se ^o^pdXlEoGai xfjç PooX^ç eIç xôv

Sfjjiov, ôxi ÔOKEÎ XEÎ poolEÎ, ETTaivEGai Oaîôpo

V 0op.oxdpoo Zcpfjxxiov Kal axEcpavœaai aôxôv

Xpoacoi oxEcpdvcûi Kaxd xôv vôjiov dpExfjç evek

Kal EÔvolaç T]v ë%cov SiaxE^EÎ TUEpl xôv SfjjXOV X

ôv ’AGrivalcûv Kal dvayopEÔaai xôv oxécpavov Ai

o v o a ic û v  xcov jiE yd X cov  x p a y c o iô c o v  x œ i d y œ v i  xcoi

Kaivœi Kal nava0T)valcov xcov p.EydXcov xcoi yo

jiviKCùi dycovi- xfjç ôè TcofjaEcoç xoô axEcpdvoo

Kal xfjç dvayopEÔGECOç è7iip.EÀT|0iivai xôv èm

XEÎ ôioiKTiGEi- axfjoai ôè aôxoô xôv Ôfjpov Kal

EiKÔva xaÀKTjv èv dyopdi Kal EÎvai aôxcoi alx
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riaiv è\i TCpDTaveicoi Kal èKyôvcov xœi TcpeaP^x 

ocTCûi Gcel Kal TcpoeÔpiav è\i nàai xoîç àyœ aiv  

oîç f] 7üôA<iç xl0T|aiv XEipoxovfjoai ôè xôv Ôfj 

}j,ov f̂ ÔT) xpeîç dvôpaç ’A0T|vaicov oïxiveç  

èji:inEXf)Govxai xfjç xe TTofjGECûç xfjç eIkôvoç 

Kal xfjç dva0EGE(oq" àvaypd \|/a i ôè xôôe xô \}/fi(pi 

o}j,a xôv ypa)i)j.axéa xôv Kaxà TcpDxavElav èv a  

[x]fjlEi li0 lvE i Kal oxflaai Tcapà xf̂ v EiKÔva, 

eIç ôè xf]v àvaypacpTiv xfjç axfiXriç p,Epîaai x 

ôv èîil XEÎ ôioTjKTiaEi xô yEvô^Evov àvàkcû)ia. 

Aôavôpoç ADGiàÔoD 'AvacplÔGxiog eîtcev à y a

[0]eî xô%Ei, ÔEÔô%0ai xœi Ôf]|j,cûi, xà p,év àXXa 
[7rà]vxa TcpàxxEiv %Epl xf|g ôcopEàç fjç eixt|kev 

Oaîôpoç Kaxà xô TupôxEpov \|/f|(pia)ia ô Aôavôpo 

T| EÎ7TEV. xoôç ôè 0EG)io0èxag ElaayayEÎv aôx  

œi xf]v ÔOKip,aalav xfjç ÔcopEàç eiç xô ôiKaax 

fjpiov Kaxà xôv vôjiov. èTcl xf|v àvà0EGiv xf]ç eIkovoç 

OÏÔE KExeipoxôvTjvxai' 0D|io%àp 

T|T| Icpfixxioç, Mévcùv ’AxocpVEÔç, Expàxcûv 

Zcpfjxxioç.

f] PodÂt]

6 ôfjjioç

IL Decrees for foreigners 

7011^ 558. ca. 303/2. (11.6-191

[Ôf|)icoi èTcaivEGai )ièv ’O]Ç<)0E)iiv Itt

[TcoGxpàxo'O AapiGaîoJv àpExfjç e v e  

[KEV xfjç TCpÔÇ xotç  pajGlXEÎÇ Kal xô 

[v Ôfjjiov xôv ’A0T|va]lcûv Kal GXEcpavœ 

[Gai aôxôv xpDGCû]i GXEcpàvcoi Kaxà x 

[ôv VÔfXOV ÔTÜCÛÇ ô’] àv  E(pà|ilXXo<V> fjl Tcà 

[G i GDvaycûvlÇ]EG0ai àTcpocpaGiGXco
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[ç xfji Ts xcov] paaiA,écûv Trpoaipéaei 

[Kal xfji x£ xcû]v 'EXA,fivcûv èA,e\)0epiai, x

[i)j-Cû)iévco]v 1)710 xoo) ôf|po\) Kax’ à^lav  

[xcov à7to]Ô8iKV'ü)iévcùv xf)v eiç xà Tup 

[àypax]a ei3voiav, e îv a i ’'O^àGepiv I 

[7U7ro]axpaxoo) ’AGrjvaîov a'üxôv Kal è 

[Ky]ôvox)ç

IGll^ 553. ca 304/3. (U.2-U)
[ Xpelaç 7ü]a[p]éax8XO xcoi ô[fi|icûi xœi ’AGrivaicov]
[ a]l)xol Kal ol riY8[pôv8ç ol X8 )i8xà.]
[....K ]X 8l6oD  xoo) G xp axT |[yo ]l) K a l  o l  ]

[...]g\), Kal xaoxa 7rpôx8po[v x]8 è7cé[ax8iA.8 k X ]

[8iô]r|ç 7T8pl [[N8aio'ü]] xfji poo[X]f)i Kal x[œi ÔTipcoi, Kal v]

[\)]v Tcapœv aoxôç à7üO(paiv8i xcoi ôf||ico[i ô x i  ]
poiç 8X1 7üpoa87réôcoK8 N[[8aîo(;]] xcoi ôf|[pcoi 8]
It| xôv %ôX8pov, Ô85ô%Gai xcoi ÔTipcoi [èTcaivéaai pè]
V [[N8aîov]] cpiXoxiplaç ëv8Ka Kal 8\)vo[laç xfjç 8iq x] 
ôv ôfjpov xôv ’AGrjvalcov Kal ax8(pavcoa[ai aôxôv %po] 
acûi ax8(pàvcûi àjiô X 6pa%pcov 8[î]vai Ôè a[i)xôv Kal AG] 
rivaîov Kal (pô -fjç Kal ôf|p[o]o Kal (ppaxp[iaç è^8Îvai]

7011^ 646 fSEG 25.86). 295/4. (11.10-251
[ ]q 8Î7T8V 87l8lÔf) 'HpÔÔCOp

[oç 7ipôx8pov X8] ôiaxplpcov Tuap’ ’Avxiyô 
[vcûi xcûi paaiX8]î 8i3voDç f)v xcoi ôfipcoi x 

[œi ’AGrjvaicov Ka]l vDv èp 7ciax8<i> œv xcoi Pa

[01^81 Aripr|xpi]coi àyaGôv ôxi ôôvaxai 
[7ipàxx8l K01V]8Î X8 \)TCèp xfjÇ 7lÔ>.8C0Ç Ka 
[l lô ia i i)7ièp 8K]àoxoD ’AGrjvalcov à 8l xo 
[o Ô8op8voi), aTiolcpalvooaiv ô’ aôxôv Kal 
[ol 7ip8(3P8iq ol] 7C8pCpG8VX8Ç i)7lèp xfjÇ 8 
[Ipfjvrjç Tipôç xô]v PacriA è̂a Arjpfjxpiov a 
[ovaycovlaaaGaJi xœi ôfjpcoi 8ig xô aovx 
[8>-8aGfjvai xfjv] X8 cpiXlav xfjv Tipôç xôv
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[|3aaiA,éa Ar||j,fixp]iov Kal ôkcûç àv  6 Sflpo 

[ç àjraXXayelq lo]^ TcoX.é|io\) xfjv xa%icx 

[Tjv Kal KO|iiaà}ie]voç xô daxx) ÔTjjioKpax 

[iav 5iax£A,f|i ëJxcov àyaGeî xô%ei ôeÔô
[x0aL  TWL inatV ^lTO Lt tH p o f  t vpoV


